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PREFACE.

A LMOST twenty-three years have passed since this book

-^-*- first appeared. I did not think I should have

occasion to send it forth anew. It seemed to me to have

done its duty, and to be ready to yield the ground to other

works. At last I have yielded to the urgent desire of the

publisher.

One takes up such a youthful work again with a peculiar

sensation. He sees how thoroughly he has changed even in

his method of presentation. Yet he goes back to the begin-

ning gladly, as to an old home.

The work was originally intended at base merely as a

characterizing of John's gospel, of which the exposition

formed only one part as the proof of the carrying out of

the thoughts on which the gospel rested. Now, the exposi-

tion must acquire a more independent importance. Hence

I have divided the work into the two halves of characteriza-

tion and of exposition, and given the larger compass to the

second, so that the book has become more of a commentary

than it was the first time it was issued.

In connection with this new edition, the critical question

could no longer remain unnoticed. Yet here it has seemed

fair to be brief, and to limit myself to a summary of my
book, St. John the Author of the Fourth Gospel [Edinburgh,

T. & T. Clark, 1875], which has appeared in the meantime.

To it I refer for further discussion of this question.

If the book was not to become a new work, but be a new

edition of the old, the whole plan of the first treatment must
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of necessity still form the basis. But even a hasty glance

will show how far the book has been changed. Much

that was partial has been made more moderate ; other points

have been rectified. The fundamental view itself remains

the same, and has only confirmed itself to me.

In its first form the book won many friends, and has

doubtless not remained utterly without fruit. May it, vin

its new form, still meet with a kind reception at the hands

of its old friends, so far as they are yet alive. To others

who make its acquaintance as new, may it be a not unwel-

come aid to understanding more completely the ' tender, true,

chief gospel ' of Jesus Christ, and to beholding more clearly

therein the revelation of His glory.

I must apologise for the numerous misprints,
1 especially at

the beginning. The readers owe the greater correctness of

the printing, from the nineteenth sheet onwards, to the care

of Mr. Gregory, from America, who has undertaken the most

conscientious revision of the sheets.

Dr. Luthardt.

Leipzig.

1 This, of course, refers only to the original.
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THE INTEGEITY.

NO book in the New Testament gives the reader an

immediate impression of unity more strongly than

the fourth gospel. The same narrowly limited speech,

and the same decidedly peculiar method of thought and

expression, run through the book from beginning to end,

almost without exception. Hence, when in these late days

for the first time, the integrity of our gospel has become

an object of doubt and attack, the idea at once arises, that

the blame for this is not to be laid to anything singular in

the book itself. Other considerations must have occasioned

these attempts. The attacks at the outset followed Bret-

schneider's Probalilia of 1820. He gathered and sharpened

all the doubts that had been raised before that time against

the genuineness of the fourth gospel, and thus made an ener-

getic, though he called it a ' modest,' attempt to destroy the

belief in its Johannean origin. After the storm excited by

Bretschneider was over, matters took a new turn. Strauss

led. The school of Baur developed the assault to the utmost

keenness, and the result is that the Johannean question has

become the cardinal inquiry, not merely of all New Testament

criticism, but even of Christology.

Paulus.

Paulus made an attempt to distinguish the apostle John,

the one who transmits or witnesses to the history and the

most weighty words recorded in the gospel, from the writer of

the book, a follower of John. He sets this idea forth at its

best in the review x
of Bretschneider's Prdbabilia. It followed

1 Heidelberger JaJirbikJicr der Li'eratur (xiv. Jahrg. !Neue Folge i. Jahvg.).

1821, pp. 112-142.
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so closely upon their publication, that it looked as if it had

been called forth by them. He clearly betrays the fact that

Bretschneider had compelled him to make this distinction.
1 He

thinks that the second writer reveals himself in the appendix.

He cuts otBafxev into olSa fiiv, puts a period after irepl tovtcov,

and so makes the one ' that wrote these things ' (o fypdtyaa

TavTa, the article with K, B, D) separate himself from the

one ' which testifieth ' (o fiaprvpcov). What a strange contrast

then comes out between olBa jxiv and ea-ri Se teal aXka, etc.

;

and how clumsy the statement is : ical 6 rypdyfrao- ravra icai

olBa p,iv, * And he who wrote this ; I myself know certainly

that it is true, moreover, that there was much else to be written/

etc. This is the very translation that Paulus himself gives,
2

—a translation that in itself makes a particular refutation alto-

gether unnecessary. The follower of John must have been

himself a witness of the ' glory ' (Soga) of Jesus according to

i. 14, though we do not need to think of him as one of the

seventy disciples.
3 He must then soon after the apostle's

death have wrought St. John's narratives into a doctrinal book

for those who were neither Jews nor Christians.
4 In this

book he blended the Palestine belief in the Messiah with the

Philo-Alexandrian idea of the Logos, and presented these as

synonymous,5
at the same time thus specifying the limits of

Gnosis. Of course a great deal of the historical material used

belonged originally to John, so that we may always call it the

gospel ' according to John ' (Kara 'Iwawqv), though not

' John's ' (Icodwov). Yet, along with this Johannean material,

much slips in that was made up at will, just to serve the aim

of the writer,—as, for example, the longer discourses, incorrect

explanations of the words of Jesus, and improper mingling of

circumstances.
6 Now, however, in the first place, it is in some

degree doubtful whether one of about the same age as the

apostle could have written this gospel after the death of the

latter, seeing that the apostle lived to a good age. And, in

the second place, this man, according to i. 14, had no mere

outward knowledge of Jesus, but had, in long converse with

1 Heidelberger JahrbiicJier der Literatur (xiv. Jahrg. Neue Folge i. Jahrg.),

1821, p. 140.
s Ibid. p. 139. 3 Ibid. p. 140. * Ibid. pp. 141, 142.

5 Ibid. p. 135. 6 Ibid. p. 137.
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Him, received into himself His nature and His appearance.

All this is presupposed in ' we beheld His glory/ ideaadfieda

rr]v Bc^av avrov. That does not mean merely a sight of single

wonderful deeds. How could such a one be so dependent

upon separate historical notes of the apostle's, as would be the

case according to Paulus ? Besides, there is another thing

somewhat difficult to understand. They tell us that the chief

aim of this doctrinal book is the presentation of the Gnostic

idea of the Logos,—a presentation which is the right one, because

it is reconciled with the Palestine belief in the Messiah, and

proves itself thereby anti-gnostic. And, on the other hand,

in spite of this, according to Paulus, the evangelist is to be

praised for not bringing his idea of a Logos into the discourses

of Jesus, but for having only selected from them what appeared

to draw near to that idea.
1 We shall the rather be excused

from going into details, because this view is at bottom not an

attack upon the integrity, but upon the authenticity of the

gospel. It has taken the same form in its renewal by Hilgen-

feld,
2
in that he, relying especially on xix. 35, holds that the

author is a different person from the apostle John. Moreover,

the want of clear decision, the peculiar wavering between eye-

witness and later composition, originality and dependence, and

apostolicity and the scholar's work, which distinguishes this

view of Paulus' from Hilgenfeld's, makes the former untenable.

Attempts were then made to find a hand working over and

interpolating in our gospel. Schweizer,
3
the last to attack its

unity, refuted these so amply, that we may refrain from a

detailed answer to them.
4 We shall only touch briefly what

is most essential.

Weisse.

Weisse cannot see how to make the Christ of the synoptists

1 ffeidelberger Jahrbiicher der Literatur (xiv. Jahrg. Neue Folge L Jahrg.),

1821, pp. 117, 118.

1 Die Evangclien nach Hirer Entstehung und geschichtlichen Bedeutung,

Leipzig 1854, p. 340 f.

3 Schweizer, Das Evangelium Johannes nach seinem innern Werthe und seiner

Bedeutung fur das Leben Jesu hritisch unlersuchf, von Dr. Alexander Schweizer,

Proiessor der Theologie in Zurich. Leipzig 1841.
4 Compare Liicke against Weisse. Lucke, Commentar iiber das Evangelium

des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn 1840, vol. L pp. 141-150.
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agree with the one in John, as the latter is rather an ' idea of

Christ ' than an ' image of Christ/ and speaks ' not directly

from his person, but about his person.'
1 But the spirit of the

history which breathes upon us from our gospel is too mighty

to give a mere idea. From the phrase, ' the Word was made
flesh,' onwards, Christ meets us constantly in the plainest, con-

crete actuality, not simply of the external, but as well of the

internal soul life. And the relation of men to Himself, which

He demands, is not alone an intellectual, but also a moral and

personal relation of a person to a person. We are not to believe

in an idea, but in the One who was made flesh, on the concrete,

historical, bodily personality. In the next place, moreover,

Weisse does not appear to have borne in mind that on the one

hand the Christ of the synoptists speaks 'concerning his

person;' compare, for example, Matt. xxvi. 64, xxvii. 11,

ix. 6, xvi. 16 f., and xxii. 41—45; and, on the other hand,

that the Christ of John speaks directly ' forth from Himself

when He says, for example xii. 2 7, ' Now is my soul troubled,'

or x. 17, ' Therefore doth my Father love me, because I lay

down my life, that I might take it again.' When Weisse had

once made the above-mentioned discovery, as he tells us, he

set to work at the fourth gospel to see if he could not find

signs that it was of less historical and literary value. Here

is what he found : John, a thoroughly unhistorical soul, ' when
his Master's form threatened to vanish in an airy vision, strove

to hold fast to His image, to gather again His already dissolving-

lineaments, and, by the help of an original or a borrowed

theory, to pour out the being and the signification of his

Master into a new mould.' 2 For this purpose John made
records of the discourses of Jesus rather as historical matters,

like studies, in which he laid at the foundation his own theo-

logy, only clothed in the garments of the discourses of Jesus.

Next, xix. 35, ' and he that saw it bare record,' etc., makes it

quite clear that after the apostle's death one of John's scholars

came to revise the book. And this scholar, often in a forced

and generally in a most awkward way, combined the histori-

cal materials of other men with John's records, thus giving

1 Die evangdische Geschichte kritisch vnd philosophisch bearbeitet, Leipzig

1838, p. 115.
2 Ibid. p. 110.
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an odd patchwork of gospel history. But Weisse did not

consider that, as for the perfect in xix. 35, the evangelist has

directly before this given his own testimony. Again, when
Weisse draws certain conclusions from the difference of the

language ol the twenty-first from that of the other chapters, he

acknowledges that the other chapters agree in language. Thus

Weisse confesses that this awkward reviser understood how to

write like John. Then, too, he must have known how to think

like John, and this betrays no awkward scholar ; and finally,

although he found no plan or coherence in the gospel, and so

decided that it was a patched up affair, it does not follow that

the book actually has no plan and coherence.
1

Schenkel.

Schenkel sought to transfer to John what is for the most

part agreed as to Matthew on the ground of the ' Sayings

'

(Xoyta) of Papias.
2 In a review of Weisse's Gospel History? he

asserted that the discourses form the foundation throughout,

and that originally they had made up a complete whole.

Thus he thought that iii. 27 had followed upon iii. 21, and

iv. 34 upon iii. 36, etc., and had only been torn apart by one

who interpolated bits of history. In this, however, he only

neglects to show what the original must have looked like, and

how it possibly could have existed, and besides, how an inter-

polator and interpolation are at all conceivable in the case of

such discourses as we have in the fourth gospel. What he

adduces about the connection of the separate discourses
4

is

too meagre. And what he says about the impropriety of the

position of certain passages and of the bits of history in-

serted is too cursory. Moreover, as he himself after all wishes

to give this view merely as a conjecture,
5

it certainly has no

claim for a fuller discussion. Indeed, it is a standpoint that

he himself has left behind.

1 Compare further against "Weisse : Fromrnann, • Ueber die Echtheit und
Integritat des Evangel Johannis, mit besonderer Riieksicht auf Weisse's evan-

gelischeGesckichte,' Studien und Kritiken, 1840, pp. 853-930.
2 Compare Schleiermacher, ' Ueber die Zeugnisse des Papias von unsern beiden

ersten Evangelien,' Studien und Kritiken, 1S32, pp. 735-768.
3 Studien und Kritiken, 1840, pp. 736-808, especially p. 753 ff.

* Ibid. p. 766 ff.
5 Ibid. p. 770.
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Schweizer.

The same may be said of the more acute attempt of

Schweizer. He seeks his right for such treatment of a New
Testament book in the free position of Jesus towards the Old

Testament. This he supposes he is permitted to draw exegeti-

cally from the word 'think' (Sofcelv), John v. 39. This

exegesis is questionable. Jesus, by what follows, does not

gainsay the opinion of the Jews on the point touched, but

only defines it more nearly. And in any case, the conclusion

that Schweizer draws from Jesus as to Himself and his own
criticism is very problematical. His criticism takes the twenty-

first chapter as its starting-point. This clearly turns out to

be added by a later hand,—a hand, moreover, that discovers

itself in single interpolations in the main part of the book.

Schweizer goes upon the supposition that this unknown person

sets a much greater value on things outward and sensible, and

therefore has a much more external idea of miracles than John

himself,—indeed, an altogether different idea from John's. We
shall treat of this appendix chapter later in its place. As to

what concerns the gospel itself, I fear that what Schweizer

deems unworthy of his John, namely, that not exactly external

but certainly symbolical style, runs through the whole book.

The problem therefore is, not to condemn it outright, but to

understand it. Thus he stumbles in the same manner at xix.

35-37. These are the very words that the criticism of Baur's

school takes to be characteristically Johannean, and the key

to the understanding of the whole book. This will be enough

to satisfy us for the present that these words of the evangelist

are not so utterly worthless, and then we shall see, in the

proper place, whether they have not a sense that agrees with

the rest. However, the interpolator's external way of thinking

is said to show itself in xviii. 9 ; what Jesus intended and

spoke in xvii. 12 in a spiritual sense, is here seen to be ful-

filled in physical preservation. But chap. xvii. teaches us

directly that up to this time He has kept His disciples while

He was with them ; now the Father must keep them ' from

the evil,' ver. 15. They still need a great deal of care, for

they are not nearly perfected yet ; compare xvi. 32. If, then,

a mere question was the means of even Peter's fall, as is
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related directly after our passage, how much greater was the

danger that, to the disciples as we still find them at that time,

imprisonment and the like would serve as a temptation to

apostasy ! Thus the external protection was a protection of

the soul.
1

Again, xvi. 30 is a stumbling-block for Schweizer. It

should not be. The evangelist, before this, makes prominent

the fact that Jesus knows the thoughts of the heart ; and he

shows how this serves as a motive for belief on Him ; com-

pare i. 49, 50, iv. 18, 19, 29. There is nothing like a

stumbling-block in the words of the disciples on this side.

There is just as little on the other side,—namely, that they

were mistaken when they thought that, because Jesus spcke

clearly, they had now also thoroughly understood Him and

possessed the full belief, which included maturity both of

knowledge and of personal relation to the Lord. For the

evangelist, by putting in various expressions of the disciples

scattered throughout the last discourses, does not cease

repeatedly to make it clear to us how incomplete both that

knowledge and that personal relation still were. Jesus also

brings this out in what immediately follows, and on account

of it draws back in feeling from His disciples to His Father.

Schweizer declares that ii. 21, 22 is an interpolation, because

the interpretation given here of the words of Jesus does not

seem to him to be right. He does not understand that with

the body of Jesus, which was called into life, that temple of

His body became alive which he put in the place of the old

temple. The old temple was broken when His body was

broken.

Besides these little passages, Schweizer has raised the

reproach of spuriousness against four larger parts. They are

the four Galilean miracles,—namely, ii. 1-11, the miracle at

Cana; iv. 44-54, the healing of the Capernaum ruler's son;

vi. 1-15, the feeding; and vi. 16-25, the return upon the

sea. The conception of miracles that rules in these is different

from, and far more sensuous than, that peculiar to John
;

and besides, these are nothing but Galilean patches. It does

not appear, however, why John could not admit anything

1 Compare Lucke, Commentar iiber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d e<L,

Bonn 1843, vol. ii. p. 701.
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Galilean, although for the sake of the purpose of his gospel he

especially chose things at Jerusalem. And after all, Galilean

matters are suffered to remain at any rate i. 44, iv. 43, vi.

27-71, vii. 1-9. Observe also, that in the first two passages

Galilee is mentioned in a way which shows pretty clearly that

something Galilean ought to follow. Schweizer 1
gives, as a

ground for these insertions, the design of bringing the fourth

gospel more into conformity with the common evangelical

tradition. But the interpolator would rather have marred

than carried out this design. To attain this he would have

had to adopt much more than he has that was synoptic, and

in a more obviously harmonious way. Moreover, as is well

known, he has certainly not put the agreement with the

common tradition in a clearer light by his insertions.
2 Touch-

ing that first rule, it is not simply a decided ' begging the

question,' but is also refuted by the book itself. A miracle is

always apparent to the senses, and you cannot make a dis-

tinction as regards greater or less externality, whether Jesus

heals a sick man or raises a dead man, whether he turns water

into wine or gives a blind man sight. Those controverted

miracles have their sense and importance, just as much as the

ones that are spared ; and Jesus revealed His glory at Cana no

less than at the grave of Lazarus. There is very little to be

made out of the reproach of magic. What conceivable points

are especially to be embraced in this word ? Incomprehensi-

bility ? That must hold for every miracle. The being done

without means ? In every miracle Jesus uses only His word

or the power of His will as the means. Arbitrariness ? Every

miracle is that on one side, seeing that it rests at the bottom

only on the will of the one working ; and again, no miracle

is that, seeing that each has a good sense in itself, and a

significance in the whole connection. What is meant when
the miracle at Cana is accused of having a magical character ?

Aside from this, it is a singular procedure to reject single

parts for the sake of a conception of miracles that one is only

in a position to attain by the exclusion of these very passages

The same circle occurs in the other argument which

1 Schweizer, Das Evangelium Johannes, Leipzig 1841, p. 99.

2 Compare Baur. Kritische Untersuchungen iiber die kanonischen Evangelien,

Tubingen 1847, p. 122.
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1

Schweizer urges against the wedding miracle, namely, that no

discourse follows it; for the same is the case at iv. 47 ff.,

vi. 1-15 and 16—21, and at the raising of Lazarus too. What
internal ground could there be that necessarily demanded a

following discourse, if the miracle, as a ' sign' (cnjfielov) which

signifies something, is itself a preaching ? But in ii. 4 r) &pa

fiov ('mine hour') is used in a meaning contrary to the

Johannean custom of writing: here it stands for 6 /ccupoa

fxov (' my time'), while the evangelist elsewhere always uses

the word for the hour of the death of Jesus.
1 Each is an

error. In the first place, r) wpa fiov stands in no other sense

than that in which the evangelist always uses it ; and in the

second place, it does not designate directly the hour of the

death of Jesus. We shall have to speak of this further at

another place.

At iv. 44-54 it cannot pretend to be a serious argument

that ver. 44 has always been a hard place for interpreters. I

hope it will turn out, at the exposition of the coherency of

our gospel, that the difficulty is easily solved. Should we
join v. 1 directly to iv. 43, what an odd historical narrative it

would make. How can anybody know that the looking back

to the first miracle at Cana (iv. 54) is not Johannean ?
2 In

that case, the looking forward to what follows (ii. 11) is also

not Johannean ; according to Schweizer, certainly not. But

thenvii. 21, 23 and x. 32, 40 are the same too. However,

when Schweizer urges that the union of 'signs and wonders'

(cTTjfMeca Kal repara) is not Johannean, because 'wonder'

(repaa) does not occur elsewhere in the evangelist, he over-

looks the fact that it also occurs only once in Matthew and id

Mark (Matt. xxiv. 24; Mark xiii. 22), and indeed in both

places likewise in this union with 'signs' (o-^eZa), and, as we
can readily see, for the same reason as here, namely, for the

sake of the intended strengthening.

He declares, further, that vi. 27 must join directly on to

v. 47.3 By this, the transition of the thoughts, the sudden

exhortation, ' Labour not for the meat,' etc., in brief, the whole,

is inexplicable. But according to his notion, the demand of

the Jews and the discourse of Jesus are still more unaccount-

1 Schweizer, Das Evangelium Johannes, Leipzig 1841, p. 73.
2 Ibid. p. 78. 3 Ibid. p. 87.
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able if the miracle of feeding related in vi. 1-1 5 precedes.

For how could they still want a sign for His authentication,

vi. 30 ? The feeding, however, was not the only miracle

that Jesus had wrought. They had already seen, or heard of,

many others (iv. 45). Then Schweizer must strike out these

too, so as to account for the demand of the Jews. But all

that had preceded did not yet appear to them to establish the

claim that Jesus made when He held Himself up as the object

of belief, vi. 29. Moses was believed in as the leader of the

people, by the fact that upon the march he prevented distress

in a wonderful way. With how much higher a miracle, of

His own person, Jesus proves that He is not only a leader

like Moses, but is Himself the way and the life and the right

object of belief ! Thus the things supposed to be incompatible

go together very well. But we are told that the narrative,

vi. 1-15, certainly lacks the clearness peculiar to John: in

ver. 3, Jesus goes up into the mountain and sits down there

with His disciples ; and in ver. 15 He again goes up into the

mountain ! Look at it. Jesus saw the people coming to

Him (ver. 5), gave orders that the five thousand should sit

down in a grassy place (ver. 10), broke the loaves and distri-

buted them among them, and had the crumbs that were left

gathered up, whereupon the people wanted to make Him a

king. There is certainly a great presumption that the reader

should suppose that Jesus in all this did not remain seated

above on the mountain, but descended to the people. And I

think that when it says, ' He departed again into a mountain'

(ave^coprjae irdXiv ela rb opocr, ver. 15), it tells clearly enough

that He had previously descended. The connection of the

first verse shows distinctly that Jesus wished to avoid the

people. When, however, He saw that this was not gained,

He resolved to come forth with a sign, as we have already

seen was His custom (iv. 4 ff., 43 ff.). And then He again

withdrew from them. But Schweizer says that there is a

contradiction between vers. 2 and 4. At one time the people

follow Jesus, at the other they are on the journey to the

passover. To this we reply, that the second thing is not

stated, and that if it were, it would not contradict the

first.

The passage, vi. 1C-26, has still heavier accusations to
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endure. This account is too obscure to be at all worthy of

John.1 Now it is perfectly true that if the evangelist had

wished to relate the history for its own sake, he might well

have wrought it more in detail. On the other hand, since it

is only of weight for him in its symbolical significance, his

record is also controlled from this point of view. Schweizer

failed to observe that the abrupt close (vers. 20, 21) is a

strong proof of this. The only remaining question is, whether

this account has a significance suited to the context ; to this,

as I believe, a sufficient answer will be given in its place.

After this, the objections on the score of language do not

amount to much. The failure to use the genitive absolute in

ver. 16, too- Be o^ia iyiveTo ('when even was now come'), and

in ver. 1 7, a/corta ifirj iyeyovei (' and it was now dark '), is said

to betray the interpolator, because John writes in xx. 1 9, 01/0-770-

6\p-ia<r ('at evening'), and in xx. 1, o-koticmt en ov<tt]<t ('when

it was yet dark'). This contradicts itself in the fact that the

pretended interpolator also uses the genitive absolute, ii. 3

iv. 51, vi. 18, and xxi. 4, and so cannot be recognised by his

failure to use it ; and further, in the fact that John often does

not use the genitive absolute where he could have used it,—as,

for example, v. 1, vii. 2 (compare ver. 14), 45, xi. 41, xiii. 31,

xix. 23 (r)v Be xitcdv, etc., 'now the coat,' etc.), 31 (eVet

irapaaKevt] rjv, 'because it was the preparation'), 42, and so

cannot be recognised by the use of this construction. Besides,

it is a stout demand to make of an author, that he shall always

use a single construction. But again, the free use of icai, ' and,'

vi. 17, 18, 19, 21, is suspected by the critic as Hebraiz-

ing, and rather synoptic than Johannean. Not to mention the

fact that John, too, has Hebraisms, like the frequent use of cBe

and IBov (' behold !'), or the paraphrasing the finite verb by the

participle with elvai ('to be'), v. 32, vi. 64, xviii. 25
;

2
the

copious use of Kal in connecting sentences appears elsewhere

in this evangelist. It is well known that he does not write

in great periods, but in short sentences : more of this again.

1 Schweizer, Das Evangelium Johannes, Leipzig 1841, pp. 90-96.
2 Compare Thiersch, Versuch zur Herstellung des historischen Standpurikts

fur die Kritik der neutestamentlichen Schriften, Erlangen 1845, p. 70 ; and
J. D. Schulze, Der schriftstellerische Character und Werth des Johannes,

Weissenfels und Leipzig 1803, p. 115. Schulze does not choose carefully enough

the passages which he cites.
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Just compare with the above passages i. 10, ii. 12-16, ' And
the passover was at hand . . . and Jesus went up . . . and found

. . . and when He had made . . . and said,' and iii. 22 ff.

Such is the quality of Schweizer's objections to the language

and other matters. No like attempt has been made since.

Weisse 1
tried to prove that in this gospel short Johannean

studies were worked over by a later hand ; and Weizsacker 2

thinks that discourses or records of John's lay at the basis of

the gospel. But both of these bear upon the contents, not the

external composition of the book, and belong to the question

o± its authenticity, not of its integrity.

The suspicion of a want of genuineness certainly touches a

few passages in the gospel. These are : the words concerning

the angel at the pool of Bethesda, v. 3, 4, ' waiting for . . .

disease he had' (eKBe^o/xevwv . . . voa^fiari) ; the account of the

adulteress, vii. 53, viii. 1—11 ; and the appendix, chap. xxi.

The discussion of these will come up in the regular exposition

of the respective passages.

1 Weisse, Die Eoangelienfrage in ihrem gegenwartigen Stadium, Leipzig

1856, pp. 16-62, 111-132.
2 Weizsacker, Untersuchungen uber die evangelische Geschichte ihre Quellen und

den Gang Hirer Entwickelung, Gotha 1864, pp. 220-302.



II.

THE LANGUAGE.

THE elevation of John's language and thought has always

been greatly lauded. In the ancient church, the title

' Son of Thunder,' which he as well as his brother James

received from the Lord, was referred to this loftiness.
1

Calov 2
contrasts this well with the just remark of Grotius>

that John reminds us of Hebrew simplicity by his preference

for copulative combinations and repetitions. Flaccius IHyricus

treats of John's style more profoundly, but still only in brief.

He observes that John, in distinction from Paul, combines

elevation with a certain tender mildness :
' Yet he sometimes

uses as it were a gentle, condescending speech, as when a

father converses at home with his loving children; and he

more rarely employs the weight and severity of Paul.'
3

Among the peculiarities of John's language, Flaccius points out

especially the liking for epexegesis, antithesis, antithetic repeti-

tion, and repetition in general ; then he gives a list of words

and phrases peculiar to John, such as the great general idea?,

and the frequent use of the demonstrative, ' This is ' (ovrocr

icrriv).

Schulze 4 makes the language of John the object of special

study. But he merely gives a collection, often quite uncritical,

of single passages, under certain rubrics, most of which are

arbitrary. Seyffarth
5
limits himself chiefly to the mention of

1 Basil in ' Homily ' on the beginning of this gospel.

2 Calov in his Biblia Illustrata.

3 Flaccius Illyricus, Clavis Scriptures, ii., Basel 1C2S, p. 52S ff. : 'Tametsi

aliquando etiam quasi blanda demissaque voce, ut pater domi cum dulcissimis

fdiolis colloquatur ; rariusque Pauli gravitatem et severitatem adhibeat.'

4 Schulzej ScJuytstellerischer Charahter und Werth des Johannes, TVeissenfels

und Leipzig, 1803, 1811.
5 Seyffarth, Ein Beilrag zur Special Charahteristih der Johanneischen Schrijlta,

besonders des Johanneischen Evangeliums, Leipzig 1823.

15
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John's poverty of speech and small knowledge of language
;

he discusses at length only the Johannean ideas. Kaiser 1

attempted, more energetically, but still not satisfactorily, to

explain the various peculiarities of the language from the

mental peculiarities of the author. Kaiser takes the ground

that in John, as a ' Son of Thunder,' a ' very glowing disposi-

tion ' (fcrvidius ingcnium) was united to a certain mental

calmness and firmness, or joy in, and tender love towards, God,

Christ, and men. Then he offers the following particulars in

no good order :

—

1. The omission of the article, especially in the case of

general (dogmatical) notions, which he opposed, and that, too,

with a certain lively colouring, to the improper application of

it by Cerinthus, the Essenes, and the Hemerobaptists. Under

this he reckons i. 4, iv avra> £&)*) rjv=^r) ^corj ('in Him was

life= the life'), i. 14, v. 1 (the feast of Tabernacles = the

Jewish feast by pre-eminence), and vi. 33.

2. The use of abstract nouns, i. 11, iii. 6, vi. 37.

3. Preference for the plural, i. 13, iii. 23, xiii. 4.

4. Putting the predicate first for emphasis, i. 1, vi. 60,

viii. 51.

5. Putting pronouns first, vi. 20, vii. 36, ix. 16, xi. 47.

6. Emphatic repetition, v. 36, 37, vi. 57, vii. 18.

7. Use of the preterite with the meaning of the present in

denoting dispositions of the mind and the like, which began

in past time but still continue in the present, vi. 69. Never-

theless, Kaiser opposes the lawless exchange of tenses formerly

imputed to the evangelist.

8. Frequent use of i8e and ISov (' behold !'), to be explained

by the vividness of the relation and description.

9. Use of substantive expressions (with prepositions) in-

stead of adverbs, vii. 4, 13, 26, x. 24, xi. 14, xvi. 25, 29,

xviii. 20, etc., to be explained by a preference for abstract

methods of speech.

10. Frequent use of el<x and iv ('in, into, or unto'), i. 18,

viii. 26, ix. 7, xxi. 4, to emphasize communion, belonging

together, and the like ; this especially fits the apostle of love.

11. Preference for Xva ('that, in order that') instead of

1 Kaiser, two programmes : De speciali Joannis apostoli grammatica culpa

negligentice liberanda, Erlangte 1842.
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ware (' so that') or otl ('in order that '), iv. 36, v. 20, vii.

23, etc., from deeper doctrinal reasons.

12. Syntactical peculiarities, owing to the impulsive dis-

position of the writer, or to his apologetical and pragmatical

tendency; as, (a) long periods, v. 22-24
;

(b) ellipses, anaco-

louthon, and changes of construction, v. 44, vii. 49, xvii. 2
;

(c) parentheses, i. 14, 39, ii. 19, iv. 2, 9
;

(d) paronomasia, iii.

G
;

(e) breviloquence, xiv. 31, ix. 36, xv. 24; (/) pleonasm,

i. 26, v. 35, vi. 21, viii. 44, 56, xi. 7, ix. 34.

Anybody can see for himself that the attempt, especially in

this last paragraph, loses itself again in external combination.

Gersdorf's
l Essays on the Characteristics of the New Testament

Writers are a diligent collection, but their gain for the actual

characterizing of the New Testament books is not to be esti-

mated very highly. David Schulz
2 wove into his book on the

Lord's Supper a few remarks on the subject before us ; most

of them are good.

Wilke, in his New Testament Rhetoric of 1843, gives many
just observations. He marks as peculiarly Johannean in the

rhetoric, a tendency to paint, to dramatize, and the like ; in

the dialectics, (1) an ideal dogmatical character, including the

symbolizing manner and the tendency to analogy ; and (2)

unvarying methods of expression and unvarying construction

of sentences (definitions, general phrases, explanatory apposi-

tions, use of the demonstrative, return to what precedes),

union of affirmation and negation, etc. Ewald 3
emphasizes

the original colouring of John's diction, not found elsewhere,

arising from the peculiar mingling of Hebrew and Hellenistic.

This shows itself, for example, in the frequent use of ovv

('then'), which corresponds to the Hebrew Vav consecutive.

Let us first depict the general impression which this book

1 Gersdorf, Btitrage zur Sprachcharakteristik der Schriftsteller des X. T. I.,

Leipzig 1816.
2 Schulz, Die chrUtliche Lehre vorn heiligen Abendmahl nach dem Grundtexte

des N. T. Ein Versuch, Leipzig 1824, p. 146, in part also p. 54 f. Compare

also Ebrard, Das Evangelium Johannis und die neueste Hypothese iiber seine

Entstehung, Zurich 1854, sees. 10-12, pp. 141-187 ; Wissenschaftliche Kritik

der evangelischen Geschichte, 3ded., Frankfort-on-the-Maine 1868, p. 1105 ff.

;

Kern, ' Erbrterung der Hauptthatsachen der evangelischen Geschichte,' u.s.w.,

Tubinger Zeitschri/tfur Theologie, 1838, 2. Heft, p. 47; Liicke, Commentar iiber

das Evangelium Johannis, 3d ed., Bonn 1840, yol. i. pp. 168-173.

3 Ewald, Die johanneischen Schriften, Guttingen 1861, vol. i. pp. 44-47.

LUTH. L B JOHN.
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makes on the reader at the outset. In order to lead that

general impression to more conscious knowledge, separate in-

quiries will follow. These will treat of the material, the con-

struction, and the character of the language.

1. The First Impression.

He who turns from the first gospel to read the fourth, will

at once feel another spirit breathing on him from the language

of the latter. There is something higher and more spiritual

in this language. The facts that there is so little mere

narrative, and that there are so many, and for the most part

such long, discourses, tend of themselves to give it another

stamp. The whole is thereby made of a more thoughtful

style. The very beginning is characteristic. It moves us

strangely to read, not about Jesus' birth or youth, but about

Word, life, and light. It is like history, and yet again like

great ideas. We think that we must have understood it, and

nevertheless feel that there is always something left which we
have not perfectly comprehended. The way the thoughts are

worded adds much to this. There are discourses in the synop-

tists too, but how different they are ! In each the things of

the kingdom of God are compared with the things of the

visible order of the world, but in each with an utterly distinct

character. In the synoptists, the natural objects brought in

for comparison serve merely to make the method and history

of the kingdom of God more distinct. In John, on the other

hand, when light, water, bread, shepherd and sheep, vine, and

the like, come into view, it is not as to single sides wherein

the middle term of comparison lies. The whole thing, the

exact essence of the thing, is at once identified with the other

object. That is that, or I am that. It is as if the speaker

went to the very heart of the matter, and did not trouble

himself about the external side of the phenomenon. It is as

though in what is innermost and most hidden, all things, even

Christianity and nature, formed a unity. We feel that the

thoughts of the writer go into the depths, and always compre-

hend a vast universality. It is true, we meet with single

general sentences in the synoptists as well, but they are like

maxims, and therefore are somewhat popular. Besides, they
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are almost always of moral contents, and are hence easily com-

prehensible. It seems in John as if physics and ethics were

one. The evangelist is ever busy with the central being and

life, trying to grasp and reveal it. This is conceived in great

general ideas, which hardly assume a definite form in the un-

derstanding. It seems to us as if there were so much com-

bined in every such word that we cannot view and comprehend

the whole at one moment. Then, too, we see that in

particular passages in which only special single phases of the

general object should come into consideration, the evangelist

prefers to use a great, entire, full word, rather than to split it

into the separate parts of ideas and rays of thought. The

whole connection of thought must always be held to firmly.

At each point he rests upon the whole object, and at the same

time pursues it in thought to its last foundations and rela-

tions. Dialectic movement does not rule in his mode of

expression. Hence there is something soothing about his

language. We soon feel, too, that only calmness of feeling,

only a like disposition, can perceive duly and understand the

peculiarities of the thought. It almost seems as if it would

have been hard for the writer to have framed his rich con-

templations in the words of the ordinary earthly understand-

ing. We do not mean that he moves uncertainly in the

language
;

yet he handles it with caution and deliberation,

and willingly keeps inside of the limits which he has drawn

for himself in the expression of the essential thoughts, and

in which first of all, and as we see by preference, he feels

himself at home. And since the same great conceptions

and ideas return over and over asjain, the language becomes

almost monotonous, colourless,—yes, almost poor. But then,

again, these very repetitions soon gain a peculiar impressive-

ness. For, in fact, the conceptions or ideas that recur are

not metaphysical, but great moral ones. These begin to

move our souls gently in their innermost being, to affect

them strongly, to lead them to decision. The uniformity

here, with its power to affect us, is similar to, but of a much
grander fashion than, that in the ' German Theology.'

*

1 [Eyn teutsch Theologia, dasist, eyn cdles Buchlelnvom redden Vcrstand, teas

Adam und Christus sey, und ivie Adam yn uns sterben und Christus ersteen soil.

A mystical book of great value in preparing the way for the Reformers. It was
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Besides, this uniformity has a lofty flight. When it tells of

the love of God or of the unbelief of men, or when Christ

opens His heart in prayer and intercession, it sounds like

poetry. The very beginning is a soaring rhythm in the

elevated style of the Old Testament poetry. It puts us in

a susceptible, calm, and yet impassioned mood. It may be

likened to a magnificent overture which precedes a drama,

and which tells in its tones the whole of the story that is

coming, and at the same time makes us feel it.

This impression given by the gospel recalls to the soul

involuntarily the picture of that disciple John as we know
him from history. For the various features which history

reports to us, the devotion and entire resignation to the per-

sonally revealed life, the repetition of the one short exhortation

to brotherly love, the avoiding all disputation, and further, the

polemics in his first epistle, which are kept so general and con-

fined to principles,—all these agree exactly with the general

picture and impression which the first reading of the fourth

gospel makes on us.

2. The Materials of the Language.

(1.) Words repeated.

The first thing that at once strikes every one is the

frequent return of the same words, especially of ideal desig-

nations. The language of the evangelist moves in a rather

limited range of general ideal conceptions and expres-

sions. If I have counted rightly, a few of these words

occur as follows : <poo<r (' light ') twenty-three times ; 86i;a

('glory') twenty times, and the corresponding verb twenty-

two times ; £&»7 (' life ') thirty-six times
;

%f)v (' to live ') six-

teen times ; and ^cooiroLeiu (' to give life, to cause to live ') three

times, without counting the numerous negative designations,

as Odvarov firj Oecopelv (' not to see death ') and the like

;

ixaprvpia (' testimony ') fourteen times, and fiaprvpelv (' to

testify ') thirty-three times
;

yivcocr/ceiv (' to know ') fifty-five

times ; tcocrfxocr (' world ') seventy-eight times ; Tnarevetv (' to

believe ') ninety-eight times ; epyov (' work ') twenty-seven

written in the fifteenth century. See Guericke, Handbuch der Kirchengeschichle,

6th ed., Leipzig 1846, vol. ii. p. 365.—C. K. G.]
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times, and kp^dX,ea6ai (' to work ') three times ; \afxfidveiv ('to

receive ') forty-four times, and irapaXa/Afidveiv (' to receive
')

three times ; ovop-a (' name ') twenty-five times ; Kpiveiv (' to

judge') nineteen times, and Kpio-ur ('judgment') eleven times;

a\rj0eia (' truth ') twenty-five times, aXqO-qcr (' true ') fifteen

times, and akrjOivco- (' true ') nine times ; and oyjiMov (' sign ')

seventeen times.

Nor is this all. The same words often follow close upon

each other within a small space. This adds to the force of

the repetition. Thus, in the tenth chapter, we read Trpoftarov

(' sheep ') fifteen [Received Text, seventeen] times ; and in the

seventeenth chapter, Ko<rp.oa- (' world ') eighteen times, often

directly after one another. Look at Boga (' glory ') and

So^d^etv (' to glory '), xvii. 1, 4, 5, or xiii. 31, 32
;
iiaprvpelv

('to testify') and p-aprvpla ('witness'), v. 31, 34, 36 ; dproa-

€K rov ovpavov ('bread from heaven'), vi. 31-35; and o

aprocr (' the bread '), vi. 48-51. Usually these are very broad

conceptions. It is true that they always keep the same

meaning, but they let a particular side come to view in each

particular connection. For example, how variously the one

single idea of Z,a>r\ (' life ') is conceived ! It is always the

highest good which is given to men in Christ. But now that

good appears in so far as it is in Christ, i. 4, xi. 25, xiv. 6
;

or in His word, vi. 63 ; or in the knowledge wrought by

Him, xvii. 3 ; now, in so far as it is in the believers, as some-

thing present, v. 24, vi. 47, 54, as something future, v. 25,

29, vi. 58 ; now, as powerful, iv. 10, vi. 53 ; now, as saving,

x. 1 0, xiv. 1 9 ; now, as eternal, iv. 14; now, as personal life,

iii. 15, v. 24, vi. 27 ; and now, as natural life, v. 25, vi. 57.

Indeed, this life is brought forward sometimes in the unity of

the various factors, and sometimes in view of a particular side,

though in this last the other factors are not to be thought of

as utterly excluded. Observe, also, how variously the phases

of Boga (' glory ') are presented, i. 14, xi. 4, 40, xvii. 5, 24.

(2.) The Evangelist's great general Conceptions.

This leads us to the circle of ideas which the evan-

gelist uses. We find purely words of great generality, from

which we always have to take out for ourselves the particular
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appropriate phase, though, at the same time, we are not

allowed to forget the rest of the meaning. And hence the

evangelist's language receives the character of depth and

fulness. On this account he is often said to be ' very easy

in his words and very difficult in his meaning' (' verbis facilli-

mus, sensu difficillimus ') ; or, as Heinsius expressed it, ' in

speech, simplicity; in meaning, sublimity' ('in sermone dfyekeia,

in sensibus est vyjroa '). It was thought, therefore, that it was

not possible to make a detailed doctrinal system from John's

gospel, and that the only practicable thing was to follow up
the various general classes of ideas. There is a generality, a

seeming indefmiteness in expression. Unlike keen dialectic

language, this does not force the reader from the first to

remain at a single phase of the thought. It seems to allow

him at once to indulge and to rest himself in the broad com-

pass of the thought. This characteristic of the gospel has in

all ages exercised great attractive power on Christian feeling.

Most frequently, however, people stopped at the impression of

the comprehensive richness and at the emotional enjoyment

of it, without reaching a clear knowledge of the single

thought. Besides, such apparent indefmiteness calls out

individual liberty of choice. ISTo other book (except the

Kevelation, and that for a different reason) has been exposed

to such manifold misuse. People have only too often found

in it what they wished to find. Of course they did not seek

the ground for this in themselves, but in the book. And then

they raised such complaints against it as we read in the

Socinians and Eationalists of ' a concise, abrupt obscurity, by

no means consistent and made up of allegories ;' or of a

' mystical twilight in which we find . . . more warmth than

light, and in which clearness of expression is joined to

obscurity of ideas.'
1

If we turn from this phenomenon to the corresponding mental

peculiarity of the writer, Liicke gives us the right view.2

Paul's discursive and dialectic manner is the ground for his

1 Enjadinus and "Wegscheider in Schulze, Der schriflstellerische Charakler und

Werth des Johannes, "Weissenfels and Leipzig, p. 107 ; Seyffarth, Ein Beitrag

zur Special-Charakteristik der Johanneischen Schriften, Leipzig 1823, p. 32.

- Liicke, Commentar iiber das Evangelium Johannis, Einleitung, sec. 11,

3d ed., Bonn 1840, vol. i. p. 172.
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more extensive sweep of language and his more individualiz-

ing way of speaking, and at the same time for his more

periodological style, and hence for the more Greek-like tone

of his writings. In contrast with this manner of Paul's,

Llicke designates John's as a contemplative and compre-

hensive method of thought. This, however, stands in close

relation to his conception and presentation of Christianity,

and reveals to us the fundamental character of his so-called

system of doctrine. Indeed, in my opinion, this way in

which Christianity mirrored itself in his mind, was the deter-

mining cause of the peculiarity of language, or at least of

its development to such a degree. That is to say, in respect

to good as well as in respect to evil, concerning ' life ' and
' light ' as well as concerning ' darkness ' and f

falsehood,' he

names that which is principal and causal, and that which

is secondary and humanly realized, by the same expressions.

Hence a spirit of analogy, or rather of unity, breathes both

through the book and through the presentation of Christianity.

He sees beginning, middle, and end together in one. They

are to him, and he names them as, a unity. Every separate

part is to him a reflection and a phase of the whole ; in fact,

it is for him the whole, c
in a nutshell.' In each separate

thing the first and the whole is present to him, that is, God
or the deviL This shape of the matter about which he gives

an account is the reason for his liking to keep the same

general words and expressions. He intends by this always

to put before our eyes the objective unity of the whole and

of the separate parts, of the first and the last. Thus he sets

forth at the very beginning of his gospel a pair of sentences,

to which he constantly returns. They are like tones which,

when once struck, continue to vibrate in the ear and in the

souL In this way the phrase, ' in him was life,' i. 4, runs

through the whole gospel: v. 26, vi. 35, 48, 51, xi. 25,

xiv. 6 ; used subjectively: iii. 15, 16, 36, v. 24, vi. 40, 47,

etc., xx. 31; and figuratively: iv. 14, vi. 51, 54, 57, etc.

The case is the same with the other phrase, ' and the life was

the light of men:' i. 4, i. 5, 7, 8, 9, iii. 19, viii. 12, ix. 5,

xii. 35, 46.

It is often said that the evangelist in this connection

chooses abstract and collective ideas instead of concrete
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names.1 The reason for this does not lie in the Greek

language of that day, though that, like ancient thought in

general, began then to be more abstract. Look at a few-

Greek and Latin words. Plutarch calls studies ^fjXocr (' zeal')

;

that by which one wins favour for himself X"Pl<T 0srace ')">

and gifts <f>iko<f)po<Tvvcu (' benevolences'). Tacitus calls the act

of amnesty 'dementia' ('mildness'), suffering 'patientia'

('endurance'), sums of gold given ' liberalitas ' ('liberality')

and ' munificentia' ('munificence'), a rash act 'audacia'

(' boldness'), poverty ' inopia' ('want'), and elaboration 'cura'

(' care '). Vellejus calls notice ' notitia ' (' acquaintance '), a

band of conspirators ' conjurationis globus ' (' ball or mass of

the conspiracy'), and a numerous assembly 'frequentia ' (' fre-

quency'). We can see at the first glance that these abstrac-

tions are specifically different from those of John. In these

authors, plainly to the detriment of the language, an abstract

is used for a concrete in the exact sense of the phrase

(' abstractum pro concreto '). In John, real, essential generali-

ties are meant to be designated.

John's method seems more nearly related to the abstrac-

tions of a Philo. Philo, however, partly following Plato, and

still more the Porch,
2 moves in generalities which are mere

images of thought without living contents. Whereas John's

ideas are vivid contemplations of realities. Indeed, they

express the actual realities, which form the foundations of all

others, and of which all else is but an imperfect copy. That

which before the gospel and aside from the gospel was or is

only given in an indirect, incomplete earthly way, finds its

truth and completeness in what the gospel proclaims. This

is the thing which in truth deserves the names that the

earthly analogies possess in fee, such as the true life, the true

light, and so forth. John, moreover, does not purpose to

report the outward history of the incarnate one for its owrn
sake, and as such : he gives it simply for the sake of its

meaning, and of what is contained in it. He intends to reveal

the meaning of this Jesus and His history, what is given to

1 See Schulze, Der schriftstellcrische Charahter wid Werth des Johannes,

Weissenfels and Leipzig, 1803, p. 90.

2 [Zeno of Citiura taught in the Porch (ttroa., stoa) at Athens, whence his

disciples were called philosophers of the Porch, or Stoics.—C. R. G.]
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humanity in and with Him, the fulness of the blessing that

appeared in Him, the fulness of the good things that are to be

found in Him,—in a word, the essential contents of His person

and history. Hence arise the essential generalities in ex-

pression.

(3.) Phrases repeated.

The remark as to the frequent repetition of the same

words, obtains likewise for phrases. The transition to this

is found in verbal paraphases of a substantive, as elvai ev rivi,

fiiveiv ev tlvl (' to be, to remain in a certain person '), to

designate the communion between God and Christ, and

between Christ and His people. For the first expression,

see xiv. 10, 11, 20; and for the second, xv. 4, 5, 6, 7, 9,

10,11.

To describe the same circumstances, the apostle likes to

keep the term once chosen. Thus, to express Jesus' relation

of dependence upon the Father as regards His mission, we
find as a rule: ep^eaOai ('to come'), iii. 2, 19, 31, vi. 14,

vii. 28, viii. 42, xii. 46, xvi. 28, 30, xviii. 37; 6 Tri/xfaa-

ixs (' He that sent me'), vii. 28, 33, viii. 26, 29, Lx. 4, xii. 49
;

dvoarreWa ('to send'), iii. 17, v. 38, vi. 29, 57, x. 36,

xx. 21 ; and Karafiaivetv etc or dirb tov ovpavov (' to come

down from heaven'), iii. 13, vi. 33, 38, 41, 42, 51, 58. For

dependence on the Father as regards His doctrine, compare

6 ecopd/ca/xev /xaprvpov/xev (' we testify that which we have

seen'), iii. 11, viii. 38, and o ecopa/cev Kal qicovaev, tovto

fiapTvpei (' what He hath seen and heard, that He testifieth '),

iii. 32, with d/cova ('to hear'), v. 30, viii. 26, with Si$do~Ka>

('to teach'), ravra XaXw ('I speak these things '), viii. 28 (as

in viii. 26). The following examples are from Schulze,
1

who may be further consulted : ep,bv fipibfid iarip, Xva Troifo

to 06\T]fxa tov kt\. (' my meat is to do the will of Him,' etc.),

iv. 34, v. 30, vi. 38 ; aXkov irapaKkr^rov ha>aei vpXv . . . to

7rvev/j.a (' He shall give you another Comforter . . . the

Spirit'), xiv. 16 f., 26, xv. 26, xvi. 7, 13 ; otl dv atTijo-ijTe

kt\. ('whatsoever ye shall ask,' etc.), xiv. 13, 14, xv. 7,

xvi. 23, 24 ; ra ep<ya a ehooKev fiot 6 TraTrjp, i'va kt\. ('the

1 Schulze, Der schri/tsiellerische C'harahicr und Werth des Johanncx,

"Weissenfels and Leipzig 1803, pp. 67-70.
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works "which, the Father hath given me to,' etc.), v. 36, x. 25
;

/cav ifiol fxrj TricrTevrjTe, Tola epryoicr iriaTevaare (' though ye

believe not me, believe the works'), x. 38, xiv. 11.

These examples lead us to the language of narration.

Our evangelist has a great liking for the phrase pera tovto

(' after this ') as a form of transition to a new part of his

historical account, ii. 12, iii. 22 (iv. 43), v. 1, vi. 1, vii. 1.

After vii. 1 this formula disappears, because the disputes give

the narrative more movement. True, the historical narrative

reappears in the eleventh and twelfth chapters, and yet this

phrase does not occur in them except at the opening words,

xi. 7. The reason is that the decisive facts are here to be

told, and the more calm fiera tovto does not suit them.

Instead of this, in order to call attention to the way in which

one thing leads to or follows from another, and to show that

the matters came to pass by an internal necessity, ovv (' then,

therefore') is often repeated, and only changes off with he

(' and '). Thus ovv stands at the head of the chief divisions,

xi. 17, 45, 47, 54, xii. 1, 9, 17. It is also found between

the details of the narrative, xi. 3, 6, 12, 14, 16, 20, 21,

31, 32, 33, 36, 38, 41, etc. The same phenomenon reap-

pears at the last historical narrative, from the arrest to the

death on the cross. Here, too, each point comes from

another, and the whole forms a unity. Hence the chief

divisions are for the most part connected by ovv, xviii. 12,

28, xix. 1, 16, 23, 31. See also xviii. 3, 4, 6, 7, 10,

11, 17, 19, etc. When the account changes to a living

dialogue the ovv disappears as before ; see for example after

xviii. 19. We find fieTa TavTa again only after the narrative

has reached the death and passed on to the burial, xix. 38.

It then at once disappears a second time, for the history

develops speedily to the external glorification in the resurrec-

tion.

It must seem still more striking that fieia tovto is

repeatedly joined with a following /cal eyyva
(

f and at hand
'),

ii. 12, 13, vi. 1, 4, vii. 1, 2. Schulze 1
calls attention to the

fact that, though the same words are used only in part, it is

often remarked concerning Jesus that He withdrew Himself

1 Schulze, Der schr'iftstellerische Charakter und Werth des Johanne?,

Weissenfels and Leipzig 1803, p. 75.
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from the eyes of men, v. 13, vi 3, 15, viii. 1, 59, x. 39, xi.

54, xii. 36. This added to the preceding points us to a

peculiarity of the historical narrative, and offers us the ground

for the explanation of many repetitions of the same turns,

phrases, and sentences.

It is plainly of set purpose. The evangelist constantly

returns to, and lays emphasis upon, that which repeats itself

in the outward life of Jesus Christ. Thus he shows that

there is a law of analogy in that life. Looking at the ideas,

we found that the evangelist conceived the last in the first,

the whole in the single part, and the reverse. Here it is the

same with the history. The first facts contain at heart all

that follow. The latter came from the former. We have, as

it were, circles, which develop one from the other. The one

that precedes repeats itself, only with an advance, in the one

that follows This is the reason for Baur's
1 complaint that

the action has no historical progress. All is finished at the

very beginning. Hence the same thing is constantly repeated.

Therefore it cannot be real history. It is a mere movement
of thought Baur's notion is, that the evangelist has destroyed

the story and made the progress of the action impossible by

taking up at the very opening of the recital, the last thing of

all, the stay at Jerusalem. At the same time, Baur says that

the evangelist wished to frame at least the appearance of a

development. But if this were the case, the evangelist would

in the course of the relation have given more variety, at least

in expression, so as to conceal the historical repetitions. He
certainly would not have contented himself with such

mechanical and external helps, only to remark again and

again that the blow, for which the hand had been outstretched

at the first, had not yet fallen.
2 On the contrary, we

certainly should see design in the phenomenon mentioned.

The evangelist is quite skilful enough in this subordinate

range of language to be able to vary the expression. The

fact is, that the evangelist uses these repetitions to chow

clearly that the whole development and its end had been

given at the beginning in germ, and that at heart the same

1 Baur, Kritische Uniersuchungen iibcr die kanonlschen Evangelkn, Tubingen

1847, p. 283 ff.

2 Ibid. pp. 2S3, 284.
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actual relations appear everywhere and constantly. We shall

see at a later point, that in spite of this method of history

and of historical narrative, which I might almost call spiral,

there is still enough dramatic progress and development in

the gospel.

This remark must first of all hold good where the recep-

tion of Jesus hy men is spoken of. Again and again we
read, 'and they (or many) believed on Him,' ii. 11, 22, iv.

39, 41, 53, vii. 31, viii. 30, x. 42, xi. 45, xii. 11, 42 ; or,

' they believed not, they persecuted Him, they sought to slay

Him,' i. 10, 11, iii. 32, v. 16, 18, vii. 1, 19, 30, 32, 44,

viii. 20, 40, 59, x. 31, 39, xi. 8, 53, 57, xii. 37. Likewise,

on the one hand, the same accusations against Jesus are

repeated, on Sai/xoviop e%ei (' he hath a devil'), vii. 20, viii.

48, 49, 52, x. 20, 21 ; and, on the other hand, the same

acknowledgments, with regard to Him, iv. 29, 42, vi. 14, 69,

ix. 17, xi. 27, xvi. 30. We may compare with this the

remark that Judas should, or would betray Him : it appears

after a certain crisis, and is then frequently repeated, vi. 71,

xii. 4, xiii. 2, 11, 18, etc.

After what we have seen, I should not like to speak of the

evangelist's ' slender knowledge of language ' and the like.

In certain historical parts he shows abundant skill in using

the materials of the language. The case may be somewhat

different where the expression of what is specifically Christian

is in question. But that is to be laid to the age, not to the

author. Christianity at that time had not yet quite assimilated

itself to the Greek language. The spirit of Christianity is

still searching among the linguistic treasures of Greek expres-

sions. Here, then, we have a particular, and on the whole

still a small domain laid off, which has become the property

of Christian thought. The evangelist does not like to go

beyond it. At the same time, as we have seen, he gains

thereby another end. This latter obtains even in a more

exclusive manner in the historical narrative and its repeti-

tions. Historically, too, the whole is to be shown in the

parts, the last in the first, the development and the result in

the beginning. He means to make it clear that the final

destiny of Jesus was not in the least a matter of chance, but

necessary,—that is, divinely wrought.
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3. The Construction and Union of Sentences.

(1.) Simplicity of Sentences.

Herder
1
praises simplicity as the greatest beauty of John's

gospel. Thiersch 2
decides, too, that ' in his historical and in

his didactic book, wherein the clearest recollection and the

calmest contemplation mirror themselves, John has matured

that peculiar plainness and simplicity of style, after the

fashion of which nothing greater than these two works has

ever been written.'

This is seen even in the simple way of making the sentences.

At the beginning, the simplest sentences file one after the

other, and it is the same through the whole gospel. He uses

by preference the simplest tenses and the simplest moods.

There is not an optative to be found. The dialogue is as

plain as the historical narrative. Let us take a case : Jesus

talking to the Samaritan woman. In its introduction the

simplest form of construction prevails, iv. 3-8 ; and in the

conversation itself we have in almost unbroken interchange

Xeya clvtco t\ <yvvr\ ('the woman saith unto Him'), iv. 9, 11,

15, 19, 25, and \eyet, avrfj 6 'Irjcrova- (' Jesus saith unto her'),

or a like phrase, iv. 7, 10, 13, 16, 17, 21, 26. We find the

same thing in the discourses of Jesus, as, for instance, in the

tenth and seventeenth chapters. The simplicity of expression

and construction seems almost to increase in proportion to

the internal wealth and to the many-sidedness of the thought.

Look at the sayings wherewith Jesus characterizes Himself,

£<y<i> dpi (' I am'), etc., x. 9, 11, xi 25, xiv. 6, and so on.

Uniformity.

Such simplicity in the evangelist's language easily becomes

uniform or monotonous, as we see from the above-mentioned

example, iv. 7-26, in which \e<yet avTo) or avrf} ('she saith

unto Him,' or 'He saith unto her') begins sentences nine

1 Herder, Von Gottes Sohn, der Welt Heiland, nach Johannes Evangellum,

Riga 1797.
2 Thiersch, Versnch zur Herstellung des hist-orischen Standjjunkts f-.ir die

Kritik der neutestamenllkhen Schri/ten, Erlangen 1S45, p. 61.
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times, and in like manner occurs again in vers. 49, 50. It

is as if we heard the well-known i»Ns
l ('and He said'). The

words which introduce sayings or discourses are almost

universally alike. See, for example, ii. 4, 5, 7, and iii. 3, 5,

1 1 : aprjv afirjv \eyco kt\. (' verily, verily, I say,' etc.). As
here, so elsewhere the evangelist likes to begin with the

verb. The verb comes first in every verse i. 40-52, except

verse 44. The following passages show the same trait : ii.

17-20, iii. 3-5, 9, 10, iv. 3-7, 9-11, 13, 15-17, 19, 21,

23, 25, 26, 28, 30, 33, 34, 46, 48-50, 52, 53, vi. 7-11,

xi. 23-25, 27, 39, 40, 41, 47, 56, 57, xiii. 36-38, xiv.

5-11, xviii. 5, 11, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 23, 24-26, 28-31,

33-40, etc.

The uniformity changes into circumstantiality in express-

ing something said, or an answer. The formula aireicpivaTo

tcai etirev (' He answered and said') occurs unusually often,

i. 49, 50, 51, iii. 3, 9, 10, 27, iv. 10, 13, 17, v. 19, vi

29, 43, vii. 16, viii. 48, ix. 20, 30, xii. 30, xiii. 7, etc.

Like prolixity meets us in other turns, as, kfiaprvprjaev

Xeycov ('bare record, saying'), i. 32; r/pairrja-av avrov Kal

elirav avrw (' and they asked Him, and said unto Him '), i. 25

;

direicpiOr) \€jcov ('answered, saying'), i. 26; fiaprvpec Kal

xetcpayev \eycov (' bare witness, and cried, saying '), i. 15;
eKpa^ev SiSdafccov Kal \eycov (' cried ... as He taught, saying'),

vii. 28 ; i\d\T]aav \eywv (' spake, saying'), viii. 12, etc.

Further, the impression of circumstantiality is lent by the

repetition of words that have just been used, and could be

easily supplied or at least replaced by pronouns ; thus, for

example, iii. 23, 24, John; iv. 1, 2, Jesus; xii. 3, xv. 16,

xix. f. These passages should be carefully distinguished

from those in which a special emphasis is to be secured by

the repetition, as in i. 10, xix. 10. Winer 1
has already

called attention to the fact that an Oriental stamp is im-

pressed upon the language by this circumstantiality.

This circumstantiality appears still more distinctly when
complete little sentences or forms of speech, which directly

preceded almost exactly, are repeated in the discourse. Look

1 Winer, Grammatik des neutestamentlichen Spracliidioms, sec. 65. 4, 7th ed.,

Leipzig 1867, p. 563. Translated by Professor Monlton. Edinburgh, 1876, 8th

edition.
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at iv. 7, 10, Boa fiot melv {' Give me to drink') ; v. 8, 9, 10,

11, 12,apov rov icpafifiarov aov zeal ireptirdrei ('Eise, take

up thy bed, and walk') ; vi. 39, 40, 44, dvaar^aco avrov (' I

will raise him up'); vi. 37, 39, 40, iraa (' all, every').

Ottfried Miiller
1 has referred similar methods of narration in

Herodotus to the Oriental character of the style here to be

recognised.

Connected with this we have the fact that the wor$s of

another are almost without exception introduced in direct

speech. See i. 19-28, vi. 41, 42, vii. 11, 36, 40, 41, 45,

46, 47, viii. 22, 33, 54, ix. 8, 9 ff., 41. I can only recall a

single example of indirect speech : iv. 51, on 6 irala avrov
fffi

(' that his son was alive ').
2

Here, too, we may refer to the peculiarity of the evangelist

in continually coming back to certain ruling thoughts and

sentences. This has given the opponents of the gospel occa-

sion to make the objection that it is tedious,—an objection

especially laid upon the seventeenth chapter, as is well known.

But whoever gives himself up sincerely to the impression

of these repeated sentences will easily feel how forcible they

are. Perhaps this will be plainer, if I write out an example

or two of very close repetition: v. 19, ov Bvvarac 6 vlba

irotecv ad> eavrov ovBev, av \ir) rt j3\eirrj rov irarepa iroiovvra'

a yap av iicelvocr iroif}, ravra teal o vlba irotel Ofioiata (' the

Son can do nothing of himself, but what he seeth the Father

do : for what things soever He doeth, these also doeth the

Son likewise ') ; vi. 46, ov^ 6Vt rov irarepa eoopaicev ria, el firj

6 wv rrapa rov @eov, ovroa ecopa/cev rov irarepa [@eoz/J (

f not

that any man hath seen the Father, save He which is of God,

He hath seen the Father'). It is as if the writer wished to

impress certain thoughts on the reader strongly and deeply.

(2.) Imprcssivencss.

Thus the uniformity of John's sentences takes the character

of impressiveness, and passes into it.

"We see this at once in the fact that the evangelist likes to

1 Miiller, Griechisclie Literatur Geschichte, vol. i. p. 492.
2 Winer, Grammatik des N. T. Spracludioms, sec. 60. 9, 7th ed., Leipzig

1867, p. 507.
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begin the sentences with the verb. It is a part of his habit of

putting the emphatic word at the beginning to strengthen its

impression. Sometimes he makes it still more conspicuous

by putting the demonstrative after it, as iii. 32, o ecopa/cev koX

iiKovarev, rovro fiaprvpel (' what He hath seen and heard, that

He testifieth '). Sometimes he takes it altogether away from

its due grammatical place, as ii. 3, 4, vi. 9, aXka ravra ri

eariv eltr roaovrova ('but what are they among so many?')
;

vi. 60, vii. 31, viii. 45, x. 9, Si" e/xov eav tut elaeXOy (' by me
if any man enter in'); xi. 29, e/ceivrj axr tf/covcrev ('as soon

as she heard'), xi. 31, 32, 33, xiii. 1. And sometimes he

breaks the grammatical construction at the verb, as vi. 39,

I'va irav o hehwicev yu,?; aTToXeao) e£ avrov (' that of all which

He hath given me I should lose nothing ') ; vii. 38, 6 7ricreva>v

elcr ifie . . . jrorafiol e'/c tt}ct KoiXlao- avrov ('he that believeth

on me . . . out of his belly . . . rivers'). The latter examples

are directly related to the well-known breakings of the con-

struction in the Revelation, as Eev. iii. 12, 21. These have

been incorrectly made out to be Hebraisms.1
If not from

mere carelessness, they are a product of the rhetoric,

although in Hebrew poetry they are more frequent and

easier.

Together with this goes the habit of making the chief idea

of the sentence emphatic by the retrospective pronoun. See

iii. 32, v. 37, o rrepj^rao' p,e rrarr\p, eiceivocr p,ep,apTvpr]Kev (' the

Father Himself which hath sent me, hath borne witness of

me'); v. 38, ou airio-reCkev eiceivocr, tovto> vfielcr ov Trio-revere

('whom He hath sent, Him ye believe not'). At times he

repeats the emphatic word itself, as v. 36, ret, yap epya, a,

eScofcev . . . avra ra epya «t\. (' the works which . . . hath

given . . . the same works,' etc.), vi. 46, viii. 26, 28, x. 25.

Here we may refer to the resolution of the finite verb into

the participle with elvai ('to be'). Schulze 2
uncritically

explains this without ceremony in all cases as a Hebraism.

The fact is that the copula is separated from the verb in

order to secure a special emphasis. See i. 28, v. 39, 45,

viii. 18, xi. 1, xviii. 18, 25. It can only in a few cases be

1 Leusden, De dialectis N. T., ed. Fischer, p. 80 f.

2 Schulze, Der schriftstellerische Charakter und Werlh des Johannes, Weissen-

fels and Leipzig 1803, pp. 106-110, 115.
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called a mere periphrasis, such as is customary in Aramaic.1

Even in xviii. 25, vi. 64, and v. 32, the resolution is not

without weight. The evangelist uses this construction to

express what is permanent and the like, and in many cases at

the same time avoids the optative. The fact that this con-

struction is so familiar to him, as the examples show it to be,

is certainly to be attributed to the influence of the Hebrew or

Aramaic.

Participial Clauses.

The participial clauses, which seem to be carelessly

appended, serve the same purpose. They are intended to

make a single point especially prominent, and therefore give

it a more independent position, so that it may tell better in

the balance, and render itself more clearly perceptible. This

is the case with passages like i. 12, e&ooicev avrola- i^ovaiav . . .

Tola Trcarevovcnv elo- to ovo/xa avTov (' to them gave He power

. . . to them that believe on His name'), iii. 13, v. 18,

vii. 50, ix. 13. It is always to give emphasis to a weighty

thought. Perhaps this thought characterizes a condition in

which alone the thing expressed holds good, as at i. 12.

Perhaps it gives the basis of what precedes, by making

especially distinct a point which appears to be new, but

which was really in what precedes, as iii. 13. Or it may be

that it brings up, by way of proof, a point from which the

preceding is inferred, or by which it is recognised, as at v. 18.

Thus the awkwardness and the circumstantiality that seem

to lie in these participial appositions have their particular

design and effect.

(3.) Force and Keenness.

The observation of what is emphatic in the style of the

evangelist leads us to the consideration of the force, and
sometimes keenness, that are found in his formation of

sentences.

The gospel is chiefly written in short sentences. The
shorter they are, the weightier, as a rule. With what force

1 Thiersch, VersuchzurHerstellungd.es historischen StandpunJctsfur die Kritik

der neutestamentlichen Schri/len, Erlangen 1815, p. 70.

LUTH. I. C JOHN.
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the short sentences of the opening sweep along ! They are

the brief phrases of a lofty style, that bear in their simple

brevity the stamp of grandeur. These curt phrases often give

the discourse a certain decision. Look at vi. 68, /cvpie,

Trpba rlva airekevcroixeda ; prjixara £corjcr alwvlov e^etar (' Lord,

to whom shall we go ? Thou hast the words of eternal life
'
).

Here also the fact that the phrases are not united by a con-

junction helps the impression. See, again, vii. 19, ov Majvaija-

BeBcotcev vplv tov vo/jlov ; icai ovBelcr iifxoiv iroiel tov vojaov. tC /xe

£r)TetT€ aTTOKTelvav (' did not Moses give you the law ? and yet

none of you keepeth the law. Why go ye about to kill

me?'); and xi. 23, dvaanjaeTat 6 dBe\<f>6o- gov ('thy brother

shall rise again'). Compare iii. 30-32, vi. 47-51, and

vii. 16. The short sayings of Jesus about Himself seem to

have this decision, as xi. 25, iyco el/xc rj dvdaraaLo- kcli f] fay
(' I am the resurrection and the life ') ; and viii. 12, i<ya> el/io to

(J3cbo- tov Koa/xov (' I am the light of the world '). Such

brevity is the expression of self-certainty and assurance. Nor
does this confidence of the self-consciousness fail to make a

great direct impression. There is something in it that almost

compels belief.

This general character of decision is modified by the cir-

cumstances and connection. Brevity makes the contrast more

striking, when the evangelist closes the hearing and the con-

demnation of Jesus with the words, rp> Be 6 BapafifiaG

\j]arr]a (xviii. 40, 'now Barabbas was a robber'). It makes

the impression of the importance of a fact stronger, as in

xiii. 30, r/v Be vv% ('and it was night'). It gives sharpness

to the expression, as in viii. 34, 35, nrdo- 6 iroioiv ttjv dfiaprlav

BovXog ianv ti]g dfxapTiaG. o Be BovXog ov fievet iv Ty ol/cia

elcr rov alcova' 6 Be v'log /xevei elcr tov aldva (' whosoever com-

mitteth sin is the servant of sin. And the servant abideth

not in the house for ever : but the Son abideth ever '). Used

in conversation, it gives vehemence and force, as in xviii.

4, 5, \eyei clvtoIo" Tiva ^r/TetTe ; uTreKpid^Gav avTu>' 'Itjgovv

tov Na^copalov. \iyei avToco- iyco elfxt (' He said unto them,

Whom seek ye ? They answered Him, Jesus of Nazareth.

Jesus saith unto them, I am He '). Or it is the expression of

great inward emotion, as in xi. 34, 35, /cat elirev irov TeOeUaTe

avTov ; \iyovo~iv avTu>' ep^ov koX XBe. iBd/cpvaev o ^Itjgovg
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(' and said, "Where have ye laid him ? They said unto Him,

Come and see. Jesus wept'). It must also, in many cases,

be called the utterance of a full heart. Thus in the conver-

sation with the Samaritan woman, as she, half foreboding, half

questioning, says that the Messiah will come and tell all

things, we hear suddenly the words, iyco elfii 6 XaXcov croc

(iv. 26, 'I that speak unto thee am He'). Such passages

remind us of the well-known Homeric 1
E'ifi 'OBvaevcr

Aaepria&rjcr ('I am Ulysses, the son of Laertes'), which

Ulysses uses to reveal himself to Alcinous, after he had been

praised while unknown to the singer. In cases like these the

speaker presses forward the chief thing at once, so as to say

the whole, the essential, and the new thing all together.

Hence these sentences are somewhat startling. We find a

similar character in vi. 34, 35. They ask, Kvpce rrdvrore Sbcr

tj/jllv tov dprov rovrov ('Lord, evermore give us this bread')

;

and the answer follows, iyco elfit 6 dprocr rr)cr %cor)cr (' I am
the bread of life

'
). Again, Martha weeps, that she knows

very well that her brother will rise at the last day. Jesus

replies, iyco elfit r) dvdcrraaicr koL r) far] (xi. 25, 'I am the

resurrection and the life '). Everybody can easily find many
examples of this kind.

There are only two further ways of using such short

sentences that we must mention here, namely, at the begin-

ning and at the end of discourses. In the former case they

are like the themes put before the development that follows.

Thus in viii. 12, iyco elfic rb cf)coa tov koct/aov (' I. am the

light of the world') ; vi. 35, iyco el/xc 6 aprocr rr)cr far/cr (' I am
the bread of life ') ; ix. 5, orav iv fcocrp.cp co, cptoo- elfii, rod koo-jxov

(' as long as I am in the world, I am the light of the world ').

After these follow the discussions. In the same manner, in

the tenth chapter, Jesus puts like headings in front of the

various parables,—ver. 7, iyco elfxt r) Ovpa; ver. 11, iyco elpc

6 7roLp,rjv 6 KakocT ('I am the Good Shepherd'). See xv. 1,

iyco eljju r) ap,7re\ocr r) a\r)6iw>] (' I am the true vine '), xiii. 31,

xiv. 1, xvi. 1, xvii. 1. In the latter case, the discourse closes

with a short sentence. This sentence, as a rule, presents the

debated point very keenly, and adds something to it by a

new factor. By this means it becomes to a certain extent a

1 Homer, Odyssea, ix. 20.
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challenge. "We see this especially in the disputes with the Jews :

x. 30, iyco Kal 6 irarrip ev ea/xev (' I and my Father are one ')

;

compare ver. 31, eftdo-raaav ituXlv \i6ovcr oi 'lovhaloi (' then

the Jews took up stones again'); viii. 58, 7rplv 'Afipaa/j,

tyeveo-Ocu iyco elfit ('before Abraham was, I am'), compare

the effect in ver. 59 ; vi. 51, ical 6 aproo- Be ov eyco Bcoaco . . .

rj o-dpi; fiov early ('the bread that I will give is my flesh'),

compare ver. 52 ; vi. 58, 6 rpcoyoov tovtov tov aprov kt\.

(' he that eateth this bread,' etc.). Look especially at the

contest in the eighth chapter,—for example, vers. 38, 41,

v/xeicr iroielre ra epya tov irarpocr vfiwp ('ye do the deeds of

your father'), 47, and 56. The conversation usually joins

on to the challenge thus thrown out, and hence arises a

peculiar method of uniting sentences, to which we shall refer

later.

Thus we perceive that a kind of sentence prevails in our

gospel which most nearly recalls, and which is related to, the

Hebrew way of writing. It bears in its great simplicity the

stamp of great calmness, but conceals power and determina-

tion beneath this outward quiet. This tells us of a man
brought up on the holy language of Israel, who has acquired

the quiet calmness and the moderation of ripe age. At the

same time, he who becomes more closely acquainted with him,

finds in him a strong mind, a full heart, and an emotional

soul, and can easily discover the vehement fire of youth, which,

if touched and excited by God through some mighty event,

will easily burst through the calm peace and the even com-

posure.

(4.) Simplicity of Union of Sentences.

The simplicity of the union of sentences corresponds to the

simplicity of their construction. Sentence ranges on sentence

with the most artless plainness. Winer,1 speaking of the

Hebrteo-Aramaic colouring of the New Testament diction,

calls attention to the following as the way in which that

colouring shows itself most distinctly, namely, ' in the sim-

plicity, and even monotony, with which the Hebrew (agreeably

1 Winer, Grammatik des neutestamentlkhen Sprachidioms, sec. 3, 7th ed.,

Leipzig 1867, pp. 31, 32.
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to a co-ordinating rather than a subordinating principle) con-

structs periods, and links clause to clause. Hence the sparing

use of conjunctions in Jewish-Greek (in which respect the

classic authors display so copious a variety) ; hence the uni-

formity in the use of tenses ; hence the absence of periodic

combination of several subordinate clauses into a single

sentence.' This is the case with John in the highest degree.

The lack of writing in periods (periodological writing) is one

of the first observations as to the language that a reader of

John's gospel will make. We find also that he co-ordinates

grammatically sentences whose logical relation is one of sub-

ordination. The beginning offers a striking example : i. 10,

iv ru> Kocr/xq) rjv, /cal o koct/xoct Be avrov ejevero, teal o Koapboa

avrbv ouk eyvco (' He was in the world, and the world was

made by Him, and the world knew Him not '). Look also at

ii. 9, &><x Be eyevcraro 6 dp%iTpifc\Lvoo- . . . icah ov/c tfBei iroOev

earns, ol Be Buitcovoi yBeicrap . . . <f)covec top vv/i<piov 6 apyyrpl-

fcXivocr (' when the ruler of the feast had tasted . . . and knew
not whence it was, but the servants . . . knew, the governor of

the feast called the bridegroom'), iii. 19, viii. 13, xvii. 25,

irdrep Blicaie, tcai 6 Koapiocr ere ov/c eyvco, iyco Be kt\. ('

righteous Father, the world hath not known Thee, but I,'

etc.) Thus there are rarely great periods in our evangelist.

If at any time he constructs or tries to construct one, it

becomes unwieldy, as appears in the well-known vi. 22 ff.

This latter period is especially worthy of remark. For even

within the limits of the single period, we can see the inclina-

tion of the writer to arrange the separate parts by co-ordina-

tion, and to connect the clauses with each other grammatically

in the most scanty way, although logically they stand in most

various, yes, almost in artistic relations to each other.

Intermediate Sentences.

This looseness, then, in the construction of periods is the

reason for the fact that various subordinate sentences, instead

of fitting into the structure, are thrust in as intermediate

sentences in the progress of the relation. This occurs in the

example above, vi. 23, aXka Be rj\8ev irXoiapia (' howbeit

there came other boats'). Such intermediate sentences are
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exceedingly numerous in the fourth gospel. The short notes

of time or place are of this character, as i. 40, copa r)v ever

heKarrj (English version,! 39/ it was about the tenth hour')

;

i. 45, tjv Be 6 $i\nnroo~ airo kt\. (i. 44, ' now Philip was

of,' etc.) ; iv. 6, copa rjv coa h'/crrf (' it was about the sixth

hour
') ; v. 9, r\v Be adfifiarov (' and on the same day was the

Sabbath'), vi. 4, ix. 14, x. 22, xviii. 28, xix. 14. Such also

are the notes of names, iii. 1, xviii. 10 ; or in general, closer

definitions, v. 2, vi. 10, rpt Be yopToa iroXvcr (' now there was

much grass ') ; xi. 5, 7]ydira Be 6 'Irjaovcr rrjv MdpOav
(

f now
Jesus loved Martha'), xviii. 5, 10, 18. There are five of

these short intermediate sentences in the eighteenth chapter.

It gives the recital the appearance of ease and carelessness.

Hence it is only peculiar to the narrative parts. In the dis-

courses the language is more connected. Explanatory sentences

occur, however, in the latter, which permit of comparison

with the by-remarks, save that they are rather a token of the

subjective character of the gospel. To these must be referred

the explanations of obscure sayings of Jesus, ii. 21, eneivoa Be

ekeyev irepl tov vaov tov crcofxaroa avrov (' but He spake of the

temple of His body'); vii. 39, tovto Be elirev nrepl tov irvev-

/xaTocr (' but this He spake of the Spirit
') ; viii. 27, xi. 13,

xii. 16, 33, xxi. 19 ; the explanations of Hebrew words, i. 39,

42, 43 (English version, i. 39, 41, 42), iv. 25, v. 2, ix. 7,

xix. 13, 17, xx. 16 ; the practical remarks, why Jesus, or

anybody else, said this or that, vi. 6, tovto Be eXeyev 7retpd%cov

avrov ('and this He said to prove him'), viii. 6, ix. 22,

xii. 6, elTrev Be tovto ov% otl irepl twv tttch'^wv e/xeXev avT(p

kt\. (' this he said, not that he cared for the poor '), xii. 41
;

and the repeated assurances that Jesus knew this or that, as,

for example, the treason of Judas, vi. 64, r)Beu yap e'f dpyjqcr

o 'Irjo-ovcr kt\. (
f

for Jesus knew from the beginning,' etc.),

ii. 24, 25, vi. 6.

It has already been remarked that the sentences are loosely

connected with each other. Hence it is that icai (' and ') and

Be ('now, but') occur so often. Look at ii. 12-16, peTct, tovto

K.aTe$T) . . . Kal ifcel ep.eivav. Ka\ e'77u<7 rjv to irdo-^a twv

'lovBaioov, Kal dvefti) ... 6 'Irjaovcr. Kal evpev . . . Kal Troirja-ao'

. . . irdvTaa i%e{3a\ev Kal i^e^eev . . . Kal . . . el-rrev (

f

after this

He went down, . . . and they continued there. . . . And the
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Jews' passover was at hand, and Jesus went up, . . . and found

. . . and when He had made . . . He drove them all out, . . .

and poured out, . . . and said '), iii. 1, 2, 22 f., 35 f., etc. It

is clear from this that the use of the conjunctions must be

very limited. Besides kclL and Se, the historical narrative has

a particular liking for wo- ('when'), as in iv. 1, coa ovv eyv<o 6

'Irjaovcr (' when, therefore, Jesus knew') ; and in the discourses

we often come upon the words of comparison, tcadcbo-—ovrcoa

(' as—so '), and similar words. Look at iii. 14, v. 19, 21, 23,

26, 30, vi. 31, 58, vii. 38, viii. 28, x. 15, xii. 36, 50, xiii.

15, 34, xiv. 31, xv. 4, 9, 10, 12, xvii. 2, 11, 14, 16, 18, 21,

22, 23, xx. 21. We have given above the reason for this

frequent use of the particles of comparison. It is the spirit

of analogy which breathes through the whole gospel, because

it attaches to the subject presented therein. This is quite

evident if we review in addition to these comparisons those

which are expressed merely by the bringing together of two

sentences or ideas, or are only contained in the thought. I

have noted in all nearly sixty such analogies. The very cir-

cumstance that the seventeenth chapter contains so many
examples of these is a proof of the fact stated. We therefore

have found here again, that the evangelist's language is ruled

by the subject, in the phase in which it disclosed itself to him.

"Iva.

The case is the same with the frequent use of "va (' that
')

or ovtoct . . . 'iva
(

f

this . . . that'). Look at xiii. 34, evrdX^v

Kaivrjv . . . iva ayairare aXXijiXova (' a new commandment . . .

that ye love one another
')

; xv. 12, avrrj iarlv r) ivTo\r/ r) ifiyj,

Xva kt\. (' this is my commandment, that,' etc.) ; xv. 8, iv

tovtu) eho%d<r6r) 6 irarijp fxov, 'iva kt\. (' herein is my Father

glorified, that,' etc.) ; xv. 13, xvii. 3, avrrj Be iariv r) alcovtoa

tpr), iva lyivcoo-Kaxriv ae (' and this is life eternal, that they

might know Thee'), vi. 29, xi. 50, xv. 17, xvi. 7, 33, and

xvii. 13, 23, 24. A teleological character pervades the whole

gospel. The history is laid dramatically so as to press towards

the end by an internal necessity. The case is the same with

the subject-matter itself. As we saw above, the last is in the

first, the whole lies in the parts, and for this very reason all
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is development of one thing from another, a necessary pro-

gress of one towards another, an aiming of one at another.

One demands the other because it must desire itself, its own
contents, in their realization. From this we can easily see the

sense of ha. In the language of that day it was already

weakened in meaning. Nevertheless it is not meant to express

a mere following. It gives the relation of aiming at, whether

that be a specially designed or an essential, and hence inter-

nally necessary, relation. To speak of ' Jewish teleology ' in

connection with this, is to confound the terms Hebraic and

Biblical.
1

The third frequent way of joining sentences is the hypo-

thetical with el, lav ('if'), el firj ('unless'). Look at xiii. 14,

17, 32, 35, xiv. 7, 14, 15, 28, xv. 7, 18, 19, 20, 22, 24,

xvi. 7. There is no need of especial proof of the fact that the

essential reason for the use of these particles also lies in the

subject. The conditional relation of the revelation of God in

Christ to human behaviour here comes to view.

These are the three most frequent syntactical constructions.

Asyndeton.

It is true that the evangelist often leaves out all connec-

tion, and writes asyndetically. See i. 26, 41-43. This is a

favourite way in conversations, ii. 4, 5, 7, iv. 49, 50, vi. 47—51,

6 Tria-revaiv etc ifie ej(e.i . . . eyco elfxi, o apros rrjcr £(01)0: olirarepecr

vjiwv etyayov . . . ovtoc icrriv 6 aprocr . . . i<yco el/ii 6 aprocr 6

%Siv . . . (' he that believeth on me hath ... I am that bread

of life. Your fathers did eat . . . this is the bread ... I am
the living bread '). In the fifteenth chapter twenty verses

follow each other without any conjunctions ; even the usual

kclL or Be (' and ') is wanting. On the other hand, the six-

teenth chapter is rich in particles, because it does not merely

wish to make statements, but turns to the disciples with a

certain intimate tone. As soon, however, as the discourse

passes again to declarations, as in vers. 12-16, it becomes

1 Winer, Grammatik des JV. T. Sprachidioms, sec. 53. 6, 7th ed., Leipzig

1867, p. 428. [It is clear enough that Hebraic and Biblical are essentially

the same in a literary light when we look back to the time of Saint John.

—

C. B. G.]
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asyndetic; while in 19—23, being again direct and intimate, it

is again united by conjunctions.

It lies in the nature of things that asyndeton occurs more

frequently in the epistles than in the historical books of the

New Testament.1 Hence there must be a definite reason for

the fact that it is used much more extensively in the fourth

gospel than in the others. The reason is not simply that

there are more discourses in this gospel than in the others.

Asyndeton lays the thoughts and sentences utterly bare, side

by side, without especial note of their mutual relation. It is

partly a sign of the plain statement of what is to be reported,

and partly the product of a deep perception of the mutual

relation of the matters in question. It desires that others

obtain this same perception in its native purity. In this

respect it may serve the purpose of emphasis and emphatic

repetition, or of fundamental statement, or of conclusion, or of

contrast. The last preponderates in the fourth gospel.

(5.) Contrasts.

It is peculiar to John's style to advance by contrasts. The

things he presents, the thoughts he utters, move in contrast.

His language does the same.

At the beginning of the gospel, the Baptist and Jesus are

set one over against the other. Look at i. 8, 26, eya> ^airrVCfa

ev vhari,' (xecroa vficou (ntf/cei (' I baptize with water ; but there

standeth one among you'), iii. 28-31. In general, this con-

trast runs through the first three chapters. Jesus and the

Jews are also put in outspoken opposition. Look at ii. 23,

24, iroXKol enriarevaav . . . avrbcr Be 6 'I^aovcr . . . (' many
believed . . . but Jesus' . . .) ; v. 33, 34, v/ieicr airecrrakKaTe

. . . i<yco Be ov Trapa avOponrov T7p fiapTvpiav \a/j,j3uv(o (' ye

sent . . . But I receive not testimony from men'); viii. 15,

vfieca Kara ttjv capua Kpivere, ey&> Be ov Kpivco ovBeva (' ye judge

after the flesh; I judge no man '). The debates progress

almost exclusively by this contrast. Look at the whole of

the eighth chapter. But the thoughts themselves advance in

many ways by contrasts. See i. 17, vofioa Bia, Mcoiaioo-

1 See Winer, Grammaiik des If, T. Sprachidloms, sec. 60. 2, 7th ed., Leipzig

1867, p. 501 f.
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ihoOr) kt\.
(

f

the law was given by Moses,' etc.) ; iii. 6, to

jeyevvrj/ievov e/c rfcr aapKoa kt\. (' that which is born of the

flesh/ etc.) ; iii. 12, el ret, enrlyeia ehrov . . . irwcr eav emw
v/juv ra eTTovpdvia (

f
if I have told you earthly things . . .

how ... if I tell you of heavenly things?') ; iii. 20, 21, 6

<pav\a irpdo-crwv . . . 6 Be itolwv tt)v aXrjdeLav ('one that doeth

evil . . . But he that doeth truth' . . .) ; iii. 36, o irio-Tevwv . . . 6

inreiQosv ra> viu> (' he that believeth ... he that believeth not the

Son'), iv. 1 3, 14, 22, and v. 1 7, 19, 21, 22, 23, 26, 29, 30. This

is the ruling method for the union and progress of the thoughts.

It lies in the nature of the thing, that this obtains more in

the discourses than in the remaining parts. But in the

discourses it is all one whether we have before us the keen

debate of the eighth chapter, or the intercessory prayer of

that heart most rich in love, in the seventeenth chapter. In

the latter, the thoughts move forward in pure contrasts. The

Father and the Son, the Son and His own, His own and the

world ; these contrasts return in every verse. Even here,

too, where the action and the thought have raised themselves

to the greatest calmness and unity, the whole expression of

feeling is still ruled and decided by the tone of contrast.

Nothing took deeper hold on the soul of the evangelist than

the impression of those many-sided contrasts. These, on the

one hand, as in the case of Father, Son, and disciples, are

raised to the most intimate unity, whence that seventeenth

chapter closes with the thought and the words of unity in

diversity. On the other hand, as the deep-cutting opposition

of God and world, love and hate, Christ and the Jews, they

decide the whole life of the Piedeemer, and at last bring in

that decisive catastrophe, in which both the opposing principles,

the love as well as the hate, rise to and reveal themselves in

their highest form. The writer must himself have learned

and experienced these contrasts in all their sharpness, his

feelings are still so thoroughly ruled by them and by the

memory of them. He must have been by nature peculiarly

susceptible to this impression. For we see not simply that

the contrast of above and beneath forms the base and point of

departure of the writer's whole theory of life; but besides that,

the keenest contrast forms the foundation or the background

for. that lofty calm and that peace which are thoroughly his own.
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Contrasts Asyndetic.

As to outward form, the contrast is by preference asyndetical.

See above. Compare i. 17, 6 vo/xocr . . .rj yupicr Kai rj aXtfdeia

('the law . . . grace and truth'); i. 18, Qebp ov&ela eoopaicep

iroiiroTe' 6 fiovoyevrja vloo~ ('no man hath seen God at any

time; the only-begotten Son'); iii. 31, 6 avcoOev ipyo^voa

. . . 6 tov €K tyjct <yy]<j . . . 6 etc tov ovpavov ip%6fj,evocr (' He that

cometh from above ... he that is of the earth . . . He that

cometh from heaven'); iii. 32, 33, t^v /xaprvpiav avrov ovSeltr

\an/3dvet . o Xafioov (' no man receiveth His testimony. He
that hath received' . . .) ; iv. 22, vfieta 7rpoo-Kvvecr€ b ovk

otSaTe, rj/Mela 7rpo<xicvvovfiev b oiSapev ('ye worship ye know
not what : we know what we worship'); v. 23, Xva iravrea-

Ti\xwai . . . 6 fxrj rifiwv . . . (' that all men should honour . . .

he that honoureth not' . . .) ; vi. 58, ov kciBuht ecpayov ol

Trarepecr ... 6 rpcoycov tovtov tov aprov . . . (' not as your

fathers did eat ... he that eateth of this bread '...); viii.

15, 23, v/xeca itCTobv Karco io~Te, iya> e/c twv avco elpil' v/ielcr e/c

rov /coafiov tovtov eo~Te, iya) ovk elpX e'/c tov koctjiov tovtov

(' ye are from beneath ; I am from above : ye are of this

world ; I am not of this world
')

; viii. 35, 6 Se SovXoo- . . .

6 vlba . . . (' and the servant . . . the Son' . . .) ; and viii.

46. Such a bare way of opposing the contrasted things to

each other, is meant to give them greater sharpness. This

may be seen by comparing the tenth chapter and the closing

discourses of Jesus, especially the seventeenth chapter. For,

although the way of thinking by contrast is also quite at

home in the latter, still the asyndetical form occurs very

seldom. In the latter, the memory of the contrast, or perhaps

better, of the difference, rules ; while in the former the con-

trast is immediately present.

Kai in Contrasts.

The contrasting expression receives a peculiar colouring by

the use of Kai (' and '). The very semblance of indifference

that lies in Kai makes the contrast the more impressive, and

sometimes really startling. In the asyndetical form, the

speaker puts the contrast designedly in all keenness; he
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shows a certain strength of susceptibility by it ; he is related

actively to the contrast. Here, on the contrary, he bears a

more passive relation to it ; he shows how he has to suffer the

contrast; the pained feeling and the complaint of the soul

rule. See iii. 11, b oiBapev \a\ovpev . . . Kal tt)v fxaprvpiav

rj[x(av ov Xajxftavere (' we speak that Ave do know . . . and ye

receive not our witness'); iii. 32, o ecapaKev kal r^Kovaev fxap-

rvpei, Kal tt)v p,aprvp[av aurov ovBelcr \ap,(3dvet (' what He
hath seen and heard, that He testifieth ; and no man receiveth

His testimony'); vi. 70, ovk iyco vpaa tovct BcoBeKa efeXe-

gdp,r)v ; kcu it; vpuoav elcr BidfioXocr iariv (' have not I chosen

you twelve ? and one of you is a devil
') ; vii. 19, ov Mcovarjcr

BeBcoKev, vplv tov vopov ; Kal ovBelcr i£ vpwv iroiel tov vopov

(' did not Moses give you the law ? and yet none of you

keepeth the law'); viii. 38, 49, x. 25, where the comparison

with ver. 26 shows clearly the passage from the suffering

feeling to the decided resolution; xiii. 33, xiv. 30, xvii. 11,

14.

Along with this observed liking for contrasted thought

and presentation, we find, in the fourth gospel, the practice of

uttering the same thought negatively and positively, so as

thus by help of the antithesis to throw light on the different

sides and relations, or on the meaning of an object. Naturally,

the negation as a rule precedes. See i. 8, 13, ot ovk e£

aljxdiwv ovSe . . . ovBe . . . aW etc Oeov eyevvr]0r)csav
(

c which

were born, not of blood, nor of . . . nor of . . . but of God
')

;

iii. 15, 16, Xva irdcr . . . p,r) diroXriTai aXX.' e%7] ^cor)v alooviov

(' that whosoever . . . should not perish, but have eternal life');

iii. 17, ov yap d-rreaTeCKev 6 Oeocr tov vlov elcr tov Koapuov^ Xva

fcpivr) tov Kocrpiov, dXX' Iva crcodfj 6 Kocrpocr Bt avTov (' for God
sent not His Son into the world to condemn the world ; but

that the world through him might be saved'); iii. 36, ovk

otyeTai &>']v, dXV r) opyr) tu> Geov p,evet eir ovtov (' shall not

see life ; but the wrath of God abideth on him ') ; iv. 1 4, ov /x?;

BiyfrTjaei elcr tov alcova, dWd to vBcop . . . (' shall never thirst,

but the water' . . .); v. 19, 24, vi. 27, 39, 53, 54, vii. 10,

24, viii. 12, ix. 31, x. 1, 5, xi. 54, xii. 47, xvi. 7, 25, 32, xx.

27. Not seldom, however, the negative statement is put after

the positive one. This often occurs with special emphasis.

See i. 3, irdvTa Be avTov eyeveTo, Kal %&>pto" outov . .

.
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('all tilings were made by Him, and without Him' . . .); i. 20.

tefiokoyrjaev Kal ovk i)pvi]aaro (' he confessed, and denied

not'); i. 48, iii. 18, v. 23, vii. 18, d\7)6>]o~ eariv, kcu d&iKia

ev avTU) ovk lanv ('is true, and no unrighteousness is in him');

viii. 29, x. 28, SiScofMi, avrolcr ^wi)v alwviov, Kal ov p,r] (zttoXcov-

rai da rbv alwva (' I give unto them eternal life ; and they

shall never perish'); xi. 25, 26, xii. 48, xiv. 6, 23, 24, and

xvi. 29. This frequent use of antithesis shows how vivid

the perception of contrast is in the evangelist.

(G.) Parallelism.

The examples we have thus far had, lead us directly over

to the Hebraizing form of parallelism. Its free use by John

has been observed from the earliest times.

The nearest to the preceding examples is that kind of

parallelism in which the two members contrast with each

other. The passages that belong here have almost all been

noted above. See i. 17, iii. 6, 30, 31, 36, v. 17, xv. 15, 19,

and xvi. 17, 19. In other cases, identical or nearly related

ideas are brought together in the parallel phrases. Such are

more after the Hebrew manner than those just given. See

iii. 11, 6 o'lZapuev \a\ov[iev koX o ecopaKafxev fiaprvpov/xev ('we

speak that we do know, and testify that we have seen
')

;

V. 37, ovre cpcovrjv aviov TTOMTOTe dKTjKoare, ovre elBoa avrov

eaypaKare ('ye have neither heard His voice at any time,

nor seen His shape'); vi. 35, 55, 56, xii. 44, 45, xiii. 16,

xv. 20, and xvi. 20, 28. A rhythmic movement rules in

many of these examples. See i. 17, iii. 11, v. 37, and vi.

35. At times the parallelism recedes, and the rhythmical

movement gives character to the sentence. See v. 19, vi.

40, 44, 53, 54, o rpcoyeov fiov 7i)v adpfca . . . koX ttivcov /jlov to

alp.a . . . €){et, %air]v al(i>viov, . . . Kal dvaar^crco avrov rr} ko-yari)

rj/j.epa ('whoso eateth my flesh, and drinketh my blood, hath

eternal life; and I will raise him up at the last day'); vi.

55, 56, xiv. 27, elptfvrjv a<pir]p,i v/xiv, elpr]vt)V rrju ef^rjv

BlScofii vfilv . . . p.i) rapaacrea6(o vficov rj Kaphla firj&e SeiXidro)

(' peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you. . . . Let

not your heart be troubled, neither let it be afraid ').

Whether parallelism or rhythm prevails in the language,
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either one is the sign of an elevated mood. And this runs

through the whole gospel. It must be the memory of

something great that moves the soul of the writer, and

elevates it at times to an almost stately tone. But in so

far as the language is determined by the feelings, the de-

sign of the writer cannot lie outside of the matter itself, in a

special polemical or pacific tendency or the like. It is a full

heart laying down its impassioned testimony to a great fact

and a great thought. The very opening of the gospel is a full-

sounding hymn with an altogether Old Testament impress.

Nor does the evangelist leave this lofty mood in the course of

the relation. Thus the language at i. 14 again unmistakably

rises to the hymn-like. See also xiii. 31, 32, xiv. 27.

(7.) Chain-like Connection of Sentences.

If, now, we ask what the ruling figure for the connection of

sentences is within these laws of periodology and sequence, the

chain-like connection meets us directly at the entrance of the

gospel in a thoroughly striking example. Almost every new
sentence begins with the word which closed the one before.

This would be still more decidedly so, if ovSe ev (' not any-

thing ') could be separated by a period from b yeyovev (' that

was made '). The first five verses appear like a closely linked

chain. Of course, the connection elsewhere is not so strict as

it is here ; still it approaches this. Thus the two phrases of

the sentence are joined in i. 40 by ep^eadat ('to come') and

ISelv ('to see ') (English version, i. 39) ; in ii. 23, 24, by 7ria-

reveiv ('to believe'); in ii. 25-iii. 1, by avOpwiroa ('man');

in vii. 17, 18, by d(f> eavrov \a\elv (' to speak of himself
')

;

in vii. 28, 29, by olSa (' know '); in ix. 34, 35, by t^efiaXov

avrbv e£o> ('they cast Him out'); and in xiii. 30, 31, by

efjrj\J0ev ('he went out'). The sentences in i. 46—52 move
forward by such sequences. See i. 46, 47, top cltto Na^aper

. . . etc Na^aper Bvparat ri ayaOov elvac (English version, 45,

46, 'of Nazareth. . . . Can there any good thing come out of

Nazareth?'); 47, 48, epXov kcu t$e. elSev 'Inaovo- (46, 47,

'Come and see. Jesus saw' . . .); and 51, 52, /xel£(o tovtoov

oijrr} . . . 6y\re(rde rbv ovpavbv ... (50, 51, ... ' thou shalt see

greater things than these, ... ye shall see heaven '...). So,
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too, the sentences viii. 38-44 are again and again joined by

iraTi'ip ('father'). Or see x. 11, eyea elfMi 6 irohjiriv 6 Kakocr.

6 iroi/jLrjv 6 Kakoa- . . . (' I am the Good Shepherd : the Good

Shepherd' . . .) ; xiii. 20, 6 Xafx^dvwv . . . ifie Xa/xfidvei, 6 Be

efie \ap,/3dv(ov . . . (' he that receiveth . . . receiveth me, and

he that receiveth me' . . .); xvii. 2, 3, Bcoarj . . . £&)j)i> alwviov.

avrw Be iariv i) alcovioa ^wrj (' He should give eternal life . . .

And this is life eternal'); and xvii. 9, 11, 12.

"We do not mean to say that this figure in itself is ex-

clusively peculiar to John; but in such frequency it is

certainly characteristic of his style. The dialogue form of

the debates is related to this. For, as a rule, the closing-

thought, or the closing word, serves as the point of starting

for the reply. See in viii. 38-44 how speech and reply are

linked to each other by ira-vrip (' father '). Look also at viii.

13, 14, 18, 19.

Omission of Minor Points.

It has before this often been remarked concerning our

evangelist, that the logical middle conceptions are often want-

ing in his series of thoughts, and must be supplied. The

reason for this is not that he presses so impatiently forward,

but that the evangelist wishes to bring in only thoughts of

the first magnitude. Consider the last discourses of Jesus.

Every sentence is a stroke and a full chord. While this

sounds on in the soul of the hearer, the subordinate, transi-

tional tones can form themselves from it, and thus, in the

pause, mediate between the preceding and the following

chord. With the language the case is different. It tries to

join more closely in form things which in thought stand more

independently beside each other. This it does by always

letting a tone of the preceding chord stand as an outward

transition. From this phenomenon, in my opinion, two

things are to be concluded. In the first place, the writer

does not appear to have grown up in and been educated by

means of the Greek language, which is so rich and perfect

in transitions ; but rather in and by another, whose thought

rests more on the chief ideas alone winch are laid on one

another like the stones of a corner. The beginning of Genesis
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shows how in the Hebrew language each following sentence

is joined to the preceding by the use of a word from it. The

first verses of Genesis, and, indeed, the whole first chapter,

are as closely bound together and related to each other as ever

the Greek language could make them, with all her particles

and other refinements of construction. Look especially at

Gen. i. 2 7. The Johannean style seems to me to be altogether

like this. In the second place, this manner of writing is con-

nected with still another thing. In the first chapter of Genesis

only the great and actually new creating deeds of God are

related. So, in John, a soul seems to betray itself which is

so filled and moved by the deepest and greatest thoughts and

feelings, that the describing hand cannot possibly stop at

subordinate things. Moreover, the former are to the writer

so intimately fitted to each other, that they do not seem to

him to need an expressed mediation. Still, as he is writing

for others, he gives at least an outward hint of the existing

inward connection, or as it were a sign of it.

This knit style comes out most decidedly in the last

discourses of Jesus. "We might say that the whole of the

seventeenth chapter proceeds in this way. Almost every

thought is in some way turned about so as to start anew

with it. It seems as if the speaker could not leave it so

quickly, but must let himself be led by it to the new matter.

The discourse turns hither and hither, always reaching back

before it goes forward.

Circular Motion.

In this way another peculiarity of John's style is formed,

—

namely, the motion in a circle. Not a few of the passages

in the fourth gospel excite a sensation in us of such motion

:

some less ; others, as the concluding discourses, more. It is

almost as if we were led around in a circle, and did not leave

the one spot,—at any rate, only very slowly. He who comes to

this book in a state of restlessness, even though it be critical,

will soon grow impatient. It will gradually become tedious

to him in those very passages in which this peculiarity has

unfolded itself most beautifully. Only he who bears himself

calmly, devotedly, and passively towards the book, will find
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wealth in the seeming repetitions, and a manifold progress

in the apparently retrograde motion. Let us consider the

seventeenth chapter. Vers. 1-5 form the first greater

circle, the fifth verse returning to the thought of the first

verse, but with an essential enrichment. This circle again

encloses in itself several smaller circular windings. The

second and fourth verses reach back, yet each time only to

open the future again to the eye. Then the sixth verse

begins anew. Thus in repeated circles the discourse goes

into the future and returns again, until it reposes in the

thought of the fullest unity. Likewise in the fifteenth

chapter, vers. 1—4 make the first circle. 'Eav /n?; fievrj iv

Trj ajATreXa) (' except it abide in the vine ') returns clearly to

the beginning, only with the enriching that the progress of

the discourse has brought to the first thought. Then the

fifth verse starts afresh with the opening words of the first

verse, only increased by the new matter produced by the first

circle of thought, and with which the second, third, and fourth

verses began. In the eighth verse the discourse goes back to

the fifth. Thereupon, with a somewhat different turn, the

ninth verse takes up the contents of the first and fifth verses

together, by joining the three members, Father, Son, and dis-

ciples, which in ver. 1 and ver. 5 are kept apart. This circle

closes in ver. 12; in aycnraTe aWrjXovo- (' love one another')

we have the new point, and in KaOaxr ri^dirrjca v/xdcr ('as I

have loved you') the reference to the former thought. The

thirteenth verse joins itself again to this last, in order with

the seventeenth verse to return once more to the a^airare

aKKrjkova- of the twelfth. The contrasted point given directly

in this phrase begins the new circle in ver. 18.

In this way the discourse advances in windings, always

taking up the preceding point, and always adding and bring-

ing forth a new one. Look further at viii. 38—44, x. 7-18,

andxiv. 10 ff., 20 ff.

With a certain swiftness the evangelist covers with his pen

a complete and extensive field. But then, as if standing still

after hurrying forward so, he delays in calm consideration,

wrapped up in what he has said. He begins to draw his

circle once more, but urges the line forward somewhat. It is

as if he feared to do wrong to the wealth of the object he is

LUTH. I. D JOHN.
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reporting about, if he did not repeatedly return to it, unfolding

and presenting its manifold sides. Such carefulness is best

explained by the fact that, with all freedom in the form of

expression and presentation, the writer is held bound by

faithfulness to the thing which he is giving. And thus this

prudent exactness of the circular motion may have become in

general the ruling one in his thinking and writing, and like a

second nature to him, so that he preferred to move in it.

If the preceding inquiries and considerations are not

altogether at fault, they have led us pre-eminently to the

knowledge of one fact,—namely, that to a very high degree the

language of the gospel is determined by the matter which

it presents. Viewing the most various peculiarities in the

materials of the language as well as in the forming and connect-

ing of sentences, we believe that we must seek the reason

for them in the subject of the gospel. At this we cannot

fail to observe two things : That the character of the language

is determined, on the one hand, by the language in which

the writer was at home by birth ; and, on the other hand,

by his subjectivity, which, however, is of course again de-

termined by the matter itself. It remains for us to consider

these two points briefly.

4. The Hebraic Character of the Language.

(1.) The Common Dialect.

The language in which the evangelist writes belongs, like

the whole New Testament, to the Kocvrj ryX^aaa rwv 'EWtfvcov

('the common tongue of the Greeks'). According to Hug's

researches,
1

this was widely spread by the Grecian colonies,

especially in Galilee, and that not only in the higher ranks,

but also, by intercourse and trade, even among the lower

people. Hence the disciples must be considered as by birth

speakers of two languages. The incident in Paul's life, in

Acts xxi. 40, proves that the mass of the people understood

1 Hug, Einleitung in die Schriften des Neuen Testaments, 4th ed., Stuttgart

and Tubingen 1847, part ii. pp. 27-49. See also Droysen, Geschichte des Hel-

lenismus, ii. pp. 59S-601, 694-701 ; and Stark, Gaza und die philktciische Kusle,

pp. 443-459.
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Greek. If we may follow Thiersch,
1 the Septuagint and its

designed Hebraizing was the source and model for religious

presentations. This is the case, especially for the historical

and prophetical style, whence the New Testament books of

this kind Hebraize more strongly than the didactical books,

for which no corresponding model was given in the Old

Testament. In the latter, the Christian mind could move
more freely and rule more creatively. In the former, it was

bound by the speech fixed for such subjects. The intro-

ductory sentence of St. Luke's gospel certainly shows irre-

futably that the Hebrew colouring is to be traced to the

subject, and not so much to the individuality of the writer,

as its determining cause. Thiersch is perfectly right when he

says, that of the two kinds of relation, the historical could

free itself from the Old Testament model much more easily

than the prophetical.
2 In so far, then, as a historical book

does not repeat that which is already more or less fixed by

sacred tradition, but that which is individual, and the product

of most peculiar memory and contemplation, like John's

gospel, just so far also will a more properly Greek language

be found in it. Hence the difference that obtains in this

regard between the first three gospels and the fourth must

not surprise us. As little will the difference between the

gospel and the Eevelation trouble us. It can no more be

said that the language of each excludes that of the other, than

that there is a progress from the confined speech of the gospel

to the free, arbitrary use of the same in the Eevelation ; or

the reverse, that the gospel shows greater correctness and

purity in its Greek, gained by longer residence among Greeks.

The difference lies in the subject, and in the thoroughly

different psychological frame of the writer.

Zeusden.

Hence we find in proportion but few actual Hebraisms

in the fourth gospel. In Leusden's collection of the 3STew

1 Thiersch, Versuch zur Herstellung des lastorischen Standpunhts Jiir die

Krltlk der N. T. Schriften, Erlangen 1845. See the first chapter, and especially

p. 57.

2 Thiersch, ut supra, p. 60.
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Testament Hebraisms,
1 almost the fewest of all touch John's

gospel, and many of these are not rightly so called. It is

more than clumsy -when the following are called Hebraisms

:

that ovpavoa, iii. 2 7 (' heaven '), should mean ' God ;

'

2
ttott)-

ptov ('cup'), xviii. 11, 'the sad fate;'
3

Koafiocr ('world'),

iii. 16, 'men,' xii. 19 and xv. 18, 'the Jews;' 4
elpijvr]

('peace'), xx. 19, 'the complete salvation;'
5

triveiv ('to

drink'), xviii. 11, 'to endure;' 6
<f)i\elv ('to love'), xii. 25,

'to prefer;'
7 and ^Tjreiv (' to seek'), v. 18, 'to wish;' 8

that

irkpav ('beyond'), i. 28, means 'this side;'
9

that /cat ('and')

stands for all possible conjunctions and participles

;

10
that

ovofxa (' name ') is superfluous
;

u
that viocr (' son ') is super-

fluous in the designation of Jesus, as viber avOpdnirov (' Son

of man');12
that vib<r, in connections like xvii. 12, means

'worthy;' 13 and that dvyarrjp, xii. 15, denotes ' the inhabit-

ants of the city.'
14 So for all like Hebraisms. Still there

certainly are a few.

Thus it has already been remarked by several, that the

Hebraizing "Be or IBov (' behold ') occurs frequently. See i. 2 9,

36, 47 (Eng. version, 46), iii. 26, iv. 35, v. 14, vii. 26, 52,

xi. 3, 36, xvi. 29, 32, xviii. 21,xix. 4, 5, 14, 26, 27, and xx.

27. Further, the often repeated afxrjv ap,y]v Xeyco vpXv or col

(' verily, verily, I say unto you ' or ' thee ') may well recall to

us the prophetic introduction of the words of Jehovah in the

Old Testament, i. 52 (Eng. version, 51), iii. 3, 5, 11, v. 19, 24,

25, vi. 26, 32, 53, viii. 34, 51, 58, x. 1, 7, xii. 24, xiii. 16,

20, 21, 38, xiv. 12, xvi. 20, 23. One thing may be added.

This formula of assurance, peculiar to John's gospel,
15 occurs

only with Jesus. On the other hand, it does not occur even with

the Baptist. In conversations of a more intimate character, as

in the fourth chapter, it recedes according to the nature of the

thing ; see iv. 21, iricreve /xoi yvvat (' woman, believe me ').

Such is the case also in the fifteenth and sixteenth chapters,

1 Letisden, De dialectis Novi Testamenli singulatim de ejus hebraismis, ed.

Fischer, 1792.
2 Ibid. p. 36.

6 Ibid. p. 64.

10 Ibid. p. 76.

14 Ibid. p. 103.
15 See Delitzseh, Tahnudische Studien IX. Zeilschri/t fur die gcsammCe luihcr-

ischc IVieolo'jie und Kirche, 1856, 3tes Heft.

3 Ibid. p. 42. * Ibid. p. 51. 5 Ibid. p. 42.

7 Ibid. p. 55. 8 Ibid. p. 69. 9 Ibid. p. 77.

11 Ibid. p. 86. 12 Ibid. p. 85. 13 Ibid. p. 102,
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as at xvi. 7, dXX' 670) tijv d\i]0eiai> Xeyto v/xlv (' nevertheless

I tell you the truth ') ; and it does not return before the

second half of the sixteenth chapter, in which the tone of

assurance again presses more forward.

Man)- other single points are given by Leusden. The fol-

lowing are among them : the union of vioa (' son ') with a

general idea, which is supposed to be a reality, and thought to

determine what is characteristic of the single person, as in vlocr

Ti]cr uTTwXeiaa (' the son of perdition'), xvii 12; compare

Hos. x. 9 and Deut. xiii. 13 (Hebrew, 14) ; the ellipse of tIo-

('a certain one '), vi. 39, vii. 40, xvi. 17, and i. 24, if 01 is

not read, as in the Hebrew construction, with po (from) ; the

union of a verb with the noun of the same root, as xaP?
yaipzi (rejoices with joy, ' rejoices greatly '), compare Gen.

xx. 17 and Isa. vi. 9, although a similar thing occurs in Greek,

yet in the New Testament it springs from the Hebrew; and

the combinations with ela tov alcova (' for ever '), iv. 14, x. 28,

xi 26, xiii 8, or Ik tov aluvocr (' since the world began ').

Ebrard.

Ebrard cites a list of Hebraisms,1 but they must undergo a

few limitations. For, in the first place, ov jxtj (' by no means'),

with the future indicative, x. 5, as pure negation, is pure Greek."

The case that Ebrard adduces for the use of Xva (' that ') with

the indicative, xv. 16, would pass only if the reading hwaec

(' he will give ') were certain. The nominative with the article

instead of the vocative (viii. 10), xix. 3, xx. 28 (xiii. 13 has

no right to stand among these examples, because the nomina-

tive is merely of naming and not of addressing), is as much
Greek as Hebrew.3 What Kriiger says of the combination of

the nominative with the imperative, namely, that there is a o~v

(' thou ') or Ifxelcr (' ye ') in the latter, fits xix. 3 exactly. In

other places the evangelist uses the vocative freely enough, as

in i 39 (compare i 50, iii 2, iv. 26), ii. 4, and iv. 11, 15, 19,

1 Ebrard, Das Evangelium Johannis und die neueste Hypothese uber seine

Entstehunrj, Zurich 1S45, p. 143 ff.

- See Kriiger, Griechische SpracJilehre fur Schulcn, 3d ed., Berlin 1852,

p. 381, note 6.

3 See Winer, Grammatih des K. T. Sprachidioms, sec. 29. 2, 7th ed., Leif^ ;

g
1867, p. 172 ; and Kriiger, ut supra, p. 219 f.
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21, 49. The four passages, iv. 21, v. 25, xvi. 25, and xvi.

32, in which epyerat (' cometh '), in the form epyerat copa ore

(' the hour cometh when '), is said to stand for co-rat (' shall

be '), are all to be stricken out. It is to be translated by
' cometh,' and has the same force and certainty as this.

1 The
apposition determined by Ebrard

2
in xii. 3, \irpav /xvpov vap-

Bov irtortKYjo /cat (thus Ebrard) irokvrtixov (' a pound of oint-

ment of spikenard, very costly '), in my opinion, does not

hold good. The use of etc
(
f from ') in partition, instead of a

plain partitive genitive,
3
is certainly rather Hebrew than Greek

:

i. 35, vi. 8, 70, 71, vii. 40, 44, 48, 50, ix. 16, xii. 4, xvi. 17
;

see also above. In iii. 25, etc rwv \iaQr\rwv 'Icodvvov (
f some

of John's disciples '), ck is to be taken quite precisely. As for

xii. 3, ck rrjo oofirjo (' with the odour '), we may refer to what

Kriiger says
4 about the passage of the local into the causal

use. The repetition of the possessive pronoun, ii. 12, belongs

to Old Testament circumstantiality.
5 In reference to the use

of iv (' in ') to designate the instrument,
6 analogous to the

Hebrew 3 in cases like /3a7rrl£etv iv v&art, i. 26, 33, Winer

has already called attention to the fact that iv does not

entirely lose its meaning here. In xvi. 30 and ix. 30, to

both of which cases Ebrard also refers, iv rovrw (' herein ') is

not directly instrumental. Against the alleged Hebraic

exchange 7
of iv and do ('in'), iii. 35, v. 4, we need only

refer to Winer. The ' un-Greek-like nominative ' of apposi-

tion in i. 14, TfK.rjpT]o ('full'),
8

is readily explained. The

evangelist, for fear of misunderstanding, did not wish to put

the genitive, and as little the accusative, so that nothing but

the nominative was left for him. Moreover, with this the

apposition can at the same time come out with greater inde-

pendence. The use of a noun and verb of the same ety-

1 See Wirier, Qrammatih desN. T. Sprachidioms, sec. 40. 2, 7th ed., Leipzig

1867, pp. 249, 250; and Kriiger, Griechische Sprachlelire, 3d ed., Berlin 1852,

p. 372.
2 Ebrard, Das Evangelium Johannis, Zurich IS 45, p. 147. Compare Winer,

ut supra, sec. 16. 3, p. 92, sec. 59. 3, p. 489 ; and Walch, sub voce vafioe. \

3 Ebrard, ut supra, p. 148. 4 Kriiger, ut supra, p. 526.

5 Ebrard, ut supra, p. 148.

6 Ebrard, ut supra, p. 150. Compare Winer, ut supra, sec. 31. 8, p. 204.

7 Ebrard, tit supra, p. 151. Compare Kriiger, ut supra, p. 522, note 2, on

iv with verbs of motion.
8 Ebrard, ut supra, p. 155.
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mology1 has been mentioned above. The frequently used

historical present 2 can hardly be intended to be taken as a

Hebraism. The 'prophetic present ' in iii. 18, ov /cpiverai"

(' is not condemned '), is explained amply by the fact that the

fcpiaia (' judgment ') is already begun. The ' prophetic aorist,'

xv. 6, iav [iri Tier fievr} iv ifioi, €/3\t]0rj e£a>
4

('if a man abide

not in me, he is cast forth '), is common to all languages, and,

besides, serves to express in a vivid manner that which is to

begin instantly. The perfect in xvi. 11 and v. 24 is not like

a future,
5 but is used exactly. It is a question whether

xv. 16 is to be read iva . . . Sdoaet,
6

(' that he shall give ') or

not. Besides, it is well known that the use of the future

indicative after ottwct (' that '), and in later times also after

iva (' that '), was not entirely unknown in other Greek.
7

Certainly 'iva extended its use very widely in the later

Greek. Again, xiii. 34 is not a proof of great stiffness.
8

It

is used here with entire propriety. In the formula, xii. 23

(xiv. 2), ekrjkvQev t) &>pa 'iva (' the hour is come that '), the

teleological character of John's way of writing history appears.

This we spoke of above. The double negation,
9
especially in

cases like xix. 41, which Ebrard quotes, ovheiroa ovSelcr ('never

man yet '), is commonly known to occur often in Greek, and

is in certain instances the rule. So the union of a singular

verb with several personal subjects, even though one of these

be a plural, is in common use. Cases analogous to i. 46, ii. 2,

iii. 22, can be found all over in Greek.10
Is the combination

iraihdptov, b<r e^ei (' lad . . ., which hath
')

u a Hebraism ?

Or is the omission of the copula, iii. 1, iv. 24, a Hebraism ?
12

The phrase, xiii. 26, w eya> fid^on to tycopiiov teal Bcoaco avrw l3

(' to whom I shall give a sop, when I have dipped it '), cannot

properly be designated as a Hebraizing repetition of the

demonstrative after the relative, since avrw belongs only to

I Ebrard, ut supra, p. 157. 3 Hid. 3 Ibid. p. 158.
4 Ibid. Compare Winer, ut supra, sec. 40. 56, p. 260.
5 Ebrard, ut supra, p. 158. 6 Ibid.

7 See Winer, Grammatih des N. T. S^jrachidioms, sec. 41. 16, 7th edition,

Leipzig 1S67, p. 269 f.

8 Ebrard, ut supra, p. 159.
9 Ibid. p. ICO ; see Kriiger, Griechische Sprachlehre, 3d edition, Berlin 1852,

p. 514 f.

10 Compare the examples in Kriiger, ut supra, p. 480. 4.

II Ebrard, ut supra, p. 161. 12 Ibid. p. 162. 13 Rid.
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Zuhtco, not to fta^w ; and Bcoaco, after John's manner, lias

freed itself from the relative combination ; compare vi. 40.

As for kcli (' and ') in opposition, ' instead of Be' as Ebrard

says/ we spoke of it above. To this belong especially such

cases as i. 11, ix. 30, 34. Others, like iv. 20, are only cases

of more convenient speech, such as occur in general in the

common way of talking. Aside from this, the frequent use

of Kai (' and ') certainly is connected with the Old Testament

method of relation. The placing the verb before the subject
2

has already been treated of. Let us turn to Ebrard's further

citations in proof of the Hebrew character of the language
;

i. 12 ff. has no business here, so far as I can see. Certainly,

however, the preference for a paratactical way of writing

instead of a periodological construction of sentences, which has

been already discussed, is rightly mentioned. To this attach

the cases quoted, i. 32 (not so much iii. 1 and i. 6), iv. 12,

vi. 58. The sentence, vii. 38, 6 Tnarevcov . . . 7rora/xol i/c ttjct

KotXiacr aurov pevcrovcnv (' he that believeth . . . out of his

belly shall flow rivers '), is especially characteristic for its

Hebrew form. That is about all that belongs here. We
have at present nothing to do with the rest of Ebrard's most

thankworthy researches as to language, and as to subject-

matter concerning the relation between the Eevelation, Mark,

and the gospel of John.

Thus the Hebraisms of our gospel have not been much
increased by Ebrard's examples. We may here neglect single

unimportant well-known Hebraisms, like ela (' one ') for Trpw-

toct (' first '), and the use of cnrepjxa (' seed ') and iyepdrjvai [aip,

' arise ']. On the whole, the number of separate Hebraisms is

not large. The Hebrew character of the language of the fourth

gospel, however, does not lie in these external things. It is

internal. A Hebrew soul lives in the speech of the evangelist.

Ebrard 3 judges that one reading the fourth gospel cannot

avoid the impression that everything in it was thought out in

Hebrew. Beuss 4 speaks of the 'Hebrew form of thought;'

and Kern 5
says, ' The language preserves the original union of

the Palestinic-Jewish element with the Greek element. The

1 Ebrard, ut supra, p. 162. " Ibid. 3 Ibid. pp. 143, 163.

4 I'.euss, Ideen zur Elnleitung in das Evangdium Johannis, 1S40, p. 55.

6 Kern, Tilblnger Zeitschrift, 1838, 2 Heft, p. 47.
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form of expression, and in general the whole method of pre-

sentation, agree with the genuine Greek training and disposi-

tion, but the original training from Palestine still always shows

through.' Ewald says, with even more decision,
1

' that the

Greek language of the author bears in itself the plainest and

strongest marks of a genuine Hebrew. He is one born among

Jews in the Holy Land, one who grew up to manhood in this

society, without speaking Greek. Under the Greek mantle

that he at a late date learned to throw about himself, he

still bears in himself the whole mind and spirit of his mother-

tongue, and does not hesitate to let himself be led by it.' We
must try to prove this.

(2.) TJie Symbolical and Allegorical Character of the Language.

We have already referred to the circumstantial method of

relation, to the Hebrew introduction and citation of what is

said, and to the Old Testament-like parallelism and rhythm

in the language of the more elevated passages, as well as to

many other Hebrew peculiarities of the style. The symbolical

allegorical character of the language leads us deeper. Let

us first recall how abundantly the language deals with the

senses. This declares itself in the well-known use of the verbs

eX/cveiv (' to draw '), rj/ceiv (' to come '), a/coXovdelv (' to fol-

low'), fxeveiv ('to remain'), Bityav (' to thirst'), tt}<7 (peovrjer aicoveiu

(' to hear one's voice '). Still more important is the rich

imagery of the speech, when it chooses bread, water, light,

darkness, etc., to express spiritual good things and circum-

stances. It is not mere comparison, but the spiritual is the

true and the real. What is earthly is only a type. The name
belongs truly and exactly to what is spiritual. The earthly

thing corresponds to the name only inexactly and in an in-

complete manner. Thus everything in the life of nature and

everything in the historical life of Jesus becomes a figurative

speech regarding spiritual, true, and heavenly things, proceed-

1 Ewald, Die Johanneischen Sckriften, Gottingen 1S61, vol. i. p. 44 f.

Similarly, Credner, Einleitung in das Neue Testament, Halle 1S36, vol. i.

]). 209 ; Grau, EntwicHunysgeschichte des JV. T. Schriftthuins, 1871, vol. ii.

p. 433 ; Godet, Commentar zum Evangelium Johannis, Hanover 1369, p. 638 f.

;

and Keim, GeschichteJesu von Nazara, Ziirich 1867, vol. i. p. 116, and elsewhere.
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ings, and relations. All becomes a cnjfiecov (' sign '). This it

is because the evangelist beholds all, earthly and heavenly,

spiritual and earthly, in a great unity. The fact that he shows

this in such a way, tells us that he must have had a mind
rich in images and fancies. Nevertheless, we find especially

here that spirit of moderation, of self-limitation, and of pru-

dence, that pervades the gospel in general. We feel that he

could and would have written differently if he had dared to

let his own proper nature rule without bounds. But in spite

of all limitation, the habit of his mind does not disown itself.

In the very things in which people commonly found difficulties,

as if arbitrary and trifling, as, for example, in the meaning of

Siloah, the writer's characteristics show most plainly. This

must be noticed in the exegesis of the gospeL

His figurative mind fed upon and drew its material from the

Old Testament, from the prophets of the Old Testament. At
the foundation of their figurative language lies the history of

Israel, the wonderful and essential facts of the revelation of

Jehovah, and before all, the deliverance from Egypt and God's

leading them in the desert. In the real metaphorical language

of prophecy, this reappears everywhere, lifted from the realm

of outward sensible history into the generality of the idea,

—

that is, into the reality of the spirit. We find it on the same

wise in the fourth gospel. Here are found in their truth the

manna with which God miraculously fed His people, the water

from the rock with which He gave them to drink, the light of

the pillar of fire that preceded them, and the glory of Jehovah

that appeared in fire upon Sinai and unto Moses.

(3.) John's Gospel and Isaiah xl ff.

Let us look at the gospel more carefully. It begins

with a reminder of the opening of the Old Testament.

For even though 6 \6yo<r (' the Word ') could not without

further ceremony be considered as one with the creating word

of God, we are still carried back to those original facts of

creation, to the way in which God's creating word wrought

life, and divided light from darkness.
1

Those cosmical facts

1 See Holemann, De Euangdli Joannei Inlroitu Introilus Geneseos Augusliore

EJigie. Lipsiae 1855.
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appear as a prefiguration of what is in Christ and is given with

him. We perceive how that which has come to pass histori-

cally in the fulness of time, was already devised at the begin-

ning of time, and is the right fulfilling and the truth of the

plan then made. But the historical appearance of Christ was

the revelation of the 86%a rod Qeov (' glory of God '). There-

fore that divine glory which was revealed on Old Testament

ground, has here entered history concretely in its fulness and

truth. Above all, we are reminded of that incident in the

life of Moses, Ex. xxxiii., which was considered the highest

revelation of the glory of God. That which there was an

individual, temporary, incomplete, and therefore prophetic

proof of grace, is here present as general, lasting, full, and

fulfilled grace. Christ appeared to redeem His own ; John

appeared to announce and prepare for this redemption. This

points us to the beginning of the second part of Isaiah. On
the basis of the first redemption from Egypt, Isaiah portrays

the second redemption. John gives historical testimony to

this divine deed, in agreement with the prophet. There is a

striking agreement between the fourth gospel and the second

part of Isaiah.

Each tells of a revelation of the glory of Jehovah : John,

end of chap. i. and ii. 12 ; Isa. xl. 5. But the Bedeemer is no

other than the Creator. John starts with that, and that is the

thought at the base of the first section in Isa. xl.—xlviii. The

following parallels will serve to show the likeness of the two

in their manifold pictures of the redeeming activity of the

newly revealed God : like a shepherd He gathers, feeds, and

carries His lambs, Isa. xl. 11, John x. ; He opens fountains

of water in the desert, Isa. xli. 18, and satisfies the thirsty with

water and with his spirit, Isa. xliv. 3, xlviii. 21, xlix. 10, lv. 1,

John iv. 13, 14, vi. 35, especially vii. 37, idv tig- Bi\jra,

ipXeada) ical iriverw (' if any man thirst, let him come . . . and

drink '), which words agree almost entirely with Isa. lv. 1

;

He supplies the hungry, Isa. xlix. 10, John vi. 35 ; He will

lead in the right way, xlii. 1 6, xlviii. 1 7, xl. 11, John xiv. 6 ; He
will be a light and will open the eyes of the blind, Jehovah's

servant will be the light of the world, Isa. xlii. 7, xlix. 6, 9,

lx. 1, John viii. 12, to $wcr rov rc6<r/xov ('the light of the

world'), ix. 1 ff. ; Jehovah's servant will free the prisoners,
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Isa. xlix. 9, John viii. 36; Jehovah teaches him and opens

his ear, Isa. 1. 4, 5, John v. 30, and often; His own shall not

be afraid, Isa. xli. 1 0, li. 7, John xiv. 1 ; for Jehovah is their

comforter, Isa. li. 12, John xiv. 16 ; who brings them peace,

but others judgment, Isa. Hi. 7, lvii. 19, xlviii. 22, lvii. 12,

John xiv. 27, xvi. 11, xii. 31, and often; the Lord comes for

comfort, for peace, and for judgment; this thought runs

through the whole, as may be seen by the end of each of the

three sections, Isa. xlviii. 22, lvii. 21, lxvi. 24; the salvation

revealed is as universally important as it is new, Isa. xliii. 1 9,

xiv. 22, xlix. 12, 20-22, lvi. 7, 8, lx. 3, 5, John iv. 21,

x. 16 ; for although He is the God who revealed Himself ages

ago in Israel, He is still the God of the world, Isa. xli. 27,

xiv. 19, lxvi. 1, John iv. 21-24; on the ground of His

creative relation, He becomes the Eedeemer of the whole

world, Isa. liv. 5 ; and so man is saved, not as an Israelite, nor

on account of outward observation of the Old Testament com-

mands, Isa. lviii. 3 ff., but from pure grace, Isa. xliii. 3, 25,

liv. 8, John xv. 16, and on the ground of a correct religious

relation to God, Isa. lviii. 6 ff., lxvi. 2, John viii. 47, iii. 21

;

and the right covenant will be when God gives His Spirit and

"Word in the heart, Isa. lix. 21, John viii. 31, xiv. 26, xv. 3,

xvi. 13. There is not the slightest need of proving that the

figure of the bread of life in the sixth chapter is deeply rooted

in the Old Testament. It looks back to the feeding with

manna, and occurs at the time of the passover, which was

rightly fulfilled in the passover of the New Testament. Jesus,

like Jehovah in the Old Testament, here is seen causing

life ; and in general, what there and in Isaiah is said of

the enlivening, redeeming, and judging activity of Jehovah,

is here without hesitation ascribed directly to Jesus ; so also

what is there said of the servant of Jehovah ; and finally, we
shall see at the proper place that 6 \6yocr (' the Word ') is only

to be explained in connection with the Old Testament.

In brief: the whole realm of the figures and thoughts of

John's gospel is rooted in the Old Testament, and has grown

up out of the prophecies of the Old Testament. These pro-

phecies in the peculiarities and externals of the Old Testament

past and present showed forth the universal and the spiritual

reality, but as a thing to come. The evangelist relates and
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teaches this as now having entered upon historical realization.

His gospel, however, relates only the beginning of this realiza-

tion, and the Old Testament prophecy contains matter above

and beyond this. John beheld, as no other did, the inward

fulness and spiritual endlessness of the evangelical history.

Must not he above all others have cherished a longing to see

its close fulfilled ? This close could not but be a fulfilment

of Old Testament prophecy to him, to whom the beginning of

the end was simply the truth of the Old Testament. He who,

when he took the trouble to write in Greek for Greeks, could

not disown the Hebrew sources of his thought and the Hebrew

soul of his language, must write this fulfilment in the language

of the Old Testament prophecy.

5. The Individual Mental Peculiarities of the Language.

(1.) Tliis Gospel is Subjective.

Among the four gospels, the fourth is unquestionably the

most subjective., and has the greatest individual peculiarities.

In the first three, matter and speech are traditionally fixed. In

the fourth, the personality of the writer comes far more to

sight. His personality appears in the subject-matter in

two ways. He relates, not the recollections of the church,

but his own, just as what he lived through impressed itself

on him, and as he had carried it thus far in his heart. And
then, though he never will come out with his name, he all the

time puts in his own remarks along with the history, reflecting,

explaining, reaching forwards, or pointing backwards. Of
course his personality shows in speech too ; that follows from

the other. It is altogether different from the language of

the first three. We are throughout led to seek the sources

of its peculiarity in the individual conception of the subject,

and in the individual mental determination of the writer.

Hence the Christian heart takes much less interest in the

persons of the first three evangelists. John, on the other

hand, is the most loved of all New Testament authors ; and

that not simply because he was the disciple loved by Jesus,

but for the sake of his gospel, for the sake of this book of

his, which is so thoroughly his individual production. If we
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seek to grasp the mental peculiarity of the writer in his

language, there is nothing essentially new to add. We have

but to combine what the consideration of the language has

already given us.

(2.) Calmness and Enthusiasm.

Every reader feels the calmness and the serenity which

spread over this book. It tells us of a soul that has reached

peace, of the serenity of an aged man, and on very reading

puts us in the rest, the quiet, and the tranquillity of peace.

He likes to dwell upon a great thought ; he turns it this way
and that, and sinks his soul in it. He ever leads us back to

the same thoughts, and gladly repeats them to us, so as to

send them deep into the soul, and make them stay there. He
always leads separate thoughts back to the great and the

whole, and at the end always returns to the first thought.

This calmness of delaying contemplation, and this passive,

peaceful tranquillity, is, however, not nature ; it is command
of the mind. Tor we can still discover in him the fiery,

violent character of the youth. If the hasty glow of earlier

days is no longer there, still a reminder of it is always at

hand. We can see his natural character in his short decisive

sentences, his emphatic way of building sentences, the want

of connection in his array of sentences, and in the use of

contrasts in his speech. His nature is not destroyed. It is

purified, brightened, raised to the truth, and so taken into the

service of the loved Master. It came to rest on the bosom

of Jesus, and found peace as His own. Before that, many a

flaming emotion, many a sudden rage, and many a longing

wish must have moved it violently. The fire of youth has

left its calm light and its warm enthusiasm. It breathes

through the most quiet speech, and raises the language to the

rhythmical beauty of Hebrew poetry, and to a very hymn of

praise. Eest is spread over it, for it lives in recollection and

contemplation. It has not, however, become incapable of

more violent emotion. It would be infallibly excited as

soon as his mind, seized by force, should be raised to a sight

of new and great facts from the divine warfare, which he,

veiled from the outward history, beheld in the life ol Jesus.
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(3.) Unity of Conception.

As just remarked, he always leads single thoughts up to

the great and the whole, for the turn of his mind is always

towards a united view. The whole world has become a unity

to him in the Word made flesh. He beholds all things at

once in Christ. And he lets that one and the same picture

of Christ appear to us always and everywhere. He ever

presents the one divine personality of Christ, so that it shall

make on us the one right impression which he intends. All

the great general ideas, which for him contain all that is

single, and all the fulness of the spiritual and eternal, of

which earthly things are incomplete copies—all are to him

united and combined in the Word made flesh. This unity he

sought and found in Christ. Therefore he reposes in Him
and in His love. He refers all separate things to Him, and

measures all according to their standing in relation to Him.

Hence his striving for unity is to trace all to the last essential

sources, and judge by them ; in the single thing he must

always see its principle. This leads him with all keenness to

cut the whole world into two great halves, into two hostile

camps. He knows no mediating between the two. To him

Christ brings all under the absolute point of view. An array

of essential contrasts runs through the whole gospel : Christ

and Satan, light and darkness, life and death, children of God
and children of the devil, and the like. In the antagonism

of the life of Christ, he sees the absolute antagonism of the

chief spiritual powers. He hints at their unseen strife, battled

in the visible contest between Jesus and the Jews ; look at

xiv. 30, xii. 31, xiii. 27. For he knows of invisible realities

behind all that is visible. All that is external is to him but

the phenomenon of something spiritual which is present. But

here he becomes aware of an absolute discord. He depicts

for us in the gospel history first of all the outward particulars.

This he does in such a way that we can recognise the spiritual

contents, the revelation of what is heavenly, and the divine

and Satanic relations. Should the future history of the king-

dom of God be shown to him, his mind's eye would so behold

it, that it would be to him the strife between the two world-

ruling powers, Christ and Satan. It would have to be shown
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to him iii the form of a great history, which, proceeding in the

spirit realm, thence should work decisively upon the earth

and the visible history of men. For the invisible has been

disclosed to him in the life of Jesus, and he has received the

deepest impression of that contrariety. He traces everything

back to it. All that he writes tells of a consciousness that it

is irreconcilable. But he knows that he himself is in peace,

in life, in light, in Christ. That is his ruling mood. He closes

his gospel with this feeling, and a deep peace is spread over

the whole book by the strife and the victory of Christ.



III.

THE NARRATION.

OUR gospel at first seems to offer itself as historical, and

yet again it appears to exceed the limits of a merely

historical account. Some hold it to be the surest historical

account of the life of Jesus. Others declare it to be unhis-

torical, with an utterly unimportant historical foundation,

—

unhistorical in the very design of its author, the unfolding of

an idea clothed in the form of a made, for the most part an

invented, history. Thus they really turn it into a Christian

romance. Both appeal to the peculiarities of the narration,

in -which the author presents the at least apparently historical

contents of his gospel. Therefore we must consider and por-

tray this historical narration with reference to that debated

question. Our course is laid out for us by the debate as well

as by the subject itself, so that we have first to look at the

historical character of the narrative, and then see how this of

itself points beyond the limits of mere historical narration.

The material will be most easily handled if we consider,

—

first, the separate features ; second, the portrayal of single

persons; third, the development of the history; fourth, the

discourses and dialogues; and fifth, the relation which the

history bears to the doctrine.

1. The Historical Features.

(1.) The Loved Disciple.

One thing has always been thought significant. The

disciples of Jesus, when they are introduced separately,

speaking or acting, or when they are in any other way
mentioned, are almost always named, as in i. 41-50 (English

version, 40-49), vi. 5, 7, 8, 63, xi. 16, xii. 4, 21, 22, xiii. 2, 6 ff.,.

LUTH. I. E JOHN.
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24, 26, 36 f., xiv. 5, 8 f„ 22, xviii. 2, 10 f., 15 ff., xx. 2 ff.,

24 ff. Oue of them, however, is often mentioned with the

seemingly indefinite designation ov rjya.7ra or i(j>tX.ei 6 'Irjcrovcr

('whom Jesus loved'), xiii. 23, xix. 26, xx. 2 ff. (xxi. V, 20).

This is only explicable on the supposition that it passed with

the writer for a sufficiently clear designation of the person he

intended by it. And this would be still more significant if,

at xviii. 15, the article ought to be read before aWocr

fxa6r)Ti]a (

f other disciple '). But K A B and D oppose this.

We may well infer from i. 35 ff. that he was one of the

first who joined themselves to Jesus. For it has always been

considered as most probable that the one who is not named
in the whole gospel is also to be understood in the one here

unnamed. The fourth evangelist knows the whole twelve as

well as the first three evangelists do, vi. 13, 70, xx. 24. He
names Andrew, Simon Peter, Philip, Nathanael, Thomas Didy-

mus, Judas, and the Iscariot. The choice among the rest

must lie between the two sons of Zebeclee. Judging by the

intimate position in which the unnamed one stands to Jesus, a

position to be inferred both from the designation in general

and from the statements in xiii. 23 and xix. 26, we can only

look for him among those three who are pointed out by the

synoptists as the more intimate disciples of Jesus. Peter is

named in connection with the unnamed one, xiii. 2 3 ff., xx. 2 ff.

James died so early that he could not have written the gospel.

John alone is left. It has always been believed that the sup-

pressing of the name is a sign that the author of the gospel

wished to pass for that unnamed disciple. It at least agrees

therewith, that in this case he mentions neither his brother nor

his mother Salome, where she could very well have been named.

Moreover, he mentions himself only with great reserve.

Suppose, however, that the author meant to designate

another person and not himself by this description. Suppose

that he wished to distinguish John thus, for it could be no

one else. Then, on the one hand, there must have been traces

of the fact that a disciple, that John, used to be called by

this circumlocution instead of by his name. This, however, is

not the case, since all later designations of this kind spring

clearly enough from our gospel. And on the other hand, he

would have had to introduce him to us with this distinguishing
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paraphrase at an earlier period in the history, and not wait

till the last supper, xiii. 23.

Matthew names himself without hesitation, ix. 9. The

reason John does not name himself, lies in the different charac-

ter of his gospel. Matthew's gospel is objective. He gives a

selection from, and combination of, the historical material

according to a certain fundamental thought, and leaves it

as far as possible in its objective form. Aside from this,

he limits himself to pointing out here and there, by pre-

ference at the end of separate sections, the fulfilling! of the

word and history of Old Testament prophecy in the history of

Jesus. Hence he could name himself unhesitatingly. His

person disappears entirely in the object, which he reproduces

just as it presented itself to him. The case of the fourth

evangelist is different. His subjectivity comes out in a host

of explanatory remarks, in references to the past or to the

future, and in reflections. He shows much more clearly, too,

that his book is a selection made with a particular design

from a much richer material, a selection which, in comparison

with the synoptists, contains proportionally less of what is

externally historical. With regard to his design, he confesses

himself that he did not intend to tell what met the eye

in Jesus. He aimed rather alone at what belief discerned

when it gave itself up to the person of Jesus, and did not

withstand the impression that person wished to make. It

was, in short, what he, in belief on the Son of God, beheld in

Jesus, i. 14. What he relates is wrought together to a unity

from beginning to end, and this must have made his gospel

seem and feel to him to be his own work in an entirely differ-

ent way from what could be the case with Matthew. Therefore,

in so far as he was himself conscious of the subjective

character of his gospel, he must have felt inwardly compelled

to keep his own name in the background.

Keim,1 following Weisse, declares that the phrase by which

the writer designates himself is ' a piece of most disgusting

self-praise, the moral condemnation of a vain apostle.' It is

nothing of the kind. Nor is it a mere circumlocution or

distinction. It is the expression of a most blessed memory.

We should, however, think it unnatural if the ' I ' of the

1 Keim, Geschkhte Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1867, vol. i. p. 158.
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writer were entirely wanting. We expect it, and we find it at

the beginning and at the end. For when we read in xx. 3 0,

31, a ov/e eariv iyeypafifxeva iv tw (Si(3\iw tovtw. ravra Be 7^7-

paTTTai, iva 7narevaT]T6 (' which are not written in this book

:

but these are written, that ye might believe '), the * I ' and
' my ' of the author are no less clearly spoken than the ' ye

'

of the reader. And when, in i. 14, he begins the praise of

the glory of the revealed Son of God with ideacrdixeOa ('we

beheld '), he permits us to see himself with equal clearness

as the one giving testimony, and as an eye-witness.1 Had
it suited him, he could have begun his gospel as the first

of the epistles that bear his name opens. Special attention

has already been called to one fact.
2 The other persons of

like names are always clearly distinguished by their surnames.

It is so with the two named Judas, xii. 4, xiii. 26, xiv. 22.

Thomas has Ins surname, xi. 16, xx. 24, xxi. 2; and Simon

Peter is plainly distinguished from Simon Zelotes. But John

the Baptist only bears the name 6 /3a7rrLar7]cr (' the Baptist
')

once. To this might be added, that in xii. 21 Philip is more

closely designated as airb Br)6aa'i8a ttjct TaAtXatW (' which

was of Bethsaida of Galilee '). This is so striking a descrip-

tion, that we cannot but think that the evangelist meant

thereby to mark him as one well known to his readers, or

wished to prevent confusion. And if we remember that a

Philip lived and died at Hierapolis,
3 that closer definition of

John's is clear enough, whether that Philip at Hierapolis was

the apostle or the deacon and later evangelist ; see Acts xxi. 9.

The gospel then offers itself as the book of an eye-witness, and

most probably of John. The reason for the withholding of the

name lies in the subjective character of the book, which is too

strong to permit the author to speak of himself as a stranger,

and yet not strong enough for him to speak directly in the first

person. If all this be true, the expectation grows on us that

1 See Ebrard, Wissenscliaftliclie Kr'mk dcr evangelisclim Gcschichte, 3ded.,

Frankfort-on-the-Main 1868, pp. 106S f., 1128 f. See also the commentary

below.
2 Bleek, Beitruge zur EvangeUen Kritik, Berlin 1S46, p. 77. See commentary

on this passage below ; also Ebrard, ut supra, pp. 1068, 1069 ; and Credner,

Einleitung in das N. T., Halle 1836, p. 210.
3 Eusebius, Historia Ecclesiastka, III. xxxi. 2, V. xxiv. 1 ; Opera, cd.

Dindorf, Leipzig 1S71, vol. iv. pp. 122 f., 230.
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•vve have a historical book before us, which still, on the other

hand, is not a mere historical account. It remains to be seen

whether further observations will agree with this.

(2.) The Various Historical Notes.

The expectation that the account before us is historical

because it is from an eye-witness, finds its first confirmation

in the various historical notes interwoven with the book, and

that in such a way that they seem to have offered themselves

to the writer altogether unsought. At the outset the book

gives the impression that the whole life of Jesus in its order

uf time must have stood clearly before the eyes of the evange-

list. Xothing is left so indefinite that it could be transferred

to another time, or that it must be taken before something

else. Each point follows the order of time, just as each is

externally put after the other. The fxeTa ravra (' after this
'),

in the most varied forms of the expression, rules the whole

gospel. And even when the parts of the discourse at viii. 12

and 21 are introduced by the indefinite formula ecTrev ovv

'ttoXlv avrolcr (' then said Jesus again unto them '), or the like,

they are still enclosed by the frame of the feast at which this

was spoken. As is well known, this exactness descends to

the statement of the day, i. 29, 35, 44 (English version, 43),

ii. 1, iv. 43, 52, vi. 22, vii. 14, 37, xi. 6, 17, xii. 1, 12, xiii. 1

;

and of the time of day or the hour, i. 40 (English version,

39), iii 2, iv. 6, vi. 16, xiii. 30, xviii. 28, xix. 14, xx. 19.

Our author is no less clear as to the places in which we are

to fancy the separate occurrences for ourselves. There is no

occurrence and no discourse that we could not tell from the

evangelist's statement where to place it. It is unnecessary to

give the proof passages.
1

"We willingly concede to Strauss that the evangelist
{
flattered himself that he wrote chronologically.' The fact

that, at v. 1, he mentions a feast without naming it, cannot

put us out. The introduction by \iera ravTa (' after this
')

shows that it is in general to be taken chronologically. His

not naming it shows that it was of no importance to him to

1 See the table in Ebrard, WissenscJtafdiche Krltih dcr cvangclischen Ge-

schiclUe, 3d ed., Frankfort-on-the-Main lSCS, p. 173 f.
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say which it was. It was only to tell us that Jesus, who as

we know wished to ' fulfil all righteousness ' as a Jew, did not

go to Jerusalem without being prompted to the journey by a

feast. John wishes all the emphasis to rest on this, and so

does not name the feast. In the other case, he would have

drawn the stress from koprrj (' feast ') to the name, the very

thing he did not wish to do.

We may infer from this that our evangelist does not give

prominence to particular dates without design, however readily

the specifications of time and place surrender themselves to

him of their own accord. The separate notes that he weaves

in have their importance for the subject, just as there was a

design in his choice of the general chronological order.

He begins and ends his account with a week. The order

of the single days in the first week corresponds to the order

and progress of the action. The statement of the hour, i. 40,

copa rjv coo- Sefcdrr) (English version, 39, 'it was about the

tenth hour '), is not too unimportant to deserve mention. It

is the decisive hour in the life of the evangelist.
1 Every day

brings its progress until the first revelation of the glory of

Jesus at Cana.

The next statement of time is at ii. 12, that Jesus remained

at Capernaum ov TroWaa rjfiepaa (' not many days '). This is

not intended simply to distinguish this stay at Capernaum

from the later settled one that the synoptists tell us of. It

means to call attention to the fact that the mission of Jesus

now demanded that he make Judaea and Jerusalem, not

Galilee, the scene of his activity. Hence he did not for the

present dwell at Capernaum, but used the approaching pass-

over to open, by a public act of self-witness as the Son of God,

the whole series of these self-attestations in word and deed.

Therefore, too, it is expressly mentioned that he with his dis-

ciples still made up a family with mother and brethren. He
will not begin his public activity before the passover, or out-

side of Jerusalem, for he is also to close it at the passover and

in Jerusalem.

1 Ebrard, ut supra, p. 338 f. This statement is not to be explained according

to the use of the Eoman civil courts ; the Eonian reckoning is not found in our

gospel. Ebrard thinks otherwise. See Winer, Reahvijrterbuch, article 'Tag,'

Leipzig 1848, vol. ii. p. 560 f.
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It seems to me that iii. 24 is a like case. It tells us that

John had not yet been cast into prison. This remark, as

Lampe and Baumgarten-Crusius note, intends to recall the

fact that all related in the second and third chapters took

place before the imprisonment of the Baptist, and thus to

put the chronology of the fourth gospel into relation and

unison with the synoptic account. By referring to the

circumstance that it is still the time of the Baptist, and

that that time has not yet expired, it purposes much more

decidedly to state that Jesus, now coming forth publicly in

Judsea, joined himself to the form of the Baptist. At the

same time, the notice serves to present the continuing

activity of the Baptist as the divine will, and to make a

foundation for his answer which aims at the same point, iii.

27—36. The statement of the place where John baptized

is to be understood as in contrast with Jesus. They must

go to the Baptist at his place, from which he proclaimed the

nearness of the kingdom of heaven : Jesus brought the king-

dom of heaven nigh.

The account of the journey of Jesus through Samaria should

especially make us sensible that all came to pass, not as

sought by Jesus, but as divinely ordained and directed. His

route of itself led him through this land, iv. 4, eSei Be avrov

SiepXeaOai (
f and he must needs go through ')} The place,

therefore, in which, and the unusual time at which, he met the

woman, are both significant. After what was remarked above,

we may take it as settled that iv. 6, a>pa rjv coa H/crr), means

mid-day. That certainly was an unusual time for drawing-

water, as Baumgarten-Crusius says. But, in connection with

this very circumstance, Jesus perceives that the woman was

sent to him by the Father. The item that Jesus only stayed

there two days,iv. 40, belongs to the contrast with Judsea/which

rules this section in general. It took only that little, short

time to awaken belief here.
2 The counting, iv. 54, is like this.

It was only the second wonder that Jesus wrought in Galilee,

while he had wrought so many in Jerusalem. That is to

say, Galilee was then by no means put even on a level with

1 Lampe, Commenlarius Evangelil secundum Joannem, Amsterdam 1724,

vol. i. p. 705, ' quasi per accidens tantrum ' ( ' as if only by chance ').

2 Ibid. p. 796.
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Judsea, and yet he found in the former much greater readi-

ness to believe than in the latter.

The evangelist hints at the later activity of Jesus in Galilee,

partly in vi. 1 and partly in vii. 1. In the former passage,

airrfkOev is naturally to be referred, not to Jerusalem, but to the

shore on this side of the sea—that is, to Capernaum. He does

not make this Galilean work the object of his account. He wishes

to show how Jesus came into strife with the Jews, although He
at once certified Himself sufficiently to them as the Son of

God ; and how Galilee had no advantage over Judcea in this

matter. In order to prove this, he chooses a story from the

Galilean ministry which fits the context exactly. The note of

the fact that the passover was at hand, vi. 4, is hardly intended

to explain how so many men could come to Jesus. This is too

little remarked elsewhere. Moreover, the people seem mostly

to belong to Capernaum and the surrounding places, vi. 22 ff.

Otherwise, how could it be said of them, icopcov ra arj/xeia a

iirolet (' they saw the miracles which he did '), an imperfect in

each case, in the sense, therefore, of something continuing.

In reality, this note of the time stands in inward connection

with the occurrences related of this passover season. The

people wish to make Jesus a king. But the soul of Jesus is

ruled by the thought of his death, and he looks forth to the

next year's passover. At that time, the people will welcome

him in Jerusalem as king, and then nail him to the cross.

It is the time of the crisis in the life and work of Jesus.

The mention of the feasts after this, purposes constantly to

remind us that Jesus only went to Jerusalem at this call of

religion. Once there, he naturally did not leave himself

without testimony, yet it was not given as if he wished to

provoke the conflict. It is clear enough, without further

remark, that vii. 1 4, ifor] 8e rrja- koprrfa fieaova-rja- (' now about

the midst of the feast'), serves this design especially. The

last day of the feast, vii. 3 7, is named for the sake of Jesus'

words. He sent the words of his offer into the most unmixed

festal joy. He glorifies the greatest day of the feast by his

great promise.

The note at x. 22 is likewise no idle one. The expression

chows that it intends something different from the other feast

statements. We cannot think it by chance and undesigned,
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that instead of a eopTJ] twv 'IovSaiwv (' feast of the Jews '), or

the like, as we elsewhere read, the account says simply, iyevero

Be rot, evKalvta iv 'IepocroXvfxoicr (' and it was at Jerusalem, the

feast of the dedication'). Neither the lately experienced

enmity of the Jews nor the wintry season, xeL^v Vv C ^ was

winter '), could keep him from using the opportunity offered

by this feast of finding many people together. There was no

religious obligation to attend this feast. The notice with

which this section closes, and which leads to the next, stands

in connection with the desire of the Jews to seize him, men-

tioned at the end. As his time was not yet come, he with-

drew, and that to the far side of the Jordan, where John had

left traces of his activity.

The Closing Week.

The gospel closes with a week, as it began with one. The

evangelist counts six days at the beginning, and so at the end

he counts off from the sixth day before the passover. This

Trpo e% rjfiepwv rov irdaya, xii. 1, corresponds by contrast to

the following irpb Be ttjct eopTi)(T rov Traaya, xiii. 1, just as

supper corresponds to supper ; at the former point, there are

still six days to the passover,—at the latter, the hour of Jesus

has come with the opening of the passover. The follow-

ing account is to be understood of the passover supper. If

this be the case, the great haste of the Sanhedrim to bring

the case of Jesus to a close is explained. They finish it up

at night, for it is a work of darkness. That is the reason it

says, tjv Be vv% (' and it was night '), xiii. 3 0, when Judas

goes off ; it is not an indifferent notice, but emphasizes the

work as one of darkness. That observation, that John calls

attention to the way in which the Jews hurried with Jesus'

condemnation, and even pressed anxiously to its completion,

might very well commend Wieseler's explanation 1
of the much

discussed note of time in xix. 14, wpa riv w<r cktij ('it was

about the sixth hour '). His explanation would also have the

advantage, that the evangelist, in mentioning the early morn-

ing hour, the sixth hour, made it noticeable that the decree

1 "Wieseler, Chronologische Synopse der vier Evangelien, Hamburg 1843, pp.
408-414.
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followed the moment it could have validity. This determi-

nation of the time, however, has its perhaps insolvable difficul-

ties, for which we must refer to the exposition.

On the following great Sabbath, xix. 31, on which they

offered the ripe sheaf of the first-fruits, the Lord rested in the

grave. The Sunday, the beginning of the new week, he

made his own day, by his resurrection. It was a Sunday

both times, the beginning of a new week, upon which Jesus

showed himself to his own, imparted to them his peace and

his Holy Spirit, and therewith founded the new era that now
opened, and that rested on belief in the invisible one. The

evangelist closes with these statements of time.

I think we have found that these various notes all have

their place in the account as a whole,—a place that was de-

signed, and that was full of importance for the thought in the

context. The result obtained is double. In the first place,

we see how clearly the historical course, in all its particulars,

floats before the evangelist's mind. The special statements,

particularly where they themselves stand in internal connection,

are easily at command. In the second place, we perceive, by the

fact that he merely adds them where they are of consequence

for the subject and for its thought, that the external history is

only to serve him to express something.

All this would be overthrown, if those were right who think

that they have found instances of such historical and other

ignorance, that the book cannot possibly be the work of a

native of Palestine.

(3.) The alleged Instances of Ignorance and Error.

Others have already said so much on this that we can be

brief. On the critical side itself, moreover, they have of late

given up most of the earlier objections.
1

They ought to have ceased long ago the cry that the evan-

gelist put Bethany on the Jordan by mistake. At i. 28 he

adds expressly, rrrepav rod 'IopSdvov (' beyond Jordan ') ; and, on

the other hand, he remarks of the other Bethany, xi. 18, rjv Be

7} Brjdavta iyyvcr roov ' IepocroXv/jbtov omt airo arahiwv BeKatrivre

('now Bethany was nigh unto Jerusalem, about fifteen furlongs

1 Keim, Geschichte Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1867, vol. i. p. 133.
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off"). After such a complete distinguishing between the two,

they ought to be ashamed to talk about his confounding the

two from ignorance ; and that the more, when we consider for

what reason the evangelist adds the closer definition. It was

not his design to distinguish the places from each other, as

Bruckner, Baumgarten-Crusius, and others think. But the

first specification is to say how far, the second x how near,

the place was. The former shows that John did not make
things convenient for the Jews. He demanded that they

should come clear over the Jordan to him, and display their

readiness by that very act. The latter shows how easily the

raising of Lazarus could and even must cause a great sensa-

tion at Jerusalem, because Bethany was so near the city,

and hence a large number of Jews were present. It is absurd

to think of a confounding of the two, where the design of the

remark is so decided and clear. Hug's 2
observation may be

added. He says the evangelist in x. 40 points back to the

Bethany beyond Jordan, and makes Jesus pass from there to

the other Bethany. He also remarks justly, that there was a

difference in the way of writing the two Bethanies in Hebrew,

and in their meaning, so that they sound alike only in

Greek.

It has been said, as to Mnon, iii. 23, that there is no such

city. Hug answers 3
that the Baptist would not have picked

out a city. Besides, a Shilhim and an Ain are mentioned

together in Josh. xv. 32.

In relation to Sychar, iv. 5, in our opinion, it is wrong to

go upon the supposition that it is identical with Sichem. This

is the common supposition.4 But whether Sychar be identical

with Sichem, or different from it, there is no ground for seeing

in this a sign of a lack of geographical knowledge.

Caiaphas' high-priesthood has already been much discussed.

Yet the thing is tolerably simple. The high-priesthood of

1 Lampe, Commenlarius Evangelii secundum Joannem, Amsterdam 1726, vol.

ii. p. 760.
2 Hug, Einleitung in N". T., 4th ed., Stuttgart 1847, vol. ii. p. 194.
3 Ibid.

4 See Wieseler, Chronologische Synopse der vier Evangelien, Hamburg 1843,

p. 256, note. ' First of all, there can be no doubt that Sichem is meant by
Sychar.' "Winer, Reallexkon, ii. p. 455, note ; and Keim, ut supra, 'by a
dialect, or deridingly.

'
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Caiaplias is certainly put in especial connection with that

year. The question is, in what sense ? Hug 1
thinks that

Annas and Caiaphas were high priests together, but alter-

nately. See Luke iii. 1,2. The gospel history teaches clearly

enough that Annas not only bore the name, but also took a

distinguished position before all others. The thing peculiar

to the high-priesthood, however, lies elsewhere. It lies in the

offering the sacrifice on the great day of atonement. This,

then, is what John points to. It was Caiaphas who had to

fulfil the peculiar high-priestly function that year. This is

rich in meaning for him. This year is particularly important

to the evangelist, because in it the true sacrificial Lamb of

God was offered for all time. For this to come to pass,

required the service of the God-hostile unbelief of him whose

duty it was, according to his office, to present the high-priestly

sacrifice to God. Hence he does not give and we must not

seek in his words a mere historical notice, but they have a

deep religious meaning. John the prophet, at the beginning

of the public life of Jesus, had designated him prophetically

as o afxvbcr tov Qeov 6 alpwv Tip d/j,aprcav rod Kocrfiov (

{ the

Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of the world'), i.

29. And thus, at its end, Caiaphas the high priest was to

designate him prophetically as the atoning sacrifice for the

people. Indeed, he was to bring it to pass that he should

be offered up as such. The evangelist does not speak of a

7rpo<f>rjrev£iv ('prophesying') by the high priest, because he

believed that the gift of prophecy was peculiar to the high

priest. He only means to show that his word so shaped

itself by the working of the Spirit of God, that it became a

prophetic witness to the truth, just as the words of Jesus'

kingship that Pilate nailed to the cross, xix. 19, became

an undesigned testimony to the kingship of Jesus. It must

all come to pass on this wise, because Caiaphas had to offer

the high-priestly sacrifice for the people in that year. The

evangelist by this designates Jesus as the true atoning

sacrifice, and thus, too, he designates him in xix. 36 as the

true passover. He lived so thoroughly in Old Testament

contemplation, that he saw in Jesus, and in what he brought

that was new, the essential fulfilment of that which was old.

1 Hug, Einleitung, ut supra, vol. ii. pp. 195-198.
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How can any one charge him with the strange ignorance, that

he believed that the Jewish high priest changed every year,

—

say, like the Eornan consul

!

l

(4.) The Symbolical Character of Various Features.

The last-mentioned remark of the evangelist is exceedingly

instructive. It shows that his gaze throughout does not fix

on the outward facts as such, but that he constantly keeps

in his eye their importance for the history of redemption.

This, however, frequently coincides with their symbolical im-

portance. This symbolical character of his representation

comes out in many distinct features. Thus in ix. 7 he inter-

prets Sikcod/j, (' Siloam ') as d,7reara\/xevoa- (' sent '), and refers

it to Christ. For it is unquestionable that it should not be

referred to the blind man. Liicke and others think, indeed,

that they find here a trifling that is unworthy of John. That

is only because they mistake the character of John's repre-

sentation and view. This name of the water is not important

to the evangelist, because he favoured the Jewish erudition

which sought after etymological mysteries.
2

It is impor-

tant, in conjunction with the symbolical meaning which the

well Siloah has in the Old Testament prophecy, as in Isa.

viii. 6, as an image of a promise. This promise, joined to the

house of David and to their abode, takes an insignificant

course, but has found its realization in Jesus the Christ. The
apparently chance analogy of the word must point to the

essential fulfilling of the thing. See ix. 39, iva ol /jltj

fiXeTTovrea ^Xeirwaiv (' that they which see not might see ').

Thus this occurrence becomes for the evangelist a arjfieiov

(' sign '), which gives us the complete perception of Jesus'

calling to be the light of the world. Hence, too, the evan-

gelist can content himself with the one healing of the blind.

This single relation shows us that the evangelist means to

write the history of redemption, not according to its outward

extent, but in its inner meaning.

On this account, the way the first disciples come to Jesus,

1 Baur, Krltische Untersuchungen ubcr die kanonischen Evanyclkn, Tubingen.

1847, p. 333.
2 Hug, Einleitung in JV. T., 4th ed., Stuttgart 1S47, vol. ii. p. 202.
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i. 36-40 (English version, 39), is also of importance for

the evangelist. It is to him a type of coming to Jesus in

general. What Jesus does at Cana, and what he does at

Jerusalem in the temple, is to him of symbolical meaning.

He refers from this first circle of his arjfieia (' signs ') to the

last, ii. 18. And thus to him all his intermediate conduct

becomes a a-rjfxetov (' sign ') of itself. Every feature in the

life of the Lord is of such endlessly rich contents, that the

evangelist is thoroughly conscious, xx. 30, that he can only-

make a few things conspicuous so as to show thereby the

essential contents of the outward life of Jesus. He is one

and the same in each separate thing. Hence this little

suffices for obtaining the essential saving knowledge of Christ.

How arbitrary it is to say that because the separate features

are full of meaning, therefore they are made up ! Jesus

presents himself in our gospel as the revelation of the essen-

tial life and light. If he was this, it follows that his whole

life in his calling must have had a typical meaning. In so

far as our evangelist reaches into the depths with his presen-

tation of Jesus, his outward history must bear a symbolical

character. The other three make rather each a single side of

the matter the subject of the representation. John gives the

person of Jesus hirnself in its essential importance. Hence, in

the synoptists the symbolism of the outward history attaches

more only to single features, which stand in closer connection

with the fundamental thought of the gospel. But in John

this symbolism is a peculiarity spread over the whole repre-

sentation.

2. The Characters.

There is something symbolical, or better, typical, proper to

almost all the various personalities that appear speaking or

acting in this gospel history. The evangelist is not busied

merely with the chance personality, or its name. He intends,

as a rule, to portray by it some side or degree of the rela-

tion to Jesus. Thus the single men are not simply individual,

but also general forms, and have a corresponding meaning.

This position of the matter has been stretched too far, by say-

ing that they really are not individuals ; that they are only
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types, embodiments of a thought, without flesh and blood.
1

Let us look at the various personages ; and first, at Jesus

himself as he here meets us.

(1.) Jesus.

The first question is, whether Jesus as portrayed be the

mere embodiment of an idea, or whether he is a concrete

shape. The former has been said, from the very way of bring-

ing together Jesus and the Baptist.
2 And yet the account

bears plainly enough on its face the character of historical

actuality. We see Jesus going about in the neighbourhood

of the Baptist. Where else should he be ? The Baptist was

to usher him in, and so he had to be near the Baptist until

lie gathered the first circle of disciples, surrounded by whom
he would come forth publicly in Jerusalem. Hence the

Baptist sees him coming to him, i. 29 ; and sees him in his

neighbourhood, i. 36. According to the synoptists, Jesus had

before this, since the baptism, been away from him forty days.

Were this so, then that approach was a demand on the Baptist

to bear witness to the one personally present, the witness that

he gave the day before only in general. When the Baptist

sees him staying near him, it is a demand that he shall

direct his disciples to him. This outward bearing of both to

each other is so natural and fit, that it cannot well be thought

otherwise.
3 The evangelist certainly does not care about the

approach, ver. 29, and the walking, ver. 36, in and for

themselves. Therefore he does not tell further whether Jesus

at this time also came to the Baptist, or whether he spoke to

him, and the like. He mentions it only as the occasion for

those utterances which he has to relate. These he picks out

from a number, and combines as the design of his gospel

requires. All external self-presentation of Jesus is a sign of

the essential facts of the case and of the real relation, and the

design of the evangelist is to present the latter. In this case

we must not be surprised to find that their essential relation

1 See Baur, Kritische Untersuchungen fiber die kanonischen Evangelkn,

Tubingen 1847, p. 143, as to Nicodemus and the Samaritan woman.
2 See Baur, ut supra, pp. 110-126, especially p. 124.

3 See Bengel on this passage.
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mirrors itself in the mutual demeanour of Jesus and the

Baptist, as the evangelist depicts it. The Baptist expresses

this relation in three phrases, i. 30, oTriaw fxov epyerai avi)p,

ocr efiirpoadev fiou yeyovev, otc irpwroa jxov i]v (' after me
cometh a man which is preferred before me : for he was

before me '). This is the first phrase. The second phrase

appears at the second bringing together of Jesus and the

Baptist, iii. 22-36. Between, we learn the passage from

the first to the second. The third phrase is the contents of

the self-witness of Jesus.

This first meeting of Jesus and the Baptist, although full

of meaning throughout, yet, on the other side, only corresponds

to the historical actuality. The same is true of the meeting

of Jesus and his first disciples. The words are short, stroke

on stroke. The action itself stands out without description or

delineation. The impression Jesus made on them is so treated

that only the effect of the meeting is mentioned, and not a

word is said as to the impression itself. Jesus' manner of

demeanour toward the disciples is to meet them with a short

phrase, at once to throw a spark into them, and then leave it

to the direct personal impression to make the spark a light

and a new life-power in them. He gives no summary exposi-

tion as to himself and them. All this makes the impression

of fullest truth to the life. And yet everything is important.

The whole essential conduct towards Jesus mirrors itself in

their 'coming, and seeing, and abiding with him,' ver. 40.

The knowledge as it arises in them ; the words with which

they express the same ; and, on the other side, the few words

in which Jesus reveals himself and tells what he is : all

this contains at base the whole that the evangelist has to say

of Jesus.

Is it any more likely that Jesus at the wedding at Cana is

the embodiment of an idea ? It would be hard to say how
it could come into the evangelist's head to make him appear

at a wedding. If this idea was important in Ins view, why
did he not have him hold a discourse upon it, as for instance

in chap, x., about himself as the good shepherd ? And
why was it at Cana ? why this meeting with his mother ?

why the stone pots ? why do only the servants observe it, and

not all the guests ? and so on. A host of such questions arise
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here, and could be raised in like manner later at every other

occurrence, if we were determined to see in this nothing but

the embodiment of an idea, if we meant to find in Jesus and

his demeanour nothing but an idea put into a seeming histori-

cal movement. Here, as afterwards in the temple, it is cer-

tainly not the outward action that it lay in the interest of the

evangelist to report. He wishes to make its signification, its

meaning, perceptible, so that we may thereby recognise Jesus

himself, and what he is. But the reality of the representa-

tion shows itself in the fact that the evangelist leaves it to

the action itself to unfold its contents and meaning. He does

not embellish the occurrence with his own explanation of its

sense ; he is satisfied to pick out the incidents, to combine

them, and at most to add a short hint. That shows the

respect he has for the objectivity of the fact.

Look at the actions of Jesus. At Cana he is intent upon

maintaining the joyfulness of the wedding. He comes forth

with a punishing severity in the temple. He works miracles

and finds applause among the people. He distinguishes care-

fully between the fleeting applause of the crowd, which is

only called forth by something out of the common order, and

that acknowledgment which is the product of a moral opera-

tion in the heart, and is itself of a moral nature. He points

the Pharisee to the necessity of such an inward operation,

and expects him, as learned in the Scriptures, to understand

him. Contrast this with the case of the woman at Sychar,

in whom he finds a willing spirit. He follows her in her

thoughts and her life, until he finds and wins her in her

innermost heart. He, when tired, rests at the well, while the

disciples buy food. But he forgets hunger and thirst at the

opportunity of winning a lost soul for the salvation that

appeared in him. And this fulfilling his calling and his

Father's will, causes an inward satisfaction, which raises him

for the moment above the bodily need. All these things carry

the form, not of an embodied idea, but of a man in the body,

of one in whom grace and truth appeared.

Jesus, on doing a work of mercy, disappeared among the

people, v. 13, so as not to excite attention, and to produce

in this way a belief that had no moral value. And he only

uses a meeting with the healed man for a moral influence on

LUTH. I. F JOHN.
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him by a short phrase. Are these things incompatible -with

the reality of the person of Jesus ? Do they not much more

prove it ? "Were Jesus only an embodied idea, a living human
soul and its deliverance would be nothing to him. Then we
should find only an explanation of the idea, in word or symbol,

and not a moral influence. Is it not just the same when,

after the feeding, he withdraws himself from the excited

people, because the action they intend does not spring from a

moral movement in their hearts ? Is it not the same when,

meeting them on the following day, he points them, above all,

to the moral conditions of the blessing which he has to offer ?

Is it not a sign of true interest in men and in their salvation

when he throughout urges the moral act of recognition, and

prefers to risk his recognition itself ? "What has an idea to

do with this ? It is so at Capernaum. It is so in all meet-

ings with the Jews.

Again, consider the sympathetic heart that we feel so

vividly in the whole demeanour of Jesus. It, too, forbids us

to think of the exposition of a mere idea. Sympathy leads

him to heal the man ill for thirty-eight years, to feed the

people in the desert, and to raise his friend Lazarus. It is

true that he takes even his human feeling and every deed

of his heart into the service of his life-task. But because

he who became man serves constantly and fully a positive

divine will, he does not cease to be a true man. He speaks

a rebuking word to the nobleman, and yet lets himself be

induced by his prayer to help him, iv. 48 ff. This is an

utterance of his heart, only serving the will of his calling.

In Capernaum, vi. 26 ff., he does not begin to speak of him-

self, but of the questioners, and of what they truly need.

This is an act of hearty interest in the welfare of men. It is

an act of hearty interest when he shrinks neither from the

hate of the Jews, vii. 7 ff., nor from the severity of the season,

x. 22, in order, despite the danger to his life, to teach the

people in the temple exactly at the feasts. It is an act of

hearty interest, when he leaves no objection to his recognition

unnoticed, vii. 27 ff.; when he puts the existing contrast in

the sharpest word, so as to overcome it, where possible, by

this most extreme means, viii 44 ; and when he speaks out

the concealed murderous thoughts in open word, so as to
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keep them, it may be, from such things, viii. 40 and else-

where.

But the attacks are aimed especially at the story of the

raising of Lazarus. To believers of all ages it has been deeply

touching and full of comfort. Cut Keim 1
calls ' the conduct

of Jesus before the act, and in the act, strange and offensive.'

Men say it was heartless to let Lazarus die, when he could

have kept him from death.
2 As if all his action and all his

feeling must not be subject to the law of his calling, which is

the will of God ! And as if he had not a joy ready, which was

greater than the mourning over death ! But they say it was

unpsychological, and therefore unreal, that he should weep,

xi. 35, over the death of him whom he was in the very act of

raising.
3 The future, however, does not take away the pain of

the instant, nor in general the grief for death, which he shares,

because he is a man among men. And finally, they say it

is unpsychological, and so unreal, that Jesus should pray

aloud for the sake of the bystanders, xi. 41, 42.
4 Observe,

however, that he has already, before this, prayed in secret to

the Father, as all his inner communication with the Father

was prayer. What he now speaks is not strictly his prayer.

He only utters aloud his thanks for the hearing received

inwardly. It is to let the bystanders see what his relation

to the Father is ; that of independence, and yet of entire

communion in love.

How can they speak of an embodied idea? Behold him
deeply moved at the thought of the betrayer, xiii. 21. See

John resting on his bosom at the last supper, xiii. 23. Hear
him warning, strengthening, and comforting his disciples for

the farewell. Giving himself up to death, observe how care-

ful he is to guard his disciples, xviii. 8. In the very moment
of death he directs his mother to his beloved disciple. Are

not his last discourses all soul ? Do we not feel a beatins

heart in them ? Is there not a power of love in them such as

can only go forth from a real personality and not from an
idea?

1 Keim, Geschichte Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1867, vol. i. p. 132.
2 Baur, Kritische I atersuchungen uber die kanonischen Evangelien, Tubingen

1S47, p. 193.
:! Ibid. i iud.
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In brief, look where we will at the separate notices of

time and place, or at the various scattered lines of the portrait

of Jesus, the result is always the same. The evangelist does

not have to do with the outward history in and for itself. It

serves him as a revelation and sign of what is essential. Yet

it does not cease to be truly historical. Nor does Jesus cease

to be a bodily, real personality. He does not become the

Logos ' who is not born and is not baptized, who does not

struggle and does not suffer.'
1 Keim says this recklessly:

there is no other way of naming it. Let us see whether the

case is different with the other personages.

(2.) The Various Figures.

It will not be hard to see reality in these, too, shining forth

everywhere.

a. Thomas.

Among the disciples, Thomas is first of all delineated clearly

enough by the few words reported from him. It betrays a

melancholy temper, and one most open to mournful thoughts,

when he understands Jesus' saying, that they would go to

Lazarus, of dying, xi. 16. Winer's notion, that this way of

taking it rests on clearness of perception,
2

is an explanation

that cannot hold. At the same time, nevertheless, these words

indicate a deep feeling of inward communion, and a deep,moving

grief, as over a thwarted hope. They do not show rashness

and forwardness.
3 They tell of a soul turned to the dark side.

The death of his friend Jesus, to whom he has joined himself

with all heartiness of feeling, as to the hope of Israel, seems

to undo this hope. If they who are nearest to him die,

where is the kingdom of David ? From this time it goes

hard with him in the ways of Jesus. They seem to him to

lose themselves in the night, and not to lead to the light of

the new day. Melancholy as he was, he burrowed himself

ever deeper into the dark thoughts. Although they blighted

the life of his soul, he clung with all tenacity to his pain,

1 Keim, tit supra, vol. i. p. 125.

2 Winer, Bealworterbuch, 3d ed., Leipzig 1848, ii. p. 6li.
3 Ibid.
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cherishing and feeding it. As happens with such natures, he

would not leave it. Hopelessness had become the hidden

world of his soul. He would not give it up. Hence this sad

speech :
' Our hope is gone. Israel's hope is gone. The best

thing we can do is to die.' Nor does he understand Jesus

when he speaks of the way bj7- which he is now going to the

Father. His eyes can perceive neither the end of salvation

nor the way to this end. He sees only the night of death.

Hence come his hopeless words. They knew not the end of

the ways of Jesus,—how should they know the way ? We
can easily imagine what impression the death of Jesus must

have made on such a man, and what his frame of mind on the

following days must have been. No wonder that the news of

the resurrection seemed to him to be a self-deception on the

part of those who wished and hoped too sanguinely. He
thought that he in his troubled mind was much nearer the

truth than those sanguine ones. It had cost him pain enough

to give up the hope of Israel. And now shall he bargain

away his hopelessness so easily ? It has become too dear to

him for that. The most extreme thing, the unbelievable, must

happen to him before he will believe. It seems to him an

impossibility that the condition be fulfilled, and still more

impossible that he win faith. And this unbelievable, this

impossible thing, comes to pass for him; comes to pass so

shamingly, so astoundingly. It upsets his thoughts at a

stroke. It casts him, himself, at Jesus' feet. It agitates his

inmost heart to the deepest extent. His soul lifts itself, by a

sudden mighty sweep, from the unbelief of hopeless melancholy

to that highest word of belief. The gospel knows how to

report this saying. It puts it at the end as the fullest ex-

pression of the belief, which it itself wishes to beget :
' My

Lord and my God !' There is no need to prove that this

sudden change of frame has the* fullest psychological truth.

It is said that this confession indicates an impetuous nature
;

l

or that previous hesitation denotes scepticism, xx. 2 5 ; or fore-

sight which seeks in hope that has become dear, to keep all

deception at a distance, and to go with entire surety
;

2
or that

he was in general inclined to what was visible and intelligible.
3

1 Winer, Realworterbuch, 3d ed., Leipzig 1848, vol. ii. p. 614.
2 Niemeyer, Vharakteristilcen, i. p. 108. 3 Winer, ut supra, voL ii. p. 615.
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We do not need to suppose any of these things. The chief point

for us is this. These few scattered utterances, which join so

easily to make a characteristic psychological unity, are not

woven into the story just to characterize the disciple. They

occur because they have exactly their necessary place at their

respective positions in the account. He names the disciple,

simply because they were joined to that disciple in the evange-

list's memory. The scantiness of the notices, and the way
they are strewed about, do not fit the idea that he meant to

draw a character. And yet these traits agree together in one

harmonious picture of a character. This being so, it is cer-

tainly proof enough that a concrete form stood before his soul

when he wove into the course of his gospel these few detached

words of the disciple in question. This remark may be applied

in advance to all the following persons characterized.

b. Nathanael.

Jesus Himself set for all time the most beautiful monument
to the purity of Nathanael. It is too distinguishingly indi-

vidual to be a feigned general dictum. His soul appears to

have been so pure and without offence, his eye so clear and

bright. His dear employment was to read the promises of

Moses and the prophets, his dearest thought was Israel's being.

He looked towards this hope with serene mind, without great

uneasiness of longing. It was joy enough for him in his

house and under his fig-tree. His clear, wise nature was free

from the deceptions and danger of a restless enthusiasm. Such

a one can only be addressed with calm prudence. Hence

Philip's communication to him shows such prudence. He
clothes it almost in the form of a demonstration with the

closing evpij/cctfiev (

c we have found '). They had ' found him of

whom Moses in the law and the prophets did write,' in Jesus the

Son of Joseph, who was from Nazareth. All is said by design,

as clearly, as decidedly, and as judiciously as possible. That

shows, too, why Philip names him the son of Joseph. He had

to describe Jesus as exactly as he could, according to the

tokens that appeared to outward observation. The way in

which Nathanael expresses his decided doubt as to the coming

of Israel's king from Nazareth, ver. 47 (English version, 46),
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has something so individual about it, and at the same time

goes so far beyond the immediate need of the author, that for

these very reasons it can hardly be made up. All turns here

upon ' to perceive,' ' to find,' ' to see.' Hence Jesus also- con-

vinces the pure intelligence of this Israelite by his wonderful

' seeing,' and promises, as a reward to belief, a higher ' seeing.'

He utters his confession, i. 50 (Eng. vers. 49), in the form of

clear conviction and in its calm words : He of whom the

writings of Moses and of the prophets speak, the Son of God
and the King of Israel, he has in reality appeared in thee,

Master ! Only two sayings of jSTathanael are reported to us,

but these are enough to let us see his pure, intelligent nature.

c. Philip.

Philip had led Nathanael to Jesus. Few traces of him,

besides this, are preserved, vi. 5-7, xii. 21 f., xiv. 8. Winer

thinks
1
these are too few to give an idea of his character. They

certainly are too scanty to form a typical figure, had the

evangelist intended such a one. It seems to me, however,

that they are enough to show that deliberateness was the

ruling feature in his nature. If he was of a deliberate

nature that found it hard to decide for and to follow in belief,

we can understand why Jesus himself demanded that he

should follow him. He may even then have wavered and

hesitated ; but when he saw Andrew and Peter, his well-

known countrymen, whom he perhaps esteemed, in Jesus'

train, his doubt vanished apace. It is characteristic of him

that he describes Jesus to Nathanael in a comprehensive way,

and not in a single independent phrase. It is true, he spoke

carefully for Nathanael's sake, but at the same time he uses

the deliberateness and the circumstantiality proper to his

nature. Jesus appears to have made it his care to bring his

heavy deliberation into a more living flow and to a greater

surety of belief. Hence he turns to him just before the

feeding, vi. 5. He did not wish for counsel. He meant to give

him a word of instruction. He waited for a word of deliberate,

hesitating reflection, only to make it null by his deed, and so

free the one questioned from the vice of his nature. And
1 Winer, ut supra, vol. ii. p. 250.
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Philip's answer agrees entirely with what we have /before

recognised in him. It denotes clearly enough his considerate,

scrupulous nature. He calculates exactly, and considers the

smallest details. He does not approach the thought of what

was possible. The same deliberateness, bordering on inde-

cision, appears in regard to the request of the Greeks, xii. 2 1 f.

He does not refuse the prayer, and yet does not venture to

fulfil it. It might be a questionable act to bring Jesus into

direct contact with Greeks. It might not be exactly right for

Jesus himself. It might hurt his working in Israel. With
such hesitation he comes to no conclusion ; he must first tell

some one else. This one suggests at once that the simplest

thing is to speak of it to Jesus himself. Again it is charac-

teristic of him that he cannot understand Jesus' saying, that

they had known and seen the Father, xiv. 7-9. He has not

seen him. The word of reproof with which Jesus answers

him, shows us with what patience he had thus far borne the

heaviness of his belief, and had sought to help it. According

to Clement of Alexandria,
1 he is that fiad^rrja- (' disciple

')

to whom Jesus speaks the words in Matt. viii. 22 and Luke

ix. 60. They would certainly fit the heavy, circumstantial

caution that we have found to be peculiar to him.

d. Andrew.

Philip is put with Andrew at vi. 8 and xii. 22. We can

see a contrast between them in each case. At vi. 7, Philip,

in pure consideration of what was necessary, does not reach

the thought of what was possible ; but with Andrew that is the

first thought. He at least turns over the store in hand, even

if he comes to the conclusion that it is not enough. He still

thinks on ways and means as they offer themselves for con-

sideration. We find in him a great speed of understanding,

that tries and knows how to help itself. Therefore, at xii. 22,

Philip goes straight to him when he is at a loss what to do,

and Andrew sees at once the nearest way out of the trouble.

This quick style marks his very first appearance in our gospel.

He greets his brother Peter with the short evpSjfcafiev rbv

Meaaiav (' we have found the Messias '). How differently

1 Clement of Alexandria, Stromaia iii., ed. Sylburg, Cologne 16S8, p. 436 a, b.
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that sounds from the evpyj/cafiev (
f we have found ') of

Philip

!

e. Peter.

Andrew, in this quickness, shows his relationship to his

"brother Simon Teter. Peter's hastiness, however, belongs not

only to the sphere of thought, but above all, to that of action.

He is the first one to speak, and is the mouth of the others,

vi. G8 f., and it was then given to him to find and say the right

word at the right time. Yet his speech is with him a deed.

This speed of action puts him at the head of the rest. Jesus

from the first chose this man of action to be the founder of

his church because of his quick energy, i. 43 (Eng. vers. 42).

But his danger lay in this very hastiness of acting. It was

determined by the moment. In this point his advantage and

his fault meet. Look at xiii. 8, 9. At one moment he refuses

to let the Lord wash his feet ; at the next, turning round, he

wants his head and hands washed too. This is at the same

time a credit to him and a sign of a too hasty nature. The

same double character attaches to his presuming that he will

lay down his life for his Lord, xiii. 3 7, and to his drawing the

sword to defend Him, xviii. 10. At the foot-washing the most

lively feeling for the sublimity of his Lord expresses itself

in that Kvpie (' Lord ') at the first, and in the emphatic

av (
c thou '). But this hastiness of nature does not let him

reach a calm consideration and recognition of the reason for

Jesus' action. This same liveliness of feeling for the sublimity

of the Lord (compare Luke v. 8) is seen before this in his con-

fession. He finds the right word, and says it in quick way, and

with an exclusive sense, as at vi. 68, Kvpie, irpbcr riva aireXev-

crofxeOa ; (' Lord, to whom shall we go ?
') The same feeling

hurries him to an arbitrariness of judgment, which the first

time is far too much for the action of the Lord, xiii. 6, 8, and

the second time far too little, xiii. 9.

This active feeling for the Lord could not understand His

quiet ways. Hence arose the independent attempt to defend

his Lord with the sword, xviii. 10. It agrees with Peter's

hasty, violent, and therefore sensitive way, that he is not

inclined to submit to much, as in Matt, xviii. 21. How much
less then would he stand anything against his Master, whom
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he put so infinitely above himself, and for whom and for

whose interest he felt so keenly and strongly. Hence the

Lord's answer. Patient submission and not violent self-will

became Him the master, and therefore also his disciple. His

training of Peter aims at this. He puts that before him as

the object of his life, that he learn to submit in patient resig-

nation to whatever God ordains for him, xxi. 18. The

relator adds rightly that He meant to show by this the manner

of his death. Nevertheless, the contrast to ore rja vewrepoa,

i^wvvvea aeavrov zeal nrepieuaTeKj ottov r)6e\eo~ (' when thou

wast young, thou girdedst thyself, and walkedst whither thou

wouldest '), makes it plain enough that our Lord intended to

emphasize the meaning which this very death would have for

this very man Peter. It is the aim of the whole guidance

from self-dependence to calm submission unto God. On this

side, Peter's manner and training remind us vividly of Moses.

Moses in his hasty glow tried of himself to seize the calling

of a redeemer, Ex. ii. 11—15, Acts vii. 25, and was on this

account sent to the school of waiting on God's time and will.

This independence of his action, however, arose from his vivid

feeling for his people, the people of God; and this feeling

naturally fitted him for his divine calling of a redeeming

mediator, Ex. xxxii. 1 1 ff. So it was also with Peter. The

strong feeling he had for Jesus, founded in the lively excit-

ability of his nature, was what led him to his rash actions.

But this feeling was also what fitted him to be the foundation-

laying witness of the exalted Jesus.

We may perceive this peculiarity of the apostle at xiii.

2 4. The others are troubled and confounded at the saying of

Jesus about the betrayer. He will not rest till he knows

who it is : eiire Tier iariv irepl ov \i<yei (' tell who it is of

whom He speaks '). John is to tell him at once. It was

not curiosity that made Peter ask thus. It was his keen

feeling for his Master. This and that may have sped through

his thoughts : Perhaps it can be hindered, and the like. He
probably took the sword along with some such thoughts, in

case he should want to use it. Weariness overcame him out

in the garden, and so it is the easier to explain how he sought

to make his neglect good by violence of defence.

He goes before the others in all this. In natural things
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he is the element that gives the impulse to the rest, and he is

in front. It is the same in the affairs of Jesus. When they

are by the sea together, he summons them to go a-fishing,

saying shortly that he does it. And the others join him :

ep^o/xeda /cat, rjfjieccr uvv <roi, xxi. 3. And as John recognised

the Lord he hurries to the shore ahead of the rest, far too

impatient to let himself be carried thither by the boat, xxi. 7.

But when the Lord says to bring some of the fish, he again is

the first to draw the net to land, ver. 11. It is not as if he

sought something by it. It is quite as natural to him as it

was to make the confession in the name of the others, or to

speak for John the question that lay in his quiet following

after Jesus, xxi. 21. The rest acknowledge his position just

as unhesitatingly. Mary Magdalene hurries from the opened

grave first to him, xx. 2. True, the other disciple runs ahead

of him. Yet, while the former looks into the grave, Peter goes

in. Meditation and intuitive discernment are proper to the

former, quick action is peculiar to the latter. With a hasty

glance around he sees all there was to observe in the grave,

so as to be able to form a judgment, and determine on the

future steps. Then first he calls the attention of the other

to the details, xx. G-S.

Natures like this, which are always ready with quick

power, where that counts, have, as a rule, a certain self-reli-

ance. They are perfectly aware of the superiority of their

living energy. The self-confidence arising therefrom reflects

far too little upon the weakness of the flesh, to which it is

nevertheless subject, and goes into danger without forethought.

In Peter's case, his entirely absorbing feeling for his Lord was

added to all this. He cannot imagine the possibility of his

leaving this one for whose sake he had left all else ; compare

Matt. xix. 27. He is sure that he can go with Him upon

every road, and, if need be, nnto death, xiii. 37. This seems

so natural to him, and it seems so impossible that it should

be otherwise, that he is utterly unable to understand the

warning word of Jesus. And so he pays no further heed to

it, and forgets it at once, until it is again called to his memory
by its fulfilment.

The rest fly when Jesus is taken prisoner. Peter must

follow Him. He must see what the result will be. He must
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know what they are going to do to his Lord, and whether

they will dare to go to the last extreme with their long-

cherished hate. The words of Jesus had not sufficed to make
him prudent. He thinks that he must. All hesitation on

that point is gone. It ought to be a warning to him that he

has to wait a while before the door until that other disciple

sees him. Instead of that, his purpose is only the stronger.

Then the maid's question comes in the way to trouble him.

He is afraid that this will spoil all. He puts her off with a

short, almost angry, word. He does not think of the duty of

confession. He is too much controlled by the moment to be

able to think of anything further. He mingles with the ser-

vants at the lire, so as to be able to follow the thing up

better. Thus his imprudence grows. Now that he is once

in the court, he will use it to the best. That exposes him to

the new and repeated questions which threaten to undo his

design, and hence make him cross and violent. As is the

case with such prevailingly sanguine natures, he again regards

only what belongs to the moment, and lays all other consi-

derations out of sight. This peculiarity is the base of what

is elsewhere usually called the apostle's fear of men ; see

Gal. ii. 12.
1 Violently and angrily, the words therefore

heightened against his wish, he has for the last time cut

short the pressing question of the servants with a lie. Then

the cock-crow, which he had not noticed before, recalls the

words of Jesus, and reminds him of what he has just done.

The denial of Him whom he honoured as his Lord falls on

his soul with all its weight. Now his pain is only the more

violent.

Taken thus in connection with the rest that is character-

istic of this apostle, this occurrence will no longer be so

inconceivable, psychologically, that the riddle can only be

solved by a special bringing in of Satan. Naturally, he will

be thought of as working in it (see Luke xxii. 3 1 f.), but within

the psychological law. As for a ' denial, more trembled out

than spoken,' which would have betrayed ' the struggle of

the soul,'
" neither can we find it, nor is it necessary for us

1 See Niemeyer, Charakteristiken, i. p. 371, and Liicke, Commentar iiber das

Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn 1843, vol. ii. p. 713.

2 Niemeyer, Charakterisliken, i. p. 370 f.
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to seek it. It is altogether arbitrary to find the motive for

the denial in a fear of death.
1

It is a matter of psychological necessity that this should

call forth a complete, decisive change in Peter's whole being.

He remains the same man, in his hasty power, his. quick ex-

citability, his being moved by the moment, and his confident

action wherewith he leads the rest. But his former short-

sighted self-confidence has left him. That experience has

freed his nature from this vice. It is easily to be seen why
Peter goes hesitatingly to the grave of his Lord after that

denial. But he at once shows the quick and energetic man-

ner of his nature by the way in which he hastily and exactly

looks at everything around, so as to get starting-points from

which he may draw conclusions as to what has happened to

Jesus. This same feature is seen in the account that at the

Sea of Tiberias he hurried swiftly to his Lord on the shore

;

and it shows itself still more clearly when, in an earlier

appearance of the Lord, a sign of pardon was given him. In

a quick, vivid way he displays that thankfulness, which

must have filled his own whole soul only the more in propor-

tion to the greater weight with which he had felt his guilt.

Jesus' thrice-repeated question, finally, is intended to cleanse

him from his false self-confidence, and from the danger of the

false self-reliance previously so easy for him. His answers

show that he is purged therefrom. His humility is bound up

with a confidence resting entirely on the Lord : vaX Kvpie, <rv

olSacr (' Yea, Lord ; thou knowest '). Jesus sets before his

eyes a death of the fullest devotion. After that, whither can

his thoughts be directed but to the unseen world, the true

life ? with what else can they be filled than with hope ? If

he writes, he will write of that. That is the very theme of

the first epistle which bears his name. But writing lay dis-

tant from his entire nature. He only brought himself to it

perhaps towards the end of his life. His calling was to found

and protect the church by the acts of word and of miracle.

And his word and miracle will have been a testimony against

the world-life from which he had freed himself, and a testi-

mony to Jesus the living one, in whom alone he lived.

1 Lampe, Commentarlus evangelii secundum joanncm, Amsterdam 1726,

vol. iii. p. 538.
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f. The Beloved Disciple.

At the last supper, in the court of the high priest, on the

way to the grave, and by the Sea of Tiberias, the beloved dis-

ciple is mentioned in connection with Peter. In this disciple

it has always been believed that we must recognise the author

of the gospel and the apostle John. Passing that question,

we must ask what clues to his character these few notes give

us. Aside from the four cases quoted, he is only mentioned

as the one who, standing at the cross of Jesus, received from

Him his mother in charge. At this occasion he is not spoken

of to report something about him, but because mention of

him could not be avoided in telling of this token of Jesus'

love. We may also observe a striking recession of this dis-

ciple in the other four cases. Of all the rest, words are given

which they spoke to Jesus ; of him that is almost entirely

omitted. At the supper he says, /evpie, tig cgtlv ; (

c Lord, who
is it ?

') By the Sea of Tiberias he says to Peter that it is

the Lord who stands on the shore. And if he was one of

those first two who attached themselves to Jesus, he asked

him :

f

Pa/3/3et, ttov /xiveiG ; (' Eabbi, where dwellest thou ?
')

These are all the words reported to us from him. The fact

that he spoke to the doorkeeper, that she might let Peter in,

scarce deserves mention.

This silence is partially but not entirely explained if he

himself be the author of the gospel. Why is he referred to

as speaking, less frequently than he is in general referred to ?

He would therefore appear to have been of a more silent

nature than others. When he lies upon his Master's breast at

the last supper, and his Master speaks of treason, he is sad

and silent. Peter must first call on him to ask. When the

Lord at the Sea of Tiberias turns from them and bids Peter

to follow, he cannot persuade his heart to remain. He has a

question—a prayer. He follows Jesus too, but silent. Peter

has to express his action in the questioning word. Probably

quiet thought, calm feeling, especially distinguished him.

Only now and then may he have been quick. He is the first

at the grave. And his words, 6 /cupioa iariv (' it is the

Lord '), have the sound of an impetuous outburst. Otherwise

he appears to us calm, reflecting, quietly feeling, inwardly
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digesting. In xxi. 15 ff. he is put in contrast to Peter. The

latter is the disciple who loves Jesus ; the former, the one

loved by Jesus. The fact that he at other times is almost

always mentioned in union with Peter, permits us to conclude

that the contrast of their characters bound them to each other.

This will not allow us to say that he only became an inti-

mate friend of Peter's after the ascension, and that he pro-

bably did not sympathize with him before.
1 The hasty Peter

might well feel what an essential complement to his being lay

in the habit of the other. And the latter, again, might value

highly Peter's power of rapid action. Lampe,2
indeed, thinks

that John as no other enumerates fully the weaknesses of

Peter. And Hilgenfeld
3
lauds Strauss for having ' disco-

vered the opposition to a one-sided preference for the prince

of the apostles.' This, however, is opposed at once by the

way he makes it prominent that, at the very first meeting,

Simon is designated by Jesus as Cephas, and chosen to be the

Cephas ; and then, later, that it was Simon Peter who, be-

fore all others, yielded that confession of Jesus. Another

opinion of Kostlin's
4

is certainly much more singular. Ac-

cording to it, the appended account is a concession to or

flattery of the Eoman primate. Against both, we hold that

the evangelist gladly lays stress on Peter's foremost position

among the disciples; and this agrees with the fact that he

likes to join the beloved disciple with him.

As for the term chosen for this beloved disciple, we feel

from it itself that it is not chosen to praise him, or to make
him distinguished, but that it is a word of blessed memory.

That term, and the remark that he lay on the Lord's breast,

xiii. 23 (xxi. 20), are intended to show strongly how much
he was favoured. Both put before us the intimate, near rela-

tion in which he was allowed to stand towards Jesus. The

fact that he could be the nearest to him externally, shows

1 Niermeyer, Charakteristiken, i. p. 319.
2 Lampe, Commentarius evangelii secundum Joannem, Amsterdam 1726, vol.

iii. p. 510.

3 Hilgenfeld, Die Evangelien nach ihrer Entstehung und geschichtlicher Bedeu-

tung, Leipzig 1854, p. 335. Strauss, Lcben Jesu, 4th ed., Tubingen 1840,

vol. i. p. 623 ff. ; compare vol. ii. p. 631 f. Compare also Baur, Kritische Un-
tcrsuchungen i'cber die kanonischen Evangelien, Tubingen 1847, p. 320 f.

4 Kbstlin, Theologische Jahrbucher, 1850, 2. Heft, p. 293.
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that he was also the nearest internally. Had Peter the most

lively impression of Jesus' sublimity, this one had the deepest

inward perception of His personality, of the richness of its

blessed contents, and of its endless love. Whether fancy pre-

dominated in him or not, I do not know.1 But the account

lets it clearly appear that depth of feeling distinguished him
above the others. Were he elsewhere at times more im-

petuous, in Jesus' neighbourhood quiet and calm spread over

his whole being. He had not the uneasiness of the one

demanding or displaying acknowledgment, as we find in the

case of others. He was pure devotion to Jesus, and reception

of the personality of Jesus in feeling.
2

It corresponds to this that he speaks little. He feels,

thinks, considers in his mind. Hence it is that he remains

at the grave and looks thoughtfully into it. At the cross he

is the only one of the disciples. He cannot separate himself

from the sight of Him whom he loves above all. Hence, too,

could he behold the miracle in His dead body, which none of

the others beheld. He it is who, on the ship, recognised the

Lord on the shore, xxi. 7. The others perceived in Jesus of

Nazareth the Messias, the king of Israel, the Son of God, i. 42

(41), 50 (49), the holy one of God, vi. 69 ; but the person of

Jesus was to none so intimately familiar as to this one. Yet

it is rather a general impression of Jesus than definite per-

ception and knowledge. Others precede him in the expression

of acknowledgment. He could not put into words the im-

pression he had of Jesus, and the way he perceived him, so

quickly as they. Still, just because he was more indefinite,

he could be more general. Because he, in the united life of his'

personality, was receptive of the whole personality of Jesus,

and of its whole contents, essence, and life, his statement con-

cerning Jesus will be the later and the more comprehensive.

He had to digest deeper and more inwardly than the others.

Hence the process was slower for him.

If this disciple wrote, he will have been the last to do it.

But it will be the deepest and most intimate of all that was

written about Jesus.

1 Winer, RealwiJrtcrbuch, 3d ed., Leipzig 1847, vol. i. p. 592.
s See Ebrard, art. 'Johannes der Apostel,' Herzog's Real-Encyklopiidie,

Stuttgart and Hamburg 1856, vol. vi. p. 722 f.
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g. The Mother of Jesus.

Under the cross, the mother of Jesus is commended to the

beloved disciple as his own. She is only mentioned twice in

our gospel, here and at Cana. If it has been questioned in

general whether, seeing the scantiness of the combined refer-

ences to her, we should venture to sketch her character,
1
the

hesitation in the matter might seem to be doubled by our

being limited to these two notes of John's. Nevertheless,

something may be found. Two points are characteristic at

Cana,—that she appears first to have remarked the embar-

rassment, and that she tried to remedy it quietly without

any one's noticing it. The former shows that she was a

woman of a bright, clear eye, who ruled attentively and in-

telligently in woman's domain. With this open intelligence,

the latter shows that she possessed fine feelings, which, in a

delicate way, sought to spare the friends by whom she had

been invited a shameful embarrassment, so that even they

themselves should not observe it. To clear intelligence and

delicate feelings she adds the humble devotion of a deep,

earnest soul. She does not directly request her son to work

a miracle, ii. 3. Indeed, after all, there is not even a request

in the words, olvocr ov/c eanv (' there is no wine '). She

simply calls her son's attention to the fact. It is a delicate

trait that she does no more. She has such confidence in

him, and probably also such reverence towards him, that she

thinks she should not, perhaps ought not, to say more to him.

She certainly does not understand Jesus' answer aright.

Doubtless she feels that it is a rebuff. Perhaps she draws

from it that the relation between them is now no longer such

as commonly obtains between mother and son. "What it

means she does not understand, but she accepts the situation.

It is no small thing that she should not see her son in Jesus,

not think of herself as his mother. Such a thing could only

be expected of the most humble devotion to the ways of God
in which she is led. She is in that posture, for she speaks

to the servants of Jesus not as of her son, but in general

only as of a person. Moreover, though she feels the repulse

in his words, she does not thereby lose her confidence.

1 Winer, Realwifrterbuch, 3d ed., Leipzig 1848, vol. ii. p. 57.

LUTH. I. g JOHN.
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This shows that in her inmost soul she must have received

and must bear such an impression of Jesus' being, that she

believes more in this inward certainty than in any apparently

contradictory external thing, be it word or deed, which is still

unintelligible to her.

This unfolds the deep contemplativeness of her being.

Thus quietly acquiescing, contenting herself with Jesus' ways,

she recedes entirely in the gospel history. We only find her

again at the cross with the beloved disciple. There is some-

thing in her manner which is related to his. Only that clear,

intelligent, watchful eye, if I may say so, that sanguine

element, which in her case was united with quiet reflec-

tive pensiveness, distinguishes her from him. That which in

him was a surrender of his own and a reception of Jesus'

personality, was in her the humblest devotion. She must

have passed through a training for that, and have reached no

little perfection. It betokens great strength of heart that she

is able to stand at the cross of her son, and see Him hanging

and suffering on the tree between the two criminals. She had

learned no longer to see merely her son in Jesus. At this

place she again hears that <yvmt (' woman'), xix. 26, and hears

how Jesus entirely dissolves the tie of the filial relation. 'Air

eKelvqa ttjct wpatr (' from that hour'), we read in ver. 27 : she

agreed so willingly to it. From her standing at the cross we
perceive that she must have been a strong soul, strong through

her unconditional devotion. God could only choose a strong

woman for a vocation of such weight of sacrifice and suffer-

ing, and only such an humbly acquiescing disposition for a

vocation of such height.

h. Mary Magdalene.

Mary Magdalene stands at the cross with the mother of

Jesus. Nothing further is reported concerning her in the

fourth gospel, save the event at the empty grave, xx. 1-18.

That the Lord appears to her first of all, has distinguished her

for ever. Surpassing the others, she has hurried to the grave

before daybreak. In this she seems to be like John, that she

personally had bound herself most intimately to the Lord.

We may compare together the facts that she is the first at the
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grave, as John is the first of the disciples there. Although

the other evangelists know of more women, still she is put

before the other women by the evangelists. Moreover, she is

of a more tender nature than John, and yet she joins to this

tenderness, I might almost say, a stubborn firmness. The
two disciples have convinced themselves sufficiently that they

now have nothing more to seek or to do here. So they turn

back. Mary cannot separate herself from the grave so quickly.

She does not give up the possibility. She cannot believe it

yet, though she sees it and must believe it. It is character-

istic that she cannot help looking into the grave again,

although she has already seen thoroughly that it is empty, as

if she must bring him hither by the persistency of her desire.

That she weeps violently—the stronger Kkaieiv (' to bewail ') is

chosen designedly—for the dead body of him whom she knows

to have been dead for days, shows how excitable and of what

tender feelings she was. The fact that she cannot leave the

grave shows how entirely the life of her soul hung on her

dead friend.

The strength of the excitement makes her capable of seeing

what the others could not have seen. And the fact that she

is not surprised at this uncommon sight, and talks with the

angels as if it were nothing peculiar, is a sign of the greatest

excitement, in which the wonderful ceases to be wonderful.

On the one hand, only such an excitable nature as hers must

have been, and on the other hand only such a complete despair

at the loss of the Lord, as was the case with her, could

have been capable of such excitement. She calls Him ' her

Lord,' rov icvpiov fiov (' my Lord '), xx. 1 3, as we elsewhere

read only in xx. 28. Her excitement does not let her delay

calmly at one point. Ov/c dl8a irov eOrjtcav clvtov (' I know not

where they have laid him'), xx. 13. That calls back all her

unrest of search and of longing. She thinks everybody must

know what she wishes :
' If thou have borne him hence,'

she addresses the supposed gardener. He must know whom
she means. How could any one think now of any one else

than of Him ? She repeats the avrov (' him ') three times.

Her pain and her excitement hasten stormily hither and

thither, from the grave to the disciples, from these to the

tears, and again to the grave, from the grave to the gardener,
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and again to the grave. She must find him. But as she

now suddenly hears the well-known sound of his voice,

which strikes her soul as she hears it in her name again, and

in that one word has her Lord entire and living, whom she

had for days wept over as dead, and had now bewailed as

taken away ; as she sees him standing bodily before her, her

whole excitement pours itself at His feet, and in the one call,

'PafifiovvL (' Rabboni '), she clings to him with vehemence, as

though she would say, ' Now I will not leave thee !
' Thus

would she lie, glad and secure in his presence, and in

possession of him. She understands what the Lord says to

her, at least far enough to know that she must leave him.

But she has now become calm and strong, and certain of her

Master. She goes away in silent obedience, with joyful heart,

to be the first messenger of the risen one. Thus she, by nature

excitable and tender to the highest degree, has become, through

the excitement of the greatest pain, calm, secure, and strong.

Yet her soul, before and after, belonged entirely to Him, whom
alone she had to thank for the new life in which she was

blessed.

i. The Two Sisters at Bethany.

One of the two sisters at Bethany resembles Mary Mag-
dalene. These sisters are among the most individually

sketched, or rather the most individually prominent, forms in

the gospel. How characteristically they stand apart ! Martha

busies herself in and out of the house, while we see Mary
sitting within sunk in grief. Hence the former learns first of

Jesus' coming. She can control herself to enter into conver-

sation with Him ; while Mary, when she hears the news,

rushes to Him, throws herself at his feet, and can only bring

that one word of woe from her lips. Martha, blazing up

quickly in hope, soon lets it sink back again, and entirely

loses it at the grave, when she thinks of the four days.

Mary, on the contrary, with difficulty shakes herself free from

her grief, but then stedfastly continues calm and submissive.

In like manner, at the supper, Martha waits upon the

Master with joyful officiousness, while Mary displays to him

the thankfulness of her love by an act of the greatest sacri-

fice and devotion.
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It is said of Martha, as well as of her sister, that the Lord

loved her,—a word which, aside from these sisters, is only

used expressly of that disciple who has received his fixed title

from it.
1 Relying on this, they could well send a message to

Jesus calling on him to come. The message is really meant

in the sense of an appeal, xi. 3, t'Se bv (piXelcr (' he whom thou

lovest '), though it does not bear that form. The sisters are

sufficiently acquainted with the love of Jesus to know that

the mere telling is enough. ISTor does his failure to come

make them think otherwise. For el rj<r &8e (' if thou hadst

been here ') is not intended as a reproach. It is only the

lament that he was not there, and presupposes that he had

not been able to be there. But the less the sisters now ex-

pect Jesus' coming, the more his unexpected presence excites

in Martha's soul the swift hope which expresses itself, half-

questioning, in the words of ver. 22. The hope sinks as

quickly as it flamed up, for Jesus does not seem to favour

it. His reply sounded to Martha like a reference to the hope

of the future. Jesus intends it pedagogically. He wishes to

free Martha from her nearest wish. She shall find her suffi-

ciency in him alone.

He introduces in Martha's case a mental process. As for

Mary, he can leave the necessary process of pain and of belief

to the inward movement and self-mediation of her feelings.

Mary sinks at Jesus' feet, she herself is so steeped in her pain.

But she absorbs belief on Jesus at the same time with her

grief. And these two, this grief and her belief, once applied

to each other, mediate with each other. Thus belief changes

the pain first to quiet sorrow, then into calmness and silent

submission, and finally into expectation. Martha must be led

by another way, for she had the whole time, if I may so say,

lived not into the pain, but out from it. Therefore Jesus

tries to lead her completely into his person, so that out from

Him she may win the true hope. Stier's view of her confession,

xi. 27, is at fault. She did not wish to settle the thins

quickly, and for that reason speak out all she knew of Jesus.

She rather dwells upon the believing contemplation and

exaltation of Jesus. Only she could not yet find the way
from Him to her brother. This she was the less able to do

1 Katurally Mark x. 21 does not come into consideration here.
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the more her belief and her joy upon that which she had in

Jesus moved itself exclusively in the essential life of the

spirit. It was to this she thought herself directed by Jesus'

words, to the true life, for whose assurance the death of the

body is indifferent. Here we have a clue to the meaning of

her words at the grave, ver. 39. She does not say it from

pure lack of belief. She had become certain of the essential

life ; and before it the importance of the bodily life and her

previous wish for a bodily resurrection recede. Jesus' re-

proach is, that she does not draw the necessary conclusion

from the one to the other, from the personal spiritual life to

the natural life. The word 86^a (' glory '), ver. 40, points to

this. She received and bore away her brother in renewed

bodily life as a beautiful addition to the essential gift given in

Jesus to believers—the gift of essential life.

To Mary, on the other hand, the resurrection has become

an emblem of the true life in Christ. She had heard nothing

of the instruction Martha received. Jesus had left her en-

tirely to her grief. Her belief should itself find the beginning

of the hope. She goes the opposite way to her sister, passing

from the death of her brother to Iris bodily resurrection, and

from that point she learned how to understand Jesus. Hence

Jesus' deed is to her an emblem of the essential thing given

in him. Nor is the recognition of this merely one accepted

in belief ; it is one which grew from belief. That causes the

heartiness and thoughtfulness of her thanks. The act by

which she expresses her thankfulness, her devotion to Jesus'

person, shown in wiping his feet with her hair, and the

blessedness of the feelings herein uttered,—all these can only

be understood when we recognise that a blissful secret as to

Jesus' person has been revealed to her on the ground of that

resurrection—namely this, that in Him is concluded the essen-

tial blessed life. Thus the quick vivacity of Martha accepts

in joyful belief what Jesus preaches, while the deep conteni-

plativeness of Mary progresses from belief to ever wider,

happier knowledge. She is like Jesus' mother in this, that

revolving the one thing in her heart, that thing develops itself

to a recognition of the essence of Jesus' person. Mary,

however, lacks the clear, intelligent eye of the Virgin ; Martha

rather partakes of that.
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j. The Samaritan Woman.

Among the women of our gospel belongs, moreover, the

Samaritan woman of Sychar. The fact that she has already

her sixth husband, who really is not her husband, and that she

can hardly have lost all the first five by death, displays to us

a light, frivolous character. So, too, her speech has a peculiar

levity and pride. At the very first it stirs her pride that

Jesus, a Jew, should desire from her a drink. She must first

know what moves him to do that ; she keeps him waiting till

he tells her. Nor does Jesus drink. Jesus' answer, and in

general his words, make her indeed more earnest, or at least

attentive. Finally, she begs him herself for water. Yet in

this request there is still a jesting tone :
' she would then like

quite well to have it.' Behind this external manner, how-

ever, is something different, on account of which Jesus

honours her with the conversation. This is the great atten-

tion of her thoughts. For when He holds up before her her

frivolous life, she no longer parries, but yields.

It is true the case would be different if they were right

who think she wished to escape this burdensome conversation

by springing off to the question of worship disputed by the

Jews and Samaritans. Against such a view compare the

explanation later. She willingly confesses that He has revealed

her life, ver. 29. She accepts his words, and takes them to

heart. For that very reason the irpocncvv&v (' worship ') is im-

portant to her. The question as to the right place, includes the

question as to the right prayer in general. She is concerned

as to confession and forgiveness of sin. From this point forth

the development of her knowledge goes swiftly forwards.

The words she utters as to the future Messiah are words of

joy and anticipation, ver. 25. For that she will gladly give

up Gerizim and Samaritan belief. When now Jesus con-

fesses to her that He is the Messiah, she has already reached

such a point as to believe it on His word. She leaves the

water-pot in her joyful haste, and proclaims in the city :
' The

Messiah is here !
' We see that in all the frivolity of her life

she had maintained a sincere mind. On account of her sin-

cerity she receives grace. Among all the characters of the

gospel history, perhaps she has the most sanguine nature.
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Jc. Nicodemus.

The connection in which we are told about the Samaritan

woman is put in contrast to what precedes, and especially to

the conversation with Nicodemus. Vain attempts have been

made to explain his nocturnal visit in other ways than that

in which it must be taken. They have said, among other

suggestions, that he desired to speak to Jesus without being

interrupted. At the burial, when the evangelist, xix. 39, names

hiin as 6 i\0a>v irpbcr avrbv vvktoct to Trpcorov (' which at the

first came to Jesus by night
5

), the intention is to contrast his

present open appearance with his first nocturnal coming to

Jesus. Now he does not fear to take part in the burial of

Jesus, and thus gives an open acknowledgment of Jesus ; but

then, the choice of the night that first time was determined

by fear of others.

This contrast is destroyed by those who charge it likewise

to fear of compromising himself that he did not go to Pilate,

and only later made common cause with Joseph of Arimathea.1

But that is going too far, and is not confirmed but opposed by

the account. It is quite conceivable that he only heard of it

later, or that he wished to prepare the spices, while Joseph

secured permission to take away and bury. If, from fear of

his companions, he only came to Jesus secretly, still he did

come. He, the member of the council, came to the unlearned
;

and if he did not recognise Him as the one He really was, he

at least recognised Him as a teacher sent by God. We see,

too, that the conversation was not in vain, but continued to

work in his soul, for on a later occasion he dared to take the

part of Jesus in the high council, vii. 50. Although he

clothes his words as a speech in defence of the law, they are

nevertheless at heart a defence of Jesus. It is true he does

not yet venture to defend Him openly, but in that innocent

form. "We perceive how slowly his knowledge and his belief

developed. Moreover, he is too closely interwoven with his

companions to be able to free himself so easily from their

society.

In this double respect the Samaritan woman forms a

contrast to him. The inner union with the society of his

1 Winer, Realworierbuch, 3d ed., Leipzig 1848, vol. ii. p. 152.
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companions expresses itself also in that olSafiev (' we know '),

iii. 2 ; expresses itself only the more, if, as is likely, he there

said more than exactly accorded with the truth. He cannot

conceive of himself as standing alone with his conviction,

freed from that society. Yet, however slow his develop-

ment, however regardful of his party and his colleagues

his behaviour throughout, however shy his action in the

council, and however hard it was for him both to enter on

new thoughts, as the conversation shows, and to free him-

self from the Pharisaic society,—he meant it all honestly.

This appears by the circumstance, that though he is silenced

by the contemptuous reply, vii. 52, he does not suffer him-

self to be led from the way which his thoughts and the

development of his convictions had entered upon. Slow and

late, still they did ripen, and then he had dismissed all fear.

Phlegmatic as he seems to have been, he was an honest

nature, and strove earnestly to gain a decided moral conviction

as to that which concerned him religiously.

I. Caiaplias.

In contrast with the honesty of Nicodemus, anxious above

all for moral conviction, though it permits this to develop and

confirm itself in all calmness, the character of Caiaphas stands

out most significantly. The evangelist gives us but one sen-

tence, xi. 49, 50, as a clue to the study of his character; but

this is so striking, that we can well draw a picture from it.

The way in which he contemptuously chides the members of

the Sanhedrim for their want of judgment, seeing that they

understand nothing and do not know how to find the correct

standpoint, permits us to see that his was a one-sided intel-

lectual nature. As a man surpassing the others in intelli-

gence, and doubtless fitted to assume the first place, he was
domineering. He did not hesitate to make the rest feel how
much farther he could see than all of them. When he seems

to counsel for the good of the people, virep tov \aov kt\ (' for

the people,' etc.), he no less than the others, see ver. 48, nay
more than the others, is thinking of dominion. "Where that

came into account he was heartless ; a human life was worth

little to him. Nor did he believe in immortality. His words
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waft to us the cold breath of a prudent but a heartless tyrant,

to whom men are only means.

m. Pilate.

How thoroughly distinct is the Roman procurator, Pilate,

from this unfeeling intellectual coldness and decision of the

Jewish high priest ! If the priest knows no conscience

because of his decision of will, the procurator acts without

conscience because of his weakness of will. He was not

utterly lacking in conscience. He perceives clearly that

Jesus is unjustly accused, and he would like to help Him in

every way. Yet, if that be not possible, it does not after all

make so much difference to him if he sacrifices Him to the

hate of the Jews. He lacks force of conscientiousness. It is

easy to perceive the source of this moral weakness. The trait

of contemptuously despising everything which looks like

enthusiasm, shows a man worn out and sick of life. Thus

his kindness has become weakness, his power momentary arbi-

trariness, his Eoman pride insulting scorn, and his freedom of

conviction has become, on the one hand, contempt of all reli-

gious belief, and on the other, superstition. His contempt for

the Jews, from his first sentence, xviii. 31, to the inscrip-

tion on the cross, pervades all his words and actions. The

man of the world, caring for nothing, appears in the scornful

tone with which he replies to Jesus' enthusiasm for the truth,

xviii. 38.

Yet, to the degree in which he reckons all religious belief as

decided folly, to that degree is he superstitious. Gradually the

personality of Jesus impresses him as somewhat uncommon.

It seems almost unearthly to him. And finally, when he hears

Him called the Son of God, he has grown so fearful that he

would gladly have nothing more to do with Him. However,

he speedily is ashamed of this fear again, and again plays the

lord and master over Jesus, not simply to frighten Him, if pos-

sible, and thus to destroy the appearance of dignity this enthu-

siast gives himself, but also to drive out of himself, or at least

to stupify, his superstitious fear. In this way the fear of the

evil conscience completes the arbitrary mode of action of

weakness. This arbitrariness of weakness, together with that
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contemptuous feature of weariness of life, is the most cha-

racteristic thing which the account permits us to recognise

in him.

n. Judas.

There must be a word about Judas the traitor, that gloomy,

nocturnal shape of gospel history. Salvater found in him, in

spite of his ' baseness,' ' yet apostolic greatness.'
x Few will

join him in that. And fewer still will say with Schmidt,2

that he was a brave man. Nevertheless, it is not right to find

pure evil personified in him.
3 In a spirited lecture, Meier 4

sketched him as a ' sinner on a grand style ' of typical import-

ance, who, directly by his intercourse with Jesus, developed

himself to ' demoniacal hate of Christ.' To me he seems to

have been a very complicated character. The good emotions,

which were not foreign to him, he soon took into the service

of his base selfishness. Purposely deceiving himself, he

feigned all kinds of admissible reasons for his evil will. Thus

he consciously wove himself more and more in the net of self-

deceit, until he was no longer in a condition to find the way
back to truth.

The fact that he followed Jesus shows that he was not

wanting in thought and inward sympathy for the hope of

Israel. But it was a selfish thought with which he desired

the kingdom of the Messiah, and he failed to cleanse the soil

of his heart from the vile weed. He was of the opinion that

he could enter the Messianic kingdom with an impure heart

;

and while seeking the Messianic salvation, he at the same time

sought to satisfy the evil lusts of his heart. He thought he

could thus unite God and the world. He was not concerned

about the person of Jesus and inward personal communion
with the Saviour, but simply about the material good things

of the Messianic kingdom. When, however, on the one hand,

Jesus described the way to participation therein as purely

moral, and the condition as unreserved and personal com-
1 See Niemeyer, Charakterwtiken, i. p. 86.
2 Quoted by Winer, Realwbrlerbueh, Leipzig 1847, vol. i. p. 636.
3 "Daub, Judas Iscarioth oder das Bose in Verhultniss zum Gaten, Heidelberg

1816, ltes Heft, p. 17 f.

* Meier, Judas Iscarioth, ein Ublisches Charakterbild. Vortrag., 13 Marz 1872,
2d ed., Dresden.
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munion with Him, and, on the other hand, public opinion

turned against Him, Jesus must have become inwardly foreign

to him and at last repugnant, and he also have doubted as to

Jesus' cause; see below on vi. 64.

His words at xii. 5 declare likewise a complicated internal

constitution. It is not mere love of gold he expresses, but

dislike of the waste, as it seemed to him, which Jesus allowed,

and which increased his feeling against Jesus. Yet at the

same time the thought arose, how this could have been turned

to use. For his was a calculating mind, with practical talent,

it is true,—whence, perhaps, the charge of the purse came to

be entrusted to him,—but unfeeling and selfish. When he had

once inwardly estranged himself from Jesus, who he had hoped

would set up the kingdom of God outwardly, in an entirely

different way from what now appeared, the personality of

Jesus could no longer remove the evil impression of that occur-

rence in him. Its truth had no more power over him, whose

inward insincerity had constantly grown less fit for the truth.

Thus it came to pass that he gradually accustomed himself

to the thought of treason, and that this thought, in the self-

deceit wherein he lived, lost for him the frightful character it

must have had for every one else. And as Jesus called upon

him at the last supper to do quickly what he was about to

do, Jesus himself seemed to wish it. What pretext he made
for himself—perchance that he would thereby only force Jesus

to come forward with decision from His hesitation, and if He
be really the Messiah prove Himself as such openly ; if He be

not the Messiah, then by the inevitable catastrophe incur a

just condemnation—who can tell us ? That he thereby at the

same time gained an earthly advantage, that, he pretended to

himself, was only a secondary consideration which he took

advantage of by the way.

But then, when he saw that Jesus with free devotion wished

to die, and thus put to shame his whole cunning plan,—when
he saw how in these very last moments the moral greatness

and purity of Jesus came to light as never before,—his soul

was struck with terror at what he had done, and at what he

had to fear from the judgment of God. Nothing was more

natural for a character so entangled in self-deceit than to try to

save itself from the internal horror of the judgment by anni-
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hilation. Thus lie departed from eartli with a great self-decep-

tion, just as his whole life had been versed in like deception.

Conclusion as to the Personages of the Gospel.

The decisive point of these researches lies in the following

consideration. The preceding discussion has probably demon-

strated sufficiently that the single figures, individually enough,

are not so much depicted, but rather stand before the evan-

gelist's eyes. Evidently he does not purpose to characterize

these separate forms. This appears clearly from the way in

which the mention of them is woven into the whole exactly

where it is necessary, or rather in the way in which the few

words necessary to the context are woven into the whole.

The method of our gospel thus differs utterly from—say a

novel, in which the figures are the thing intended, and it is

easy to see that they are meant to be characterized. Here,

on the contrary, the characteristic marks are but by chance.

It is unmistakable that the personages in their individuality

stand living before the eyes of the relator, so that he copies

the various features and words from their bodily image, and

does not construct such an image. This is the cause that the

scattered traits combine so easily together in a harmonious

picture.

(3.) The Disciples of Jesus.

It has been said that it was not possible for the disciples

to have been in reality such as they are portrayed to be in

the fourth gospel. There is often entirely too much want of

intelligence in their speeches. This must have been invented

for a literary aim, perhaps as a lever to aid the progress and

development of a thought or of a discourse. The question then

is, whether the complete picture of the disciples in general, which

our gospel does not so much sketch as permit us to gain from

scattered particulars, be one in itself harmonious, and one his-

torically possible and probable. As far as the latter point

were not the case, the gospel itself could not pass for histori-

cal ; and conversely, the latter may be accepted to the degree

in which the former proves true.

After Jesus had at first gathered separate ones, six of them,
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around him, i. 35 ff., he later chose twelve as the most inti-

mate circle of his disciples. They appear as a definitely-

limited number, directly as the twelve in our gospel, as well

as in the synoptists, vi. 67, xx. 24. Jesus says himself that

not they had chosen him, but he them, xv. 16. That is to

say, it was not entirely a mere self-decision on their part

which had made them his disciples, but a self-testifying come

to them from Jesus, which they then indeed must have

received and accepted. That, of course, acknowledges that the

self-witness of Jesus, which they received at first, and which

decided their posture towards Mm, could become their free

property only with time. They had thus a development to

pass through. That which they had to work over was rich

in meaning. It was in a great part foreign to the other con-

tents of their thoughts, by which they had to mediate the

new experience and knowledge, and which this experience and

knowledge must re-form. Hence we can but expect that the

appropriation of what they received progressed but slowly.

Nor can we wonder that Jesus at the end still says to them,

xvi. 12, that he really had much more to tell them, but that

they could not bear it yet. This, however, has, as a rule, been

found less singular than what we light upon during their

intercourse with Jesus. Here it is said there is much that

is impossible, much that stands in contradiction to their con-

fession of belief, or at least that hardly comports with it.

When those two disciples, upon the word of the Baptist,

follow Jesus at once and remain with him (i. 37 ff.)—when

Andrew and Philip say of Jesus evptfrca/xev ('we have found,'

41, 45), i. 42, 46—and when Nathanael testifies to Him as

one well known to him from the Old Testament, i. 50 (49),

—we perceive that all those whom Jesus here gathers about

himself had stood in expectation. They were of those in

whom the appearance of the Baptist had excited vividly a

strong hope of the promised one. When, then, they become

acquainted with Jesus, the course of affairs cannot be that

they perceive separate sides of his character, and so with time

are brought to acknowledge that he is the one promised. On
the contrary, this acknowledgment is either present at once or

not at all. And they express it with the designations familiar

to them from the Old Testament : Messiah, Son of God, King
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of Israel. In these terms they did not name particular things

about Him, but Him as a whole. Indeed, this certainty was

not wrought by detailed teaching, but by the impression of

the whole personality of Jesus. It was thus a united im-

pression from him that they received and bore in themselves,

a complete acknowledgment of the Son of God, yet still in

the form of an impression, still to be unfolded and developed.

From this point the course they had to take follows by

internal necessity. It is not that a new related point of

recognition is joined to one previously acquired, and a decision

is made as to whether it agrees with the old one or not, but

that which lay shut up in the first acknowledgment unfolds

itself by gradual growth and change. In such a process it

could well happen that single thoughts and expressions

occurred which stood in contradiction to that united acknow-

ledgment and its necessary consequences, yet without their

perceiving the contradiction. The whole in them was still in

the form of indefiniteness, and hence they could not at once see

throughout all that it contained. Should Jesus in such a case

have said to them that this was a wrong thought or word, and

that only such and such a thing comported with the certainty

of the Son of God ? Were it so, the truth would never have

become familiar to them and their most private property, which

they could impart to others with the force of indubitable cer-

tainty as most thoroughly their own mental life. "Were it so,

the truth would have been like a garment put upon them, and

would have had no moral value. Their acknowledgment, on

the contrary, was to have the value of a moral act.

This explains the fact that Philip, though he recognizes in

Him the one promised in the Old Testament, still calls Him
the son of Joseph, i. 46, without perceiving the contradiction

in which his words moved. The following up of the first

complete recognition could only gradually finish its conse-

quences, and correct extraneous thoughts. The meaning of

such a saying as that Jesus came out from God, was doubtless

understood by the disciples in time. Hence they put Jesus

and God directly together, and comprehend it perfectly, when
Jesus unites himself in one with the Father. But a further

step was, that they should have and see the Father in him.

Philip therefore may well desire to see the Father, xiv. 8.
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It could not escape them that something else must follow,

that the present appearance of Jesus was not the final appear-

ance of Jehovah which the Old Testament bade them look for.

Thus it was not strange that they separated the appearance of

Jesus and the revelation of God, which they should have

beheld united ; or that they still awaited the assurance of the

revelation in glory, which they should have found in Jesus'

inspired personality.

From this standpoint many another case of not understand-

ing, or of misunderstanding, on the part of the disciples is to

be explained. They had from the first recognised and hailed

in Jesus the fulfilment of the Old Testament. The belief

expressed in their first confessions is no slender one. If we
consider a moment how differently the image of Jesus pre-

sented itself to them from what they expected according to

the Old Testament, we shall perceive what a mighty impres-

sion the personality of Jesus must have made to triumph

internally over all seeming contradictions. The more they

expected and sought to see the image they had formed for

themselves from the Old Testament realized in the progress

of Jesus' life, so much the more must strange things come

before them which they could not explain. They had, indeed,

won the main point. The inspired personality of Jesus is to

them the essential fulfilment of the promised Son of God.

But the course of his history and self-manifestation did not

come up to their expectations. Hence they do not understand

Jesus' discourses concerning his departure. The Old Testa-

ment seemed to them to point to an utterly different end for

the ways of God than Jesus appeared to them to speak of.

Thomas therefore does not understand His words as to going

away, xiv. 5. He can conceive of neither way nor end. Shall

not the Messiah remain to set up the kingdom ? The Jews

do not know how he can speak of a going away, vii. 35 ; and

just as little do the disciples understand what it means, that

after a little while they shall not see him, xvi. 17, 18.

They are puzzled by the fact that a new period seems to

intervene before the fulfilment of Old Testament prophecy,—

a

period of which they know nothing from the Old Testament,

since, indeed, they believed and knew that the period pro-

phesied had begun. A like case appears in the words of
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Judas, not Iscariot, why does He not reveal himself to the

world ? (xiv. 22). That was what the Old Testament led them

to expect. And so the disciple asks, What is the matter that

Jesus does not wish to reveal himself to the world, but only

to them ? Upon this, Jesus reminds him that His revelation

is connected with moral conditions on the part of men. The

actual behaviour of the world towards his person furnishes

the facts sought, the causes for this modification of the fulfil-

ment of the Old Testament. That question, therefore, is not

to be charged to pure lack of understanding,1 but to good

understanding, and by no means to the ' earthly Messianic

hopes of the Jews,'
2

but to correct knowledge of the Old

Testament. Thus are many other sayings to be explained,

wherewith the disciples are reproached. We must remember

that the disciples approached the deeds and words of Jesus

from the Old Testament.

To-day, indeed, it is much easier to discover the fulfilment

of the Old Testament in Jesus than it was for the disciples in

that day. For in between lies a fact which throws light on

the Old Testament, namely, the glorification of Jesus. After

that, the case was also quite different for the disciples. Our

evangelist therefore repeatedly lays stress on the fact, that

after Jesus' resurrection, and hence because of it, they had

recognised, or in general had understood, speech and act of

Jesus as fulfilment of the Old Testament; see ii. 21, 22,

xii. 16, xx. 9. Before that, above all, they can positively

comprehend nothing connected with his death. And when
they suspect it, it makes them sad, because it seems to thwart

their Old Testament hope ; see xvi. 6. As little can they

understand what Jesus says about the coming of the Spirit

and about his presence in the Spirit, since both are con-

ditioned by his death and his glorification; see vi. 62,

vii. 39, xvi. 12. So far, therefore, from being surprised at

their not understanding, and at their misunderstanding, we
should the rather have been surprised if the case were not

thus.

1 Even Lampe, Commentarius evangelii secundum Joannem, Amsterdam
1726, vol. iii. p. 169.

2 Liicke, Commentar iiber das Evangelium Joliannis, 3d ed., Bonn 1843,

vol. ii. p. 615.

LUTH. I. H JOHN.
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It is true that a later writer would not have invented such,

things. The facts of the death or resurrection of Jesus, which

stood before his soul and determined his circle of thoughts,

would have driven far from him doubts and questions, which

were only possible and fit previous to the occurrence of those

facts. These utterances of the disciples are only explicable

on the supposition that the evangelist wrote from historical

memory.

TJie Disciples' Belief.

When we consider what our gospel further states with

regard to the disciples, it should, first of all, be emphasized,

what an act of belief their becoming and remaining disciples

of Jesus of Nazareth really was. Hearing his words and

agreeing to them is one thing. Closing one's previous life

and following Him unconditionally to live only for Him, is a

very different thing.

Think how little the appearance of Jesus corresponded to

the image of the Messiah in their thoughts ; how little in the

course of His life this their mental conception gave signs of

realization, and the promised kingdom signs of approach.

Think in what slavish dependence upon his spiritual rulers

the Jew was accustomed to stand as to his religious thoughts

and judgments, and then see how the Galileans array them-

selves in such trenchant contrast to these rulers, and how sure,

therefore, they must have been of their cause. On the other

hand, think how much in Jesus' life and actions could have

been urged with apparent reason by a Jew as contradic-

tory to the letter of the law and to the promise, and see how
they must have maintained for themselves their convictions

against all these doubts. Think how Jesus often spoke

directly against the thoughts of the hearers and the disciples'

thoughts, against the possibility of understanding as it seemed,

in hard words, difficult to bear and even repelling, vi. 60 f.

"When we consider these things, their act of belief remains

equally great and admirable. We can easily perceive from it

what an utterly peculiar impression Jesus' personality must

have made on them,—an impression seizing upon their own

personality in its innermost life, raising them above all else,

and overcoming all else.
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If they thought of the opposition they thereby assumed

towards their nation and their rulers, and how they, having

given up their former life for the sake of this belief, had been

chosen by Jesus to begin and to rule over the new church of

God, it is not strange that at times lofty ideas came upon

them, and they needed to be reminded of humility, xiii. 1 2 ff.

And when Jesus seemed to be coming to an end, and the

cause to be failing on which they had staked their lives, it is

no wonder that they needed to be strengthened in belief,

xiv. 1 ff., confirmed in the communion of love with Jesus,

xv. 1 ff., comforted and calmed as to the future, xvi. 1 ff., and

raised in prayer to the blessed certainty and perception of

communion with God, xvii.

What else should they have done at Jesus' arrest than

what they did do ? Jesus had forbidden the sword, had de-

clared that he must and would drink the cup, and had secured

them free retreat. Should they then have gone into danger

against his will ? What happened, and what was to happen,

they could not comprehend. It confused them. Jesus had

spoken of a coming again, of their being comforted and caused

to rejoice. They had understood it just far enough to wait

and see if something will not happen, and so they cleave

together in confusion, fear, and weak hope. The fact that

they carried over into their communion with Jesus the views

of their earlier life, and did not at once change them, is only

a clearer mark of reality ; this appears in their surprise that

he, a rabbi, should talk with a woman, iv. 27, or in their

arguing from blindness to peculiar sin, ix. 2.'

(4.) Tlie Jews.

The way in which the Jews are spoken of in the fourth

gospel was made the subject of a keen discussion by Fischer.
1

His work contained the germ of Baur's well-known treatise

upon the composition of our gospel, as Baur acknowledged.
2

* Fischer, ' TJeber den Ausdruck «/ 'UvSaTet im Evangelium Johannis. Eiu
Beitrag zur Charakteristik desselben,' TvMnger Zeitschrift fur Theologie, 1840,
2 Heft, pp. 96-133.

2 Baur, Kritische Untersuchungen iiber die kanonischai Eoangelien, Tubingen
1347, p. 317.
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Hilgenfeld also used it for his view.1
Fischer's conclusion

was double : first, that as the description was so uncertain

and general, an eye-witness, a native of Palestine, could not

possibly have written it, and therefore that the gospel repre-

sented the later Gentile-Christian standpoint ; and secondly,

that since the Jews could not possibly have been so narrow

and unbelieving as they were here depicted, the gospel re-

vealed clearly the purpose to decry them strongly. Hence

our Gospel lacks strict historic faithfulness.
2

First of all, we cannot overlook the fact that the evangelist

is perfectly acquainted with the distinction between the

Pharisees and the multitude (6'^A.ocr), and, upon the whole,

presents it exactly as the synoptists do.

Pharisees.

He names the Pharisees, i. 24, at the embassy to the

Baptist ; iv. 1, on occasion of Jesus' activity in Judea; viii.

13, as contradicting his self-witness ; xii. 42, as a hindrance to

open confession of him ; xviii. 3, in union with the ap-^iepela

(' chief priests ') at the preparations for the arrest ; and he

names these priests or the leaders, vii. 26, 48, xii. 42. They

appear everywhere as the decided enemies of Jesus, who aim

at His destruction. There are, nevertheless, believers among

them. For Nicodemus was not the only one to turn to Jesus.

Many of the rulers secretly believed in him, yet without

earnestly following up their belief. In numbers, however, as

well as in importance for the development of the history, they

vanish in comparison with the unbelievers. Thus the Phari-

sees, as well as the Sanhedrim, taken as a whole, are unbe-

lieving and hostilely disposed. Two reasons are given for their

being thus minded, and for their losing in consequence the

knowledge of the truth offered in Christ ; on the one hand, in

observing the letter of the law, they practise an obedience

which keeps them from the true obedience of belief, v. 16,

vii. 23, ix. 24; and, on the other hand, in their knowledge of

1 Hilgenfeld, Das Evangel'mm und die Briefe Johannis nach ihrem Lchrbcgrijf

dargestellt, Halle 1849, p. 193 ff.

s Fischer, ut supra, p. 133. Compare on this also, besides the commentaries,

especially Bleek, Beitrage zur Evangelienkritik, Berlin 1846, p. 245 ff.
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the letter of law and prophecy they possess a seeming know-

ledge which keeps them from the proper recognition of the

truth in Christ, ix. 39-41. And they not only allow them-

selves thus to be restrained from the proper course, but even

believe that they must consider both the things named to be

contrary to the revelation of God in the Spirit; see ix. 29.

In all this, John's portraiture of the Pharisees and leaders

agrees entirely with the synoptists'.

The Multitude.

The seventh chapter gives the character of the multitude

(o^Xocr) most distinctly. It wavers in its judgment of Jesus,

ver. 12. It does not know the plans of its leaders, ver. 20.

Many from it believe on Jesus for the sake of his miracles,

ver. 31 f. They take Him for a prophet, ver. 40, or even for

Christ himself, ver. 41, while others deny it. The acceptance

Christ finds at their hands is at least so great that the servants

of the Sanhedrim do not venture to seize him, ver. 44 ff., while

that body in turn utters the curse upon the people, ver. 49.

It is true that the people, not from Jerusalem, especially

the Galileans, form the majority of these favourably inclined

persons. It is especially mentioned of them, iv. 45, and we
only read of this oxXocr (' multitude ') at feasts ; see xii. 1 2,

6^\oa ttoXvct 6 ekdwv eler rrjv eoprrjv (' much people that were

come to the feast '). The Jerusalemites throughout are more

hostile, or at least more unbelieving, towards Jesus, vii. 2 5 ff.

Yet the favour of the masses, as to which John's gospel

agrees with the synoptists, is as worthless morally in one as

in the other. Sensible miracles are from the very beginning

the reason for their approval of Jesus, ii. 2 3 ff., and they con-

stantly demand such miracles as a basis or as food for their

belief; see iv. 48, vi. 30, vii. 3, 31. In this point the people

and the Pharisees agree ; see iii. 2. It is the well-known

miracle-seeking character of this nation. They wish for a

Messiah whose uncommon superiority should serve as a

delight and as an object of national vanity. They do not wish

one who will make moral claims upon them, demand belief as

a moral act, and expect them to accept the shape of the new
order of aHairs just as it presents itself to them ; see vi.
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14, 15. In this respect the pseudo-John would have hit the

character of the people exactly. But they say that the

use of the word 'IovSaloc (' Jews '), and the description

given of the Jews, show only too plainly the lack of

historical vision in the account, and the impossibility of its

correctness.

'lovhaioL.

The allegation that the Jews are only presented as unbe-

lieving, is simply untrue. The Jews wonder at Jesus' power

in the Scriptures, seeing that he had not pursued a course of

study in them, vii. 15. In xii. 9, ' much people of the Jews'

are spoken of, who, at least from curiosity, wished to see

Jesus and Lazarus. And stronger still, here in xii. 11 it is

remarked that many of the Jews believed on Jesus. In viii.

3 1 he says to the Jews who believed on him, ' If ye continue

in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed.' They had

therefore believed, not only in miracles, but also upon Jesus'

word, and had thus made the beginning for a true belief.

Nevertheless, by addressing them with vfieia (' ye ') he dis-

tinguishes them from the others (see in contrast, xv. 7) ; and

these others, indirectly addressed through the v^elcr, then take

up the conversation antagonistically. The latter, moreover,

set themselves up as the true representatives of the nation, as

the real Jews ; and, contrasted with their zeal, the believers

vanish as individuals who have separated themselves from the

mass. This leads us to the evangelist's meaning.

Although individual, and many individual Jews believed

in Christ, they still do not cease to be individuals. The

Jewish nation, as such, is unbelieving and hostile-minded.

And when the evangelist speaks of ol 'IovSaloi (' the Jews'),

he intends as a rule thereby to denote the nation in this its

posture of opposition to Jesus, as it has fixed itself histori-

cally. We shall therefore not merely say with Hug,1 that he

speaks of his nation 'as of a third nation, foreign to the

readers,' and that he has respect to foreigners in his book, and

puts himself in their place. Xor shall we agree with Ebrard,
2

1 Hug, Einlcitung in die Schriften des Neuen Testaments, 4th ed., Stuttgart

and Tubingen 1S47, vol. ii. p. 215.

2 Ebrard, Wissenschaftliche Kritik der evangelischen Geschichte, 3d ed.,
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that, in view of the heathen readers of the gospel, the Jewish

nation in the gross are called ol 'IovSatoi, and that the use of

the term assumed by Fischer does not occur at all.

This view serves to explain certain general facts : the evan-

gelist's speaking of a feast of the Jews, ii. 13, v. 1, vi. 4, vii.

2 ; Jesus' saying, ' salvation is of the Jews,' iv. 22,—a passage

which is certainly sufficient of itself to destroy the exclusive-

ness of Fischer's statement ; Nicodemus' being called ' a ruler

of the Jews,' iii. 1, though he is afterwards named ' a master

of Israel,' ver. 1 ; and Pilate's writing ' the king of the

Jews,' xix. 19, compare xix. 3. It also accounts for such

passages as vii. 15, viii. 31, xii. 9, and for the evangelist's

ability to speak of the people as a whole.

But the evangelist does more than this. The word strikes

deeper, and has a peculiar colouring. In the first place, as a

general thing, ol 'IovSacoc designates rather the Jews living in

Judea, and especially in Jerusalem, in distinction from the

Galileans; see i. 19, iii. 25, etc. The reason is near at

hand ; this was the central point of Israel. Here, moreover,

we find the opposition to Jesus much greater and more decided

than elsewhere. In the next place, 'IovSaiot is frequently

used where we are clearly to understand by it the leaders of

the nation, the members of the Sanhedrim; see i. 19, ii. 18,

ix. 16-22, xviii. 12, 14. The evangelist could have named
them by their special titles, since he is well acquainted with

the ' chief priests' and '
rulers,' vii. 26, 45, 48, xi. 57, xii.

42. He names them, however, with the general term, to

betoken them as representatives of the whole nation. Here
in the Sanhedrim was the focus of the opposition to Jesus.

The posture of the heads of Israel determined the posture and

relation of the nation as a whole towards Christ, towards the

gospel, and towards the church of Jesus.

Although, then, so many individual Jews joined themselves

to Christ and his church, that makes no difference in the

essential state of the case. It was due to those who were the

proper representatives of the nation, that the Jews as a whole

took up a hostile position towards Christ. Whether, there-

fore, the nation as a whole be meant, or a single representative

Frankfort-on-the-Main 1868, p. 1128. Bleek, Beitrage zur Evangtlienkridl;

Berlin 1846, p. 249, takes a like view.
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or character-giving portion thereof, the evangelist always says ol

'IovScuoi.
1 The party of the Sanhedrim, for instance, send to

the Baptist, i. 19, or ask Jesus for his legitimation, ii. 18, or

agree together to shut out the confessors of Jesus from the

synagogues, ix. 22, or send their servants with Judas against

Jesus, xviii. 12, or treat with Pilate, xviii. 31. All this is

quite as clearly the conduct of the nation as a whole, as when
some call the man healed at the pool of Bethesda to account

for alleged breaking of the Sabbath, v. 10, or others oppose

and murmur at Jesus in the synagogue at Capernaum, vi. 41,

52, or call Him a Samaritan and possessed with a devil,

viii. 48, 52, or at another time make preparations to stone

Him, x. 31, or report to the Pharisees the raising of Lazarus,

xi. 45, 46.

Act who may, in all cases we find represented the charac-

teristic posture of the Jewish nation towards Christ, which de-

termined its historical position with regard to the church of the

New Covenant. Hence it is that the evangelist in such cases

writes without distinction ol 'IovSaloi, because he intends not

merely to give a passing note, not merely to relate something,

but to characterize in the particular the appearance of the

whole, in the first the preparation for the last decision. Even

in cases like iii. 25 it is not a colourless style, as has been

said, which leads him to speak of a Jew without any nearer

definition : he meant by that very word to give the contestant

the right colour; he wished to characterize him as one who
belonged to that community.

This designation, therefore, does not indicate a want of the

vision of the actual circumstances. It is rather written

directly from true vision and from the actual reality. It is

written by one who saw and experienced how the Jewish

nation, as a whole, estranged itself from Christ and his church

;

written at a time in which Israel, separated from the church

of the New Covenant, stood over against it ; and written for

readers who knew of the nation of the Jews only outside of the

church of Christ.

The evangelist intended to write on behalf of belief, and

therefore about belief, xx. 31. It follows that he must also

1 See Lampe, on John i. 19, Commenlarius evangelii secundum Joanncm,

Amsterdam 1724, vol. i. p. 405.
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speak of unbelief, of want of belief, in the person of Christ.

But the Jews are the representatives of unbelief. They have

gone far off from Christ, while his preaching comes near to

the Jews. The evangelist shows how it came to pass that

the nation, as a whole, took this position. He traces their

course from the first utterances of the God- hostile disposition,

which made itself known in that bearing, onwards to the last

decisive steps. The gospel shows in this very thing its his-

torical character, only placed in a definite point of view. It

is not the historical character of a chronicle, or of a collection

of notes, or even of a mere biography, but that of a book which

purposes to present a history of salvation, and to relate all

things with this in view. We can judge by this how incorrect

Fischer's statement is, that the evangelist writes thus because

for his aim—the display of the revelation of the glory of the

Logos—he needed a contrast, and used the Jews for it,
1
or

rather abused them ; and again, that no one can mistake the

open purpose to degrade the Jews as much as possible.
2

If it

is impossible that this nation should have been so unbelieving,
3

how did it come to pass that they killed Jesus, persecuted

the Christians, and excluded the Christian church from their

national society ?

But, says Fischer, it is impossible that they should have

been so ' inconceivably narrow,'
4 and in this point at least

the evangelist has sinned against historical truth : the mis-

understanding of Jesus' utterances, which is attributed to the

Johannean Jews, is too glaring and odd.
5

Fischer, however, does not deny that the undercurrent of

their conduct, and therefore also the reason for their failures to

understand, was unbelief, and that this unbelief was at the

bottom of the various manifestations of, and excuses for, their

hostility to Jesus.
6 The fact that this unbelief was a not

willing, is stated by Jesus too often not to be acknowledged,

v. 40, viii. 44. Yet it is also said: 'they cannot,' v. 44,

viii. 43, xii. 39. In the last passage the 'cannot' is made
directly dependent on the presupposition of the hardening of

heart. In spite of that, Fischer 7
bases on this very passage

1 Fischer, Tubinger Zeitschrift fiir Theologie, 1840, Heft 2, p. 128.
2 Ibid. p. 133. » Ibid. * Ibid. pp. 124, 133.
5 Ibid. p. 124. 6 Ibid. pp. 108-113. 7 Ibid. p. 117 f.
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his declaration that the words are used in the sense of de-

termining, so that the ' cannot ' would be the reason for the

' will not.' He owns that such a sense makes the evangelist

contradict himself, and indeed contradict himself in a single

breath, for xii. 37 says undeniably that the Jews could well

have believed. When, then, they did not believe, so that

Isaiah's words were fulfilled, we need only observe that these

words were intended in prevision of the future, and not as an

arbitrary determination of it. It is said here, as at viii. 43,

that they could not believe. No one, therefore, has a right

to speak of a ' physical ' inability. They cannot believe, be-

cause they do not understand him. The speech is foreign to

them, and they cannot grasp it. But the speech is foreign

because the subject is. There exists no inner relationship

between them and the subject.

The expression by which the evangelist denotes this inner

relationship which forms the presupposition of belief, reads in

different ways : to have the love of God in oneself, v. 42 ; to

seek the honour that cometh from God, v. 44 ; to wish to do

God's will, vii. 17; to thirst, vii. 3 7, and so forth. In every

case, as these designations unanswerably show, a moral pre-

supposition is intended. This being so, we can easily under-

stand the meaning of his calling them the children, not of

God or of the truth, but of the devil and of his kind. At the

same time we learn what right there is for saying that the

physical necessity of dualism is taught here.
1

It is, nevertheless, not difficult to perceive why it is said

that they cannot believe. Because they will not, their

punishment must be that they now cannot, that Jesus' word

works hardness in their heart and blindness in their under-

standing. It is an act of judgment. Jesus came for /cplfia

(' judgment '), so that those who saw should become blind,

ix. 39. How can any one talk of a physical inability, or of

a metaphysical dualism, which Jesus finds when he comes ?

It is only his word which effects the division and the

1 See Hilgenfeld, Das Evangelium und die Briefe Johannis nach ihrem Lehr-

begriff dargestellt, Halle 1849, pp. 134-157, especially 150, 152, and 155.

Hilgenfeld, in his book, Die Evangelien, Leipzig 1854, p. 332 ff., in like manner

asserts ' a deep-reaching metaphysical dualism. ' Baur, Kritische Untersuchungen

vher die kanonischen Evangelien, Tubingen 1S47, p. 88 ff., approached this ; and

oven Keim, Geschichte Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1867, vol. i. pp. Ill f., 125.
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inability.
1 Thus the unbelief of the Jews is to be referred to

an act of moral self-determination. Do they not believe ? do

they not recognise Him? do they not understand Him? It

is all because they will not do this. Such, then, is also the

proper basis for explaining the ' inconceivably narrow failures

to understand.'

It is said that the Jews ought not to have misunderstood

the words about the temple, ii. 19. But suppose Jesus really

spoke of the temple which they saw ? What else can tovtov

(' this ') refer to ? They understood the word vaocr (' temple
')

correctly. The peculiar reference in the meaning of the words

Xvecv (' destroy ') and iyeipeiv (' raise up ') was hidden from

them, and as well from the disciples. The latter could not

understand it previous to the fulfilling facts of the death and

resurrection of Jesus. Nor had Jesus said it for them to

understand it. He referred to something future in the manner

of prophetic speech, which should have offended them least

of all.

Nicodemus' Want of Understanding.

Should Xicodemus' failure to understand be less compre-

hensible ? Schleiermacher, Grimm,2 and Baumgarten-Crusius,

it is true, make him answer more ingeniously than he meant

to. He intended what he says in iii. 4, not figuratively, but

really. Yet, on the other hand, it is not stupid, as Bruno

Bauer 3
wishes to make us believe ; and still less is Nicodemus

intentionally depicted as very stupid, so as to throw Jesus'

wisdom more into relief by the contrast. Such means are

not necessary for the latter purpose. Just because the new
physical beginning of life is impossible, he thinks that the

new beginning of the whole moral life demanded by Jesus is

also impossible. The former seems to him to be the necessary

presupposition for the latter. The exposition of the passage

will show that this was thought out and spoken, not by want

of understanding, but by correct understanding.

1 See Hauff, Studien und Krltiken, 1846, p. 602 ff.; and the commentary
below at the passages in question.

2 Grimm, Ersch und Gruber's AUgem. Encylclopadle der Wissensclwften und
Kitnste, 2te Section, 22ter Theil, Leipzig 1843, p. 49 and note.

3 Bruno Bauer, Kriiik der evangeliscJien Gescldchte des Johannes, Bremen
1840, pp. 86, 90.
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The Samaritan Woman's not understanding.

Bruno Bauer cannot comprehend at all the Samaritan

woman's failure to understand, iy. 11 ff. It may be a relief

for the moment to know that Schweizer ' comprehends it per-

fectly.'
1 Jesus at the well of water, wishing for a drink,

speaks to her of a living water which he can offer her. She

does not catch the spiritual sense at the moment, but takes

the words in their ordinary meaning, and cannot understand

them in this light, because she cannot imagine whence Jesus

was to get the water, seeing that he could not draw it from

this well. There is nothing strange in all this. If we reflect,

moreover, that she then recognises in the water mentioned by

Jesus a gift of God which bestows constant satisfaction and

eternal life, both in her way of understanding, according to

which she judges of these things after the manner of this

earthly life, she needs no further defence against Bruno

Bauer's charge that she is ' silly.'

The request of the Jews, vi. 34, always to give them such

bread as he had just described, is to be explained in the same

way. They understood thus much, that it was a gift of

heaven, and that it bestowed eternal life. Hence they desire

it. But when they murmur at His calling Himself the bread

come down from heaven, inasmuch as he is Joseph's son,

vi. 41 f, it is because, like Nicodemus, they take Jesus' words

too literally, and do not solve the contradiction between

Joseph's son and the coming from heaven by interpreting the

latter generally.

It has been made a reproach to the Jews that they did not

understand Jesus' saying : He would go away ; they should

seek Him and not find, and should not be able to come to

Him. They thought of a departure to the hiaairopa (' disper-

sion'), vii. 35 f. How should they understand it? Of

death ? Where, then, would be the Messiah's kingdom ?

Should they have thought of an ascension ? How was that

possible ? And if He go away, neither to death nor to heaven,

whither else can He go than out of the country, and therefore

ei<r TTfv hiaairopav twv 'EWijvaiv (' unto the dispersed among

the Gentiles' [Greeks]) ? Yet even that is not conceivable,

1 Schweizer, Das Evangelium Johannes, Leipzig 1841, p. 37.
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for the Messiah's vocation is in Palestine. So they them-

selves remove this possibility, and arrive at inconceivability

and at the confession of a lack of comprehension. In not

understanding these words they are but little worse than the

disciples, of whom much the same thing is reported, xvi. 1 7 f.

A similar failure to comprehend Jesus induces the malicious

speech, viii. 22, which has also been termed a case of 'incon-

ceivable misunderstanding.' It is malicious, in that they

speak not simply of the death of the Messiah, but even of a

suicide, the most detested sin among the Jews.

It should not be a difficult thing to hesitate to see 'purely

inconceivable narrowness' in viii. 52, 57. Jesus attributes

to his word the power to overcome death. What was more

natural than that the Jews should compare his word with the

divine word of the Old Covenant delivered to the patriarchs

and prophets, which clearly had no such effect, and thence

accuse Jesus of insufferable, boasting self-exaltation ? He
continued, that Abraham had seen His day. This they easily

change into the proposition, that He must have seen Abraham.

Hence they demonstrate that in His boasting self-exaltation

He lets Himself be seduced into speaking sheer nonsense.

They press it to extremes. Yet Jesus accepts even this

absurd thing to which they think they have led Him ; and

He goes still further. No wonder they take up stones against

Him.

It is thus easy to change the reproach of incomprehensible

misunderstandings into the recognition and proof of a perfectly

conceivable, and, from the standpoint of the men speaking, a

necessary not-understanding.

It is usual in this connection to refer to the position

towards the Old Testament assumed by Jesus according to

the fourth gospel. Of late some have thought they might

designate this, one of pure opposition (Schweizer, Baur, Kostlin,

Hilgenfeld). This statement is unfounded. 1 In so far as that

view seeks support from the use of 'IovBalot (' Jews '), it has

been already noticed and refuted. They also appeal to the

way in which Jesus speaks of the Jewish law and the like.

But this method of speech ('your law,' viii. 17, x. 34, xv. 25)

1 See against this, especially, Weiss, Der Johanneische Lehrbegr'iff, Berlin

1862, p. 101 ff.
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is simply due to the fact that Jesus and the Jews stood in

hostility one over against the other, and that the Jews appealed

to the law, against Jesus. When, then, the Jews take the

law to themselves in a peculiar sense in opposition to Jesus,

and use it as a weapon against Him, Jesus accepts the position

so as to turn the argument against them. In naming the law

of love a new commandment, xiii. 34, He does not aim at the

Old Testament substance, as if to oppose the Old Testament

law by this law of the New Testament, for this commandment
appears as the sum of the Old Testament law. It is merely

that this commandment comes forth now with a fresh base,

and with a power of life which was lacking before. God had

hitherto revealed His love in the revelation of salvation, and

yet showed Himself as love in the highest sense in the sending

and the sacrifice of Jesus. Corresponding to the latter, there

was to be in the bearing of men towards God a love such as

the world had not before seen.

Kostlin enters a strange path. He distinguishes between

the law and the prophecy of the Old Testament in such a way
as to make Christianity oppose the former and assimilate the

latter, whereby it mediated its continuity with the preceding

historical preparations.
1 But is there not prophetic matter in

the law ? Suppose, however, Jesus in v. 46 only referred to

Deut. xviii. 15, as Kostlin and Hilgenfeld 2 wrongly say:

Moses is the representative of the law, i. 17, the representa-

tive of the Old Covenant in general, ix. 28. Hence, if Jesus

says that Moses wrote of Him, then the law in general, the

whole Old Covenant, prophesies of Him. The whole Old

Testament Scripture is a witness to Him, v. 39.
3

The case of the anti-Judaism which Hilgenfeld finds in

the fourth gospel is quite desperate. In his view the fourth

gospel holds the demiurge, the son of the most high God and

the father of the devil, to be the God of the Old Testament

;

thus he understands viii. 44 ; see the exposition below. Only

in particular passages, especially in the prophetical portions,

1 Kostlin, Der Lehrbegriff des Evangeliums xmd der Briefe Johannis, Berlin

1843, pp. 52 f., 129, 131-136. Baur has like views, Kritische Untersuchungen

iiber die kanonischen Evangelien, Tubingen 1847, p. 314 ff.

2 Hilgenfeld, Das Evangelium und die Briefe Johannis, Halle 1849, p. 197.
3 Weiss in his Der Johanneische Lehrbegriff, Berlin 1862, p. 101 if., especially

112 ff., has answered Kostlin completely.
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are higher revelations contained. These were given to the

prophet by the mother Sophia (' wisdom '), or the highest God
himself, without the knowledge of the demiurge.

1 But this

view is too arbitrary and singular to need thorough refutation.

Indeed, it is refuted by the close connection in which the

language, the conceptions, the ideas of the fourth gospel, and

no less the history reported in it, stand to the Old Testament

Scriptures and history. The events of the life of Jesus are

foretold, i. 23, vii. 42,xii. 14f.,xiii. 18,xix. 24, 36 f., iii. 14,

xx. 9. Jesus sees Old Testament historical relations fulfilled

in His history, vi. 31, 50, xiii. 18, xv. 25 [xix. 36], i. 52,

viii. 56. He views Himself as the contents of the Old Testa-

ment, v. 39, 46.
2

If I attempted to state where the ideas,

conceptions, figures, and symbols were proper to the Old Testa-

ment, I should have to write out half the gospel. But the

problem of the particularism of the Old Testament on the one

hand, and of its universalism on the other hand,
3
is solved by

the recognition of the history of salvation and of the progress

of this history, which presupposes identity and difference as

co-existing.

3. The Development of the History.

The complaint has been made against the fourth gospel, in

many forms, that there is no development in it. All is com-

plete from the first. Without sufficient occasion, murderous

thoughts and attempts at murder are spoken of soon after the

beginning. The blow for which the hand was long ago raised

is only kept from falling by the external means, that the hour

is not yet come. And finally, the decision is compassed by a

fact of which the synoptists know nothing. Thus Baur,
4
and,

following him, Keim, trace the feature of ' leaden monotony

'

1 Hilgenfeld, Das Evangelium und die Briefe Johannis nach ihrem Lehrhe-

griff dargestellt, Halle 1849, p. 207 ; Die Evangelien, Leipzig 1854, p. 330 f.

2 See Lechler, Studien und Kritiken, 1854, pp. 846-848 ; and Lutliardt on the

posture of the Lord towards the Old Testament Scriptures, Sdchsisches Kirchen-

und Schulblatt, Leipzig, 12th and 19th June 1862, Nos. 24, 25, pp. 193-199 and
205-208.

3 Hilgenfeld, Das Evangelium und die Briefe Johannis, Halle 1849, p. 207.
4 Baur, Kritische Untersuchungen uber die kanonischen Evangelien, Tubingen

1847, p. 283 ff. ; and Keirn, Geschkhte Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1867, vol. i.

p. 117.
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to the fact that all is complete from the start. Hilgenfeld,
1

it is true, finds ' a constant progress.'

Let us discuss briefly these three questions : as to the

occasion, the progress, and the decision.

(1.) The Occasion.

The question is, whether a collision of such force as is

reported by the evangelist be conceivable so early as he repre-

sents it to have taken place. The chief point will be, to

make clear to ourselves the original posture of Jesus and the

Jews towards each other. Jesus demands acknowledgment of

his person and of its uncommon character. With that as a

basis, and on account of that, they were to accept His actions

and their uncommon character without question. Only on

this presupposition could a due advance in knowledge of His

person and in belief on it be obtained. On the contrary, the

Jews demand that He furnish a basis for, and effect a recog-

nition of, the peculiarity of His person, by peculiar deeds.

Only on this presupposition would they accept His person, and

the claims He urged in behalf of it. Each is bent upon a

contrary way ; the former, the way of inward recognition and

free moral appropriation ; the latter, the way of outward per-

ception, and of an acceptance produced or compelled by

sensible demonstration,—an acceptance which has no moral

value.

Yet, notwithstanding this, Jesus agrees to their demand,

though He satisfies it in a different sense from that which they

intended,—namely, He bestows also upon this way a moral

character and worth. When Jesus justifies the claims of His

person by His outward action, the important point is, what

meaning people give to it, what standard they use for it.

Jesus' action is of a twofold character. Either, as judicial, it

appeals to the conscience and demands recognition for itself in

this sense, and at the same time the recognition of the divine

holiness of His person ; or, it shapes itself as a crjiiuov of

his 86i;a (' sign ' of his ' glory '), and as such asks to be recog-

nised and accepted, not by the eye of the body, but by the

uprightness of the mind as open for divine things ; and it

' Hilgenfeld, Die Evangelien, Leipzig 1S54, p. 325.
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demands in this "way the recognition of the divine glory of His

person.

The Jews, taking the word in the specific sense mentioned

above, oppose themselves to both. On the one hand, they do

not desire an action which directs itself judging and appeal-

ing to the conscience, but one which satisfies their religious

curiosity and their Jewish vanity. On the other hand, they

demand an action which shall be the revelation of something

new and higher, not in the sense of being a master of the old,

but only in such a sense that it agree fully with the letter of

the old, be it law or promise. They lay this double standard

upon Jesus' action. Instead of being satisfied, they are em-

bittered. And, moreover, they believe that they may condemn

it as conflicting with the arrangements and the Scriptures of

the Old Testament, and that they may also behave towards and

treat Jesus accordingly. If this be the position of affairs, the

only thing possible is, that both meet in the keenest manner

as soon as Jesus in such action reveals Himself in His essence.

Hence the first contact, ii. 13 ff., is at once a hostile colli-

sion, though the hostility does not yet come forward decidedly.

It is hostile because Jesus' act is a moral condemnation, which

the Jews are not inclined at once to accept and submit to as

such. This collision lacks the sharpness of those later, since

the question does not yet touch the letter of the divine reve-

lation of the Old Covenant. The succeeding miracles soften

to a certain degree the keenness of the opposition. Never-

theless, the fact that Jesus does not perform such miracles

without at once presenting moral claims, repels his opponents

again. And they are embittered by the circumstance that,

in this way, He does not so much satisfy their demand as

rather insist upon it, that they should acknowledge Him.
Then quite a long period of time elapses. The next meet-

ing, v. 1 ff., is a hostile encounter, more decided and more
decisive than the first. "We read in v. 18 that the Jews
wished to kill Him. This, it is said, is premature : the end

is put at the beginning, and the history thereby destroyed.

But we must consider, above all, that it is throughout the

manner of our evangelist to trace, as already present in germ,

the thing which historically comes forth to view gradually.

He intends, therefore, to show that the Jews slew Jesus simply

LUTH. I. I JOHN.
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because their disposition, as soon as it became decidedly

hostile, was at heart immediately a murderous disposition.

We do not need to appeal to 1 John iii. 15 to comprehend

his words ; here more is said. Our evangelist does not say

that they had begun outward preparations, perhaps in a legal

way, to compass Jesus' death. Those who so expound the

passage make it say more than it intends, and do indeed

thus destroy the natural progress of the history. As Baum-
garten-Crusius rightly observes, the thing designated is con-

tinuous. It is, namely, that they from that time forth were

on the watch to circumvent Him, and prepare some occasion

on which they could dispose of Him.

It is questioned whether sufficient ground was already given

for such decided hostility. A double ground is alleged.

First, the supposed breach of the Sabbath. In this we must

recall the fundamental importance which the Sabbath had for

the people, as an eternal sign of the covenant between Jeho-

vah and them ; see Ex. xxxi. 1 3-1 7. To sin against the

Sabbath, was to attack the foundation of Israel, and of its pecu-

liarity among all nations. When we consider how far the

rigour of hallowing the Sabbath went, in the times after the

exile, it is a matter of course to us that they could neither

forgive nor forget such a sin as they thought the deed of Jesus

to be,—of Jesus, who came forward with the claim that He
was the fulfilment of the Old Testament. We have here,

then, a perfectly reasonable occasion for the deadly hatred of

the Jews towards Jesus, and one that agrees with the synop-

tic account, according to which nothing was so disliked in,

and nothing was so treasured up against Jesus, as the fact

that he did not keep the Sabbath. Matt. xii. 10 ff., Mark
iii. 1-6, and Luke vi. 6-11, offer to us both points: that a

supposed breach of the Sabbath was to Jesus' enemies an occa-

sion for persecution, and that their disposition was murderous

from the first. Secondly, to this we must add his alleged blas-

phemy in making himself equal to the Father in his works.

That saying must have been doubly offensive to them in con-

nection with his breach of the law. The former, therefore, is

the real ground and occasion for the hostility. It is to us an

occasion sufficient, historically probable, and entirely agreeable

to the synoptic report.
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(2.) Tlic Progress.

In the course of the history the Jews would indeed like

very much to seize His person, but they do not dare to, vii. 30.

They send their servants : these, however, partly find the

people so favourably disposed towards Jesus, and partly are

themselves so struck by Jesus' words, that they have not the

courage to carry out the command, vii. 45 ff. A new un-

bearable speech embitters them, and they already have the

stones in their hands ; but Jesus withdraws himself from their

madness, viii. 59. They made the same attempt at x. 31.

Yet Jesus' words so far master them, that they only make an

attempt to seize Him, x. 39. Is there anything strange in

the repetition of these attempts ? They occur in a brief

space of time, during which Jesus was only a visitor at

Jerusalem. His departure on each occasion removed their

opportunity, and their hate could therefore only utter itself

in isolated attempts. Still, the hatred thereby gradually

familiarized itself more with its murderous thoughts, until it

found courage for the last decision.

The evangelist certainly, however, wishes us at the same

time to understand that a higher hand was ruling in this

development of affairs. Not only did Jesus frequently with-

draw, so as not to induce the decision too early, but also it

seems as if the very hand of His enemies was held back until

it might do what it wished. This is expressed in the repeated

ovttco i\-r]Xv6et 7] copa avTov (' his hour was not yet come '),

vii. 30, viii. 20, ii. 4. In and after xiii. 1, it is said of this

topa (' hour '), that it has come. The only way to name this

' mechanical ' and ' external,' * is to measure the book by a

foreign, and not by its own standard. Since it is a religious

book, and relates to the history of salvation, it is quite natural

that it should speak of a divine leading in the life of Jesus,

and of a God-appointed time and ordering of the decision.

When it speaks of a determined time, it is nothing else than

that it not so much imagines as knows, and accordingly portrays,

the threads of Jesus' history, which, though moved on earth,

are still attached to and governed in heaven. This it does

1 Baur, Kritische Untersuchungen iiber die hanonischen Evangellen, Tubingen
1347, p. 234.
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only the more "because it in general is accustomed to start

from the last principles and from heaven. As it knows

that Christ came out from heaven and from God, so it knows

that he, in his acts and in his experiences, is at every time

dependent on the Father's will. What he does, he hears first

from the Father ; what he works miraculously, he receives

from the Father, v. 19, 30, xi. 41. The case is the same

with his sufferings. Our gospel shows that these, too, are

divinely ordered, because it reports the history of salvation,

and it makes this especially prominent, in correspondence

with its whole plan. Therefore this phrase, ' the hour,' is

not an external means, used mechanically by the writer to

make up for his poor way of writing history. It is based

necessarily in the character and plan of his book.

The writer has before his eyes from the first the thought of

the aim towards which Jesus lives in the history of His call-

ing. He connects the separate events with this, and wishes

the reader also to view them from this standpoint. This is

not an external way of writing history. It is the divine

pragmatism of history.

(3.) The Decision.

In xi. 53 it is related that the high council determined the

death of Jesus. They say that this contradicts the synoptists,

because here the raising of Lazarus and the great excitement

that miracle caused among the people are offered as the motive,

while the synoptists know nothing of these things. Therefore

the history given in the fourth gospel is an entirely different one.

Great emphasis has been laid on this.
1 They forget that in

the deliberation there is no special mention of this miracle,

but of iroWa giifield (' many miracles '), ver. 47. The excite-

ment in consequence of this single miracle only, finally turned

the balance." The momentary occasion is not the cause.

There is enough to cause the decision of the Sanhedrim, even

if that raising the dead be not reported. In Matt. xxi. 40 we

read that the Pharisees would gladly have seized Jesus, but

1 Baur, Kritlsche Untersuchungen iiber die kanonischen Evangelien, Tubingen

1847, p. 185.

s See Haufl, Studien tind Kritlken, 1S46, p. 615.
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that they feared the people, because the latter held Him to be

a prophet. In Luke xix. 37 we find that the people praised

Him 7repl iraacov wv elSov Bvvafxewv (' for all the mighty

works that they had seen
5

) ; and in Luke xix. 47 f., xx. 19,

xxii. 2, that the leaders would like to have overpowered and

slain him, had not the applause of the people hindered them.

All this shows us the same state of affairs as that reported by

John, and which the raising from the dead only offers him a fit

occasion to describe. And thus, according to the synoptic

accounts also, the wish and will of the leaders must only have

become the stronger the more the people turned towards Jesus.

We have already observed above, when speaking of the

earlier references to the murderous thoughts of the Jews, that

this decision of the leaders was not a sudden thing, which

first arose in them on account of the resurrection of Lazarus.

How ought the evangelist to write history to satisfy the

demands of the critics of our day ? If he shows how
thoroughly prepared psychologically the decisive decree of the

Sanhedrim was, he spoils the history, because he puts the last

thing at the very beginning. If he mentions how it came that

the Sanhedrim at last resolved upon the decisive decree, that is

something so new that it is only grounded on the event men-

tioned immediately before, and not on the whole position of

affairs which has been long forming. Therefore he contradicts

the other accounts, which, although they do not report that

single event, do sketch the general position as John does. And
yet John, by basing the decision in the preceding meetings,

and in the thus founded mutual relation, destroys the history,

and makes an actual development, and therefore also a real

final decision, impossible.

"We should have first to discover the art of satisfying obsti-

nacy, before we could hope to silence the objections to the

historical narrative of our gospel.

4. The Discourses and Dialogues.

It is acknowledged that ' the gospel is a work made at one

cast,' * and that ' the dogmatic contents, and in most cases the

1 Kostlin, Der Lehrbegriff des Evangeliums und der Briefe Jokannis, Berlin

1843, p. 26.
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form also, in both ' [the discourses of Jesus and the doctrines

brought forward by the writer of the gospel in his own name]
' agree perfectly.' * From this they proceed to deny the his-

torical character of Jesus' discourses, and also of the dialogues.

Baur bases the unhistorical character of the discourses in

three propositions. (1.) ' Discourses cannot be historic which

are connected with events that cannot be regarded as historic'

(2.) ' Discourses cannot be historic which, if they had really

been so delivered, would have lacked all propriety of utterance,

and all naturalness in reference to the circumstances.' For

here we nowhere find condescending love. The whole pro-

cedure is judicial and decisive. Instead of instruction, and of

a supplying the moral and religious needs, there is nothing

but a revelation of the Messianic greatness and glory.

(3.) ' Discourses cannot be historic which, in their essential

contents, are only an unfolding of the Johannean idea of the

Logos.' But this ' is a peculiar idea, lying entirely outside of

the synoptic range of vision. In this idea the gospel of John

receives from the first an utterly different subject for the

gospel history from the one in the synoptic gospels.'
2

Others have added to these propositions the following : such

discourses in general are on no condition retainable in memory.

Baur has a peculiar method of arguing for the proof of his

first proposition. If we ask him why the events cannot be

historic, he says, because they are under the domination of a

definite idea, that of the Logos. We recognise the rule of

this idea chiefly from the discourses, these being only the

carrying out of the idea in its separate points.
3 The thus

gained certainty as to the main idea, and the thereby condi-

tioned purpose of the gospel, is to be laid at the base of all

comparison of the historical parts with the synoptists, that is,

of all judgment of what is historical.
4 Hence, because of the

ideal tendency of the whole book, chiefly revealed in the dis-

courses, the historical parts of it are not historical. And, on

the other hand, because the events cannot be historical,

1 Kbstlin, Der Lehrbegriff des Evangeliums und tier Briefe Johannis, Berlin

1843, p. 24.

2 Baur, Kritische Untersuchungen uber die kanonisclitn Ecangdkn, Tubingen

1847, pp. 297-310.

3 See, for instance, ibid. pp. 296, 302, 159, 252.

4 Ibid. p. 2.G f.
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neither are the discourses. The next section has the task of

examining the details of this argument. Here it suffices to

point out the circle.

As regards the other propositions, it must be considered

whether the various discourses, with all their similarity, were

not still different from each other, suited to the circumstances,

necessary, and possible to be remembered. Let us look at the

discourses themselves, and thence draw our conclusions.

(1.) The Discourses of the Baptist.

Although Kostlin asserts ' the complete agreement ' of the

testimony of the Baptist with the speech and the thoughts of

the rest of the gospel, he yet owns that the said agreement is

' modified somewhat by the peculiar relation of the Baptist to

Judaism,' and ' more nearly approaches the Jewish method of

conception than the rest of the gospeL'
1

Above all, the general contents of his earlier testimony

are so suited to the whole situation and to his vocation, and

so internally necessary, that they can scarcely be thought

other than they are. It was only to be expected that the

Sanhedrim should interest itself in the matter. The fact

that the Baptist names himself with an Old Testament phrase,

and therein comprehends the preparatory character of the Old

Testament prophecy, is characteristic of him as the last

prophet of the Old Covenant. His so designating himself,

and by that means at the same time expressing the moral

claim which he urged upon his nation and his age, agrees

with the way in which he comes forward in the synoptists

with the demand for moral conduct ; see Mark i. 2-4. There

is a like agreement in Ms statement of the difference of the

two tasks, his and Jesus', Mark i. 7, and at least a similarity

in regard to the difference between the two personalities.

It is true, some have urged, that the vocation of the Baptist

in John is not the same as in the synoptists, because in these

he comes to prepare for Christ ; in John, to testify of Him.2

1 Kostlin, Der Lehrhegr iff des Evangeliurns und der Briefe Johannis, Berlin

1343, pp. 81, 38.
2 See, for example, Baur, Kritische Untersuchungen iiber die kanonischen Evan-

gdien, Tubingen 1847, p. 108.
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That, however, is to overlook the fact that the former is also

distinctly to be read in John i. 23, and that the latter is not

lacking in the synoptists ; see Matt. iii. 11—14. When it is

further urged that John tells nothing of a baptism of Jesus,
1

the objector again fails to perceive that in John i. 31 ff. the

baptizing is put in such close connection with the vocation of

witness, and especially with his witness to the imparting of

the Spirit to Jesus, that the two are certainly intended to be

taken together in thought.

The testimony of the Baptist to Jesus in John only goes

beyond the synoptic report in the words, i. 15, 6 ott/o-w jxqv

ip-^o/xevocr ktX. (' he that cometh after me,' etc.). But these

very words are so rounded off, firm, and at the same time

peculiar, that they clearly stamp themselves thereby as ori-

ginal. The exposition will show how far they really pass the

boundary of the synoptic testimony. Yet even before we
can decide more definitely as to their sense, the very wording

(6 biriaw [jlov ip-^ofMevoa) gives the impression that they but

correspond to the historical relation of the forerunner to the

one coming after, who was greater. If they contain more than

the Jewish consciousness of that day bore within itself, we
observe that the Baptist had another vocation, and therefore a

higher degree of knowledge conditioned on that.

Against this it can be of little avail that Kostlin 2
recalls

the fact that i. 26-34 moves within the trilogy of vSoop,

alp,a (u/jlvoct), jrvevfxa (' water, blood [lamb], spirit'), which

three in one formed the /Maprvpla tov deov (' witness of God '),

and recur in 1 John v. 6-8 ; John iii. 5-8, 14 ff. It is arbi-

trary to put alfia for ayuvoa, and just as arbitrary for him to

pick out ap,v6<r and not something else ; as, for example, ver.

30 or 34. Water and spirit are so necessarily given by the

history itself, they could not be avoided. JSTo critical pro-

ceeding can be based on such conceits.

Moreover, in iii. 27-36, the position which the Baptist

assigns to himself in contrast with Jesus, though expressed by a

different figure, is the same as in the earlier testimony. It is

1 Baur, Kritische Untcrsucliungen iiber die kanonischen Evangdien, Tubingen

1847, p. 108.
2 Kostlin, Dcr Lehrbcgriff des Ecangeliums unci der Briefe Johannis, Berlin

1843, p. 35.
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only still more decidedly and more strongly declared, in cor-

respondence with the progress of the history, which had com-

pleted itself since the former testimony, and in correspondence

with the special occasion which called forth this witness.

Thus, in general at least, do we find an explanation and a

justification of this discourse, in which some see the strongest

prop for the asserting of the unhistorical character of the

Johannean discourses. It is true that this testimony of the

Baptist does, in its second half, grow more general, and that

it reminds us of the conversation of Jesus with Nicodemus.

Yet the historical basis is not wanting even here. Hence we
cannot say, with Liicke,

1
that from ver. 31 the reflection of

the evangelist has mingled itself in an undistinguishable

manner with the discourse of the Baptist. On the other

hand, we shall not, with Baumgarten-Crusius,2
contend against

admitting that the evangelist has put his form on the pas-

sage. Phrases like b ecopaicev ica\ rjtcovaev (' what he hath

seen and heard '), near as the thought lies to the Trpcoroo- fxov

rjv (' he was before me '), ia^pdyiaev (' hath set to his seal '),

Trdvra 8e8anc€v iv t{j ^etpl aurov (' hath given all things into

his hand'), and 6 ttmjtzvwv ela rbv viov e^et ^cor^v alwviov ('he

that believeth on the Son hath everlasting life '), though they

express no thought the Baptist could not have uttered, bear,

nevertheless, rather the form of the rest of the gospel than of

the more richly figurative speech of the Baptist. Baur, how-

ever, declares that if we once make concessions to the sub-

jectivity of the evangelist, there is no further boundary line

to be drawn by which to prevent the last conclusion, that,

finally, all is subjective,—namely, unreal. There is no logical

necessity in this. Making another person speak more or less

in your own words is a very different thing from inventing

yourself discourses and thoughts, and putting them in the

other person's mouth.

1 Liicke, Commenlar iiber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn 1840,

vol. i. p. 567.
2 Baumgarten - Crusius, Thtologische Auslegung der JoJianneischen Schrifttn,

Jena 1S43, vol. i. p. 137.
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(2.) Jesus' Conversations

The conversations of Jesus with others are partly of the

nature of instruction, partly of debate. We shall consider

both.

a. Instruction.

The first words Jesus exchanged with his disciples are so

vivid, brief, striking, and so based on the situation, that we
have no reason to question their historical character. How
easy to remember they were, needs no proof. The events are

sketched with such distinct vision that nothing could be more

clear. If this passage were invented, it would belong to the

masterpieces of dramatic historical description. And yet our

evangelist is said partly, as by Baur, not to have intended,

partly, as by Weisse, not to have been in a position, to write

concrete living history. The verses in question refute the

latter view. As for the former, if the evangelist had intended

only to carry out his idea in fictitious history, the idea would

have presented itself in quite a different way from such short,

striking words, question and answer, invitation and salutation,

imparting and surprising, information and prophecy,—all

borne up and determined by personal interest.

In what follows, both Jesus' words to his mother, and that

paradox in the temple, are so finished and complete, that they

could not have been changed in the tradition. The evan-

gelist, too, is so thoroughly aware of the originality of the

paradox, that it affords him an external material whereon to

exercise his thoughts. He can have no further relation to it

than that he either understands or does not understand the

words ii. 22. Like these words in the temple, as Baumgarten-

Crusius
x
correctly observes, all those speeches bear the stamp

of originality, of which the evangelist either says or implies

that they were not understood then, that they were only un-

derstood later, or whose unintelligibility he thinks he must

explain. See iv. 32 £, vi. 7, vii. 37 ff., xi. 11 ff., xii. 16, 32 f.,

xiii. 2 7 f." Otherwise fiction would be extended beyond the

1 Baumgarten-Crusius, Theologische Auslegung der Johanneischen Schri/ten,

Jena 1843, vol. i. p. xxiv.

2 Bleek, Btitrcige zur Evangelien Kritik, Berlin 1S46, p. 229 ff.
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allowed sphere, and would then cease altogether to be inof-

fensive to the Christian conscience. Many like sayings

scattered over our gospel are related to these, and hence lay

the same claim to originality as these, and stand or fall with

them. Some are repetitions,—as, for example, the words con-

cerning the lifting up, or concerning the living water ; some

stand in inseparable connection of thought with such sur-

roundings ; and some have just the same stamp of being ori-

ginal and free, not unconditionally necessary, or of being

enigmatical, and calculated to offend or to surprise. See

iv. 35 ff., 42, 44, v. 14, 17, vi. 26 f., 62 ff., 68 f., vii. 6, 33 f.
1

Critics, however, are more ready to allow that these short

sayings are historical. The longer conversations are objects

of greater suspicion. And yet among the latter, too, there is

none in which we do not find one or more short striking

phrases. These are often like a theme, or like the heading of

a paragraph, or like a paradox in the current of the conver-

sation. Easy to remember, they form for the memory a catch

to bring up the remaining parts of the discourse or of the

dialogue. If the other parts vanished from recollection, they

could be reconstructed easily by the aid of these catches.

The first longer conversation, with Mcodemus, offers us

examples of this, in the contrast between the address of the

Pharisee and the answer of Jesus ; in His demand, to which is

joined that which follows ; and the astonishment of the teacher

of Israel. The five first speeches, iii. 2-6, follow so strikingly

on each other, and are all so characteristic and so finished as

to thought and form, that they could by no means be forgotten

if, as was probably the case, the evangelist once heard them.

It is indifferent whether they were the principal phrases of a

longer conversation, or the conversation itself. The discourse

proceeds in the same short, decided, proverb-like way to ver. 14.

As it continues, it loses itself gradually in the more general

sphere of the proclamation of the gospel ; but it is throughout

directed by the particular historical occasion. The phrases in

which the evangelist here gives the discourse of Jesus may
have been more or less developed by Jesus. It is scarcely

conceivable that the evangelist should have communicated
them in their complete development. Yet he could easily

1 See Bleek onxii. 32 f.. vii. 37 ff., xxi. 17 f., xiv. 31, ut supra, pp. 230-239.
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note the essential contents, which, in their peculiarity and

their succession, were called forth partly by the contrast of

the first salutation and Jesus' answer, partly hy the contrast

of Jesus' demand and the other's failure to comprehend, and

partly by the contrast of the teacher in Israel and the vocation

of Jesus.

It is true, Nicodemus did not understand everything at

once. This was not necessary. He had or could have con-

necting links : in the first words, as to water and spirit, with

the testimony of the Baptist ; in the closing words, with his

conscience. As for the rest, he had the same experience as the

disciples, concerning whom the evangelist repeatedly observes,

that they understood completely only after the close of Jesus'

earthly life. Jesus strews forth the seed of His word for that

time.

We therefore observe that Jesus' instruction was two-

sided. On the one hand, it rested on the preaching of the

Baptist, connecting with and continuing it ; and on the facts

of the moral consciousness, expressing or appealing to these,

so as to prepare the way for the reception of the proper testi-

mony of Jesus, His self - witness. On the other hand, it

declared the facts of His appearance in its different aspects,

and accordingly had a continual reference to the future, in

which His appearance should receive its solution and be

fully understood.

The former side. was the one more universally comprehen-

sible for every man for whom the Baptist had not appeared in

vain, and who in his disposition acknowledged the facts of the

moral consciousness. The latter side was, in so far, less com-

prehensible, because Jesus was not yet perfected, and the

issue of His life was not to be presupposed. The former led

from the Israelitic or human presupposition to the recognition

of the peculiarity of Jesus. The latter rested on the presup-

position that one had permitted the impression of the per-

sonality of Jesus and its peculiarity to work upon himself at

least partially, and had thus become inclined also to accept

what was singular and incomprehensible in Jesus' person and

words.

If the former was connected with existing things as to

subject-matter, so was it as to language, and that in two ways,
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because of its double-sidedness. It used the language of the

prophet, morally judging, or punishing, or presaging the

future ; or it adopted the language of maxims, expressing the

facts of the moral consciousness in short sentences which told

by their rounded brevity.

The latter side of Jesus' instruction, His self - witness,

taught that which was new in His appearance, in connection

with what was old. Hence it spoke in a new language, fol-

lowing the Old Testament, where it preaches the gospel. In

its basis it is of the Old Testament, and yet it is new wine

in new bottles, new knowledge forming a new language.
1 As

Jesus' appearance was not understood, and yet struck the heart,

so it was with this language. As the former was simple

without, yet rich within, so was the latter ; as the former was

paradoxical and excitive of contradiction, and yet wonderfully

affecting and productive of belief, so was the latter. The

language of Jesus can have been nothing but the direct pro-

duct of His personality. If this personality assumes a double

posture,—to connect with what was old, whether Israelitic or

human, and to bring forth in Israel and establish something-

new for the humanity of the Gentile world as well as of

Israel,—so must the language be of a double kind. Is it then

so incredible that these two sides of Jesus' language should

mirror themselves in the different gospels, separate and yet

playing upon each other ?
2

"We are told, however, that it is improbable that Jesus

would have spoken to the common people in the same high

language as to the scribes. For this reason the conversation

with the Samaritan woman is said to be unhistorical, because

Jesus here speaks much the same as when conversing with

the learned member of the council in Jerusalem.

The likeness of the two conversations as to bearing and

incomprehensibility of the thoughts has been exaggerated.

The style of the talk with the woman is unmistakably a

step lower, and is much nearer and better fitted to this

woman than the words spoken to Nicodemus would have

been. Indeed, there are several points which distinguish this

1 See above, p. 15 ff.

" Against Baur's dilemma, Kritlsche Untersuchungen iiber die hanonlschen
Evangelkn, Tubingen 1847, p. 294.
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from the preceding conversation in quite a peculiar manner

They are these : the way in which Jesus opens the conversa-

tion ; the way in which He gives her a riddle in each phrase,

to excite her to desire knowledge and possession of what is

promised, whereas He rather makes demands on Nicodemus
;

and the manner in which Jesus, as if with a leap, passes from

the foregoing to the moral condition, and then again, at the

suggestion of something close at hand, comes to speak of the

new nature of the age opening with Him. Hug 1
called

attention to this, and it never should have been so mistaken

or denied as it has been.

We do not need to show' how easy the chief phrases of this

conversation were to remember. Nor do we need to ask

whence the evangelist became acquainted with the conversa-

tion. In iv. 28 we perceive clearly that the woman told it

more than once.

h. Debate.

Jesus' discourse in v. 1 7 ff. is of another kind. In the

preceding, He began with the essential needs of man, and

only spoke of Himself in so far as He could offer the true

supply for these. In the discourse now before us, the basis of

His self-witness is at first his relation to the Father. Here-

with begins the series of those debates with the Jews which

continue to the tenth chapter, and handle very much one

and the same theme.

They do not treat of the development of an idea,—namely,

of the Logos idea, as has often been said, after Baur's example.2

Their contents are facts. First, the facts of the person of Jesus,

its importance, and its posture towards God and man. These

are not the points of an idea. Christianity does not rest upon

any doctrine whatsoever, or in a merely subjective general

determination of the feelings, or of the direction of the dis-

position. It consists essentially in the fact of the person

of Jesus Christ. Therefore the instruction of Jesus would not

have been complete if it had not been also in this sense self-

1 Hug, Einleitung in die Schriften des Neuen Testaments, Stuttgart 1847, vol.

ii. p. 185.

2 Baur, Kritische Untersuchungen fiber die kanonischen Evangelien, Tubingen

1847, p. 304 ff.
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witness. This, however, could not take place solely in short

maxims. It demanded also connected exposition. Nor were

parables sufficient for this. It required real discourse, even

though it did not despise figurative language.

At the same time, there is no lack of short, sharp sentences,

which introduce or gather up the exposition, and by their

character serve as a convenient aid to the memory in recall-

ing the whole. Such a shape appears at once in v. 17, and

approximately in vv. 19-23. What follows is rather the

development of the preceding. And then the return and

repetition of the leading sentences
1

is only the greater proof

how careful the writer was to remain within the circle of the

chief thoughts which belonged here. All the following dis-

courses bear this character. Though we should own that

they show the greatest freedom of expression and execution,

we must still always acknowledge the stamp of compact unity

winch they bear without exception. Thus v. 30 returns to

v. 19 and 22 ; and v. 25 f. to v. 21. And in chapter sixth,

the discourse at Capernaum, certain leading phrases are con-

stantly repeated from beginning to end. Look at w. 35, 48,

51; 37, 39,44; 35, 40, 47, 50, 51, 54, 57, 58. The

same thing may be found and recognised in a similar manner

in all the following discourses.

The one fact of the person of Jesus is the thing presented

here at every point. Yet in what manifold ways ! Jesus'

words as to the freedom, the power, and the acknowledgment

of his working, are quite different from his words as to the

fruit of the communion of his flesh and blood. His account

of his obedience to God, of the reward of obedience to God
and him, vii., differs from that of the self-certainty of His

testimony, viii. 1 2-2 0, or of His end and the Jews' end, or of

the absolute contrast between Him and his opponents, which

is the ground of their incapacity. And there is a difference

between his description of his vocation in life, ix. 1 ff., and

of his position in his mission towards his own followers, or

of the issue of his mission, x.

It is the manifold character of the actual circumstances,

as given with the fact of his person in its relation to the

Father, to his own people, to the world, and to the Jews,
1 See above as to the character of the language.
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which here finds its necessary expression. If the manifold

character of these circumstances really exist, it must be ex-

pressed by Jesus in his declaration of himself. Yet how
simple is this declaration, how small the circle of the chief

thoughts expressed ! This simplicity warrants the originality.

It is a security that the testimony is not the presentation of

a self-invented theology,
1 but that it is based on recalling

what was most essential in this side of the doctrinal instruc-

tion of Jesus. The fitness of each separate discourse to its

occasion and surroundings assures us that it is put in the

right place. And finally, the internal necessity of the

thoughts, and of their succession, shows that the body of each

discourse is given without essential addition or omission.

In the case of such discourses as these in John's gospel, it

is true that greater freedom of expression is not merely pos-

sible but unavoidable, than in the case of the sententious dis-

courses in the synoptists. At least the freedom in the two

places must be of a very different kind. In the synoptic

sayings, the sentences themselves are less open to change, but

could easily be united in many ways, and be put here or

there in the historical narrative, because the separate maxims

are more finished in themselves. In John the form is more

fluid. The thoughts, indeed, here also have committed them-

selves to single great and firm words, as ' life ' and ' light/ or

to particular points of thought and characteristic turns. Or

a hold for the memory is found in the objections of the oppo-

nents, which, whether following by necessity from their range

of thought, or whether occasioned by various keen or para-

doxical words of Jesus, prompted Jesus to further discussion.

In spite of all this, the nature of the case here permitted and

demanded greater freedom of movement in the expression.

(3.) The Farewell Discourses of Jesus.

The case of the farewell discourses of Jesus in the presence

of his disciples is, I think, different. Although there are

starting-points for the memory in short, finished sentences,

like adv. 6, 9, 14, 18, 24, 27, and in questions by the dis-

1 Reuss, ' IJeeu zur Einleitung in das Evangelium Johannes.' Denlsclirift

der theoloyischen tltsdlschaft zu Slra&burg, IS 40, p. IS.
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ciples, xiv. 5, 8, 22, etc., still the connection with given ex-

ternal circumstances is lacking to a much higher degree than

in the earlier discourses. True, the beginning of chap. xiv. is

induced by the whole position, and we may explain the figure

xv. 1 ff. from the situation. But there are no further such

connecting links to be found. In addition to this, there is

a much greater relationship between the discourses xiv—xvi.

than is the case with earlier ones. For although each para-

graph has its particular thought, warns or comforts or pro-

mises, or treats of the relation of the disciples to Him and

to the Father, or among themselves, or to the world, yet these

turns of thought stand much nearer to each other than the

discourses referred to above.

To make up for this, these indeed were spoken in a single

situation, the earlier ones in situations widely differing. We
have therefore here only one discourse, though, in comparison

with earlier ones, it is communicated much more in detail.

The free movement of the writer will then be greater to this

degree than before. Not as if the essential thoughts and

their succession had not been present to him, but he draws

the manner of the execution much more from himself here

than in the other discourses. Nevertheless, it is merely that

he sinks himself with his whole thought-life into the thoughts

of Jesus' farewell discourses, and draws from these what he

writes. All that which he apparently gives as his own is not

his own, but is necessarily contained in the foundation

thoughts which he knows to be Jesus', and which he has kept

for himself with most vivid reminiscence in the memory of

his heart. He only needed to declare the essential contents

which he beheld in them. Much may have been spoken by
Jesus in a different form of expression. It changed itself

involuntarily for the evangelist into the form which he had

imprinted on his gospel. This form corresponded to the form

of that species of Jesus' self-witness which he had made the

contents of his gospel, as the essential contents of the preach-

ing of Him. And he brought it to his gospel because his

thinking and speaking had indissolubly grown together with
this form in a life of constant reminiscence.

The Johannean discourses in general touch not seldom upon
LUTH. I. K JOHN.
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the synoptic ones
;

x and even in this part, most peculiarly

Johannean, there are such points of contact. The comparison

with the pain and the joy of a bearing woman, xvi. 21, has

entirely the mark of synoptic discourses, and could take its

place among them without causing confusion. It has always

been remarked that xv. 20 touches closely on Matt. x. 23 f.

The following passages, as well as those just mentioned, are

regularly quoted as Johannean in wording, and yet may well

be compared with the respective synoptic verses : xiv. 1 with

Luke xii. 32 ; xiv. 12 f. with Matt. xxi. 21 f., Mark xi. 24
;

xv. 2 with Matt. xv. 13; xv. 6 with Matt. iii. 10, vii. 19
;

xv. 14 with Matt. xii. 50; xv. 27 with Luke xxiv. 48;
xvi. 1, 32 with Matt. xxvi. 31 ; and xvi. 15 with the well-

known passage, Matt. xi. 27.

Neglecting these somewhat external comparisons, the figure

of the orphans, xiv. 18, is like the figurative speech of the

synoptists, as when they tell of the bridegroom and the

wedding company, Matt. ix. 15. Compare also the parable,

xv. 1 ff., with the synoptic ones ; the prophecy in John of

what the disciples had to expect in the world, with the like

prophecy in the synoptists ; and the form of expression,

xvi. 1 6, with similar enigmatical forms in the synoptists. If

we turn from such parallels, we find the thought throughout

these four chapters both in itself the most simple, as it

necessarily sprang from the entire historical situation, and also

put in its simplest form, so that it cannot be conceived of as

different from what it is. Hence we may discover in this

method of speech the original manner of Jesus, which He
used when He wished to express such thoughts.

This result would receive strong support were Frommann's 2

distinction just,—namely, that the doctrinal form of the evan-

gelist was a scholastic, dogmatic one ; of Jesus, on the other

hand, a popular one. This distinction, however, can scarcely

be carried out in comparing the first epistle with the gospel,

and still less in considering the gospel alone. The nature of

the case makes the first epistle more doctrinal than the gospel,

1 See Godet, Commentar zum Evangelhim Jolmnnis, German translation by

Wunderlich, Hanover 1869, p. 659 f. A new edition now issuing in French and

German, also an English edition.

2 Frommann, Der Johanneische Lehrbegriff, Leipzig 1839, p. 51.
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because the former is a doctrinal writing ; the latter, a historical

writing. Yet even in the gospel itself there is very little to

he found that can be designated as the evangelist's own doc-

trine. It is of course undeniable that the prologue has a

different character from the farewell discourses. That is be-

cause these latter are a gushing forth of the heart of Jesus' love,

while the former is the evangelist's instruction for his reader.

Similar distinctions are found elsewhere. But this road

does not lead to our desired aim. It is of no importance to

pick out single expressions of a more scholastic kind from

the parts which belong exclusively to the author, to contrast

these with figurative and allegorical methods of speech from

the doctrinal portions by Jesus, and thereupon construct the

characteristic difference between the two doctrinal components

of the gospel. This is useless, because they both divide too

evenly on both sides.

The proper way is to inspect the various discourses and

doctrinal portions, and look at their distinctive character as a

whole. If we then perceive that the discourse of the Baptist

has a different character from the conversation with Nico-

demus ; that the latter, again, differs from the talk with the

Samaritan woman ; that, on the contrary, Jesus is more curt

and repelling in the synagogue at Capernaum than at Jacob's

well ; that, in the debates also, the language grows sharper

in proportion as the opposition is heightened ; that at the

end, however, x., the language passes into more finished

parabolic speech, and only returns to the keener method

of speech when the opposition again becomes pointed; and

finally, that in the farewell discourses there is an almost

leisurely detail, partly of warning, partly of doctrinal in-

struction, and partly of figurative discourse, until, with the

frame of mind, the language also rises anew to the highest

earnestness ;—if we perceive these differences between the

various paragraphs, we are not to conclude from them that the

language of Jesus and of the evangelist differed, and so argue

a historical basis for the gospel. They show us simply at

each point the connection of the passage with the definite

historical situation. We see how the remembrance of the

special historical event was connected with the remembrance
of the peculiar character of the corresponding discourse.
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Were the discourse but the exposition of an idea, it would

be to a much greater extent uniformly doctrinal in its separate

parts. The fact that this is not the case tells us that it is

more historical than modern criticism wishes to admit. As
for the language of the two, of Jesus and of the evangelist, we
must confess that it is hardly to be distinguished. After

what we have above discovered, to which may be added what

we said as to the character of the disciple loved by Jesus, and

with the presupposition that this gospel was written by that

disciple, we may say that he no more makes Jesus speak his

own language than he himself writes in Jesus' language.

When a personality is entirely given up to another, we can

expect nothing else than that the language in which it de-

clares doctrinally the inmost impression of the other per-

sonality should be determined by the language of this other.

The evangelist received into his soul Jesus and His self-

witness. He made this knowledge his own by the assimilat-

ing process of a long life. He at last scarcely knew how to

distinguish between what was his own and what was not.

The foreign substance had become entirely his own, and his

own thought and life only thought and lived in the other

person. Hence the evangelist reproduced the words of Jesus

just as they had stamped themselves on the memory of his

heart as the deciding power of his life. On the one hand, the

words of Jesus are for him the treasure of his memory, and

are entirely distinct from his understanding of them. We
feel how ' every word which he had once heard from the

mouth of Christ was sacred to him, and that in the very

manner and form in which he heard it.'
l On the other

hand, the instruction of Jesus is so blended with his mind,

and he reproduces it so thoroughly from his innermost, most

specially personal, mental life, that the fourth gospel is the

most subjective of all.

To acknowledge this, is not to make concessions whose

consequences must lead to the acknowledgment of a lack of

historical character. Keim 2
is utterly unjustified in taking

' subjective ' as synonymous with ' historically arbitrary.' We
have here not the objectivity of a chronicler, or of an epic

1 Ewald, Die Johanneischen Schriften, Gottingen 1861, vol. i. p. 34.

2 Keini, Geschkhte Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1S67, vol. i. p. 122.
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poet, but an objectivity mediated and made inwardly living

by the spirit of Jesus Christ.

The reason that the fourth gospel contains such an excess

of discourses and dialogues, in comparison with the external

historical account, is found in its entirely doctrinal character.

"We must therefore inquire how fact and idea, as they say,

or how history and doctrine, stand towards each other in our

gospel.

5. History and Doctrine.

Eeuss * says that our gospel reports, in the first place, not

facts, but speculatively-begotten ideas, in the form of history;

the ideas being sought out in and established by Jesus' dis-

courses. Baur goes farther, and thinks he can prove that the

history is itself modified by the idea,—indeed, that it was

chiefly born of the idea. His followers echo this, down to Keim,2

who finds in the gospel a religious philosophy of history, upon

which, as a base, the history is shaped freely by the writer.

We have seen that our gospel is historical. And we have

likewise perceived throughout that it is not simply historical

;

that what is historical serves a further purpose. It is so

thoroughly historical, that even the discourses are an essential

part of the history related in it. And yet it is to such a degree

not merely historical, that certain points of history are not com-

pleted at all. They only form the introduction for doctrinal

instruction, so that it seems to be the chief design of the

evangelist to reproduce the latter. Thus the conversation

with Nicodemus, in the report of the external event, really

has no conclusion. The same thing is true of the following

account of the strife between the Jew and the disciples of

the Baptist. In each case the historical event serves only

as an introduction for the succeeding doctrinal instruction.

The latter corresponds in the first place to the evangelist's

design ; the rest is only valuable in proportion as it is related

to this. In chap. xii. we are told that the Greeks desired to

see Jesus. But nothing is reported as to how far their wish

was fulfilled.

1 Reuss, ' Ideen zur Einleitung in das Evangelium Johannes. ' Denkschrlft

der thnolorjischen Gesellschaft zu Strasburg, 1840, p. IS.
2 Keim, Geschichte Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1867, vol. i. p. 121.
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Yet this last case shows us that that historical lack of

completeness is not to be taken too strictly. The three ac-

counts mentioned are the only ones in which this is the case,

unless perhaps vii. 45-52 might be added. And, moreover,

they are not so incomplete as they seem to be. For these

Greeks doubtless saw Jesus, since He began to speak publicly.

Nicodemus probably went home after the instruction received,

pondering Jesus' words in silence. And the disciples of the

Baptist simply strove no longer with that Jew. These issues

are not particularly mentioned, because they exercised no

influence on the development of Jesus' history.

It is an entirely different matter when Jesus meets the

Jews. Here the evangelist does not neglect to remark what

impression, favourable or unfavourable, Jesus' words made on

the hearers. Since this is uniformly the case through the

whole gospel, we perceive that it must have been part

of the evangelist's design to make this side of the history

prominent. He occupies himself, on the one hand, with the

revelation of Jesus ; and, on the other hand, with belief or

unbelief. As far as the history offers him fit material for

this, he relates it ; as far as it does not, he leaves it out.

Did he not, however, as Baur and his school so confidently

assert, make up the history just so as to clothe his thoughts

in an external dress ? The distinction which we observed, as

to the report of the separate events, refutes this assertion.

Why does he not ]give those accounts a conclusion, such as he

had need of ? Why does he leave them unfinished ? Clearly

because the issue was of no further moment to him for carry-

ing out his design. Hence he did not make the history. He
took it and used it as far as it could be of service to him.

Moreover, that very thought of the gospel, if we have rightly

designated it, is only the expression of a historical fact.

Still another observation confirms this view,—namely, the

evangelist gives a selection. We pass the fact that he him-

self says so at the end. The question is, whether this really

be the case. That it is, is quite evident. At the close of

the fourth chapter, why does not the evangelist proceed with

the account of His stay in Galilee, instead of leaping suddenly

to Jerusalem, although quite a long time intervenes ? And
thence the evangelist does not exactly lead us back to Galilee,
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but we find ourselves there again without further remark.

For at vi. 1 we are not to supply at cnrrjkOev (' went '),
' from

Jerusalem,' but 'from the western shore '; see the exposition.

When vi. 2 says with the imperfect, oti eOecopovv
1 ra crrj/xeta a

eVotet eV! tcov aadevovvTwv (' because they saw his miracles

which he did on them that were diseased '), it transfers us

into the then present ; and therefore it hints at a time of

Jesus' activity in Galilee, like vii. 1. We see that the

evangelist is acquainted with the Galilean activity of Jesus,

and presupposes it ; but he does not intend to relate it. He
only presents certain portions of it as they suit his purpose.

Keim 2 names it directly the ' selection gospel,' and says

that it is therefore ' one-sided.' We reply, that if it is ' one-

sidedly ' historical, it is nevertheless historical.

If the evangelist first had wished to make up the history

for the idea of his gospel,—whether more or less, is immaterial,

—how could he have given a selection ? How would he come

to hint at an extended activity, or to report anything else

about it ? The Clementina have often been compared and

put together with our gospel. This, it is true, is a somewhat

peculiar union. But never mind. In what an utterly dif-

ferent way the history is there made from that which we find

here. The Clementina are a connected romance.

Our gospel is not merely a history of the life of Jesus ; nor

is it mere doctrine, but both. Therefore it is history meant

to teach something. The doctrine, however, is not any one

you please, for which also another history could have suited.

The essence of this history itself is the doctrine, which the

gospel intends to establish in the history. At least, it so pre-

sents its history as to make us believe that the idea, which it

wishes only to clothe with the form of this history, is not a

chance or a foreign idea, but the thought of the history itself.

Even if we should consider the history as an exposition of the

Logos idea, the Logos, in the evangelist's intention, must be

considered to be present concretely in Jesus, and not as to be

sought and recognised elsewhere outside of Him. The con-

tents of His doctrine are the contents of the history, and that

its essential not its chance contents. The contents of both

1 [B reads Ihupow. tf r A support the lupw of the 'received text.'—C. K. G.]
2 Keim, Geschkhte Jesu von Nqzara, Zurich 1867, vol. i. p. 122.
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are—Christ on the one hand, belief and unbelief on the other.

If he selected and combined his history with this in view, the

only question remaining is—whether he really found this

thought in the actual history, or whether he brought it in

from without.

We saw at first that he assumes the appearance of having

found it in the history. Perhaps he deceived himself. The

whole hypothesis of Baur and his followers—that the evange-

list must have ' transposed ' his material because he subordi-

nates it to an idea—rests on the presupposition that he could

not have taken this out of the history. If he could have done

so, it lay in the history, could be recognised in it, and could

be established in the presentation of the history. Hence the

prominence of the idea is in itself no hindrance to historical

reality, if the former be not of such a character as to be irre-

concilable with the latter. But if the idea chiefly comes to

light in the discourses of the fourth gospel, we have already

assured ourselves as to them, that they agree thoroughly with

the history.

Why should the gospel be unhistorical on account of the

ruling idea ? Because it does not agree with the synoptists ?

Suppose, however, that in these, too, the history is subordinated

to a fundamental thought ! For Liicke * wrongs them when

he discovers in the first three only chance combination of

separate stories from the life of Jesus, with ' the character of

being fragmentary, and partly accidental and incomplete.'

And the later theology has constantly recognised more fully

that a definite thought lies at the base of the first three

gospels also,— a thought which conditions the selection,

arrangement, and presentation of the historical material. Be

this so, what security have we, on Baur's principle, that the

synoptists are more historical than the fourth gospel ? If

the fundamental thought of the former be found and estab-

lished in the real history, why cannot the same thing be done

with the latter ? And if it is not the case in the latter, it will

not be the case in the former. Thus we finally rest, with our

ship entirely upon the sand—the sand of the idea. The idea

1 Liicke, Commentar fiber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn 1840,

vol. i. pp. 158, 202 ; also Eeuss, ' Ideen zur Einleitung in das Evangelium

Johannes.' Denkschrift der theologischen Gesellschaft zu Stmsburg, 1840, p 12.
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would at last have begotten the whole gospel history, doubt-

less also the person of Christ, and we should again reach

safely the point against which Baur 1 expresses himself so

decidedly. Or are we to suppose that the life of Jesus was

not rich enough to allow of its being considered and presented

from different points of view lying within itself ? If the lives

of other great ones of history bear such treatment, how much
more His, every single point of whose self-witness enclosed in

itself an infinity

!

They think that all this is refuted when they appeal to the

Logos idea. This is a foreign idea, only transferred to Jesus,

and developed in the gospel in its different phases. If we
look more carefully, we perceive in the first three gospels as

well the alleged various points of this idea. That Jesus calls

Himself the Son of God by way of eminence,—we now neglect

the nearer contents of this designation,—and that He there-

fore stands in an exclusive relation of communion with the

Father, finds its analogy in the synoptists, as Dorner 2 has

shown. A difference in the representation of Jesus will not

surprise us, as soon as we learn that the fundamental thought

presented in the history is a different one. Yet a resemblance

is not therefore entirely lacking. Above all, it must be most

strongly emphasized that, in the other evangelists also, the

person of Jesus has an absolute importance, both in relation

to God's revelation, and for the fate of the individual, for all

history, for the whole world. His sphere is the world. He is

the judge of the world. The issue of all things is connected

with His person.

If Matthew could write of Jesus once in such a Johannean

way as at xi. 27, he could have done it oftener—if he had

wished. Simply to say that this passage stands alone in the

synoptic gospels, is to say nothing. As to His being called

the Son of God in the synoptists as in John, He may name
Himself so, as in the latter, or He may be so addressed by
the demoniac, Matt. viii. 29, or by the disciples, xiv. 33, or

by the centurion, xxvii. 54, or He may be condemned under

1 Baur, Kritische Untersuchungen ilber die Icanonischen Evangdien, Tubingen

1847, pp. 64, 69.
2 Dorner, Enticiclcelungsgeschkhte der Lehre von der Person Christi, 2d ed.,

Berlin 1851 (Stuttgart 1845), vol. i. p. 79 ff. of the Einleitung.
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that title, xxvi. 63, or He may command to baptize in this

name, xxviii. 19. This phrase, therefore, and this knowledge,

are not foreign to the first gospels. If it does not come into

the foreground in Matthew so much as in John, the reason is

to be found in the design and plan of his gospel.
1

Matthew agrees with John perfectly in one point, and the

same is true for Mark and Luke,—namely, that the object of

his preaching is the very person of Jesus. He presents Him
in a more special relation, and in a narrower circle, in refer-

ence to Israel. John has the world in view. But this cannot

astonish us, if we only consider for what readers, and therefore

from what point of view, the two gospels were written. "We

see that the second point of view is not foreign to Matthew,

from the fact that the absoluteness of the importance of Jesus,

and therefore of His person, forms for him the background

against which the person and work of the Saviour of Israel

come forth to view. John makes that, however—that which

is entire and comprehensive in the person of Jesus—the

peculiar object of his testimony.
2

If the entirety of the importance and of the person of Jesus

be also present in Matthew as background, the various sides

will not be lacking. What are the points of the Logos notion ?

That Jesus is the absolute life, the absolute light, and so forth.

When we recall the fact that the miracles have a descriptive

meaning, we have the above points in the synoptists in the

raising of the dead, the healing of the blind, and the like.

Further, life and full satisfaction are connected with His

person, and with membership in His kingdom, which consists

in Him. He saves His people from sin, Matt. i. 2 1 ; Luke

ii. 11 ; compare John iv. 42. He gives full satisfaction and

the vision of God, Matt. v. 3 ff., and eternal life. All things

—life, its possession and loss, Matt. x. 39, and the essential

knowledge of God, Matt. xi. 27— are connected with His

person.

There will, accordingly, be nothing left at last to be exclu-

sively attributed to John in distinction from the synoptists,

1 See as to this, Hofmann, Der Schriftbeweis, 2d ed., Nbrdlingen 1857, vol.

i. p. 139 f. ; and Luthardt, Die Uigentliiimlichkeit der vier Evangelien. Vortrag,

Leipzig 1874.

2 See Hofmann, ut supra, p. 141.
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save the pre-existence of Jesus. But when we consider what

the synoptists wished to do with their gospels, we shall easily

perceive that they only fail to speak specially of this, because

they had no occasion for it in their books. That the pre-

existence is directly excluded by their representation, is yet to

be proved. The absoluteness which, as we saw, they ascribe

to the person of Jesus, and especially the position they assign

to Christ in their eschatological doctrinal passages, demand the

pre-existence necessarily.

Keim * finds in the fourth gospel a comprehensive philo-

sophical view of the universe, with a dualistic basis. The

gospel, with its various features, is sketched into the network

thereof. Such a philosophical plan and purpose of the book

does not agree with its own declaration. At the end, xx. 31,

we read that it aimed, not at imparting certain speculative

ideas, but at effecting belief on Jesus Christ,—at a personal,

religious, moral relation to the historical person of Jesus

Christ. The book stands in the service of these practical

interests, and not of a philosophical one. It intends to give

the history of salvation, and not speculation. It is the work

of an evangelist, and not of an Alexandrine philosopher of

religion, after the manner of Philo.

We may reverse Eeuss'
2 words, that our gospel contains

theology—namely, John's—historically presented, and say

that it contains history— namely, Christ's— theologically

written.

In saying so, however, we have already reached the heart

of the question,—what the evangelist intended in his book.

Hence, the design of the Gospel must form the theme of the

next section.

1 Keim, Geschichte Jesu von Xazara, Zurich 1867, vol. i. p. 10S, and else-

where.
2 Reuss, 'Ideen zur Einleitung in das Evangelium Johannes,' Denkschrift, der

Theologischen Gesellschaft zu Strashurg, 1840, p. 18.



IV.

THE DESIGN.

THE evangelist himself tells expressly the design of his

book, xx. 31. But this determination of its aim has

always seemed too general to suffice for an explanation of

the work. Hence they attempted to define the aim of the

gospel more closely, even in the early church. Clement of

Alexandria thought it designed to supplement the first three

gospels dogmatically ; Eusebius said, historically. Irenseus

supposed it to attack Cerinthus and the Gnostic heresies.
1

In agreement with their own construction of the history of the

most ancient church, Baur and his school tried to explain this

book from a purpose related to the various questions of the

second century. Against that, Credner 2 reminded us, with

perfect justice, that we should 'give more credit' to the 'per-

sonal declarations ' of the evangelist, ' than to the discrepant

assertions of others.' Yet even this might be so misunderstood,

that, like Eeuss, we should withdraw the book from all

historical relation to the times, and finally, see nothing in

it but a theological treatise. It is a gospel proclamation of

Jesus- Christ, made under entirely definite personal and

historical circumstances. We must therefore at the same

time distinguish from each other, and correctly combine with

each other, the following two things : upon the one hand, the

book in itself, its character determined by the thing it

presents, and the corresponding aim ; and, on the other hand,

the historical relation to the times, in which relation the

above described proclamation of Jesus Christ places itself, and

1 See on this, Credner, Einleitung in das Neue Testament, Halle 1836, p.

243 ff.

2 Ibid. p. 251.
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by which it intends to fulfil its vocation exactly in its own
time.

We must now establish this by considering the various

aims which have been attributed to John's gospel.

1. The Supplement Hypothesis.

When we compare the fourth gospel with the three earlier

gospels, we cannot help thinking that the author of the

former paid some regard to the latter. This regard can be

taken in two ways. It may be understood of the historical

matter 1
or of the whole character of the gospels.

2 Of late

this view has been often defended, as by Schulze, Hug,

Ebrard, and Ewald.
3

The evangelist certainly takes for granted much that is told

in the synoptic gospels, and that is necessary to make his

account intelligible; see xi. 1, 2, xviii. 24, 28. At times,

again, it supplements the synoptists, or pays respect to them,

or brings its own account into clue relation to theirs ; see ii.

12, and especially iii. 24. As the apostle did not act

' unconsciously ' in what he did, Ebrard
4

concludes that he

intended to supplement the synoptists. But this conclusion

is too hasty. The question is, what was the aim of the

gospel book, and not what lay on the road to this aim ?

Liicke
5 and Baumgarten-Crusius 6 allow that respect was paid

to synoptic tradition, but deny that it was paid to the synoptic

1 Thus Eusebius, Historia Ecchsiastka, III. xxiv. 11, Opera, ed. Dindorf,

Leipzig 1871, vol. iv. p. 114; and Jerome, Catalogus scriptorum ecclesiastkorum

seu de viris illustribus, cap. ix., ed. Cyprianus, Frankfort and Leipzig (1722),

p. 33.

2 Clement of Alexandria in Eusebius, ut supra, VI. xiv. 7, p. 258. See also

on this, Lampe, Commentarius Evangelii secundum Joannem, Amsterdam
1724, vol. i. p. 174 ff. ; Liicke, Commentar ilber das Ecangelium des Johannes,

3d ed., Bonn 1840, vol. i. p. 187 ff. ; and Credner, Einleitung in das Neue
Testament, Halle 1836, p. 243 ff.

3 Schulze, Der schri/tstellerische Charakter und Werth des Johannes, Weis-

senfels and Leipzig 1803, p. 194 ; Ewald, Jahrbiicher der biblischen Wissen-

scha/t, Gottingen 1860, vol. x. p. 90.

* Ebrard, Herzog's Real-Encyklopcidie, 1856, vol. vi. p. 728.
5 Liicke, Commentar iiber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn

1840, vol. i. pp. 198, 199.
6 Baumgarten-Crusius, Theologlsche Auslegung der Johanneischen Schri/kn,

Jena 1843, vol. i. pp. xl. and 1.
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books. The number of the gospel writings at the end of the

first century was too great for this, they say. But the intro-

duction to Luke's gospel scarcely authorizes us to assume such

a large number. And the smaller sketches soon vanished

before the larger canonical gospels ; indeed, nothing is now left

of them. Moreover, the regard which John's gospel shows for

the synoptic account, presupposes such a special knowledge of

the history that we can scarcely conceive of it aside from the

written description of the gospel history.

But it is one thing to say that the author of John's gospel

presupposes the existence of the synoptic gospels, and quite

another to say that he went to work to complete them. This

last is to be denied.

An aim so extraneous and fragmentary could never be made

to agree with the internal and decided unity presented by the

fourth gospel. It is also inferring too much, and contradicts

the book itself. We see that the evangelist uses in his book,

not only unknown, but also known things, i. 23 ff., iv. 44 ff.,

vi. 1 ff, 16 ff, xii. 1 ff, 12 ff, xiii. 21 ff, 38, xviii. 12 ff.

He did not set himself to make a gleaning. With all the

material lying before him, he chose whatever proved to be

directly fitted to carry out his special aim.

Conceive of the circumstances of the times as they may, all

agree that the synoptic gospels existed when the fourth was

in process of writing. Therefore, the most natural thing is to

consider the regard paid to synoptic tradition in John's gospel,

as regard paid to the synoptic gospels. Nor will this opinion

now be likely to meet with much opposition.

A somewhat different turn has been given to this hypothesis,

by referring the supplementation to the dogmatic character of

the synoptists. It is well known that Clement of Alexandria

suggested this long ago, in designating the fourth gospel as

the spiritual one. It is well known, too, how ingeniously

Lessing has interwoven this thought with his theory of the

gospels.
1 When he implies that true believers first got the

idea of the divine person of Christ and of his mediation from

the gospel of John, it is as much as saying that it was by

this gospel that Christianity first became a doctrine. On this

1 Compare Lessing's Works, ed. Lachmann, Berlin 1S39, vol. xi. pp. 495-

514, §§ 42-44.
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supposition, it becomes purely a book of doctrine, and ceases

to be historical. This gospel teaches nothing about Christ

that was not part of the self-witness of Jesus. Christ himself

laid the foundation of the knowledge of Christ as the Son of

God. Such knowledge is therefore older than the account

of this self-witness, unless the self-witness is just a form

invented for the teaching of this newly-gained knowledge.

The last thought offers a view which we think is excluded by

all that precedes.

Baumgarten-Crusius and Liicke have clothed in another

form, the answer to the question concerning the relation of

the fourth gospel to the first three. For my part, it seems to

amount to the same thing. Liicke is of the opinion that at

first they needed simply the most complete possible collection,

prepared in writing, of the gospel tradition contained in the

oral accounts. Matthew and Mark belong to this class of

the gospels. Then, after a time, they needed one that handled

the gospel history critically, and in a more chronological and

pragmatical connection. Here came Luke. And at last, the

advance of Trio-rur to yvaxricr (' faith to knowledge ') converted

the history of Jesus to dogmatical matter of doctrine. This

demanded a gospel that set forth the life of Jesus under

certain points of view in reference to then present questions,

doubts, and divergent conceptions, and in which history and

doctrine, fact and dogma, practical meditations and dogmatical

vindications, reciprocally interpenetrated each other.
1

But what if the gospel of Matthew presents the gospel

history under a definite point of view 1 This is, indeed,

quite evident. For the first gospel is not a mere collection

of separate stories. It is a polemical and apologetic book

;

polemical, against unbelieving Israel, proving its guilt ; apolo-

getic, for Christian Israel, showing the good Scripture basis for

its Messianic belief. Indeed, it is improbable from the first

that the gospel books should intend to be only a collection of

stories. The interest of early Christendom was not merely

historical, but also religious, in salvation. The preaching of

the gospel and the composition of gospel books was intended to

satisfy this interest. They wished to prove the saving decree

1 Liicke, Commentar iiber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn 1840,

vol. i. p. 201 ff.
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of God in its historical fulfilment in Christ Jesus. When
Peter preached the gospel to Cornelius (Acts x. 36 ff.), he did

it after the method of our gospels.
1 He told the single events,

not for their own sake, but in order to proclaim the revelation

of the saving decree of God. This gospel message was meant

to satisfy, not curiosity, but desires for salvation, and so were

the gospels, which were only the fixing of this KaTtq^ariar

(' oral instruction '), Luke i. 4, in writing. Hence they are

far from being mere collections of all that people knew of

Jesus. They would have had much more to tell even if they

had confined themselves to Jesus' Galilean work. It is one

thing when a Papias gathers all the words of Jesus that had

been preserved up to his day, by oral tradition outside of the

canonical gospels. It is another thing when the gospels give

historical testimony to salvation in Christ.

The same thing is true of Luke's gospel. Liteke judges

incorrectly of the gospel of Luke. He thinks that what was

wanted, and what was aimed at, in it was a critically sifted

historical exhibition for cultured Christians—an exhibition

made by a man fitted for literary work. We may under-

stand Kadegrja (' in order '), Luke i. 3, as we please ; one thing

is easily to be seen,—namely, that the aim of this book is

not exhausted in the historical order of time, and in a 'regard

to external completeness. This appears as soon as we
compare the beginning of the gospel with the close of Acts,

the second half of Luke's historical work, and draw therefrom

the foundation thoughts.
2

That progress of iriarna- (' faith ') to yvaxner (' knowledge ')

is also somewhat different from what it is often thought to be,

following Liicke. We proceed here from Baumgarten-Crusius,

because the view he presented has repeated itself with mani-

fold modifications down to our day. His opinion is this : At

first they learned of the person and work of Christ only after

the Palestine view and in a Messianic conception, and other

teaching was limited to the most simple pious discourses.

Paul made that view broader, and the story of Christ became

1 Compare Thiersch, Versuch zur Herstellung des historischen Standpunlds

filr die Kritik der neuteslamentlichen Schriften, Erlangen 1845, pp. 90, 110 ff.

2 Compare on this, Hofmann, in Lichtenstein s Lebensgcschichte Jesu Chrisil,

1856, p. 479 ff.
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part of the world's history. Enthusiasm and belief in the

person of Christ were raised to reflection. In the midst of

this movement, and of the disturbances and party battles which

arose from it, a new doctrine and a new view stepped in.

This was the theology of John. From the original simple

belief on the ideal or on the superhuman essence in Christ,

and from the Pauline view of Christ as a personality divine

in powers and effects, they rose to speculation upon the God
in the man Jesus, to whom they now gave the mysterious

name of the Logos. Christ himself, from being something-

external, came to be something internal. From this time

they began to take up his work in a different way historically,

in a more spiritual and in a broader manner.1
If Baumgarten-

Crusius supposes that the gospel of John neglects the history

of Jesus' life, and devotes itself to his word, he has over-

looked two facts,—namely, that Matthew and Luke contain

much of the words of Jesus, and in return, that in John the

history of Jesus' life is the foundation of the book, and that

the word of Jesus is only meant to enable us to understand

the person and history of Jesus in their essential meaning.

If Jesus spoke as the fourth gospel makes Him speak,
2 and if

this gospel be historical, as Baumgarten-Crusius assumes, it

cannot be the monument of a new conception and doctrine

of the person of Christ. Baumgarten-Crusius excepts from

the historical account the ' theologizing about the Logos,' and

the prologue with its ' speculative flight,' which ' even the

most outspoken passages in Jesus' own discourses upon His

person do not equal.'
3 The exposition, however, will show

that the prologue contains nothing that could not be taken

from the discourses of Jesus. It was therefore but logical

that the above view led to denial of the historical character

of the whole account, until Baur's school arrived at the
' romance of the Logos,' or Keim at the ' dualistic philosophy

of religion.' But the presuppositions found in Baumgarten-

Crusius' view are incorrect.

The New Testament doctrine—or perhaps we had better

say the word of God in the new covenant—has certainly had

1 Baumgarten-Crusius, Theologische Auslegung der Johanneischen Schriflen,

Jena 1843, vol. i. pp. xiv., xt.
2 Ibkl. vol. i. p. xxxv. 3 Ibid.

LUTH. L L JOHN.
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a history, but a different one from what is often imagined.

The ruling view is, that each apostle, or New Testament writer,

had at heart his own peculiar doctrinal conception, varying

more or less from that of every other. Each has presented

his doctrinal conception in his writings. Such a view makes

the New Testament writers philosophers or professors, and

attributes to them a one-sided intellectual purpose, which, at

least in this form, was foreign to them. All New Testament

preaching was a proclamation of salvation in the service of an

intellectual, not of a practical, need. Salvation is always the

question. The answer to this question was the person of

Jesus and its history. In such a sense the evangelists and

apostles proclaimed Jesus Christ and His history just as the

historical situation at each point required. They did not

write like philosophers, who were urgent to publish their

self-invented thoughts, or like party leaders, who were trying

to spread their partisan views.

There was, of course, a progress in the proclamation, but

only in connection with the progress of the tasks which the

historical situation of the different periods of the church

appointed. Knowledge grew in union with this, yet this

progress was only the ever fuller and more varied development

and application of the essential knowledge which the disciples

possessed from the beginning in belief on the One raised to

the right hand of the Father. They did not unite to the

Christian creed thoughts and views brought from without, or

their own theories, so as to make ' peculiar doctrinal concep-

tions.' On the contrary, the facts of the history of salvation

form the foundation. All doctrine is but knowledge and

explanation of these facts, and all preaching is the application

of that knowledge as demanded by the historical vocation of

the man in question, and by the task presented.

It is not right to speak of a history of doctrine in the usual

sense within the New Testament Scriptures ; and it is just as

wrong to speak, with Liicke, of the progress from the first

three gospels to John's, as the progress from ttlctlg (' faith
')

to <yvooaia (' knowledge ')} That would make John enter the

sphere of the false Gnosticism of the time, both as to contents

1 Liicke, Commentar iiler das Ecangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn 1840,

vol. i. p. 215.
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and as to form. Now, it is hard to conceive how an apostle

could have accommodated x himself to the Gnosticism which

was upturning the very foundations. How John especially,

who is described to us in tradition as certainly not the most

friendly in his relations to Cerinthus, could do this, is to me
utterly inconceivable. Indeed, the gospel tends not towards

yvcocrio; but towards ttlctlct. The fact that Tnarevetv (' to

believe ') is designated as ytvcoaKetv
2

(' to know '), and in other

places as aKOvetv (' to hear '), aicovXovdeLv (' to follow '), etc., is

not a proof for, but against, this theory. The last word of

Christ, xx. 29, like the last word of the evangelist, xx. 31,

speaks not of ytvcoa-fceiv, but of 7rurTeveiv. According to that,

not the former, but the latter, is the aim of the gospel. And
if we compare the conclusion with the separate parts, we find

throughout that ttiotio; in opposition to Jewish unbelief, and

not yvooaca; in its relation to belief,
3

is the essential and

designed substance of the gospel. If all depends upon irlanar,

we need not stop to prove that it has the same meaning in

the gospel of John as in the epistles of Paul. Closer observa-

tion could easily show that its idea is the same. Notice

just one fact. It is opposed to sight, xx. 29 ; compare Eom.

iv. 18-20
; 2 Cor. v. 7 ; and Heb. xi. Its object throughout

is the essential purport and meaning of Christ and of his life.

Its effect is aojTTjpia (' salvation ') in its fullest extent, as well

as delivery from the wrath of God, iii. 15 ff., 36.

We have the gospel proclamation of Christ before us in a

fourfold form. The different books do not offer different

doctrines. They teach historically and preach for instruction

one and the same Christ ; only each has its own method.

They differ according to the varied sphere for which the pro-

clamation was intended—the need which it was to satisfy; and
the whole historical situation by which it was called forth,

demanded the emphasizing different sides of Jesus Christ, and
also brought these ever more into the light for the personal

knowledge of the writers.
4 For the first church of Christ

1 Liieke, Commmtar iiber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn 1840,

vol. i. p. 214.

Ibid.
3 Compare Liicke, p. 215 : Thus John leads the Christian Gnosis back to its

true ground and purport in living belief.'

* See Luthardt, Eigenthumlichhelt der vkr Evangdkn. Vortrag, Leipzig 1874.
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within the bounds of Israel the method of the first gospel was

the right form for preaching Christ. Hence Matthew used a

definite material exactly fitted for this design. The next two

gospels show us what shape the same material takes when it

is made known to Gentile Christian churches. These gospels

confine themselves to the same material, because they are

neither apostolic nor yet original, but of a secondary origin.

Then something else came to be needed. The commonwealth

of Israel fell to ruin, and the distinction between the Gentile

and Jewish Christians within the Christian church lost its

earlier meaning, so that it was no longer to be considered in

the evangelical teaching concerning Christ. At this time, in

opposition to the general enmity against belief in Christ, they

needed the general proof of the necessity, possibility, and

nature of belief. And against the reviling of Christ they

needed the most general declaration of him. The fourth

gospel supplies this want. It presents the person and life of

Christ in its most essential and most comprehensive signi-

ficance for a church which by this time was the church of

believers in the world of unbelief. As the separate divisions

of the church were no longer of any importance as divisions,

instead of presenting separate sides of the appearance of

Christ in evangelical writings, they had but to tell plainly

the whole of it. If any one chooses to call this a supple-

menting of the synoptists, seeing that, although not done with

direct reference to them, it was yet not done without reference

to them indirectly, we have no objection. But this is in a

different sense from the ordinary one of a historical appendix

or of a new theology.

2. The Polemical or Apologetical Purpose.

There is scarcely a heresy that the ancients did not think

our gospel was directed against. Irenreus names Cerinthus

and the Nicolaitans ; Jerome adds the Ebionites ; Epiphanius

continues, ical aXXaa 7roX\aa alpiaeia (' and many other

heresies
') ; Victorinus Petavionensis, however, strays off to

Valentinus. The same paths have been used ever since in

searching for an answer to the question about the purpose

of the gospel and the explanation of its peculiarity. Hugo
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Grotius thinks that the Gnostics, the Judaizers, and the dis-

ciples of John are those aimed at by the evangelist. The

Gnostics reckoned among their Eons, \6yoa; far/, (Movoyevrjo-,

and acoTijp (' Logos, Life, Only-begotten, and Saviour '), the

Creator, Christ, and Jesus separate from each other. The

evangelist proves that all these mean one and the same Jesus

Christ. In like manner he opposes Cerinthus and Ebion,

because they Judaized under the Christian name. And he

also strikes at such as wished to be called disciples of John

the Baptist rather than of Jesus.
1 Some, as Vitringa, confine

the opposition to the Gnostics to the prologue. Others, as

Hug, think that Cerinthus and the disciples of John the

Baptist are the only ones aimed at. They have made a great

ado about the latter since the last century. They believe

that these disciples of John are the Sabeans that have been

discovered.
2 Chapter i. 8, however, is the only passage in

the gospel that gives any support to this theory concerning

the disciples of the Baptist, and it only when misunderstood.

It was the alleged discovery of the ' Johannean Christians,' by

the Carmelite missionary Ignatius a Jesu,
3 which brought this

hypothesis to currency. On clearer and more correct percep-

tion of this point,
4
this reference has been essentially moderated,

though still retained by Ewald 5 and Wittichen.
6 Moreover,

the statement as to the relations of Christ and the Baptist is

conditioned on the dogmatical as well as on the historical

plan of the gospel, and does not require a polemical reference

to the school of Jolm, of which school there was probably

1 Compare Grotius, ' Annotationes in Evangelium *«7« 'ladnnr.' Opera, Lon-

don 1679, torn. ii. vol. i. p. 473 ; or ' Annotationes,' Erlangen and Leipzig 1755,

vol. i. pp. 945, 946.
2 Compare Liicke, Commentar ilber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed.,

Bonn 1840, vol. i. pp. 222-227.
3 Narratio originis, rituum et errorum Christianorum S. Joannis, Roinse,

1652.
4 See Petermann in Deutsche. Zeitschriftfiir christliche Wissenschaft undLehen,

1854, No. 23, 1856, No. 42 ff. ; and in Herzog's Real-EncyMopcidie, Stuttgart

and Hamburg 1858, vol. ix. pp. 318-324 ; and Holtzmann, Schenkel's Bibel-

lexicon, vol. iii. pp. 324-328.
5 Ewald, Jahrbiicher der biblischen Wissenschaft, vol. iii. p. 154 ff. ; Geschichte

des Volkes Israel, 2d ed., vol. vii. p. 152 ff. ; Die Johanneischen Schriften,

Gbttingen 1861, vol. i. p. 13.

6 Wittichen, Der geschichtliche Charahter des Evangeliums Johannis, Elberield

1868, p. S3.
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nothing left at the time the gospel was written. When Holtz-

mann 1 makes from this an ideal picture of the reception of

John's school into Christ's school, described in more concrete

colours in Acts xix. 1-7, he deserts all the historical connec-

tion of the gospel.

As for the Gnostics, Lampe 2 observed that a historical book

was not a very suitable form for polemics in the strict sense.

Nor does the fourth gospel bear the stamp of a polemical

writing. It does not enter specially into the peculiar doctrines

either of Cerinthus, or of the Gnostics, or of the Ebionites.

His proclamation may stand opposed, and that, as Ebrard 3

claims, ' not unconsciously,' to these false doctrines. Thus far

we can accept Grau's 4
discussions. But that is not to say

that he made polemics against them the real aim of his book.

Schneckenburger thinks that he finds, not a positive, but

a negative opposition to Docetic Gnosticism.
5 He says that

the evangelist has left out everything which seemed to sanc-

tion the error of these Gnostics. The transfiguration, the

agony in Gethsemane, and the cry of Jesus on the cross

:

' My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me ?
' are wanting.

But Luke leaves the last out too ; and Matthew and Mark
omit the strengthening of Christ by an angeL And if this

were the case, why did John need to mention the walking

on the sea, vi. 1 6 ff. ? If the anti-Docetic aim is so clear,

how does Baur come to find plain Docetism in it ? At all

events, neglecting these objections, to assume fear of Gnostic

misinterpretations as a motive for composition, is altogether

unworthy of the writer of this gospel. Besides, this book is

of such a general bearing, that, as the commentaries show,

the exposition does not need all these hypotheses to under-

stand it.

If the supposition of a polemical purpose is as wrong as

1 Holtzmann, SchenheVs Bibellexicon, vol. iii. pp. 324-328.
2 Lampe, Commentarius Evangelii secundum Joamiem, Amsterdam 1724, vol.

i. p. 1S1.

3 Ebrard, Herzorfs Real-Encyklopadle, Stuttgart and Hamburg 1S56, vol. vi.

p. 731.
4 Grau, EntwkJclungsgeschichte des neutestamentikhen Schriftthums, Giiterslob.

1871, vol. ii. p. 414 If.

5 Schneckenbirrger, Beitr. zur Einkit. VI., 'Das Evaug. Johannes und die

Gnostiker,' Stuttgart 1842, pp. 60-68.
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that of supplementation, -will it not mend the matter to join

the two together, as Hug 1 and Ebrard do ?
2

We read thus in the last :
' The aim with which John

wrote his gospel lay, first, in an external and internal com-

pletion of the apostolic proclamation of Christ,—to recall the

events passed over by the synoptists, the journeys to the

feasts, and the history from the baptism of Jesus to his public

appearance,—to bring to light those words and features of

Jesus in which the speculative, mystical side of his work and

character reveals itself; and secondly, in the warring, not

only against Gnosticism and Ebionism, but also against the

want of love and life. The aim was therefore two, yes, four-

fold. But the four aims were most intimately woven together

in the execution.' Add to this, that 'the polemical aim is

directed, as is agreed, in the clearest manner,'
3
chiefly against

Docetism, as i. 14 shows, and that ' the plan of John was

to present Jesus in so far as the glory of the Father ap-

peared in him,' so that he brings to perfection ' the idea and

the conception of the real, eternal Sotja (" glory "), made mani-

fest in the historical Jesus,' and the ' Boga as an object of

speculation.'
4 Thus Ebrard also finds an attack on the disciples

of John in i. 8, 20.
5 Ebrard has combined nearly all the dif-

ferent opinions which have been suggested for the design of

the gospel. No explanation is given, nor can any be given,

to show how such a variety of purposes should form such a

unity,—how from such a multiplicity of points of view and

aim a book of such unity as our gospel certainly is could

have arisen.

Schott
6 does not better matters much by saying that there

is nothing polemical in the gospel. He prefers to speak of an

apologetical purpose. Seyffarth
7
had, before that, named our

1 Hug, Einhitung in die Schriften des Neuen Testaments, 4th ed., Stuttgart

1847, vol. ii. pp. 166-171.
2 Ebrard, Wissenschaftliche Kritik der evangelischen Geschichte, 3d ed., Frank-

fort-on-the-Main, 1868, p. 1064.
3 Ebrard, ut supra, p. 169, note.

* Ibid. p. 170.

5 Ebrard, Herzog's Real-EncyHopadie, ut supra, vol. vi. p. 730, note.
6 Schott, Isagoge historico-critica in libros Novi Foederis sacros, Jena 1830,

p. 141.
7 Seyffarth, Ein Beitrag zur Special • Characteristik der Johanneisclien

Schriften, Leipzig 1823, p. 39 f.
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gospel ' an apology for the sublime dignity of Jesus.' That

is only the same thing in another form.

Thus Schott
l

justifies those who think that the evangelist

refers at one time to the disciples of John, who did not

sufficiently recognise the Messianic dignity of Jesus, i. 7, 8,

15, 19-34, iii. 26 ff., v. 33 ff., x. 41 ff. ; at another time to

the error of Cerinthus, who separated Christ from Jesus, i.

generally, and especially i. 18 ; and then, again, to the

opinions of the Docette, i. 44, xix. 34, xx. 20, 27; and

lastly, to all kinds of doubts and scruples about the dignity

of the Saviour and the truth of his history, ix. 13 ff., xi.,

especially 47 ff., and about his death and his resurrection,

xix. 34 ff., xx. 24 ff. Here, as before, arises the same divided-

ness of the thoughts and of the design of the evangelist,

which is irreconcilable with the finished unity and internal

necessity of the whole composition. Credner's answer 2
to

such attempts will ever stand to uphold the right view. De
Wette 3 thinks as Schott does. He gives the gospel an anti-

Judaistic and an anti-Gnostic aim. But is the strife against

Jewish particularism essentially stronger and more designed

in John, especially when we think of iv. 22, than it is in the

synoptists ? Do not the latter teach the rejection of Israel

and the calling of the Gentiles ? And with regard to the

second point, its purpose to combat the errors which 'would

not own the mutual agreement of the old and new revela-

tion ' cannot be so very clear, for Fischer and Schweizer have

found exactly the opposite purpose.
4 Thus this is in the

same situation as the above - mentioned contest against

Docetism, which De Wette also accepts. The idea that the

evangelist throughout wars against Gnosticism especially,

—

that he sought to give the true direction to the awakening

Christian speculation upon the relation of Christ to God,

—

leads us to Llicke. He has by preference given the polemical

view this turn and form.

1 Schott, Isagoge in N; T., ut supra, § 40, p. 144.
2 Credner, Elnkitung in das Ncuc Testament, Halle 1836, vol. i. pp. 243 ff.,

251 ff.

3 De "Wette, Kurze Erklarung des EvangcUums iind der Briefe Johannis, 3d

ed., Leipzig 1846, p. 2.

* Compare also Bruckner's contesting of De "Wette's view in the 4th ed. of

De Wette, Leipzig 1852, p. xvii.
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This scholar likewise calls our gospel anti-Gnostic and

anti-Ebionistic in its purpose.
1 But if the evangelist wished

to show the essence and the fulness of Christ by the

most comprehensive and most general declaration of Him,

how could his book have helped standing in opposition to

Ebionism ? It certainly could not well do otherwise. From

the beginning to the end, therefore, it is in contradiction to

the Ebionistic view. The contradiction is, however, one that

lies necessarily in the thing itself. It did not need to be

specially aimed at Ebionism, nor do separate passages show

such an aim. The opposition is common to the whole book.

According to Liicke, however, the anti-Gnostic relation is the

prevailing one. But if we ask for the place at which it

appears, he does not name the whole gospel, as before, but

only the prologue. In the rest of the gospel this purpose

does not rule, except in so far as the doctrine of a Logos

overmasters the historical recital.
2 Now, of course, as this

is peculiar to the author, he cannot present it in the

discourses of Jesus. Moreover, as far as the gospel is

historical, there is no doctrine of a Logos in it, and so

far, too, it is not anti-Gnostic. As the whole anti-Gnostic

purpose is thus reduced to the doctrine of a Logos and

to the prologue, how can this be called the prevailing

purpose ?

Look at the prologue, too. The ideas far}, jxxxr, a/corca

(' life, light, darkness '), are not a whit more anti-Gnostic here

than in other parts of the gospel. Movo^ev^a (
f only- be-

gotten ') is used, not to oppose a Gnostic Eon of like name, but

upon the ground of a later-given self-declaration of Jesus, and

includes nothing more than that did. And thus, too, the above

ideas rest altogether upon Jesus' own testimony concerning

himself. We should not dare to say of Jesus' evidence concern-

ing himself that it refers ' to speculative contrasts
;

' and we
must not dare to say that the evangelist is busied with the

' speculative contrasts of eternity and time, God and creature,

heaven and hell,' and on that account to speak of a ' specula-

tive tendency, and therefore of a philosophical cultivation of

1 Liicke, Commentar uber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed,, Bonn 1840,

vol. i. p. 217.
1 Ibid.
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mind,' in him.1 The evangelist intends to give, not specula-

tion, but the history of salvation. Those great ethical con-

trasts are only spoken of to this end. Of course, the pro-

clamation of the evangelist includes the deepest knowledge.

Everything aims at the religious relation between God and

man, and its practical realization. That is, however, the

opposite of a speculative purpose. After all, we are here led

back to the single word X0700- (' Logos,' ' word '), and to this

solitary idea. I call it solitary, because we find no unfolding

of its contents which would be different from the doctrinal

contents not only of the gospel, but also of the prologue,

which were then present and complete. On this account, too,

we can find no authority for the position
2
that the evangelist

intended to overpower the false Gnostic speculation, by oppos-

ing to it that Christian gnosis and speculation which externally

was like it.

Should we say, with Thiersch,
3
that this gospel is meant to

raise the Nazarite view of Christ to true and full knowledge ?

But it is altogether unlikely that it was written ' with Israel-

itish Christians in view.' The sphere in which it rose, and

for which it was first of all meant, was almost exclusively

Gentile Christian. If, indeed, the htacnropd (' dispersion
')

in 1 Pet. i. 1 necessarily marks Jewish Christians, then

this position might be untenable. But it has already been

said by others, that 1 Pet. i. 14, ii. 9 (compare Acts xxvi.

18), iii. 6, and iv. 3, of necessity point to Gentile Chris-

tians.
4 Acts viii. 4, xi. 19, show and teach that Scaa7ropd

could be said of Gentile Christians. The New Testament

church had to scatter itself outside of Jerusalem, and the

Christians also are Scacnrapivrecr (' dispersed '), hence they live

in ZlacTropa
; that is, they have no outward earthly centre.

Jas. i. 1 is different ; for, in addition to the decisive ScoSetca

fyvkai (' twelve tribes '), Biaairopd has the article which is

here wanting. Hence the word is rather a mark of a condition

1 Against Ebrard, Wissenschaftliche Kritilc, lit supra, pp. 1065, 1067.
2 Guericke, Historisch-kritische Einleitung in das 2Feue Testament, Leipzig

1843, pp. 289-295.
3 Thiersch, Versuch zur Herstellung des historischen Slandpunhts fur die

Krltik der neutestamentlichen Schriften, Erlangen 1845, p. 264.
4 Compare against "Weiss, Der petrinische Lehrbegriff, for example, Schott,

Der erste Brief Petri, 1861, p. 323 ff.
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than a firmly-fixed boundary of a society. "What we know,

however, from Paul's epistles, makes it clear that these

churches in Asia Minor were made up chiefly of Gentile

Christians. The Jewish Christian element had wholly blended

itself with the preponderating mass, and the distinction

between Gentile Christians and Jewish Christians had lost

all importance. Judaism here took only a hostile position,

and that outside of the church. We neither can say, with

Lange,1
that the gospel was written to testify against the

Jewish Christianity of the time, nor can we agree with like

assertions by Thiersch. The book itself gives us an utterly

different impression. The Jews and Judaism appear in it

as the most outspoken opponents of Jesus. The gospel is

directed, not against incomplete belief, but against unbelief,

and against non-Christian Judaism as the representative of it.

ISTor can we, with Ebrard,
2

talk of ' opposition to Ebionism

within the church/ or of opposition to Gnosticism within the

church. Ebrard allows that it is aimed at the Gnosticism of

Cerinthus, which was certainly outside of the church.

Suppose that we do not need all these purposes to under-

stand the essential peculiarity of the gospel. It does not

follow that we must put this book out of all sympathy with

its age, as Eeuss does, and think that it is only the exposition

of a speculative idea. Nor need we, with Keim, find therein

the comprehensive view of the universe, belonging to a great

philosophy of religion. We might call it, as Keim does, ' the

full gospel of the perfect
;

' but it was nevertheless written for

the Christian church and for its practical needs, and that with

regard to an entirely definite situation in history. Godet 3

rightly emphasizes the point, that the evangelist is much too

little of a Christian philosopher, with a merely theoretical

interest in view, to have published a treatise upon religious

speculation. He was a preacher of the word, and his vocation

was, in a practical interest, to testify of Christ on behalf of

belief.

1 Lange, BeHriige zur altesten Kirchengeschkhte. I. Die Ebioniten und
Nicolaiten, Leipzig 1828, p. 124 ff.

2 Ebrard, Wissenschaftlkhe Krltilc der evangtllschen Geschiclite, 3d ed.,

Frankfort-on-the-Main 1868, p. 1064.
3 Godet, Commentar zu dem Evangelium Johannis, German translation by

Wunderlich, Hanover 1869, p. 68.
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The previously named exegetes and critics almost all ex-

plain the gospel from the historical circumstances of the first

century. Baur, on the basis of his general view of the forma-

tion of the Christian church, undertook to make the book

comprehensible from the historical circumstances of the second

century.

3. The View of Baur's School.

Baur lays down for the fourth gospel a traditional basis, but

one which is in many ways modified by the ruling idea, and

is joined to facts invented. The external historical connection

is in his eyes simply the ' reflection of the idea.' This idea,

he thinks, could not have been drawn from the circumstances

of the appearance of Christ himself. In the first place, it was

brought into union with the history of Jesus. Hence the

history must have been essentially modified by it. This is

Baur's jpditio princijrii The idea is, of course, that of the

Logos which was found in the whole period. The writer of

the fourth gospel took it up, and with keen insight and great

skill made it the chief and decisive idea. The gospel is

nothing but the self-development of this idea in its various

essential points. We gladly own that, of all who have thus

far treated the gospel of John, Baur has done the most to

prove its internal necessary progress and connection. But

he has made Christianity an idea, an objective history, a

dialectic process. This agrees with his view of the early

church. To him the early church presents different parties

or schools striving with one another about all sorts of ideas.

At last they determined to establish a reconciliation of the

various views, and so out of the schools of the early Christians

to make the Catholic church. Eeuss made the idea live in

solitude. This view removes it from solitude to the move-

ments of time, and gives it reference in manifold ways to the

times. But then we are referred at once to the second cen-

tury. The essence of this book rests in the completion of

doctrine. Now, the invariable law of development is that

intellectual movements progress from incomplete to complete.

Manifold kindred appearances of the second century stand on

a lower stage than the fourth gospel. Therefore the gospel
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must come after those. They might, on this principle, have

put it much later than Baur does. In fact, they could not

stop in the second century, or even later. There must, how-

ever, be some limit, beyond which opposing facts become too

numerous and too undeniable. This limit lies somewhere

about the year 170. Schwegler was the first to publish this

discovery in regard to our gospel.
1 Since then the position of

affairs has essentially altered : of that later. Montanism and

the fourth gospel agree in relation to the clear dogmatic

separation of \6yocr and 7rvev/ia ('word' and 'spirit'),
2 which

before that were always used interchangeably by the Fathers.

The question arises, Which of the two is the earlier ? If

Montanism nowhere refers to the gospel
3
of John, as it might

have been expected to do, the open controversy against the Asia

Minor passover carries it still later.
4

It could not have been

written until after the middle of the second century.
5 At

that point, however, the Jewish Christianity and the Gentile

Christianity would be represented by Montanism and Gnosti-

cism. The fourth gospel, therefore, holds an offensive as

much as an accommodating 6
position towards both the move-

ments of the period. The former it opposes by its doctrine

about the Trinity ; the latter, by its gnosis.
7 And as against

Gnosticism, it is hostile also to Ebionism.8 The same attempts

to explain the peculiarity of the gospel, which we had to

reject above, recur here. The difference is, that the second

century is put in the place of the first. That makes the

matter only so much the worse. Against all this comes the

fact to which Thiersch has so forcibly called attention.
9 The

Gnostic system of the second century was much more developed,

and the strife against it was much more special, than they

were in the end of the century of the apostles, and than they

appear to be in the gospel of John. How should a couple of

1 Compare Schwegler, Montanismus tend die christliche KircJie des zweilen

Jahrhunderts, Tubingen 1841, pp. 183-215.

- Remarked by Baur, Lehre von der Dreieinigkeit Gotten, I. 1. 2, Tubingen
1841, vol. i. p. 164.

3 Schwegler, ut supra, p. 189. 4 Ibid. pp. 195-198.
5 Ibid. pp. 200, 203 ff. 6 j^id. p# 204 f.

7 Ibid. p. 211 f. s Ioi(i. pp> 205-210.
9 Thiersch, Versuch zur Herstellung des historischen Standpunkts ficr die

Kritik der N. T. Schriften, Erlangen 1845, pp. 241 f., 251 ff.
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passing remarks, xiii. 1, 29, xviii. 28, whose interpretation,

moreover, is by no means settled, be able to, or intend to,

decide the passover controversy ? Such a decision would have

had to be much more clear and much more emphatic. Diet-

lein, in his book upon the early Christianity, has sufficiently

refuted the idea which lies at the bottom of this. It is that

Christianity is a doctrine, an idea, a new philosophy of the

divine humanity whose consciousness came forth first in Jesus

of Nazareth, and the idea of which then, like all truths, came

into validity only after a struggle of one-sided views.

Baur's view does not differ much from this. He shows

that the essential contents consist in the relations of the

Lo^os to the world which are in flux. The former attracts the

things allied to it in the latter, and repels the things contra-

dictory to it. Belief is presented as the synthesis of the two.

The question is asked, how this gospel by the great unknown
obtained so speedy an entrance and such a great, final import-

ance in the church. He replies, that though it holds itself

above all strife, yet that it touches all the disputed questions

and interests of the time.

Baur presents the fourth gospel as an irenic book, free from

the colour of party position, entering into no mooted questions,

but only grazing their borders. Such a book is not suited to

decide an active strife, or to end a great period of vehement

intellectual battles. It may be remarked, that Baur finds an

opponent in himself. Baur names Gnosticism, the idea of the

Logos, Montanism, and the passover controversy, as the appear-

ances of the period to which the gospel pays conscious and

designed respect. He tries to explain the character and

significance, as well as the unity, of the fourth gospel out of

a regard to these, and a purpose to decide such disputed

questions. Here he falls, in a moment, into the very mistake

for which he blames Lucke so sharply. He explains the

gospel not from itself and its fundamental idea, but from the

external circumstances of the period. And thus he destroys

again, in part, what he had established by his energetic

attempt to explain the whole book and its unity out of the

fundamental thoughts. Hilgenfeld 1
objects to this, as far as

1 Hilgenfeld, Das Evangelium und die Briefe Johannis nach ihrem Lehrbegrif,

Halle 1849, pp. 17-19.
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I can see, with perfect right, that if we are not satisfied

with the idea, but refer also to the circumstances of the

time, we must seek from the history of doctrine what was the

period and what was the form of dogmatic consciousness which

correspond to this book. Hilgenfeld thinks he has found

these historical-doctrinal positions by a comparison with the

Valentinian Gnosticism. The likeness of the two, especially

in the prologue, is evident. There were, namely, three periods

of Gnosticism: 1
First, the Jewish; then, that free from the

Jewish form, though still recognising Judaism and Jewish

Christianity ; and, at the last, that which was hostile to both

Judaism and Jewish Christianity. The gospel of John stands

between the second and third periods,
2 between Valentinus'

and Marcion's doctrine.
3 The fact that it makes the transi-

tion from the former to the latter appears especially in one

point. Like Marcion, it unites the multitude of Valentinus'

Eons into one. That has its foundation in the practical pur-

pose. It puts practical piety above speculation.
4

It was fit

that this practical character should lift up the Logos from the

subordinate position which was assigned to it in Gnosticism,

to give it the high place of the Only-begotten, and to gather

in it the whole world of eons.
5

Hilgenfeld in his later

writings still holds fast to this view of the connection ot

John's gospel with the Valentinian Gnosticism. Volkmar

has followed him on this point.

But we do not need to recall the general law of the history

of the mind, that extreme simplicity is everywhere the first

thing, and arbitrary wantonness the second. This law is here

directly reversed. The whole way in which the school of

Valentinus used this book,
6 and no less the secure conscious-

ness of the church writers in mentioning that, refutes such

fancies.

To all this must be added, the contradiction offered by
chronology to the hypotheses of Baur, Hilgenfeld, and Volk-

mar. For all those phenomena of the second century fall in

decades in which the fourth gospel already existed and was of

1 Hilgenfeld, ut supra, p. 66. 2 Ibid. p. 67. 8 Ibid. p. 123.
4 Ibid. p. 123 f. s Ibid. p. 132 f.

6 Thiersch, Versuch zur Herstellung des historischen Standpunlctsfur die Kritil:

der N. T. Schriften, Erkngen 1845, pp. 233 f., 391 ff.
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authority. Keim 1 has urged this so destructively against

such views, that we may refrain from repeating the discussion.

What of Kostlin's view ? He says that the distinc-

tion of this book consists in its presenting Christianity as

absolute religion, in opposition to Judaism and heathenism.

It gives a system of dogmatics which is at the same time

apologetics and polemics. The book intends to teach not

only religion, but also a history of religion. It presents

Christianity as it became, and was, and was to continue to be,

in opposition to Mosaic teaching and to polytheism.2 There

is an opposition in the gospel, not to Judaism, however, but

to the Jews. No opposition to the Gentiles can be found in

it. Where Gentiles come into view, they appear as inclined

to believe. The Gentile world is mentioned as called to

believe. Nor can it be said that it gives a history of religion.

It does not speak of the mutual relations of the religious

powers in the world. It treats of the personal relation to

Christ. It does not deal with religion as such, but only in so

far as it exists in the person of Jesus Christ, and in the

personal relation to him. Therefore it is not apologetics and

polemics, but it is a testimony and an instruction. It is

testimony concerning Christ and the fellowship united with

him in faith. And it contains instruction to the latter.

This brings us to our own answer to the question as to

the final design of the gospel. We shall scarcely need to do

more than gather the results of the previous inquiries.

4. The Real Design.

We have seen that the fourth gospel takes for granted the

existence of the other gospels ; but it does not intend to com-

plete them, or to give additions to them. It is no more a

collection of remarkable things out of the life of Christ than

the first three are. It is a doctrinal treatise. As such it has

no thought of bringing forth or preaching a new doctrine, as

Reuss implies when he calls it a sermon ; nor is it the expres-

sion of a newly-risen view of the history or of the person of

1 Keim, Geschichte Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1867, vol. i. p. 152 ff.

2 Kbstlin, Lehrbegriff' des Evangeliums und der Briefe Johannis, Berlin 1843,

p. 40 ff.
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Christ. It does not preach a new doctrine which arose, whether

outside or inside of the bounds of the Christian church ; nor

does it express, as Baumgarten-Crusius thinks,
1
a new view

which came out in the church, or which, it may be, grew up in

the person of the writer, and was approved and spread abroad

by apostolic authority. Nor can the book be explained by the

development of iricrria to yva>at<r (' faith to knowledge ') within

the church, or by accommodation to the false gnosis outside

of it. The point that it has in view is tticttmt. This is the

only, the subjective side of the gospeL But this subjective

side demands something objective, which is the object of the

subjective appropriation in belief. This objective thing is not

an idea which the writer presents, whether taken from some-

where else, or thought out independently, or drawn from the

history. It presents to us the person of Christ. And this it

does without regard to the distinction between the Gentile Chris-

tian element and the Jewish Christian element of the church of

Christ, and without regard to the different needs growing from

this distinction and then present with it. The one whole Christ

is made known to the one united church in his fullest essential

power and most comprehensive and lofty significance.
2

The book itself gives the best confirmation of this. Those

two lines pass through the whole of it, from the beginning

onwards: the subjective one, belief; the objective one, Jesus'

divine Sonship. Both meet at the close.

Its whole character shows that it is a historical writing

;

and the result of our inquiries as to the mode of presentation

was that it handles the history as doctrine. The question is,

What does it mean to teach ? It is a poor thing to stop the

search after the final aim of a book at the very beginning of

it, if that part does not speak clearly about the aim, and much
more, if that is so shaped as to be open to the most manifold

interpretations. On the other hand, if the conclusion of the

book is clear, it decides and informs us about the whole, and,

of course, then, about the beginning. The last word of the

disciples is the confession of Thomas, which expresses the last

1 Baumgarten-Crusius, Theologische Auslegung der Johanneischen Schri/ten,

Jena 1843, vol. i. p. xvii.

2 See Thiersch, The Church in the Apostolic Age. Translated by T. Carlyle,

London 1852, pp. 247-249.

LUTH. I. M JOHX
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and highest contents of belief. The last word of Jesus is the

saying as to belief, which designates the last and highest degree

of belief. The evangelist combines both these in his closing

words. Hence the gospel is a book upon belief as well as

upon Jesus' divine Sonship,—both in one.

Belief on Christ is the aim of this book. The instruction

of the disciples by Jesus has this in view, and the disciples'

preaching has for its design the forming of this belief which

brings real salvation. The last word of Jesus sets belief in

contrast with sight. This book intends, therefore, to produce

a belief which does not need sight. And the leading design

of the evangelist is to note the way in which Jesus deter-

mined or tried to form this belief. Yet, while he sets forth

this proceeding of Jesus, he has no thought of reviving it, or

adding to its efficacy by his testimony. The way of Jesus,

however, is in general the following : The miracles done by

him make the first demand for belief. But the importance of

these arises from them, not in so far as they are miracles, but

in so far as they are ar)ixda (' signs'), signs of something

hidden which can and should be perceived in them. Here the

two paths of belief and unbelief separate. The evangelist has

to show how the first general impression of miracles, much
alike as it appeared to be when viewed from the outside,

contained, according as each man presented himself to the

miracles, both belief and unbelief. Even the last, however,

often seemed to take on itself the form of belief. It all de-

pended upon whether the beholder allowed the miracles to

serve to him as a revelation of the concealed essence of Christ

for our salvation, or whether he rested in the wonderful ap-

pearance as such—be it that he sought in it a satisfying of

national pride, or of curiosity, or any other advantage. A
miracle always failed to reach its object, where astonishment

at that which was uncommon was the only result, and where

the astonished man was not touched or decided to something

moral by it. To such a one it was not a crjfielov (* sign').

The author has to show how, according as the personality held

an internal moral position or not with respect to the miracles,

the first general impression developed in different men either

into belief or into unbelief, and that by a certain internal

necessity. Hence, throughout his whole book, he treats of
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single miracles as a-rjfieioia- (' signs'). To him, the way in

which Jesns saluted a Simon and a Nathanael is no less a

arjfielov than the miracle at Cana, or the many miracles which

followed the cleansing of the temple at Jerusalem. In like

manner, the word to the Samaritan woman, iv. 17, 18, is in

every respect similar to the second Galilean, or the healing at

the pool of Bethesda. Then, again, the discourse at Capernaum

joins the wonderful feeding, as his following entrance into

Jerusalem joins the earlier miracle, in chapter fifth, which had

merely served to make the Jews 6av/xd^ecv (' marvel '), vii. 21,

but not to make them teachable. The healing of the blind

man goes before the accounts in the ninth and tenth chapters,

just as the raising of Lazarus leads to the accounts which

come next. And so we may well call this book a (3i/3\iov

roou a-7}fj,ei(w (' book of signs'). Not that miracles form the

contents of the book, but that they have an important position

all the way through it. They always serve as a starting-point

for whatever the evangelist wishes especially to preach or to

teach. Thus, then, the evangelist names his book. For arjfxela

must necessarily be understood with Tavra ('these'), xx. 31,

so that the evangelist himself, and that not indistinctly,

marks his book as a fii[3\iov tu>v arj/xelcov. But he calls them
<T7]/j,eia (' signs '), not epya (' works '), as Liicke

1
declares. For

the miracles do not come under consideration at this point in

so far as they are of a wonderful nature, but in so far as they

are signs of what belongs to Jesus. It is on the latter and

not on the former side that they stand in causal relation to

belief. We need only to mention that those who have tried

to free our gospel critically from miracles have not understood

it at all. It is plain that our view agrees with the whole

symbolical and typical character of this book. Herder 2 might

well say that in this book all that Jesus did became a sign

and a miracle.

But miracles were a certain sign, of course, only where belief

already existed. Before that, morally viewed, they gave merely

a general impression of the divinity and of the saving power
in the person of Jesus. This general beginning of belief was

1 Liicke, Commentar uber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn 1840,

vol. ii. p. S02.
2 Herder, Vom Sohne Go'des, I. § 11, ed. Riga 1797, p. 13.
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led on to certain belief by means of the word of Jesus. There-

fore the word almost all through follows upon the miracles.

The self-witness of Jesus, and the apostolic testimony to him

as well, explain that which was veiled in the aij/xeioLa. Where
the impression from these has been of the right moral sort, the

word will be received throughout in obedience as working certain

belief. "Where a man cannot endure the word, that is only an

indication that he has not let Jesus' general self-witness in

miracles serve the purpose which it should have served for him.

Thus, in the progress from the sign to the word, unbelief

developed itself out of the apparent belief which the former

often produced. We see this in numerous examples. This

was the case with many Jews, and this, too, was the case with

those disciples who left Jesus after his discourse in the

synagogue at Capernaum. In others, the belief which was

only external and not yet moral, that had been called forth by

miracles, was transformed and made true belief by the self-

witness of Jesus. Nicodemus may be named as an example of

this. With others, again, as with the eleven and the rest of

those who stood nearest to Jesus, the right moral beginning

of belief was present from the first. It needed afterwards

only to be made more perfect from time to time, and this, of

course, was effected by many purifications and cleansings in

the manner of a progressive education. When, however, it

reaches belief by the word of Jesus, that belief frees itself

from miracles in so far as they are miracles. They are

important to it only as signs, and it now recognises them as

such only through the teaching word. It is all one to a

believer whether the sign be of an uncommon kind or not.

That which is apparently altogether unimportant can serve

to him for such a sign, if he has once reached the right

believing perception by the self-witness of Jesus. It was only

signs in the form of miracles that offered an inducement to

belief, and therefore such signs alone make the framework of

our gospel. But the word is that upon which belief rests,

and that by which it knows that it was really begotten and

born. Hence Jesus strives to lead his disciples and all who
draw near to him to such a belief upon the word and in the

word. The essential purport of the gospel is to point out this

method of instruction—to show how Jesus sought to free Ins
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disciples from miracles, and to ground their belief upon the

word. Of this the end of the fourth chapter may serve as

proof. Our evangelist designs to follow in the track of his

Master in this method of producing belief. He shows this

clearly, not only by the whole drift of his book, but also by

the last account of Thomas and by the conclusion of the gospel.

Such a belief, then, is a right belief,—that is to say, it has the

essential blessing of salvation,—it is a belief unto life.

What is the substance of this belief ? "We reply, that it is

the same as the substance of the crrj/xela and of the word of

Jesus. In both, Jesus declares himself as the one who is, iyco

ei/ii ('I am'), viii. 24, 28, xiii. 19. But what definition of

Jesus marks him completely ? The gospel gives answers from

very different points of view. He is the one who should

come ; he is the one signified by the Old Testament ; he is the

truth itself, the fulness of all revelation ; he is the satisfying of

all the essential saving needs of men ; he is the possessor, the

imparter, and at the same time the place of all communion with

God ; he is the one come from above, etc. When Jesus and

the evangelist wish to put it in one word, they say, the Son of

God. It is enough to know that all that Jesus and his witness

could and would say of him is contained in this one phrase.

It is the special designation of the one preached. We take

it also in its most comprehensive and highest sense. Jesus,

in all his self-exhibition and self-witness, sets himself forth as

the Son of God, whether he testifies to himself in the ari^ioia

as the truth of the Old Testament, or as the life or as the

light, or whether he speaks of himself in his word as the one

come from heaven, the one who is in real communion with the

Father, or whether he shows himself in his departure as the

one raised up to God, etc. All that he says, that he does,

that he experiences, and that he effects, reveals him as such.

This, too, is the substance of the book. The evangelist

designs to give testimony to no other than Jesus the Son of

God—testimony to Him in order to the belief which has Him
for its substance, and which, in consequence, has real salvation

for its possession. He does not mean to preach and teach

some single thing in and about Jesus, to show this side or that

side. He chooses the most comprehensive designation as a

sign that Jesus, in the most comprehensive sense and in his
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essential signification, is the object of the preaching. All that

belongs to Jesus is collected in the one iyco elfit. The evan-

gelist does not treat of doctrines and ideas, but of the person

of Jesus Christ in its most comprehensive absolute importance.

But what He is, He is in the cdpi; (' flesh '). What he is

and his glory, are to be revealed in the flesh. To his disciples,

everything from the beginning on served for a cr^fielov (' sign
')

to make known the glory veiled by the <rdp%, i. 1 4 ; compare

ii. 11. Yet to the Jews the adp% was a hindrance to belief.

The Jews always opposed themselves to Jesus' claims in that

they arose from the flesh. They said that he was untaught,

vii. 1 5 ; or that they knew his origin, vii. 2 7 ; or that he was a

Galilean, vii. 41. His existence had the same temporal limits

as their own, viii. 57. When he presented uncommon claims

for His crdp%, by attaching salvation to it, ch. vi., or when He, in

spite of the crdp^, attributed to himself, in distinction from all

men, a special relation to the Father, v. 18, x. 30, 38, they were

offended. It must be acknowledged that even the disciples

were surprised at the man when they first knew him ; com-

pare i. 46, 47. They, however, were helped over that diffi-

culty by the fact that they gave themselves up in sincerity

to the impression of the real personality of Jesus, and thus

they reached certain belief that eternal life was decreed, and

was to be found in him and in his <rdp%, vi. 68. He was

the Son of God while in the flesh, in that his flesh continually

demanded belief, and in that the sight of his glory was only

imparted through such belief (see xi. 40), not the reverse, as

the Jews would have it. Therefore Jesus comes to men at

every hand with the claim for belief. If he repelled the Jews

by this claim, he did the same to the Galileans. It is on this

account that John brings forward quite prominently that

event in the synagogue at Capernaum, chap, vi., in order to

show that he spoke in the same way in Galilee as in Jeru-

salem. In each alike he demanded decided and strong belief,

and by this demand gave offence,—repelled his hearers. That

more Galileans than Judseans followed him did not depend

Tipon him. His behaviour and his claims were everywhere the

same. The evangelist intends to make this especially clear.

Besides, it was quite possible to obtain belief on the ground

of his own testimony to himself as the Son of God appearing
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in the flesh. He shows, by more than one example, that

only sincerity and obedience towards God were required. At

the very beginning, Jesus promised to the candour of Thomas,

as to the others, the sight of his glory. And it will not be

hard for the disciples to reach belief, since to their sincere

mind everything serves to reveal the glory of Jesus. Jesus

must receive, even from the mouth of the Jews, testimony

that he has done enough crrj/xela to establish his claim, vii. 31,

ix. 16. If they do not believe now, it is because of their

unwillingness and insincerity. How often does Jesus upbraid

them with the fact that when they could easily believe on

him, they would not; see v. 36, 40, x. 25, 26 ! In the

discourses, in which he rises to the highest point of opposi-

tion, he refers their unbelief to this. He accuses them with

the most cutting keenness, because they were controlled by

an ungodly mind, and not by the truth, since otherwise they

would have been forced to believe on him ; see chap. viii.

From the keenness of this reproof we learn how very possible-

belief was to them.

But even because all rests upon belief, Jesus does not

intend so to reveal himself as to make it unnecessary, nor

does he mean to compel it in any way. Belief should be a

moral act—that is, an act of free self-determination. Where,

however, a man refuses it, the judgment comes in this form,

that Jesus ever demands belief more decidedly. Thus we see

both things brought out in the gospel,—not only how much
need there was of belief, but also how very possible it was.

This is of such moment, that even the exaltation of Jesus

should bear this character of being an object of belief. With
this purpose Jesus speaks to Mcodemus of his exaltation, and

from that time onwards this idea shines clearly. It is repeated

in the fact that the judgment, upon the refusal to believe,

appears to be that the demand for belief must be pressed only

the more decidedly upon those who do not believe. The
unbelief of the Jews caused that the exaltation of Jesus

should first take place upon the cross, and that only after that

it rose to heavenly glory,—the former openly,—the latter,

however, concealed from men. When they saw the exaltation

of Jesus first fulfilled in the death on the cross, they should

have believed on the crucified Son of God. But this belief was
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then only the harder for them, and yet could in nowise be spared.

To the disciples, on the other hand, the death on the cross was

a power which first called forth rightly their believing love (for

now, for instance, it is that we see Mcodemus come out openly),

and which therefore also rewarded their belief with the sight

of the glory. At the cross that miracle of life was granted to

the disciples to be permitted to behold the corpse of Jesus,

xix. 34 ff. Moreover, the unbelief of the Jews had caused

that the transfiguration and ascension of Jesus to glory should

be concealed from the world, xiv. 22. And thus it was made

doubly hard for them to believe in the glorified and ascended

one whom they could not see, and whom they had last seen

as a dead man, and that on the cross. Therefore they sought

him in vain, and had to die in their sins, viii. 21, 24. His

own disciples, on the other hand, received now the fullest

certainty of belief and completeness of belief. Soon after, the

one to whom both of these would come with the most diffi-

culty, gave the ripest and highest confession of belief, xx. 28.

Belief is now so perfected, that it can dispense altogether with

the preceding sight.

We see that the whole gospel is taken up to such a degree

with belief and its necessity and possibility, that, in fact,

everything aims at this. The essential design of the evange-

list is seen to be the setting forth and proving how both belief

and unbelief unfolded themselves from their own very first

and yet undecided beginnings. He shows that belief where it

once was present became ever easier, and where it once was

refused became ever less possible ; and yet that the demand

upon both for belief stood unchangeable in its necessity. How,
then, can they say that this gospel has especially to do with

<yva>aicr (' knowledge '), and let this idea overmaster that of

iriaria- (' faith ') ?

We can say in a few words what belief consists in, accord-

ing to his showing. It is, that a man, led by the signs of

His revelation, on the ground of the words of his self-witness,

receives and submits to the Son of God in the flesh, and

through this, because entering into a personal relation with

his person, comes into personal communion with Him, and

thereby possesses the real blessing of salvation, which is He
himself, and which is in Him. Standing in such personal
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communion with him, the man beholds more and more the

fulness of his glory, and draws more and more from the ful-

ness of his grace. We need not dwell on this, as we are not

now stating doctrine.

There is no need of further proof that what we have found

to be the final aim of this book is not only peculiar, but

is also in itself harmonious and complete. It will be

enough to recall how well it agreed with the result of the

strife about those opinions which sought the final aim of the

book outside of itself in a diversity of ways. "We not only

can do without other aims, but even, in fact, we have no

room for them at all. Tor partly, as we have learned, the

final aim is in itself too decided, and partly it is so essential

to the book, that this circumstance alone must assure us that

the whole book is to be understood by it. The proof of this

belongs to the exposition.

It is another question whether the evangelist had regard, in

the composition of his book, to contests of the times, and to

dangers threatening the Christian church. He wrote his book

not for himself, but for others ; not for solitary study, but for

the use of the church. The church, however, stands in the

midst of the unbelieving world. Hence, he sets his testimony,

and therefore, too, the full testimony of Christ, to the Son of

God and belief on him, against the unbelief of this world in

which the believing church and believers stand, and against

the peril which this unbelieving world offers to belief, and to

the divine communion in the belief on Jesus Christ.

Jesus himself, however, when upon earth, came in contact

with the unbelief of the world in the Jews. Therefore the

evangelist, in the history of Jesus, cannot speak of belief in

Him without opposing to it the unbelief of the Jewish people.

Such is the internal necessity of this opposition, which has

been misinterpreted in so many ways. The evangelist, accord-

ing to the whole method in which we saw that he grasped his

task, had necessarily to oppose to the belief which Jesus

demanded, the unbelief which Jesus experienced. And just

as necessarily he had to oppose to Jesus, the Jews as the repre-

sentatives of unbelief. Nor was it essentially otherwise with

the church of Christ. "Where else, in opposition to the church

and its belief, did unbelief stand as a decided power, and as
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an act of free self-determination, except in the Jewish people ?

Their very existence outside of the church, although the latter

had begun in the former, rested on the fact that they had

refused, and continued to refuse, belief. Many single Jews

stood within the church; but that does not matter here.

The people as a whole had the characteristic of its then

present existence in the fact that it was in opposition to the

church of Christ, and that it contested with it the title of

church of God
;
just as in the days of Jesus, in spite of many

single believers out of Israel, xi. 45, xii. 42, the people as a

whole steadily refused belief, xii. 37. This was their pecu-

liarity, that they set themselves in opposition to Jesus and

his claim, and disputed with him that he was the Son of God,

while for their own part they took the position that they were

God's people, viii. 41, ix. 28, and Abraham's seed, viii. 33 ff.

Besides, if the church for which the evangelist wrote is the

believing, in contrast with the unbelieving world, then, in the

first place, it is in contrast with unbelieving Israel. More-

over, if the evangelist bears witness to belief and for it, in

opposition to unbelief, then he does it first of all in opposition

to the unbelief of Israel. This is not a special aim of the

gospel, but an opposition lying in the thing itself. We cannot

say that the aim of the gospel is an attack on the Jews of its

day. They are only considered by it as representatives of

unbelief. And just as little can we speak of an attack

upon the various historical forms of unbelief at that time in

Gnosticism, Docetism, Ebionism, etc. However different these

heresies may be otherwise, they agree in one, and that the

chief point. They do not see and believe in Jesus as the

Son of God in the flesh. This is the very unbelief which is

the characteristic of Israel. The evangelist has opposed his

gospel to these errors just in so far as they belong to that

unbelief. Even if he knew of Gnosticism, Docetism, etc., they

existed for him simply in so far as they were unbelief towards

Jesus, the Son of God. Otherwise he paid no attention to

them. "We should never forget that this holds good for all

apostles and New Testament writers. What did the apostles

have to do with Eons and the rest of the strange notions of

the heretics ? No one of them takes notice of any of these, but

only of their unbelief, the common possession of them all, the
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power in the world striving against the church of Christ ; see

Eph. ii. 2. Even in his first epistle, which, in the nature

of the thing, has a much more decided reference than the

gospel to the appearances of what is anti-Christian in the

world, John recognises them only as unbelief, and urges a

controversy against them only in this,—that he sets in opposi-

tion to them the belief in Jesus, the Son of God, in the flesh.

He never troubles himself about their special doctrines. This

is true even of the false doctrine of Cerinthus, who is histori-

cally declared a contemporary of John at Ephesus. Nor did

he refer to this error in its single principles, so as to permit

us to call the gospel, as Keim x
does, ' the clear, sharp, com-

plete answer to this Cerinthus.' For John ignores the special

doctrines of Cerinthus, such as the relation of God to the

creation of the universe, the virgin birth of Jesus, or the union

of the Son Christ with Jesus at the baptism, and His with-

drawal from Jesus at the passion. On the contrary, he

opposes to this form of unbelief his harmonious testimony to

Jesus' divine Sonship. Thus he pierced it in the heart, just

as he does the effort of to-day, to urge the ideal Christ as con-

trasted with the historical one. Hence, again, it is altogether

impossible to say that he has attacked Gnosticism, and the

other heresies of the time, since he has not even once specially

considered them. Even the controversy between classes of

Gnostics,—that which separated Docetism and Ebionism from

each other, and perhaps from Gnosticism in general,—even

that lay altogether outside of his discussion. He considered

only the one opposition, common to them all,—namely, of

unbelief towards the truth of Jesus Christ, the Son of God.

What belonged under this at that time might belong under it

in the future, and hence the testimony of the evangelist was

directed against this, according to the word of Jesus to his

disciples, xvi. 8-11. This is the polemical and apologetical

side of our gospel.

"We need, now, no other reason for the presenting of this

complete testimony to Christ. The reason for it is the posi-

tion of the church towards the unbelieving world in general,

and towards the non-Christian method of thought, as expressed

in the manifold shapes of the then existing error. Against
1 Keim, Geschichte Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1867, vol. i. p. 151.
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this error John bore testimony to Christ. He declared the

highest truth concerning Him, and he put this truth in con-

trast, not with single forms of non-Christian error, but with

the essence of this error. His testimony would have been

much the same had no Cerinthus existed. It must have

seemed to him especially fit that he should bear it, if he knew
the earlier gospels, and saw how they brought to view only

particular sides and satisfied particular needs ; if he knew
himself to be the last of the apostles ; and if he was really

the one whom we know from our gospel as the beloved dis-

ciple, and who as such was, by his individual cast of mind,

specially gifted and prepared by God for this testimony. If

we suppose a divine providence in the leading of the church,

we may say that God could not have left the church without

such a comprehensive apostolical testimony to Christ, and

would have seen to it that the church should receive it.

Unbelief presented itself to John in many different forms

,

and it is very likely that the form of unbelief which was

most clearly marked in his time served for an external occa-

sion and for the strengthening of his design. And, besides,

the prayers of the Ephesian presbyters may have reached

him. But the former is as little essential to the question as

the latter.

They began at an early date, and constantly grew more

accustomed, to use our gospel against the different forms of

error. In consequence, they thought it was also written

against these. The catalogue of the opinions combated in-

creased, till Epiphanius briefly adds, ' and many other heresies.'
1

Where, however, they could not date back the heresies in

hand to the apostolic age, they helped themselves by saying

that John had written his gospel foreseeing the blasphemous

tenets of the Gnostics.
2 But this only shows how they made

a special design of attack or of reference simply out of the

possible use of the gospel.

1 Epiphanius, KK ' aXXetir -XoXXo.it alpitsitr.

- Irenajus, ' Providens has blasphemas regulas, quae dividunt Dominum,
quantum ex ipsis attinet, ex altera et altera substantia dieentes eum factum,

Contra Hcereses, III. xvi. 5, Opera, ed. Massuet, Paris 1710, p. 206 ; or,

Opera, Leipzig 1853, vol. i. p. 509.



V.

ARRANGEMENT AND CONSTRUCTION.

Bau mga rtcn-Crv.sius.

BAUMGARTEN-CRUSIUS is willing to allow a definite

arrangement of the subject-matter of our gospel only in

general.
1 The part after the prologue contains, first of all, testi-

mony and particular views.
2 The narrations of the remaining

parts of the gospel arrange themselves under works, struggles

(to which also the misunderstandings on the part of the Jews

belong), victory, and glorification ; the two last from the

thirteenth chapter onwards. No one would be justified in

wishing to find throughout a further, perhaps an advancing,

arrangement. 'Those ideas are set before us only in a series

of changing pictures, often inconsistent with each other, of

which the evangelist could just as well have given us a few

more or a few less.'
3 But the systematic character of the

arrangement has always been made prominent, though com-

monly rather asserted than actually proved, from Cyril of

Alexandria, who praised the close relation of the details to

one another, to Hug,4 who commends ' the exceedingly careful

reflection and the well-considered plan which appear in the

arrangement of the book, and in the choice of events for an

object, even down to particulars and little things.' We
see that the design of the author was not merely to give an

external historical narrative. Hence the divisions of the book

cannot be determined from merely outward points of view.

1 Baumgarten-Crusius, Theologische Auslegung der Johanneischen Schriflen,

Jena 1843, vol. i. p. xxxvi.
2 Ibid. p. 39. 3 Ibid. p. xxxvi. f.

4 Hug, Einleitung in die Schriften des Neuen Testaments, 4tli ed., Stuttgart

1847, vol. ii. pp. 164, 171 f.
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Eichhorn thought that he found a geographical arrange-

ment in it, after he had first divided the gospel into two

halves, at the conclusion of the twelfth chapter. There is

no need of refuting this.

Bengel.

Bengel, although he ' gives only a bare chronological scheme

according to feasts and days,' * has nevertheless planned this

ingeniously, as he always does. He separates the first and

last week from the middle part. This he arranges in three

journeys. All through, moreover, he strives to unite the point

of view to the locality and the time. But he certainly does

not go beyond a merely formal scheme. The internal progress

of the subject itself can receive no light in this way.

Lampe.

As little can this be the case in Lampe's 2 arrangement.

It separates the prologue and the conclusion, xx. 30-xxi 25,

from the proper historical statement. The prologue is a brief

summary of the truths handled in the gospel. The conclu-

sion is a declaration of the aim, the authority, and the credi-

bility of the evangelist. It cuts the historical matter into

two parts, the first of which treats of the public life, and the

second of the last experience of Christ. Lampe is more ex-

ternal in this than in his treatment of the economy of the

book, in which he finds the general aim to be the presenta-

tion of Jesus as the Messiah, the particular aim to be the

presentation of Him as the Son of God, and the most special

the strengthening and securing belief.
3 Then he proves these

three things in the book itself,
4 but only by picking out single

passages arbitrarily, instead of proving it by the very arrange-

ment of the gospel itself.
5

Olshansen.

Olshausen, too, has divided the gospel according to the

1 Liicke, Commentar iiber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn 1S40,

vol. i. p. 177, note.

2 Lampe, Commenlarius Evangelii secundum Joannem, Amsterdam 1724, voL

i. pp. 2S0-286.
3 Ibid. vol. i. pp. 207-214. * Ibid. vol. i. p. 219 ff.

5 Ibid. vol. i. pp. 224-226.
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feasts, and that into four parts, chap, i.-vi., vii.-xi., xii.-xvii.,

xviii.-xxi. Now, it is certainly undeniable that the opposi-

tion, or the strife between Jesus and the Jews in this gospel,

is of an altogether peculiar importance ; and the journeys to

the feasts, especially the Easter journeys, may be called the

chief epochs of the growing warfare. But if this is made the

exclusive point of view, Olshausen is in error in taking the

first six chapters together. For Liicke has correctly observed

that the gradual development of the strife between Christ and

the world comes out in the fifth chapter. Hence the fifth

and sixth chapters belong rather to the following than to the

preceding. Liicke, in his second edition, tries more especially

to carry out the division according to the feast journeys,

because he despairs of the possibility of an internal division.

The external character of this proceeding appears to me to be

made clear by the one circumstance that the tenth chapter

must then be assigned to two separate parts.

De Wette.

De Wette came nearer the truth. He, indeed, looked upon

the first chapter as an independent part, which contained the

summary essence of the whole : Jesus' heavenly origin, the

testimony of the Baptist, and the first number of the disciples.

But as for the rest, he saw in the gospel the history of the

Sofa. C gl°rv ') °f Jesus. He was thus led to an internal

standpoint, whence to observe and arrange the historical

material. Yet he proceeds still in quite an external way.

For he takes chap, ii.-vi. together as separate examples of

the activity (refusal and acknowledgment) of Jesus in Galilee,

Judea, and Samaria. The second section, chap, vii-xii.,

relates to the last stay of Jesus in Judea, and the preparation

of the catastrophe of his death. In the second large divi-

sion, chap, xiii.—xx., Jesus' glorification in death is presented

again in two sections as the presentation of his internal glory,

and as the external history of his exaltation. Bruckner has

changed none of this.

Liicke.

Liicke, in his third edition, followed up the hints De Wette
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had given. More correctly than De Wette, he took together

the first four chapters, omitting the prologue. They differ

from what follows by the fact, that the hostility, which after-

wards came forward more and more clearly, is here scarcely

observable. He could find no more and no other subdivisions

in the first large division, i.-xii.
1 The second division is con-

nected with the first by the fact that Jesus' work revealed

his glory, but led unavoidably to his death ; Ins death, again,

to his glorification. We are, however, not to distinguish, with

De Wette, between the internal and external glory of Christ,

but between the glorifying of the Father by the Son, and of

the Son by the Father.
2 In this, nevertheless, De Wette seems

to me to have adopted the better view. For if, according to

the evangelist's design, 86%a (' glory ') be a ruling conception,

then Jesus' fulness of glory is here shown in the revelation

of His infinite love. And His death is as much a glorifying

of the Son by the Father as the reverse. But it is to be

objected to both views, that the thought of the Soga is not so

excessively emphasized in these last parts. An unprejudiced

consideration of the resurrection of Jesus shows that it is not

primarily put in that light. The words, fit} fiov airrov

(' touch me not '), xx. 1 7, \afiere irvevpa aycov (' receive ye

the Holy Ghost'), xx. 22, and fiafcdptoi oi fir) tBovrea- kt\.

(' blessed are they that have not seen,' etc.), xx. 29, point us

to something else. Both Liicke and De Wette neglect the

great thing which here appears clearly,—that is, the fact that

all Jesus' self-revelation demands belief, makes it possible, and

has the design of forming it.

The same thing may be said against most of the arrange-

ments still to be referred to.

Baumgarten-Crusius takes, upon the whole, a similar view

of the matter. Only he declares more decidedly than the

earlier writers, that what is external—as, for example, Jesus'

journeys to Jerusalem—serves as the mere frame for the real

contents.
3 We noticed above how he could not get beyond

1 Liicke, Commentar iiber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn 1810,

vol. i. p. 183.

2 Ibid. vol. i. p. 184.
3 Baumgarten-Crusius, Tlieologisclie Auslcgung der Johanneischen Schriflen,

Jena 1843, vol. i. p. xxxvi.
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the general designation : works, struggles, victory, and exalta-

tion. He agrees with De Wette in the double division.

Schweizer.

Schweizer l emancipated himself from his predecessors in

so far that he assumed, though somewhat uncertainty, three

parts : i.-iv., v.-xii., xiii.-xx. In the first part the battle appears

only at a distance. In the second it is the moving element

of the whole. Though he was not the first one to remark this

distinction, he was, up to that time, the one who urged it

most forcibly. But, by rejecting all the Galilean miracles, he

ruined the further carrying out of his plan, making it de-

pendent upon that critical operation. We have already seen

how unjustifiable this is.

Rcuss.

Eeuss 2
also offered a triple division, i.-xii., xiii.-xvii.,

xviii.-xx. It is clear that the third part bears no proportion

to the first. Yet his view is adorned with many delicate

observations. He limits the prologue, arbitrarily enough, to the

first five verses, which give briefly, in the abstract, in trans-

cendental statements, that which is afterwards developed in

the concrete. In the first part, which sketches the relation

of Jesus to the world, His attracting and His repelling acti-

vity, all the religious ideas, forming at the same time the

theory of the gospel, come forth in order, and are then com-

bined in the result of the history and in the sum of the doc-

trine, xii. 37-50. The second part, which shows the relation

of the Eedeemer to his own followers, is likewise the prac-

tical part of the gospel, the actual introduction of those ideas

into the life of the individual. Hence, while what precedes

was polemical and speculative, here all is more mystical.

The third part offers the higher development of the two
given relations, the double solution of the divine comedy in

the mirror of history. In the second part, Jesus' discourses

1 Schweizer, Das EvangeUum Johannes, Leipzig 1841, pp. 271-275.
2 Reuss, Ideen zur Einleitung in das EvangeUum Johannes. Denkschrlft der

theologischen Gesellscha/t zu Strasburg, 1S40, pp. 30, 31.

LUTH. I. N JOHN.
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form a whole, xiii.-xvii., and so they do in the first to the

author's mind. Tor to him all discourses are constantly and

everywhere present, and he pays no attention to the change of

auditors, see x. 25 ff. Men, like questions and objections,

are only the dialectic means used by the reporter to make
Jesus' doctrine come into more living contact with the world.

1

But the objections to Eeuss must begin at this very point.

For if, according to him, the first part shows us Jesus in His

position towards the world, as in contrast and struggle, where

shall the historical proof of this be found, if not first of all in

those misunderstandings ?
2

If these polemics be not histori-

cal, the historical character of the gospel account in general

is given up. And if we hold firmly to these,
3 we must not

make them ' simple dialectic means of the reporter.' More-

over, Eeuss has overlooked the great relationship between

xiii.-xvii. and xviii.-xx. It is true that the latter may be

called in a certain sense a translation of that which is internal

into the externality of history. But if this be so, then they

do not stand to xiii.-xvii. as these do to i.-xii. On the con-

trary, i.-iv. separate themselves more distinctly from v.-xii.

than the former mentioned sections separate, themselves from

each other. Eeuss also contradicts himself when he makes

all the religious ideas of the gospel come forward, one after

the other, in the first part, at least in so far as he names

light, life, and love as the three fundamental conceptions of

the gospel.
4 For the presentation of the last only begins with

chap, xiii., and is previously as good as not named at all.

This makes insecure the whole characterization which Eeuss

has given of the distinction between the single parts.

This emphasizing the foundation ideas of the gospel by

Eeuss is touched by a solitary yet valuable utterance of

Oetinger's :

5
' For my part, I am certain that John wrote the

1 Eeuss, Ideen zur Elnleitung in das Evangelium Johannes. Denhschrift der

theologischen Gesellschaft zu Strasburg, 1840, pp. 51-53.
2 See Baumgarten-Crusius, TlieologischeAuslegung der Johanneischen Scliriften,

Jena 1843, vol. i. p. xxxvi. note 2.

3 As Reuss does, at least in the Strasburger Beitriige zu den theologischen

Wissenscha/ten, Jena 1847, p. 3.

4 Reuss, Ideen u.s.w., ut supra, p. 23; Strasburger Beitrdge, ut supra, pp.

14, 15, 21.

5 Oetinger, Selbstbiographie, edited by Hamberger, p. 52.
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ten first chapters of his gospel with reference to the three

fundamental things, word, life, and light. Christ was before

John by the word ; He changed water into wine by the

word ; He said by the word : we testify that we have seen,

etc. Chap. vi. and vii. refer to the life, as is seen in every

word. And, finally, viii.-x. evidently treat of the light.' He
ought to have added chap. v. to chap. vi. and vii., or really

only to vi.

Baur.

Bam entirely neglects this progress of the objective self-

revelation of Christ in the essential ideal points of His being,

which Oetinger emphasizes. It does not seem to him that

anything new occurred in the incarnation of the Logos. This

Logos is simply that which is divine itself, in place of which

by an abrupt stroke the Person of Jesus is put. This divine

thing now appears in contrast with the world of darkness.

And the great question is the subjective mediation of the two

contrasted objects, namely, belief. Yet this is nothing new.

The relation is the same before as after the incarnation. But

since this is not spoken of as an essential fact, the weight of

the gospel cannot fall upon the objective history. The thing

really treated at heart is the subjective side of the reception

of the divinity on the part of the world. This reception,

however, which the divinity meets with, appears in the gospel

as a process, necessarily taking that course. For it is the

elements originally related to the light, which the light attracts

to itself in belief as the unity and reconciliation of both

contrasts. And it is the essential points lying in the idea of

belief, which present themselves in order. Hence the pro-

gress of the gospel is to be construed logically.

If we are to reach mediation in belief, the first thing is,

that the existence of the light in the world be brought to

consciousness. This offers the logical necessity of a testimony

to the light, with which testimony the person of the Baptist is

identified. Such testimony, however, must oppose itself to

the world, which stands in contrast to the light ; to the world

in its most peculiar representation. Therefore the Baptist

must give his witness before an embassy from the Sanhedrim.

The Messiah, attested by this witness, and brought to con-
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sciousness, must then reveal Himself, and that first in his

relation to his forerunner, the Baptist. Both must be his-

torically and ideally brought near each other, placed side by

side, and compared. This must then be followed by the first

self-witness of the light, which is now substantiated as that

which is absolutely divine, self-witness in order to belief.

The light thus approaches the world with the claim for belief.

And since the world is pervaded by the physical and ethical

dualism of the divine and anti-divine determination, a double

result appears, belief and unbelief.

Chap, iv.-vi. contain the first movements of both, the

first great point of the process. Nicodemus represents the

Jewish belief, to which Samaria forms the contrast. But the

belief of the Jews is in its essence unbelief. Hence it must

unveil itself as unbelief, v. and vi. So soon as unbelief as

such exists, the dialectic struggle with it begins, vii.-x.

Unbelief, after it has unfolded itself in all its essential points,

especially viii., must be brought to the last crisis, xi., xii., and

that by the divinity meeting it in its fullest essentiality. The

raising of Lazarus must serve this purpose. This raising is

nothing but the historical dress of the idea of the Logos as the

absolute life and the organ of God. Unbelief as such having

completed itself, this part closes. The belief of the disciples

must now be contrasted with the unbelief of the Jews. The

importance of the disciples is, that they are the place and the

representation of belief. Jesus therefore now turns himself

to them. The previous process is repeated, only in a different

form and with a different result. Belief, however, can only

develope in contrast with its opposite, and the principle of

darkness must be present even in the midst of the disciples.

Such is the import of the betrayer. Nevertheless, this prin-

ciple of darkness must now be excluded from the circle of

belief if the latter is to be perfected. The idea of the Logos

presents itself in the comprehensive unity of its various points,

only to the belief now existing in its purity. It is the task

of chap, xiii.—xvii. to depict this process.

The glory which Jesus had revealed in unfolding the idea

of the Logos, as His idea, must now complete itself as historical

glorification. This is effected, on the one hand, by his passion

and death ; on the other, by his resurrection. The former is
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in view of the unbelief of the Jews, upon whom exclusively

the evangelist clearly tries to throw the whole blame. It

takes place especially in what happens to the body of Jesus,

which, the central point of this whole historical account, is for

the evangelist only the concrete aspect of the entire contents

of the idea. Then the latter, the resurrection, is in view of

belief. By it Jesus returns from the accidental existence in

the flesh to the pure spirituality of the Logos. Thus the

process of belief is completed. It frees itself from all elements

which are not part of its own being, and raises itself to an

absolute self-certainty which has the contents and object of

its belief in itself. The great process of belief and unbelief

passes along from the first movement of unbelief in Nathanael's

doubt to the last vanquishing of it in Thomas. In this

manner Baur treats of the gospel in ten sections: i. 1—18,

i. 19-36, i. 37—ii 11 with iii. 22-36, ii. 12-25, iii.-vi.,

vii.-x., xi.-xii, xiii.-xvii, xviii.—xix., xx.
1

Tins is constructing a book as they used to construct

history in the Hegelian school, and, at an earlier period,

nature. Were the book otherwise arranged, the dialectical

process of the idea would have as a result a different construc-

tion, and that with similar necessity. That is one radical

fault. The other is, that all the history is evaporated into the

idea. In this way both the subjective and the objective side

are emptied of their concrete contents. For the belief, which

the evangelist treats from beginning to end, is for the evan-

gelist, not as Baur takes it, the internal self-mediation of the

subject with itself, but the moral appropriation of the person

of Jesus Christ. If, to speak as Baur does, the evangelist

presents the process of belief and unbelief in its internal pro-

gress, this progress is completed, not by logical, but by ethical

necessity. And the object discussed is not the Logos idea in

the display of its various points, but the Son of God in his

self-revelation in the flesh.

Baur makes the Son of God a phantom. It exists essentially

as the Logos idea. For a while it assumes a sensible apparent

existence, but only to come to the aid of belief. As soon as

the latter can dispense with this help, and is strong enough to

1 [Baur, Kritische Untersuchungen iiber die kanonischen Evangelien, Tubingen

1847, pp. 88-234. An eleventh section is xx. 30-xxi. 24; spurious.—C. E. G.]
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hold purely to the idea, seeking and having it in itself, the

Son of God returns into the purely ideal existence. He lays

aside the flesh, which really is of no value. Nothing is to be

found of such a phantom in this book. On the contrary, the

simple result of our previous researches is, that the thing we
are to look for in the gospel is the self-revelation of the Son

of God in order to belief, or as a matter of belief. This is

opposed to the unbelief of the world in Israel. We have

therefore to note a double progress, an objective and a sub-

jective one, that of the self-witness on the one hand, and that

of the believing and unbelieving conduct on the other hand.

The point is to find the chief periods in this double progress.

Meyer, Ewald, Godct.

Meyer starts from the self-revelation of the glory of the

only-begotten Son as the theme, i. 14, and assumes five parts

after the prologue, i. 1-18,—namely, i. 19-ii. 11, ii. 12—iv. 54,

v.—vi., vii—xi., xii.—xx. There is here, however, clearly no

relation between the first parts (look, for example, at i. 19-ii.

11) and the last one. Ewald's fivefold division is related to

this. He gives, i—ii. 11, ii. 12-iv. 54, v. 1—vi. 14, vi.

15—xi. 46, xi. 47-xx. Yet this division is evidently much
more arbitrary, although Ewald assures us that it ' is the only

right one,' and ' that the apostle himself intended it thus.'

*

Godet also makes five parts: i. 19-iv. 54, v.-xii., xiii—xvii.,

xviii—xix., xx. He will have few followers in separating the

last two.

The Division.

The history of the various views seems to me to show with

sufficient clearness what the chief periods are. It appears

plain that a new period begins with chapter fifth, and as well

with chapter thirteenth. The boundaries at both places are

uncertain. Yet they are drawn. A new member in the ring

of the gospel begins at each point, although in a chain-like

way it is connected with what precedes. On the one hand,

1 Ewald, Jahrbiicher der biblischen Wissc7ischaft, vol. iii., Gbttingen 1851, p.

168, note ; see .also ibid. vol. viii. 1857, p. 109, note, and Die Johanneischcti

Schriften, Gbttingen 1861, vol. i. p. 18 ff.
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chapter fourth unmistakably closes off. The self-witness of

Christ up to that point is held in a certain generality not

found afterwards. Again, the account is more connected thus

far, while thenceforward various fragments of Jesus' life fol-

low as vouchers. Moreover, geographically, a circle is described.

And finally, as has been often remarked already, the growing-

opposition begins with chapter fifth. On the other hand, it is

unmistakable that chapters fourth and fifth stand in a con-

trasted relation to each other, so that chapter fourth, while at

first put in contrast to chapter third, at the same time by its

issues prepares for what follows. Thus the close of the fourth

chapter is the transition between the two parts.

The case is much the same with the other boundaries at chap,

xiii. The separation of the periods here has been so frequently

and strongly urged by others, that it needs no further proof;

rather, indeed, a softening. For, in the first place, we must not

fail to observe that the beginning of the opposition, depicted

by the evangelist in the fifth chapter, finds its internal com-

pletion and its aim, first in the death-sentence by the San-

hedrim in the eleventh chapter, and not in the evangelist's

reflection in the twelfth chapter. Besides, chapter twelfth

begins the last week, with which the gospel closes, as it had

begun historically with a week. And the thirteenth chapter

only continues the account of this last supper with which xii.

had begun. The irpo he rrjcr eoprrjo- rod irao-ya (' now before

the feast of the passover'), xiii. 1, is to be understood in

contrast with irpo ef rjfiepwv rov nraa^a
(

f

six days before the

passover'), xii. 1. Herder's 1 view is not so erroneous as might

be supposed from the way in which it is ignored, except by
Meyer : his plan was to divide the gospel into two parts

:

i.-xi. and xii.—xx. Yet in return the single events in the

twelfth chapter, in so far as they are of a symbolical nature,

combine at heart what precedes. The anointing points back

to the circumstance that the hatred of the Jews has decided

on His death. The entrance refers to the unbelief lying con-

cealed even in the belief of the Jews which Jesus experienced,

and at the same time it excited the wonder of the masses and
the rage of the rulers. And the question the Greeks put

1 Herder, Yon Gottes Solui der Welt Ilcllmil. Nach Johannts EvangeUum,
Riga 1797.
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carries us back to the events and discourses which had hinted

at the entrance of the heathen world into the kingdom of God.

The evangelist thus closes fitly with a recapitulating survey, and

with a summary of Jesus' self-witness. Yet, in so far as they

are of a prophetical and typical nature, all the events of the

twelfth chapter point us to what is to come, and thus intro-

duce the following period. We can therefore only say that

the twelfth chapter both closes off the foregoing and forms

the transition to the following, being a bond of union between

the second and third parts.

We cannot, however, place other parts by the side of these

two. As for the relation of chap, xiii.—xvii. to chap,

xviii.-xx., of which one might naturally think next, we have

already observed that the union of the two periods with each

other is as close as that of two sides of one and the same

thing. Baur, it is true, divides at chap. vi. and x. ; but he

has himself shown us most excellently that chap. vii. only

carries out in growth what had been begun before, and it is

impossible not to see that the death-sentence, chap, xi., only

fixes in judicial form that which was previously as good as

complete. These points, however, certainly show us minor

divisions.

To find these latter, let us try to bring up before us in a

word the character which the gospel acquires by the division

thus determined. It has been often said, and it may be de-

clared with all decision, that a dramatic character is peculiar

to it. Of course it is not meant that the evangelist aimed chiefly

at presenting the drama of Jesus' life for its own sake. But in

testifying to the person and life of Jesus in reference to His

reception in the world in the most essential importance which

belongs to both, he cannot help adopting the form of a great

drama. The characters are, on the one side, Jesus ; on the

other side, the Jews and His followers. His very character,

grounded in the subject, should have made it appear unlikely

from the outset that the gospel should consist of two parts.

It is now hardly necessary to show further the consistency of

the three parts. In the first part the threads are laid. In

the second, the knots are twisted. In the third, the whole

thing is resolved in the glorification of Jesus, on the one hand
;

and in the completion and separation of belief and unbelief,
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and of the spiritual communion of the believers with Jesus, on

the other hand.

It may nevertheless be worth while to remark how in this

way the third part receives both the preceding into itself.

Jesus' self-testimony is completed in his farewell discourses,

especially in the high-priestly prayer, and in the facts of his

death and of his resurrection, as the one spiritually glorified.

Thus, too, the belief of his followers, which accepts this reve-

lation of Jesus as the Son of God, was perfected. So, likewise,

in contrast we behold the development of Jewish unbelief, the

hardening, and the judgment which was suspended over the

Jews. They would only see miracles if they were to believe.

But by this judgment they were robbed of all outward support

for their belief, and referred simply to the testimony of the

disciples. And Jesus by his death must have been much
more of an offence to them than he had previously been in

the flesh. His disciples have received in an abundant manner

that which the close of the second part foreshadowed. Jesus

is proved to be the t,wr) (' life ') in the absolute sense ; and the

reward of belief on him as this life, is the beholding of his

glory. The evangelist has thus completely proved what he

said in the opening of his book.

I.-IV.

If we now turn to the arrangement of the separate parts,

the first question must be as to the relation of the so-called

prologue to the whole gospel. Following Lampe, it has

become the custom to regard this prologue as a kind of com-

prehensive, foundation-laying introduction, most critics taking

it to be of a very special, speculative character. And thus they

separate it from the rest of the gospel as a historical book.

The representatives of widely different standpoints in relation

to estimating and expounding the fourth gospel, agree on this

point. The fact, however, that the account in the whole pro-

logue is kept in historical form, as in the rest of the gospel,

should make that position worth reconsidering. It con-

tains purely historical fact, declared doctrinally. Hence
it is not a doctrine forming a prelude to the history. How
would the testimony of the Baptist fit into such a doctrine ?
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And ver. 19 ff. joins closely and directly upon what pre-

cedes.

It is true that the bearing is more general than in the

further course of the book. Yet the close connection is so

strong, that it determined Eeuss, for example, to limit the

prologue to the first five verses. This proposition, however,

has found little approval. The sequence of these first verses

is too like them for us to make the historical gospel begin

suddenly with the sixth verse, after vers. 1-5 had given the

transcendental exposition. In fact, it is impossible to see why
the fifth verse should be more transcendental than the tenth.

To this must be added that vers. 1-5 are in themselves

somewhat incomplete. We feel at the very beginning the

tone of contrast. We expect something to which the first

verses form the antithesis, something like the contents of the

fourteenth verse. In the case supposed, this would be lack-

ing. It must be conceded that the first five verses have a

more general bearing than those following. We thus perceive

that the evangelist passes more and more over to statements

concerning the concrete appearance of Christ. For this very

reason these opening verses, 1-18, cannot be separated from

the gospel and be contrasted with the latter, the historical

account of Jesus, as if they were a thing peculiar and inde-

pendent.

We therefore forsake the customary division of prologue,

historical narrative, and conclusion. It is not merely capable

of being misunderstood, but it also rests on a false conception

of the character of the introduction. The evangelist intends

from the first to give testimony to the historical Christ. But

in order to show what we have in Him, he contrasts his pre-

human being with his human existence as its point of pro-

cedure. How can any one, then, wish to separate that side,

the declaration of the pre-human, from the other, seeing that

it is not treated of on its own account, but on account of the

other ? How can they wish to separate the declaration as to

the incarnate one from the rest of the gospel, seeing that the

latter has only this same one for its substance ? The state-

ment as to the Son of God in his activity and self-testimony

certainly introduces this opening ; but no more and no less

than, in the other evangelists, the accounts of Jesus' birth and
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youth, which are not separated from the rest as complete in

themselves. If any one should suppose that the circumstances

are different, because those evangelists intended to describe the

life of Jesus, and the birth and youth belong to this, he would

suppose wrong. Mark shows us how far that is from being

unconditionally necessary. Those things were only mentioned

where the special point of view, from which the proclamation

of Jesus was conceived, demanded them. They were men-

tioned not for their own sake, but because, and in so far as,

they belonged to the execution of the design. Hence we only

allow this opening to be considered as a subdivision of the

first part.

This is followed by the first introduction of Jesus to the

world, i. 19-ii. 11, partly by the testimony of the Baptist,

and partly by His self-revelation, both still in the most general

way. I close this subdivision with ver. 11 and not with

ver. 12, since fiera tovto ('after this') introduces something

new, as it does throughout our gospel ; see iii. 22, v. 1, vi. 1,

vii. 1. Jesus' first activity in Jerusalem and Judea follows

upon this, and then by way of contrast comes his reception in

Samaria and Galilee, ii. 12-iv. 54. This portion is also in

two parts, by reason of the contrast which rules it: ii. 12—iii.

36 and iv. 1—54 form the two halves. Each of these two

halves has complete points in itself, being tripartite : ii. 12—22,

ii. 23—iii. 21, and iii. 22—36 at once appear as the three parts.

The first shows us Jesus' first meeting with the Jews of that

day, and with the Jewish authorities as the representatives of

the Jewish spirit. The second shows us Jesus' relation and

conduct towards the half-believing Jews. The third shows us

Jesus' position towards the Baptist, and gives as a conclusion

the latter's testimony.

The second half will also prove to be tripartite, little as it

would appear so at first glance. For although the Samaritan

woman serves the people of her town only as a medium of

their belief, and considered in that view is one with them,

yet she may also in that character be contrasted with them,

just as the Baptist with the Jews as the mediator of their

belief in Jesus. "We must therefore divide into vers. 1-2 6 and
27-42, the former verses presenting Jesus in contact with the

Samaritan woman, the latter -with the Samaritans. There is
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another tiling to recommend this separation. We perceive

throughout how Jesus turns on the one hand, it is true, to the

masses, to the combined whole, but on the other hand also to

individuals. By this he shows that for Him the single per-

sonality has an independent importance equal to that of the

multitude. Hence, as in the previous chapter Nicodemus is

lifted forth from the mass of the rest of the Jews, so here the

one woman in contrast with the multitude. The third part

then follows in vers. 43-54, in which we see Jesus with the

Galileans.

We have then completed a circle, geographically and as to

the subject. The second miracle at Cana points back to the

first, and the numeration gives us to understand that this part

is to be comprehended from the contrast with Judea. In the

latter country Jesus did so many miracles without finding

belief; here in Galilee he did so few, and yet belief resulted.

This shows us the progress of the subject. It passes from

unbelief and half-belief to right belief in the word. As for

the self-witness of Jesus, he here declares himself neither as

life, nor as love, nor as anything of that kind in a special way,

but simply as the one come from heaven, as the revelation of

the Father, as the Son of God in general; see ii. 16, iii. 11,

13, 16 [27, 31 ff.], iv. 10, 26, 42. Jesus' testimony main-

tains itself and revolves in this comprehensive generality.

Y.-XII.

With the second part we enter at once upon the struggle

between Jesus and the Jews. The fifth chapter relates the

occasion, and contains, so to speak, the prelude to the contest,

whose real course only follows later. Chap. vi. is connected

with this because of the similarity not only of Jesus' conduct,

but also of the reception he met with, and of the thought itself

which lies at its base. It has always been observed that the

close of this chapter forms a break. The discourse of Jesus,

which points to the last events of His life ; the confession of

Peter, which is only surpassed by Thomas' ; the allusion to the

traitor, which reminds us of the end of Jesus' life ; and, in

general, the important position which this passover assumes in

the midst of the two others which are mentioned : all these
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things declare clearly that this chapter marks a pause in the

account. We have therefore in the fifth and sixth chapters

the first subdivision of the second part, it being again double,

contrasting Judea and Galilee with each other. In chap.

v. He witnesses to himself as the life of the world in his

God-like activity ; in chap. vi. as the life in his human
nature. In the latter He declares the right conduct of men
to be the reception of the life which lies determined in his

flesh.

The seventh chapter leads us to the feast of tabernacles,

from which proceed the things narrated as far as to x. 21.

This passage is in unison in regard to time, and the

evangelist evidently intends to have it considered as a whole.

For he presents this single section from a long and rich

activity. He hints sufficiently at that activity in TTepieirdrei

iv rfj TdkiXala
(

c walked in Galilee '), but he does not wish to

tell about it. On the contrary, he brings forward these events

in Jerusalem because the temper of the Jews here made its

decision against him. Such is clearly his design. Hence we
must add x. 22-39 (or 42). The last event begins with an

uncertainty of judgment, and closes with the greatest decision

of the hostile temper, called forth by the repeated and de-

cisive self-witness of Jesus, vers. 30 and 38. Chap, vii.—x.,

therefore, will be for us the second subdivision of this part.

'I and ye:' this is at base the theme of all the discourses

found here, of some more, of some less. Chap. vii. intro-

duces what follows. Chap. viii. brings the contrast to the

sharpest and most cutting expression. The sentences :
' I

proceeded forth and came from God. Ye are of your father

the devil. He that is of God heareth God's words,' with

their development, assume therefore a central position in the

whole gospel. That which begins in chap. ix. continues

historically to x. 21, and as to subject-matter to x. 39. In

regard to the thoughts, too, chap. ix. and x. cleave closely

together, as is very evident. Even externally viewed, the close

of the ninth chapter forms the direct transition to the tenth

chapter. And this at the same time shows the internal

relationship of the idea of the light, which rules in the ninth

chapter, with the figure of the shepherd afterwards used. The
latter figure enlarges gradually the circle of thought, and leads
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back to the idea of the life, within which the preceding division,

v.-vi., had moved.

The close of chap. x. both leads to what follows and

forms a contrast to what went before. These concluding

verses recall to us how the people beyond Jordan allowed

themselves to be directed by the testimony of the Baptist to

accept Jesus' self-witness in belief, while those in Judea and

Jerusalem received but the judgment of hardening from the

rich testimony of Jesus to himself.

It follows as a matter of course that the eleventh and

twelfth chapters form the third subdivision of this part. The

decided hostility of temper needed only a definite occasion to

become the decisive deed of the decree from the authorities.

The thought of death rules in these two chapters. At the

raising of Lazarus we are reminded of it. The symbolical

importance of the anointing points to it. The reception in

Jerusalem makes us think of it involuntarily by the contrast.

And the discourse of Jesus, xii. 23 ff., receives from this

thought an elegiac character. Yet all this, at the same time,

is pervaded by the doctrinal thought that Jesus is the life, and

that the life is in his death. This is the theme for which

the fact of the resurrection affords the historical proof, and

it is at the same time the central thought of the discourse

just named.

XIII.-XX.

Almost all previous commentators on the gospel have

observed that the last part falls into the two halves xiii.-xvii.,

and xviii.—xx. Baur and Godet put xviii.-xix., and xx., as

two duly justified divisions at the side of xiii.—xvii. ; but this

seems to me to contradict itself. For chap. xx. is related

to the two preceding, just as chap. xvii. is to those before

it. In reality, the last discourses do not begin with the

thirteenth chapter. Nor do they open, strictly speaking,

with xiv. 1, as almost all exegetes allege ; they open with

xiii. 31. These words introduce the continuous warnings,

comfortings, and counsellings which compose the contents of

the last conversations. In this xiv. 1 simply continues, so

that it has no new introduction historically. The announce-

ment of the denial of Peter intervenes merely on occasion of
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his words, and it is a misunderstanding of the design of xiii.

31 ff. to make that the chief thing therein.

Thus, then, xiii. 1-30 precedes the last discourses as a

historically introductive paragraph. The self-denying love of

Jesus is unmistakably the common theme of these historical

details. In contrast with this appears the glorification

imparted to him by the Father. Yet, though the latter be

mentioned for the sake of the contrast, xiv. 31, it is still not

in the first place the substance of the following discourses.

He does not find occasion to return to it till xvi. 33. And
chap. xvii. moves in words of prayer entirely within the

circle of these thoughts and of this mood of exaltation

above the world. Therefore chap. xvii. forms the counter-

part to chap. xiii. Chap. xiii. is the condescension of him to

whom the Father has delivered over all things, xiii. 3, and

who, in spite of the consciousness of this his elevation, gives to

his disciples in every respect an example of ministering self-

denial. Chap. xvii. is the elevation of the Son of God and

the consciousness of this elevation, which, in spite of the fact

that he is still in the world, and must still suffer from its

power, raises him as victor above the world. This is easily

to be seen in the fundamental thoughts of each chapter. That

contained between these two contrasts, xiii. 31—xvi. 33, serves

both to display his love, which is the unity of the two con-

trasts, in its rich fulness, and to educate the disciples, to

purify, confirm, and perfect their belief.

In a corresponding way, chap. xviii.-xx. contain a con-

trast. The self-denying love above mentioned is answered here

by the freedom with which Jesus delivered himself into the

hands of his enemies and devoted himself to death. The

closer consideration of this passage will show us unquestion-

ably that the evangelist emphasizes this point particularly,

both at Jesus' arrest and at his death. It is, however, the love

of Jesus, by the force of which he delivers himself to death

with such freedom. By the fact that the recognition of this

forces itself upon his disciples in a way that cannot be

resisted, the thing which was the severest trial of belief

becomes a strengthening of belief. Jesus' passion and death

aimed at this. And the account is especially arranged to make
this appear distinctly. Thus passion and death become for
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belief a revelation of the glory of the Son of God. Hence it

is unnecessary for the evangelist to tell of the revelation

itself, and to lay stress on the way in which Jesus was

exalted. All expositions of the connection are at fault which

make this point the most prominent. The evangelist speaks

only of the Risen One, and tells how He, as such, revealed

Himself in order to belief on Him as the Son of God.

Such is the decisive manner in which everything in these

last passages is brought into connection with the real design

of the gospel. But in contrast with this belief, led to

perfection, the evangelist must now present the unbelief of

the Jews in its completion. Hence we cannot be surprised

that the account of Jesus' condemnation is ruled from such a

point of view as will show what guilt for Jesus' death rests

especially upon Israel's unbelief. Nor will any one have a

right to say without proof, that, in order to favour this point

of view, the actual circumstances are altered. This point of

view lay undeniably in the history itself. The judgment of

unbelief stands over against the reward of belief. Jesus

only reveals himself in the narrow circle of his followers,

not to the world, xiv. 22. The judgment of unbelief is even

this, that it does not believe, iii. 18. Tor by this it stands

outside of the communion of the Son of God.

The gospel arranges itself thus simply, consistently with

itself, and at the same time in no wise contradicting historical

probability.

It has fallen into three parts. Within these we found

repeatedly a triple division. This agrees with the fact that

the number three elsewhere rules in this book. The evan-

gelist names three passovers. Three healings are mentioned :

the son of the nobleman, chap. iv. ; the man at the pool,

chap. v. ; and the blind man, chap. ix. Three other miracles

are given : that at Cana, chap. ii. ; the feeding, chap. vi.
;

and the raising of Lazarus, chap, xi.
1 We find the same

1 Compare with this Bengel's remark at John iv. 54, in his Gnomon Novi Tes-

tament!, 3d ed., Tubingen 1773, vol. i. p. 399 b ; or, Harmonia Ecangelica, 2d
ed., 1747, p. 147 f. ' Hsec nimirum Johannis methodus est, ut per ternarium

incedat. Tria signa refert in Galilea peracta : primum in nuptiis c. ii. sec. in

regii filio, h. 1. : tertium in cibatione 5000 virorum c. vi. Tria itidem in

Judaea : primum Pentecostes festo, in aegroto ad Bethesdam c. v. ; sec. post

Scenopegiam in cceco c. ix. ; tertium in Lazaro defuncto ante Pascha c. xi. Sic
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thing in details. The opening begins with three sentences,

and the number three predominates in the whole of the intro-

duction. We shall therefore advance to the closer observa-

tion of the gospel, with the expectation that this will also

prove to be the case still further. The first verse shows

us that the first statement is complete in its three sentences.

Such is the meaning of the number three, and of its use in

this book. We perceive in it the finished completeness of

the book in itself as a whole, and in its separate parts and

thoughts.

I cannot determine myself to assume, with Delitzsch, that

our evangelist ' is ruled throughout by the number three,

the number of God,' because he ' has his standpoint in

eternity.' Keini l
transfers this, and misuses it for his own

purposes. To me the number three seems to lie in the sub-

ject itself and its treatment, and likewise to have its physio-

logical grounds. It expresses the internal completeness of the

subject, which had thus rounded itself off for the evangelist in

long inward meditation upon it. And it displays no less the

tendency of the evangelist's own mind, to which this motion

of thought, turning back upon itself, was natural. Hence it

is that the circular form and the circular movement are proper

to the evangelist in the whole and in the details. As a rule,

the pattern of the construction is smaller circles, which again

form larger ones. Another peculiarity is involuntarily joined

to this, and appears with especial clearness in the opening.

It is, that the next thought links itself, chain-like, into the last

member of a thought or sentence, which is circle-shaped and

complete in itself. At the same time, as the narrative in this

gospel is ruled by contrasts, the form of contrasted speech

et post ascensionem tres omnino apparitiones descripsit, quibus discipulis se

exhibuit salvator, xxi. 14.'

('This is John's manner, to proceed by threes. He reports three miracles

done in Galilee : the first at the marriage, ii. ; the second upon the nobleman's

son, in the present passage ; and the third at the feeding the 5000 men, vi.

Three likewise in Judea : the first upon the infirm man at Bethesda at the feast

of Pentecost, v. ; the second after tabernacles, upon the blind man, ix. ; and the

third upon Lazarus, who died before the passover, xi. Thus also, after the

ascension, he described in all three appearances, in which the Saviour revealed

himself to his disciples, xxi. 14.') See also the close of Delitzsch's Genesis, 4th

ed., Leipzig 1S72, p. 560.
1 Keim, Geschkhte Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1867, vol. i. p. 115.

LUTH. O JOHN.
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enters also into the construction of the book, and thus the

triple division unites with the double one.

Before we proceed to prove and confirm in the book itself

that which we have already gained, Ave must delay a moment
to consider the question as to John's authorship. This ques-

tion has become of decisive importance at present, and the

answer to it is of weight even for the previous discussions.
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SAINT JOHN THE AUTHOR.

1. Tradition.

CHURCH tradition designates as the author of the fourth

gospel, the apostle John (i?™ n,
:

Jehovah is gracious).

His brother James was beheaded by Herod Agrippa in the year

44 A.D. He was a son of the apparently prosperous fisher-

man Zebedee, probably of Bethsaida. His mother Salome

appears among the women who served Jesus. He shared

with his brother a natural vehemence of nature, which shows

itself in Mark ix. 38 ff. and Luke ix. 54 f. ; comp. the Sons

of Thunder, Mark iii. 16. To this he united silent conteni-

plativeness and devotion to Jesus. In the fourth gospel John

is seen to be a scholar of the Baptist's, and from him turned

to join himself to Jesus, i. 35 ff. According to the synoptists,

he was called at a later date to a constant following of Jesus
;

Matt. iv. 21 ff. and parallels. With Peter and James he

formed the closest circle of the disciples, and was a witness of

the raising of Jairus' daughter, Mark v. 37, Luke viii. 51 ; of

the transfiguration, Matt. xvii. 1 and parallels ; and of the

agony of prayer in Gethsemane, Matt. xxvi. 37. According

to the fourth gospel, he lay on Jesus' breast at the last supper,

stood under his cross, and hastened with Peter to his empty

grave. And in the appended chapter, he, as well as Peter,

receives a special word from Jesus.

In Acts, also, he appears repeatedly in the company of

Peter, Acts iii. 1, 11, iv. 13 ff., viii. 14 ; the silent and contem-

plative one at the side of him who talks and acts. He is still

at Jerusalem at the council of the apostles about 50 A.D.,

Acts xv. It is uncertain when he left that city. The tradi-

tions of the early church say that he went to Ephesus and

211
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died there at an advanced age, in the time of Trajan, perhaps

about 100 A.D. Various incidents are related of his residence

at Ephesus, such as : the meeting his opponent, the heretic

Cerinthus, in a public bath ;

l the saving the lost youth

;

2

and the raising a dead person.
3 Widespread tradition says

that he was banished by the Roman emperor 4
to the island

of Patmos. Tertullian states that he was banished thither

from Eome, after having been dipped in boiling oil without

injury.
5 Jerome 6

relates that when he was too old to walk,

he had himself carried to the church gatherings of the Chris-

tians, and there constantly repeated the words, ' Little children,

love one another.' Long after they pointed out his grave

in Ephesus.
7

It is said that in Ephesus, at the request of his

friends,
8 he wrote the fourth gospel. The first three, pre-

viously written, portrayed rather rd a-co/xariKa (' the bodily

things ') ; he wrote the fourth as the Trvev/xariKov (' spiritual
')

gospel. It was said to oppose Cerinthus' error and the

Gnosticism of the Nicolaitanes, defending against them the

higher truth of Christ.
9

2. Criticism.

The tradition in the ancient church as to John's authorship

of the fourth gospel is unanimous. Only the sect of the

Alogi, as Epiphanius named them, contradicted it. We can

see, however, from Irenseus
10 and Epiphanius n

that they did

this, not upon historical grounds, or by appeal to another

1 Irenseus, Contra Haireses, III. iii. 4, ed. Massuet, Paris 1710, p. 177.
2 Eusebius, Historia Ecclesiastica, III. xxiii. 13-19, ed. Dindorf, Leipzig

1871, vol. iv. pp. 110-112.
3 Rid. V. xviii. 14, p. 224.

4 Domitian, according to Eusebius, ut supra, III. xviii. 4 and xx., pp.
104-107.

5 Tertullian, De Pra>scriptionibtts Hcereticorum, cap. xxxvi. , Opera, Leipzig

1841, part iii. p. 25 ; Blbl. Pat. Eccl. Lat. selecta, vol. vi.

6 Jerome, In Eplstolam ad Galatas, vi. 10, lib. iii., Opera, ed. Vallarsius,

Venice 1769, vol. vii. part i. p. 529 a.

7 Dionysius in Eusebius, ut supra, VII. xxv. 16, p. 328.

8 Eusebius, ut supra, VI. xiv. 7, p. 258.

9 Irenteus, Contra Haireses, III. xi. 1, tit siq)ra, p. 188.

10 Irenaeus, ut supra, III. xi. 9, p. 192.

11 Epiphanius, Contra Haireses, II. li. 30, ed. Dindorf, Leipzig I860, vol. ii.

p. 510.
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tradition, but on grounds of subjective criticism. They seem

to have been of an Ebionitic, Monarchian, and at the same

time anti-Montanistic turn, and to have rejected the doctrine

of the Logos and of the Paraclete, as contained in John's

gospel. Then, in order to free themselves from this gospel,

they attributed it and the Eevelation to John's opponent

Cerinthus. Thus their unintelligent polemics only confirm

the tradition of the origin of the gospel in John's time, and

at Ephesus.

After them critical doubt long remained silent, and only

came forward again in later times. It appeared with most

energy at first in Bretschneider's Probahilia, 1820, which de-

clared the gospel to be dogmatical and metaphysical, but not

historical, and to have been written at the beginning of the

second century, with an apologetical and polemical purpose,

against the Jews, and aided by the higher knowledge of the

Logos doctrine. The numerous replies to Bretschneider

caused him to give up his doubts. The authenticity of the

gospel seemed more secure than ever, and Schleiermacher's

school made this book their favourite gospel, at the cost of

the synoptists. The criticism which David Friedrich Strauss

brought to bear on the gospel history in his Life of Jesus, 1835,

grew to be a criticism of the gospel books. After a temporary

wavering, 1838, it turned especially to John's gospel, 1840.

After the headlong attacks of Bruno Bauer, 1840 and later,

Ferdinand Christian Baur, in Tubingen, opened with his

article on the composition of the canonical gospels, in the

Theologische Jahrbiichcr, 1844, the regular attack upon the

Johannean authorship and the historical character of this

gospel. This was in connection with his entire construction

of the history of the earliest church. According to Baur, the

fourth gospel did not pretend to be a historical book, but a

partisan book. It sought to further the formation of the

catholic church by bringing to a close the early Christian

contests between Jewish and Gentile Christianity. This it

wished to effect by referring to the debated questions of the

second century connected with that division, such as Mon-
tanism, Gnosticism, the Logos doctrine, and the passover con-

troversy. It drew its material from the synoptists, but

shaped it according to its aims ' forth from the Christiau con-
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sciousness,' and with strictest consistency made the history

subservient to the idea. Its origin cannot be put earlier than

160 A.D.

Schwegler, Kostlin, Zeller, and others tried to justify this

view in different books and articles ; Zeller, especially in

regard to the testimony of the ancient church, wrote in the

Thcologische Jahrbiicher for 1845 and 1847. Thiersch, on

the other hand, and Bleek strove to refute Baur. Thiersch

wrote in 1845 his Attempt to Restore the Historical Stand-

point for the Criticism of the Ncio Testament Books, offering

a united view of the first two centuries to oppose to Baur's

;

Bleek, in his Contributions of 1846, and his New Testa-

ment Introduction of 1861 and 1866, came forward with

detailed criticism. In 1849 and later, Hilgenfeld went

further than Baur, and put the gospel between Valentinus'

Gnosticism and Marcion's, finding Gnostic dualism in the

gospel itself. But a series of investigations in the contrary

direction, which proved the use of the gospel, especially by

Justin Martyr and the Gnostics of the second century, com-

pelled criticism to withdraw the origin of the gospel to an

earlier date. Hilgenfeld went back to 1 3 5 a.d., and Keim x

to 110-115. That, however, was so near to the time of

John, that the imputing to the alleged Judaistic apostle a

book so entirely foreign or antagonistic to him as this fourth

gospel was in the view of these critics, must appear hardly

conceivable.

Under these circumstances, Keim pursued the course taken

by Lutzelberger in 1840,—a course decidedly condemned at

that early date, and particularly by the Tubingen criticism.

Keim denies altogether the residence of the apostle John at

Ephesus, and traces the whole tradition to a misunderstand-

ing on Irenseus' part, and confusion of the apostle with the

presbyter John. Scholten, Holtzmann, and Wittichen agreed

with Keim, but were opposed not only by Steitz, but also by
Hilgenfeld and Krenkel.

Were the residence of John in Ephesus certain, and yet

were the gospel as it now lies before us not from him, the

tradition seemed only explicable on the supposition that the

gospel was connected with the apostle John, whether as con-

1 Keim, Geschichle Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1867, vol. i. pp. 146, 155.,
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taining Johannean fragments, or as composed by a disciple of

John's on the basis of genuine reminiscences. Thus Schenkel

and Weizsiicker in 1864.

Over against these, Biggenbach in his Testimonies for the

Gospel of John, 1866, Godet in his Commentary, I860,1 and

Bleek in Ms Neio Testament Introduction, 1861 and 1866,

sought to justify anew the tradition of John's authorship.

3. The Testimony of the Church.

The external testimony for John's authorship belongs both

to church and to heathen or heretical literature. It is true

we have proportionally little left of the church literature,

especially from the first half of the second century. Yery

important books are lost for us. Moreover, in what we have,

the writers of the early church, do not aim to give express

testimony for the apostolic composition of the New Testament

books. They were still in the living current of the tradition.

Least of all can we expect such testimony for the fourth gospel,

because its apostolic authorship was not questioned in the

church, or out of it, so far as any one troubled himself about

the matter. The use the church made of the fourth gospel

indicated the general judgment of the church. Hence we
need not wonder at finding proportionally little express testi-

mony. But what we find is enough to make the question

certain.

Euscbius.

Eusebius had a wide knowledge of the literature of the early

church, and it stood at his command in far greater fulness

than it does to us. In his Church History he pronounces the

fourth gospel as o/xoXoyov/xevov, namely, acknowledged by the

whole church without debate as apostolic and Johannean.

On this very account he offers no detailed testimony. He
says, however, that Papias, who belongs to the first half of

the second century, used the first epistle of John, and we
have no reason and no right to doubt this remark. But that

serves also for John's gospel. For the two are so closely

joined in their origin, that they stand or fall together.

1 Xew edition, 1S76. Translated in Foreign Theological Library.
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Origcn.

The learned Origen also, appointed teacher as early as

203 A.D., when hardly eighteen years old, mentions that,

decidedly rejecting the other alleged gospels, the whole

church had selected only our four gospels.
1

Tertullian.

Tertullian in Africa, who died about 220 A.D., used a Latin

translation of the New Testament canon, the so-called Itala.

It arose in Africa, and beyond other Latin translations had

raised itself to general use by its internal excellences.
2 Hence

it came out not later than 150 a.d. Therefore the African

church had the New Testament canon before 150 a.d., and

John's gospel belonged to it. Africa,however, received this canon

from Eome. It must have existed at Borne earlier ; and the

origin of the fourth gospel cannot be put later than 120 a.d.

Muratori, Peshito, Theophilus.

In the Muratori Fragment, the document upon the New
Testament canon of the Eoman church at about 170 a.d.,

and in the Peshito, the Syriac translation of the Bible from

the same date, John's gospel appears as recognised by the

church to be the apostle's composition. When, therefore,

Theophilus of Antioch,
3 180 A.D., is the first to mention John

expressly, it is only by accident, and is not the expression of

a view which had then just arisen.

Clement of Alexandria.

Clement of Alexandria, who died about 220 A.D., distin-

1 Ol'igeil, t« niriroipx p'ova. 'friXi^ctm. to. Ss rurffoipa. ft'eva, vrpoxpivu » rod fooo

lxxXr,tr!u, Opera, ed. de la Rue, Paris 1740, vol. iii. p. 932, note.
2 Compare Rbnsch, Itala und Vvlgata; Das Sprachidiom der urchristlichen

Itala und der katholischcn Vulgata unter Beruckskhtlgiing der romischen

Volkersprache, Marburg and Leipzig 1SC9 ; and Das Neue Testament Ter-

tuitions, Leipzig, 1871.
3 Theophilus, Ad Autolycum, ii. 22 (31), ed. Otto, Jena 1861, pp. 118,

120 (100 c) ; Corp. Apol. Christ. Sac. Sec. vol. viii.
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guished definitely between the four canonical and other non-

canonical gospels. He could appeal to the ' tradition of the

elders from the first,' trapdhocncr rwv dveicadev TrpeajBurepuiv,

both by reason of his own inquiries and researches, and by

reason of the connection he had with the earlier part of the

second century through his teacher Pantoenus. His informa-

tion as to the fourth gospel rests on independent research.

Irenceus.

Irenceus, who died about 202 a.d., was by birth of Asia

Minor, and by his own testimony, as we have it in his letter

to his youthful friend Florinus, was a scholar of Polycarp's.

Polycarp told the youthful Irenreus about his teacher John.

Irenreus, removing to Gaul, perhaps about 170 a.d., carried

thither and consigned to writing both his own recollections

and the traditions of the Johannean circles of Asia Minor.

Here, then, we have a closely knit chain of tradition from

John's own time. In the third book of his great anti-

heretical work particularly,
1
in warring upon the Valentinians,

he has occasion to speak of the fourth gospel. He is not

proving its authority, but only refuting the positions of the

Gnostics by referring to it, whose authority they also

acknowledged. We perceive clearly in Irenieus that the

acceptance of the four gospels at his day was everywhere

unquestionable. Moreover, there is a letter from the churches

of Vienne and Lyons 2
to the Christians of Asia Minor about

their persecutions under Marcus Aurelius. It is commonly
supposed to have been written by Irenreus. It contains

citations from John, xvi. 2, iifKripomo Be to vito tov Kvplov

i}[iwv elprifiivov (' and that which was spoken by our Lord

was fulfilled'), and reminiscences, John xiv. 26.

Mrfito.

Of the numerous writings of Melito, bishop of Sardis,

1 Irenreus, Contra Hceretes, III. xi. 7, ed. Massuet, Paris 1710, p. 189 b.
2 Letter from Vienne and Lyons in Eusebius, Historia Ecclesiastka, V. 1, 2,

Opera, ed. Dindorf, Leipzig 1871, vol. iv. pp. 183-200, especially i. 15, p.

186, andi. 10, p. 185.
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at or soon after the middle of the second century, we have

but few fragments, yet one of them betrays a knowledge of

John's gospel. Opposing the common view of a single year's

activity on Jesus' part, he speaks of three years after his

baptism, clearly on the basis of John's gospel.
1

Tatian.

Justin's pupil, afterwards a Gnostic, Tatian, in his

apologetical book, Address to the Greeks, dated about 170, has

quotations from John's gospel : irvev^a 6 6eocr (' God is a

Spirit,' John iv. 24)

;

2 Oeoa rjv ev apyrf kt\. (' God was in the

beginning,' etc., John i. 1 ff.)

;

3
to elprjfiivov' t) aKorla to (pwa

ov Kara\a/3dv6L (' that which was spoken : The darkness re-

ceiveth not the light,' John i. 5) ;

4 and irdvra vtt avrov koX

ytopla- avrov yeyovev ov&e ev
(

f

all things were made by him,

and without him was nothing made,' John i. 3).
5 And his

harmony of the gospels, to Sia Tecradpwv (' that by four '),

according to the statements of Theodoret, f457, who was

acquainted with the book, evidently referred also to the

gospel of John.

Justin Martyr.

Justin, who died 166 A.D., is a competent witness for the

church of his day, and it can be definitely proved that he

knew John's gospel. Baur's school denied this decidedly at

first ; but after the researches
6

of Bindemann, Semisch,

and Luthardt, it has given the point up, and only a few men,

as, for example,7 Volkmar and Scholten, strive to retain this

1 Melito in Otto, Corpus Apologeticarum, Jena 1872, vol. ix. p. 416.
2 Tatian, Oratio ad Grozcos, cap. 4 (6), ed. Otto, Jena 1851, p. 18 (144 c)

;

Corp. Apol. Christ. Scecul. Secund. vol. vi.

3 Ibid. cap. 5 (7), pp. 20, 22 (145 a).

4 Ibid. cap. 13 (21, 22), p. 60 (152 c).

5 Ibid. cap. 19 (33), p. 88 (158 d).

6 Bindemann, ' Ueber die von Justinus dem Miirtyrer gebrauchten Evangelien,

'

Sludien vnd Kritilcen, 1842, pp. 355-482 ; Semisch, Die apostolischci Denkwiird-

igkeilen des Martyrers Justin, Hamburg and Gotha 1848; Luthardt, 'Justin

der Miirtyrer und das Evangelium Johannis,' Zeitschrift fur Protestantismus

-and Kirche, 1856, Neue Folge, vol. xxxi. pp. 302-327, 350-400, vol. xxxii.

pp. 68-115.

7 Volkmar, Zeitschrift far wissenschaftliche Theolocjie, 1SG0, pp. 293-300

;
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view. Justin's habit of designating the gospels as the

Memorabilia of apostles and apostles' pupils, seems by its

wording to indicate that he knew more than one apostolic

gospel. We can prove that he used the three synoptists.

Still another apostolic gospel is wanting to suit the above

designation. The expectation that this is John's gospel, is

confirmed by the state of the case as open before us. His

Logos doctrine is not at all a preparation for the Johannean,

as Volkmar and Scholten think. It rather shows itself to be

a combination of the Johannean and Philonean ; a product,

indeed, of theological reflection, but with evident return to

John's representation. Look at the utterances as to the

Logos becoming man or flesh.
1 Compare John i. 3 with rrjv

apxhv St' avTou irdvra 'i/crtaev (' He created all things by him

at the beginning ').
2 The citation of John iii. 3 is of especially

decisive weight: ical yap 6 Xpicrroa elirev dv /li?) dva<yevvi]6P)Te,

ov fxrj ela£\6r)Te eler ttjv fiaaiXelav twv ovpavwv. ore Be koX

dBvvarov eler rdcr p,ijrpacr toov refcovcrcov tovg dira^ <yevva)p,evovcr

iftfifptat, fyavepov irdcrtv ecrnv (' for Christ also said, Unless ye

be born again, ye may not enter into the kingdom of heaven.

But it is clear to all that it is impossible for those once

born to go into the wombs of those who bare them '). The

unimportant differences of Justin's text from John's 3
disap-

pear in comparison with the thing itself, and in view of

the coincidence between these words and Nicodemus' well-

known objection. The certainty of the use of the gospel in

Scholten, Das Evangelium nach Johannes (Dutch ed. [1864] 1865), German
ed., Berlin 1867, p. 424, Die Aeltesten Zeugnisse, Bremen 1867, p. 31.

[See also Thoma, ' Die literarischen Beziehungen zwischen Justin und dem
Johannesevangelium,' Zeitschrift fur wissenschaftlkhe Theologie, 1875, pp.
490-565.—C. R. G.]

1 Justin, Apologia, i. 66, Opera, ed. Otto, Jena 1842, vol. i. p. 268

;

Dialogus cum Tryphone, cap. 48, 70, ibid. vol. ii. pp. 154, 240.

2 Justin, Apologia, ii. 6, ibid. vol. i. p. 296. Compare also John iv. 24

with Apologia, i. 6, vol. i. p. 150 ; John ix. with Apologia, i. 22, vol. i. p.

184 ; and Dialogus cum Tryphone, cap. 69, vol. ii. p. 237. The Apology cites

Zech. xii. 10-12 just as John does ; see Apologia, i. 52, vol. i. p. 240.

3 Justin, Apologia, i. 61, ibid. vol. i. p. 258 : awayiw. instead of avahv

ytmn0., and /sao-. tuv olfOLiZv instead of /3. <roZ 6*.aZ. [Teschendorf's 8th ed. and
the Sinaitic have /5. ™> dp. On this passage compare a note by Professor Ezra

Abbot in the American edition of Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, New York

1868, p. 1433. Like variations are cited in several passages not before remarked

by critics.—C. Pt. G.]
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tins case makes other references of a more general kind appear

to rest on the fourth gospel.
1

Letter to Diognetus.

Should the time of the composition of the letter to

Diognetus be fixed as in the first half of the second century,"

the said letter would also be properly cited here, both by

reason of what it says concerning the Logos, and on account

of various special passages.
3 The eleventh chapter would be

of value, since it is full of Johannean reminiscences, but it is

a later interpolation.

The Shepherd of Hennas.

The Shepherd of Hennas is commonly put at 140-150 a.d.
,

Zahn says it belongs to the end of the first century. Although

rather of a Jewish Christian tendency, it has points of contact

with John's gospel.
4 Even Keim 5

says the Shepherd is

' evidently acquainted with the first epistle, while at the same

time its whole terminology often reminds us of the gospel.'
6

Polycarp.

The letter of Polycarp, bishop of Smyrna, to the Philippians

is the only one of his letters
7 remaining to our day. The

1 Compare Justin, Apologia, i. 66, tit supra, vol. i. p. 268, as to the Lord's

supper, with John vi. ; or Dialogus cum Tryphone, cap. 17, ibid. vol. ii. pp.

60-62, as to Jesus the light ; and Dialogus cum Tryphone, cap. 40, 111, ibid.

vol. ii. pp. 130, 370, as to Jesus the true paschal lamb.
2 Ritschl and Wittichen say 150, Credner says 140, Ewald says 120-130

;

and Nitzseh in his Dogmengeschichte, part i., Berlin 1870, p. 109, says 110-125.
3 Epistida ad Diognetum, cap. x., Patrum Apostolicorum Opera, ed. Geb-

liardt, Harnack, Zahn, Leipzig 1875, p. 224 f., compare John iii. 16 ; or Epist.

cap. vi., ibid. p. 221, compare John xv. 19.

4 Henna Pastor, mandatum xii. 3, Patrum Apostolicorum Opera, ed.

Dressel, Leipzig 1863, p. 601, compare John xiv. 21, xv. 10 ff.; 1 John v. 3 ;

similitudo ix. 12, ut supra, p. 626, compare John x. 7, xiv. 6 ; and similitudo

v. 6, p. 610, compare John xvii. 8.

5 Keim, Geschichte Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1867, vol. i. p. 143.

6 See the detailed proofs in Zahn, Der Hirte des Hermas, 1868, pp. 467-476.
7 Irenseus' letter to Florinus in Eusehius, Historia Ecclesiastica, V. xx. 8,

Opera, ed. Dindorf, Leipzig 1871, vol. iv. p. 227.
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seventh chapter of it
!
at least contains a citation from 1 John

iv. 3. It is arbitrary to declare the letter spurious, as

Schwegler and Hilgenfeld do. And even if it had been in-

terpolated, this passage would not have been affected. If,

however, the places which refer to Ignatius be genuine, the

letter belongs to the beginning of the second century.

Papias.

According to Eusebius' testimony, which we have no reason

to doubt, Papias, bishop of Hierapolis, testified to the first

epistle of John in his lost expositions of the Words of the

Lord (\6yia rod /cvpiov). That is also proof for the gospel.

Eusebius does not mention the use of the gospel, simply

because it did not seem to him necessary to do so. In

referring to Polycarp's letter, he only cites the quotations

from 1 John and 1 Peter, and is silent as to the many quota-

tions from the Pauline epistles. Hence there is not the

slightest justification in concluding, from Eusebius' silence in

the case of Papias, that Papias said nothing about John's

gospel, or indeed 'perhaps found great fault with it.'
2

Polycarp and Papias are among the elders to whom Irenaeus

appeals for his information as to John. Among other things,

he mentions a peculiar explanation of John xiv. 2, with

appeal to the elders.
3 That shows us that this circle, to

which Papias also belonged, busied itself with John's gospel.

The remark that Jesus lived to be fifty years old, founded on

John viii. 5 6 f, is also a testimony to their knowledge of this

gospel. The preface to a manuscript of the gospels from the

ninth century,—Vatic. Alex. K 1 4,—which preface Tischen-

dorf thinks earlier than Jerome, tells that Papias, in his

exegetical work, reports the composition of the gospel by
John. But the closing words :

* descripsit vero evangelium

(Papias) dictante Joanne recte ' (' he [Papias] wrote down the

gospel, John dictating directly'), are probably to be under-

stood, not as a citation from Papias, but as a note of the

1 Polycarp, Epistula ad Philippenses, cap. vii., Patrum Apostolicorum Opera,

ed. Gebhardt, Harnack, Zahn, Leipzig 1876, fasciculus ii. pp. 120-123.
2 Keim, Geschichte Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1867, vol. i. p. 145.
3 Irenseus, Contra Hareses, V. xxxvi. 2, ed. Massuet, Paris 1710, p. 337 a.
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author's own. Besides, the quotation is itself too insecure for

us to base conclusions on it.

Ignatius.

According to the prevailing and most probable view of the

Ignatian letters, the seven of the shorter Greek recension are

genuine. Then they are from the first decade of the second

century.
1 Even Lipsius, Hilgenfeld, and Volkmar have

acknowledged in these, traces of acquaintance with the fourth

gospel.
2

Tlie Letter of Barnabas.

It is uncertain whether or not the letter of Barnabas,

probably dated about 96 a.d., shows points of contact with

the fourtli gospel. Keim 3
finds such a frequent coincidence

of the world of ideas in the letter, both as to great and

as to small things, with that of John's gospel, that he de-

clares it necessary to suppose them to be connected. Holtz-

mann 4 has pursued still more accurately the question as to

their points of contact. Yet it is doubtful whether there be

a real use of the gospel. Eiggenbach 5
denies it, Wittichen 6

affirms it.

Close of Twenty-first Chapter.

The closing words of chap, xxi, added by another hand,

1 See Uhlhorn, ' Ignatius, in Herzog's Beal-EncyUopudie, 1 856, vol. vi. pp.

623-630.
2 See Ignatius, Epistula ad Pldladelplienos, cap. vii., Patrum Apostolkorum

Opera, ed. Gebliardt, Harnack, Zahn, Leipzig 1876, fasciculus ii. pp. 76, 77,

compare . ohn iii. S ; Ad Romanos, cap. vii., ibid. pp. 66, 67, compare John

vi. 33, 51 ff. ; the naming the devil, in a way that recalls John's gospel, o apx^
toZ alavotr Tounv (' the ruler of this age '), Ad Romanos, cap. vii. pp. 64, 65, Ad
Ephesios, cap. xvii., six., pp. 22-25, Ad Magncsios, cap. i. 3, pp. 30, 31, Ad
Trallianos, cap. iv. 2, pp. 46, 47 ; and the John-like sounding confession of the

divinity of Jesus, Ad Romanos, cap. vi. pp. 64, 65.

3 Keim, GescJdchte Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1S67, vol. i. p. 141 ff.

4 Holtzmann, Zeitschriftfur wissenschaftliche Theologie, 1871, p. 336 ff.

s Eiggenbach, Die Zeugnissefur das Evangellum Johannis, Basel 1866, pp.

89, 90 ; also Der sogenannte Brief des Barnabas. Programme, Basel 1873,

p. 37.

6 Wittichen, Der gescJucJdtiche Character des Evangeliums Johannis, Elber-

feld 1868, p. 104.
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designate the apostle John as the author of the gospel. Since

they are in all the manuscripts, the gospel appears not to have

been published in wider circles without them. Besides, they

have no meaning, and are useless if they are not old, added

soon after the death of John, or while he was yet alive. The

latter point is rendered probable by the present jxaprvpcov

(' testifieth ') in distinction from the past ypdyp-aa (' wrote ').

We should then have to recognise in these words a testimony

from the company of the Ephesian presbyters as the gospel

passed from the confined to the wider circles of the church.

TJie Heading.

The heading Kara 'Iwuwqv (

f according to John ') may have

been prefixed to the gospel either at the same time as the

verses above, or not until the gospels were collected and put

together. Which, is indifferent, since the heading in any

case rests upon the tradition which accompanied the gospel

from the first.

To this testimony of the church, reaching the borders of

the first century, the testimony outside of the church must

now be added.

4. Testimony outside of the Church.

Cclsus.

The earliest polemic treatise of heathen thought against the

• new third religion ' is the Aoyoa dXrjd/ja- (' the true word ').

It was written by the philosopher Celsus, of the Platonizing

school, about 178 a.d., or, perhaps, even before 170 a.d.
1

According to Keim, it shows a knowledge of John's gospel as

an authentic record of Christianity. Hence the acceptance of

this gospel was then so unquestionable and so general, that

even a heathen made it a presupposition for his polemics.

1 Keim lias as far as possible restored it : Aelteste Zeitschrift antiker Weltan-
schauung gegen das Christenthum vom Jahre 178 nach Christo wiederhergestdlt,

au8 dem Griechischen iibersetzt, untersucht, und erluutert mat Lucian und
Minucius Felix verglichen, Ziiricb. 1S73.
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Heretical Jewish Christianity.

The literature of the heretical Jewish Christianity, which

must have stood very distant from the whole method of

thought of John's gospel, testifies to it. Ewald says that

the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs was written in

Hadrian's time. It contains such thoroughly Johannean

phrases as the following : cpcoo- rov Kocrp,ov, fiovoyevija, to

7rvevp,a rfjcr aXnOeiacr fiapTvpel, Tnjyi] elcr £W;y iracrncr crapKoa,

6eo<r iv crap/cl (' light of the world, only-begotten, the spirit of

truth witnesses, a fountain unto the life of all flesh, God in

flesh '). The Clementina probably arose in Borne soon after

the middle of the second century, while the book on which

they are founded is earlier, and points back to Syria. Lagarde

cites fifteen Johannean passages from them ; and the large

quotation from John ix., in the conclusion found by Dressel,

is quite beyond question.

Gnostic Sects.

John's gospel presents itself to us in many ways in the

literature of the Gnostic sects of the second century, especially

of the Valentinian school. Hofstede de Groot, in his Basiliclcs

of 1868, thinks he can prove that the citations of Basilides

come from Basilides himself, and Bleek * and Keim * accept

that view. The words are

:

3
icai tovto, (frvcrlv e&Ti to \ey6p,evov

iv rota evayyeXloicr' tjv to (p&a to aXndivov, b (pcori^ei, irdvra

dvOpcoirov kt\. (' and this,' he says, ' is that which is spoken in

the gospels. He was the true light which lighteth every man,'

etc.), compare John i. 9 ; and 4
ovttco rjtcei, 7) wpa p,ov ('my hour

is not yet come '), compare John ii. 4. But, owing to the

inexact use of the singular (pnaiv (' he says ') in the quotations

of the Philosophoumena, it is not entirely certain whether these

words are from Basilides or from his school. In like manner

it cannot be proved that John's gospel belonged to the evay-

x Bleek, E'mleitung in das New Testament, Berlin 1860, p. 227, note.

2 Keim, Geschichte Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1867, vol. i. p. 144.

3 Hippolytus, Refutalio Omnium Hcereslum, vii. 22, ed. Duncker and

Schneidewin, Gottingen 1859, p. 360.

4 Ibid. vii. 27, p. 376.
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<ye\iov (' gospel ') on which Basilides wrote twenty-four books,

his ei;7)yT]TiKd (' exegetical books ').

Valentinus' system, probably from 130 A.D., shows so close

a connection between the system of Eons and the language of

John's gospel, that we must assume an influence exerted by it

on the very founder of the system. This is confirmed by the

fact that we see John's gospel in unquestionable acceptance

and frequent use among the scholars of Valentinus. Ptolemaus,

by unanimous testimony the eldest pupil of Valentinus, quotes

from it, naming its author. Heracleon, probably also a direct

scholar of Valentinus, wrote a commentary on John's gospel.

The fragments preserved by Origen show to what forced and

venturesome interpretations he had to take recourse, so as to

bring the Valentinian system into an apparent connection with

the gospel. He would hardly have been at the pains to do

this if the authority of the book had not been generally

recognised. Tertullian was doubtless right in observing that

'Valentinus, as is agreed, used the whole instrument (that is,

the Holy Scriptures) . . . ; not adapting the Scriptures to

the material, but the material to the Scriptures.'
1

Marcion came to Eome about 140. Before this he was

active in Asia Minor. Hence he was probably older than

Valentinus, and perhaps than Basilides. The first of critics,

after the manner of the Tubingen critics, he kept appealing to

the second chapter of Galatians, to prove from it a difference

between the preaching of Paul and of the original apostles. He
therefore made it his task to reform Christianity, which had

been Judaized by the latter, and to bring it back to its pure

form. In accordance with this, he proceeded to put the canon

and the single New Testament books in order. In this it

was quite natural that he should limit himself to Luke's

gospel, corrected by himself, and that he should reject the

two apostolic gospels for the very reason that they came from

original apostles. We perceive from Tertullian's
2 remarks

that Marcion knew the fourth gospel as John's, and rejected

1 Tertullian, De Prcescriptione Hcereticorum, cap. xxxviii., Opera, ed. mai.
Oehler, Leipzig 1854, vol. ii. p. 36.

2 See, for example, Tertullian, Adversus Marcionem, ir. 3, Opera, ed. min.
Oehler, Leipzig 1854, p. 680, proceeding from Galatians ii. : 'connititur ad
destruendum statum eoruin evangeliorum, quae propria et sub apostolorum

LUTH. L P JOHN.
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it on that account. As he was from Asia Minor, and as he,

being the son of a bishop, must have known the tradition

of that region, his historical testimony has the more weight.

Thus the Gnostic circles, as early as 130, were acquainted

with John's gospel as an apostolic book. It must then have

been recognised more thoroughly and still earlier in church

circles. This compels us to go back with its origin to the

beginning of the second or the end of the first century,

namely, to the times of the freshest recollections of John.

But at that date they would not, in Johannean circles, have

accepted a book as John's if it had not come from the apostle,

and much less if it were fully foreign to his way of thinking.

If the fourth gospel passed for John's in those circles at that

time, it must have been John's ; or else the whole tradition

about John in Asia Minor is an error. Keim assumes this

latter position.

5. EESIDENCE OF THE APOSTLE JOHN AT EPHESUS.

Liitzelberger, in 1840, denied the truth of, and sought to

refute, the tradition of the early church as to the residence of

the apostle John in Asia Minor. He was met on all sides,

and especially from Tubingen criticism, by the most decided

opposition. Since that date, Keim x
is the first one who has

found courage to renew this denial. The tradition, he tells

us, rests upon an error of Irenceus. In his youthful recollec-

tions, the apostle John, who never came to Asia Minor, slipped

involuntarily into the place of the presbyter John, who lived

at Ephesus. This error, it is true, was also committed by

others independently of Irenreus. "Wittichen, Holtzmann, and

Scholten agreed with Keim. Ewald, Steitz, Hilgenfeld, and

Krenkel opposed him. Keim's chief proof is the argument

from silence. The apostle John in Ephesus is not mentioned

by various books of the second century, in which we must

have expected such mention. It is, however, well known that

no argument is so insecure as this.

nomine eduntur'
— 'he strives to destroy the authority of those gospels which are

especially entitled to the name, and which are published under the name of the

apostles.'

1 Keim, Gcschichte Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1867, vol. i. p. 161 ff.
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Scliolten thinks the Eevelation a proof against the apostle

in Ephesus. But the John to whom it ascribes itself is either

the apostle or not. Were he the apostle, then he lived in

Asia Minor, where the Eevelation arose. Were he not, then

he was so considered at least very early, as by Justin, about

150 a.d. And hence there was, long before Irenagus, a tradi-

tion as to the apostle's residence in Ephesus.

At the first instant it may seem striking that the Ignatian

letters, even the ones to Polycarp and to the Ephesians, are

silent concerning John. But in the Polycarp letter Ignatius

had no call to speak of John. And in the letter to the

Ephesians, the likeness of his death-journey to that of Paul

floats before his mind, and he speaks of it. When, in chap,

xi., he speaks of the apostles with whom the Ephesians have

had intercourse, the apostle John is doubtless to be considered

as included among them.

Polycarp does not mention John in his letter to the

Philippians, because he is writing to a Pauline church.

Papias, according to the more probable understanding of

the passage in the introduction to his expositions of the words

of the Lord,
1
distinguishes the apostle John and a presbyter

John among his vouchers. The passage does not show

whether he had spoken to John himself or not. Eusebius

denies it from this passage, but unjustly. Irenaeus affirms it,

and doubtless had further traditions of Asia Minor as a basis

for his statement.

The anti-Montanist Apollonius' account of John's raising a

dead man at Ephesus is a testimony for the tradition of the

Ephesian residence. Irenaeus' declarations as to that tradition

are, however, decisive, especially those in his letter to the Eoman
bishop Victor, and in his letter to Florrnus, the friend of his

youth. In the former 2 he recalls Polycarp's discussions with

Anicetus in Eome as to the passover celebration, and Poly-

1 Eusebius, Historia Ecclesiastica, III. xxxix. 3, 4, Opera, ed. Dindorf,

Leipzig 1871, vol. iv. p. 133 ; Lsemmer's ed. III. xl. p. 236 ; Heinichen's

ed. III. xxxix. 3, 4, pp. 147, 148. See further on this, Luthardt, St. John
the Author of the Fourth Gospel. Edinburgh, T. and T. Clark, 1875, pp.
126-139.

2 Irenseus, Contra Hcereses, ed. Massuet, Paris 1710, pp. 340, 341 ; Eusebius,

Historia Ecclesiastica, V. xxiv. 14-17, Opera, ed. Dindorf, Leipzig 1871, vol.

iv. p. 233.
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carp's appeal to John's custom in Ephesus. This appeal

would instantly have been opposed, if that fact, and therefore

the residence of John in Ephesus, were not settled. Irenseus l

called upon the apostate friend of his youth, Florinus, to

revive his youthful recollections of their common intercourse

with Polycarp, and of his accounts of the apostle John. He
could not venture to do this if he were not secure against a

rejection of it by Florinus as a mistake. The shortest way
is Scholten's, to declare the letter to Florinus spurious. But

that is impossible.

These recollections of Irenams' are confirmed by Clement

of Alexandria, who clearly had his peculiar sources of infor-

mation ; by the Ephesian bishop Polycrates, who could appeal

to the rich tradition of his family, seven of his relations

having been bishops ; and by all the rest of the church.

But that note, as to John's participating in the passover

celebration of Asia Minor, forms one of the objections to John's

authorship of the gospel.

6. The Passover Celebration in Asia Minor.

The church of Asia Minor, in the second century, celebrated

the passover on the 14th Nisan, appealing to the apostolic

custom, and especially to that of John ; whereas John's gospel,

at least according to the most widely accepted exposition,

transfers the last supper of Jesus to the 13 th, and his death

to the 14th Nisan, both a day earlier than the synoptists.

Since, therefore, the chronology of the fourth gospel stands in

contradiction with the custom of John, it cannot be John's.

This argument was offered by Bretschneider, and has been

constantly repeated, especially by the Tubingen school.

The first question is the sense in which the church of Asia

Minor celebrated the 14th Nisan. It did not, as the Tubingen

school thinks, celebrate the memory of the institution of the

Lord's supper. As little had they in view, as Weitzel and

Steitz think, the celebration on that day of the memory of

Jesus' death. In close adhesion to the Jewish festal chrono-

logy, they celebrated the 14th Nisan, on whatever day of the

1 Trenaeus, ut supra, pp. 339, 340 ; Eusebius, ut supra, V. xx. 4-7, pp. 226,

227.
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week it fell, in memory of redemption in general, and that, as

it appears, especially by the feast of the Lord's supper. As

to the meaning of the celebration, and as to the dogmatical

view upon which it was based, the church of Asia Minor and

the so-called Quartodecimani (' Fourteeners '), opposed by

Hippolytus, Apollinarius, and Clement of Alexandria, agreed

with the western church. The difference only concerned the

day, in reference to which the church of Asia Minor still

leaned upon the Jewish festal chronology.

As, therefore, this celebration did not refer especially to

the institution of the Lord's supper, or especially to Jesus'

death, but in general to the redemption completed by him, it

does not affect at all the apostolical question touching the

passion chronology of the fourth gospel. It offers no argument

either for or against John's authorship of this gospel.

The external testimony, which we have thus far considered,

testifies to John's authorship of the gospel. The question

arises, whether this tradition be made impossible, or at least

improbable, by the book itself.

7. The Testimony of the Gostel itself.

(1.) The fourth gospel presents itself as the work of a

Palestinian, not a Hellenistic, Christian from Israel.

The very language shows the author to have been such.

As Godet says : The dress of the language is Greek, its body

Hebrew. It has a Hebrew soul. Not merely the various

Hebraisms, but the whole material of the language, and the

entire manner of the language,—the want of periods, and the

predominance of the paratactical method of speech,—show that

the author was accustomed to think in Hebrew, and not in Greek.

The author knows the Old Testament, and frequently draws

his ideas and figures from it. He is familiar with it, not

merely in the Greek translation, but also in the Hebrew
original. This is most unquestionable in the citation from

Zech. xii. 10 in John xix. 37.

The words in iv. 22 show that the evangelist's conscious-

ness is Jewish. And the same thing appears from the posture

of Jesus and of the evangelist towards the Old Testament

;

see especially x. 35. We perceive it in the whole mental
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cast of the gospel : in the symbolizing of sensible things and

the symbolism of numbers.

The author is exactly acquainted with Jewish customs,

conceptions, and circumstances. The reproaches of ignorance

and want of learning, often raised against him formerly, have

given way to a more just appreciation.

(2.) The author reveals that he is also an eye-witness and

ear-witness, and desires to be accepted as such. Even the

chronological clearness which rules in the account shows that

the course of the history stands clearly before the soul of the

narrator. And the various determinations of time are not

sought, but enter involuntarily, and offer themselves for use.

Slight features and words also remind us no less of the memory
of one who lived through it all; see, for example, that iyeipeade,

ayco/iev ivrevOev ('Arise, let us go hence'), xiv. 31, or the

mention of the mosaic pavement, xix. 1 3, or that affecting rjv Se

vv% (' and it was night '), xiii. 3 0. Besides, the ease with which,

as we observed above, the various scattered features unite in

harmonious portraits of the respective personalities, indicates

that the personalities stood before the narrator's eyes. He
has a perfectly clear view of the different positions of the

various circles in Israel towards Jesus,—of the leaders,

the Jerusalemites, and of the Galileans ; chap. vii. points this

out. And Delitzsch is doubtless right in finding in that

repetition of a/x^v (' verily ') in the mouth of Jesus, a token

of ear-witness. It is peculiar to John's gospel, and was meant

to preserve, in the sound of the Greek rendering, the original

(S3K inx =) \®>m |»K (<I say' = 'verily, verily').
1

The author, then, deserves belief when he designates himself

expressly as an eye-witness, i. 14, rjfxela and iOeaadfieBa ('we'

and ' we beheld '). This cannot be understood as meaning

anything but an actual seeing and experiencing, unless artificial

explanations be attempted. The strong assurances of sensible

hearing, vision, and touching in 1 John i. 1—3 prove this, and

are recalled to us by the shorter phrase in John i. 1 4. Hil-

genfeld finds in the eKelvoa ('he'), xix. 35, a distinction be-

tween the eye-witness and the narrator ; but this is opposed

by passages like ix. 37, and by the characteristic use of

1 Delitzsch, ' Talmudische Studien IX,' Zeilsclirlft fur die gesammte littha%-

ische Theologie und Kirche, 1SG6, 3, pp. 422-424.
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e/ceivoa in the fourth gospel ; it occurs about seventy times in

the gospel.

This agrees with the fact that the evangelist, while he calls

the other disciples by name where they occur in his account,

yet constantly introduces namelessly one who stood near to

Jesus, and who can be no other than John. Hence the

Baptist is named John without nearer designation. And,

moreover, as the apostle John is passed in silence, so are his

brother James and his mother Salome. These things have

been always considered as proof that the evangelist himself is

this other disciple ' whom Jesus loved '—namely, John. Were
the fourth gospel of such an epically objective character as the

first gospel, this withholding of the writer's own name would

be uncalled for. It is occasioned by the much more subjec-

tive character of this gospel. Therefore he chooses paraphrases

in which he also embodies his feeling, the blessed memory of

society with Jesus.

Thus the internal witness unites with the external to

certify John's authorship.

Who could have written it ? The ' great unknown one,'

who has been suggested, would have been too great to remain

concealed. He would have stood out a head taller than all

the great men of the second century. There is no room in

the second century for such a mind. The literature of that

century has an utterly different stamp from the fourth gospel.

The writings of the apostolic fathers stand in dependence

upon the apostolic literature. Simply read the letter of

Polycarp, who was such an honoured chief in the Christian

church of Asia Minor, and see what a great falling off there

is. And the following literature begins with Justin the age

of theological reflection and of scientific digestion, which pre-

supposes the age of the original production of Christian

thoughts, and therefore of a book like John's gospel. Both

the Gnosticism of the second century and the contest against

it offer us an entirely different picture from the one the fourth

gospel presents. The thing peculiar to the former, to Gnosti-

cism,—namely, the ' blasphemia creatoris '

(
f blasphemy of the

creator '), the distinguishing the creator from the highest God,

—and the thing peculiar to the latter, to the contest

—

namely, the entering upon the various debated points, both
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these are lacking in the fourth gospel. It points to an earlier

stage, a stage of first productivity and of original grandeur.

8. St. John's Gospel and the Synoptists.

According to the critical party, the alleged lack of harmony

between John's account and the synoptic one is of decisive

importance.

(1.) Tlie Narration.

Unquestionably the author of the fourth gospel presupposes

a knowledge of gospel history as reported by the synoptists,

and the synoptists themselves. This may be perceived by

various references to facts reported in them ; see, for example,

ii. 12, iii. 24, xi. 2, xviii. 24, 28. He recognises in these the

synoptists' account, and places himself on their ground. Thus

he presupposes and confirms Jesus' Galilean activity, vi. 1,

vii. 1. His confirming them is not dependence upon them,

for he has independent statements, which he places at the

side of that tradition, and in which he, even in part, does not

shrink from offering the appearance of deviation from or con-

tradiction with them.

It is true that the fourth gospel depicts, predominatingly,

events in Jerusalem, not in Galilee, like the synoptists. But

that is due to the fact that he desires to present the history

of the conflict between Jesus and his opponents. The seat of

hostility to Jesus was in Jerusalem. And the festal visits

were, particularly, the times of hostile meeting, upon which

the progress of the drama developed itself. Just as John is

aware of the activity of Jesus in Galilee, so are the synoptists

aware of a repeated residence of Jesus in Jerusalem, Matt.

xxiii. 37 ; Luke xiii. 34. This lay in the nature of the case,

and must have been certain to us even if it had not been

handed down by tradition. Again, when John tells of a time

of work by Jesus in Judea before his appearance in Galilee,

of which the synoptists say nothing, that is no proof that the

said work was impossible. For the synoptists do not report

how much or how little time intervened between Jesus'

baptism and the arrest of the Baptist, which latter point is

the date of Jesus' first appearance as the prophet of Galilee.
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It is a matter of course that one did not immediately follow

the other. According to the synoptists, Jesus' activity seems

to have lasted but a year. But Wittichen is right in em-

phasizing the fact that this time is decidedly too short to

afford the necessary room for the whole compass of the events,

and of the influence upon the disciples.

The gaze of the fourth evangelist is undoubtedly from the

first directed to the issue of the history, in a much higher

degree than is the case with the first three. The weight for

him lies not in the narration of the external events, but

in the bringing to view their internal meaning as the real

substance of the history. His silence as to the institution of

baptism and of the Lord's supper is characteristic. It could

not enter his mind to wish to deny or to bring in question

these institutions of Jesus. But in the words to Nicodemus,

iii., and in the synagogue at Capernaum, vi, he relates the

presuppositions of those two institutions, and thus their sub-

stance. He may then save himself the account of the ex-

ternal events of their institution. The verse xii. 27 f. bears

a similar relation to the agony of prayer in Gethsemane,

reported by the synoptists. This anticipatory character is

peculiar to John's book. It was because they failed to

appreciate this, that Baur and his school, and Keim,1
re-

proached the fourth gospel with the fact that it knew no

historical progress,—that all was complete at the very begin-

ning, and that the end was but with difficulty kept at a

distance. But as the author of the first epistle of John

perceives the murderous deed as to substance in the very

disposition of hatred, so the evangelist sees the end present as

to substance in the very beginning. Yet the beginning does

not therefore cease to be a beginning, though it is a beginning

of the end. Indeed, the fourth gospel shows more plainly

than any other the progressive rise of the conflict in the great

drama of the life of Jesus.

They say, in the same party, that because the evangelist

had long ago used up all his motives, he had to have a new
event to make the closing catastrophe possible. Hence he

invented the raising of Lazarus, which the synoptists are

ignorant of. As the death of Jesus in John hangs upon this

1 Keim, Geschkhte Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1867, vol. i. pp. 117, 131.
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event, it ' hangs entirely in the air

'

x But the death decree

of the Sanhedrim is not specially based upon this miracle.

It rests on the ' many miracles ' which Jesus did, xi. 47.

That deed was only the occasion, not the reason. The
enthusiasm of the people had not been called forth simply by
that resurrection. Even without it, Jesus was a miracle-

worker in the eyes of the people. Hence the synoptists did

not need it to make the issue of Jesus' life comprehensible.

They complain especially, however, of lack of development

in the description of Jesus. Christ is ' complete from the

first.'
2

It is a Christ who 'is not born, is not baptized,

does not struggle, does not suffer.'
3 But does a writer neces-

sarily deny all that he does not expressly relate ? If Mary is

Jesus' mother, the incarnation, i. 1 4, is doubtless to be under-

stood of being bom. And when the Baptist puts his baptism

into connection with the knowledge of Jesus which had been

revealed to him, i. 32 £, he probably baptized him. Does

not the cry in xii. 2 7 indicate a struggle of the soul ? and

when Jesus speaks of the cup which his Father has given

him to drink, xviii. 11, did he not suffer? His consciousness

as Son and as Messiah, in the synoptists, did not first form

and develop after the baptism, but before. JSTot the develop-

ment of, but the testimony to, his Messianic consciousness and

to his knowledge of the issue of his passion, had a history

after the baptism. As for the disciples' belief in the Messiah-

ship of Jesus, upon the one hand this was also present from

the first, as to substance, in the synoptists, since they other-

wise would not have followed Jesus ; and, on the other hand,

it has a progress in the fourth gospel; see ii. 11, vi. 69,

xx. 28.

It is said that the misunderstandings and the failures

to understand, on the part of the disciples and of the Jews,

are invented by the evangelist. They are, in fact, highly

improbable, and only serve the evangelist as a frame on which

he can spin out the ideal exposition of the Logos notion.

But the point of the gospel is not such an ideal exposition of

a notion. It aims at effecting belief, at effecting a personal

relation to Jesus. The lack of understanding stood in the

1 Keim, Geschichte Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1867, vol. i. p. 131.

3 Ibid. vol. i. p. 117.
3 Ibid. vol. i. p. 125.
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way of this. This lack arose from the contradiction between

Jesus' self-witness, especially as concerning his death, and the

expectations which the disciples and the Jews brought with

thern from the Old Testament, at least as they understood it.

The case is in effect the same in the synoptists. Here, too,

they are unable to comprehend many sayings of Jesus,

especially as to his coming passion; see Matt. xvi. 9 ff., 23,

xx. 2 2 ff. ; Mark iv. 1 3, etc. If the fourth gospel speaks of

the incapacity of belief on the part of the Jews, in the

synoptists Jesus speaks of the impenetrability and hardness

of the present generation, in the severe words of Isaiah ; see

Matt, xiii. 11 ff.; Isa. vi. 9 f.

And finally, the designed character of the form, the rule of

the number three in the fourth gospel,
1

is as little a proof

against its historical character as is the rule of the number

seven in the first gospel. It is the manner of the Jewish

mind, born of the Old Testament.

(2.) Jesus Discourses and the Christology.

Criticism emphasizes the difference in the discourses of

Jesus and in the Christology, even more than the difference in

the historical narrative. In John, Jesus speaks quite differ-

ently from in the synoptists. In the latter, he is more naive,

less designing, more natural : in the former, he is more reflec-

tive, more diplomatic. Hence the synoptists are more his-

torical. Suppose this were all true, such a difference of

contents would not argue the impossibility of apostolic origin.

Could not an apostle have wished to present Jesus less

historically, and more in the service of a certain speculative

view ?—But the difference is not irreconcilable.

The Form.

The difference of form is, it is true, unmistakable. In

the synoptists, Jesus speaks mostly in short sayings or plain

parables ; in John, more in dialogues and long discourses, less

popular in form. Yet the former have also their passages of

1 Keim, Ibid. vol. i. p. 115 f. ; opposed by Leuschner, Das Evangelium St.

Johannis, Halle 1873, p. 10.
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the more lofty Johannean tone, like Matt. xi. 25 ff., and their

debates, as Matt. xii. 25 ff. And John has short, striking, or

paradoxical sayings, after the manner of the synoptists ; see

iv. 35 ff., 44, v. 17, vi. 27, 62, 63. Only the ruling charac-

ter in each is different. The parables of the synoptists find

their like in John's parabolic words, as concerning the good

shepherd, x., or the vine, xv. 1 ff. Here, however, they are

not such complete parables as in the synoptists ; they are

more like mere comparisons. In the synoptists, the speech

of Jesus is more connected with sensible objects, more medi-

ating and pedagogical ; in John, it is more direct, foreign, and

abrupt. Yet we find abrupt words of Jesus in the synoptists

too, as at Matt. xii. 48 f., and they are more frequent towards

the end; see Matt. xxi. 42, xxiii. 13 ff. And in John there

is no lack of references to sensible objects, as in the conver-

sation with the Samaritan woman, or of condescension to

weak belief, as in xiii. ff. The entire tone in the latter we
admit to be different from that in the former.

Again,, say they, in the synoptists the discourses of Jesus

are more manifold, richer in colour; in John, they are more

uniform and more ' monotonous.' But John displays variety.

Jesus speaks to the woman at Jacob's well in one way, to the

Jews, viii., in another, and to His disciples in the farewell

discourses in still another. Yet we agree that the discourses

of Jesus, in John, are more uniform than in the synoptists.

One and the same testimony to Him is presented, not with a

speculative purpose, but with a view to the personal relation

to Jesus, and yet it is offered in a certain uniform tone. It

is the eternal background of the history and person of Jesus

which is here to be brought to vision, and hence the narra-

tive obtains a certain lofty monotony. The synoptists take

their stand in the historical foreground, and permit the reader

thence rather to suspect than to behold the eternal back-

ground, Matt. xi. 2 7 ff. John takes his position in the latter,

and causes it to shine forth through the external history. If

eternal life appeared in the flesh in Jesus, then his person

and history must appropriate both sides. When, therefore,

the fourth gospel emphasizes the eternal side, it is not less

historical than the narrative of the synoptists ; it is only in

another sense historically true.
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Jesus Self-witness.

The same thing is true of Jesus' self-witness, or of the

Christology. The theme of Jesus' self-witness in John is the

great word, I am, viii. 24; compare viii. 12 and 58. He is

the life, the light, the way, the truth, the Christ. In the

synoptists, the discourses of Jesus appear to have less per-

sonal but more moral contents, or treat of the kingdom of

God and the like. And yet even there the ' I ' is the pre-

supposition, and often enough the substance of his discourses.

In the sermon on the mount he emphasizes his ' I,' his

authority. In the speech at sending forth his disciples,

Matt, x., all turns upon him. He delivers the commission to

his disciples, and the behaviour towards them is a behaviour

towards him. He thus pervades the whole gospel of Matthew.

He is the hope of the believers of the Old Testament, and the

aim of their desire, Matt. xiii. 16 f. He is the aim of every

human soul, xi. 28. He is the aim of humanity, the Son of

man. The decisive question is, who he is, xvi. 13 ff. He
is a divine secret, xi. 27. In brief, here, too, the 'I am ' is

the central point of the proclamation of him.

In the synoptists also absolute importance is ascribed to

him. Only in them his importance is pressed more in its

relation to the world ; in John, more in its relation to God.

Yet they, too, have for their background this absolute relation

to God, Matt. xi. 27, which John makes the theme of his

gospel. The synoptists have for their theme that part of

Jesus' self-witness which stands in the foreground. These

are two sides of the same thing, winch mutually require each

other. The synoptists present the externally perceptible

appearance of Jesus the Son of God. John presents the

eternal being of Jesus Christ as it has entered into history,

as he has experienced it inwardly, and as he has in the course

of his life ever more thoroughly recognised it. This is the

so-called subjectivity of the fourth gospel.

(3.) The Subjectivity of the Fourth Gospel.

There is no question that the fourth gospel is more sub-

jective than the first three. It does not follow from that
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that it is not historical, as Keim declares.1 The question is,

whether the subjectivity is one brought into the history, or

whether it is the essence of the history itself, which the evan-

gelist has grasped and now presents in his own way. In the

first evangelists also the history serves didactic aims, and is

subordinated to definite points of view, as is likewise the

manner of the Old Testament historical writing. This occa-

sions a greater freedom towards the external material than

suits our conceptions of historical faithfulness.

Are the ruling points of view drawn from the history itself

or not ? If eternal life really appeared in Jesus Christ in

time, as the Christian belief holds, then a representation like

that of the fourth gospel was justified, and in a higher sense

historically true, even though it did not reproduce the dis-

courses and sayings of Jesus in their actual wording. It

was the most peculiar essence of the history and of the person

of Jesus Himself, as it had revealed itself to the evangelist

in his inward Christian experience and development, which

he presented. The freedom which he used in respect to the

outward material only served to bring forth this truth of

history.

A glance at the Eevelation, and at the Epistle to the

Hebrews, shows us that such a view of Jesus Christ as we
find in John's gospel was psychologically possible for a dis-

ciple of Jesus. The newer criticism accepts the Eevelation

commonly as a monument of the original Jewish Christi-

anity, perhaps from the year 69 a.d. Yet it has not only the

name Logos, xix. 13, but also the highest divine glorifying of

Jesus, chap. v. compared with chap. iv. To the objection,

that if the Eevelation be from the apostle John, the gospel

cannot be from him, since it is too different in form and con-

tents, we may reply, that John's authorship of the Eevelation

is not more certain than that of the gospel. Hence that

dilemma can be answered in different ways. The late re-

searches of Gebhardt 2
at least make it doubtful whether the

dilemma be really unavoidable. The epistle to the Hebrews,

which has its home in Jewish Christian circles in the middle

of the years 60-70 a.d., puts Christ in such a wise in a rela-

1 Keim, Geschichte Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1S67, vol. i. p. 122.

8 Gebhardt, Der Lehrbegrif der Apokalypse, Gotha 1873.
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tion of essence to God, see i. 2 ff., that it is not surpassed

even by John's gospel.

We see therefore from this—neglecting Paul's writings

—

that thirty years after Jesus' death the view of Jesus' divine

essence had been developed in the early Christian circles. It

could therefore be present for the evangelist John as well

as for the writer of the Eevelation, or of the epistle to the

Hebrews.

Thus nothing stands in the way to forbid the church tra-

dition as to the author of the fourth gospel. Everything

unites to confirm it.

[The origin of St. John's gospel has in England heen treated in an active

debate, opened by the book, Supernatural Religion, London 1874 ; see especially

6th ed., 1875, with much new preface. Professors Lightfoot and Arnold replied

in the Contemporary Review : Arnold's essays collected in his God and the Bible.

See also Dublin Review, May 1875. The Fortnightly Review for January 1,

1875, contains a reply by the author of Supernatural Religion to Lightfoot's

first article of December 1874. We understand that Professor Lightfoot is still

dealiug with this subject.—C. E. G.J
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I.

JESUS THE SON" OF GOD.

Chapters I.-IV.

I. 1—18. Introduction. The foundation-laying testimony to

Jesus Christ as the absolute revelation of God.

IT is the custom to call this introduction the prologue to

John's gospel. This must not be understood in the

sense of a preface which precedes the book j)roper. The

historical narration, at i. 19, joins directly on to what pre-

cedes, and the first eighteen verses belong inseparably to the

following verses and to the whole. They form the beginning

of the gospel itself. But they have a more general character

than what follows. This is unmistakable. Hence they are

foundation-laying. Yet not in the sense that a speculation is

premised as a foundation for the succeeding historical narra-

tive. The form of the discourse is that of the historical report

in historical tense, and the same is true of the contents.

Ideas are not developed, ideas of a philosophical kind and in

a philosophical interest. But the evangelist gives historical

testimony. It is an apostle preaching the gospel, not a

philosopher lecturing on certain speculative propositions.

The contents of the gospel are Jesus Christ, the historical

person of Jesus Christ. To him the evangelist testifies in

this introduction. Indeed, he begins at once, with the very

first words of his book. And thence he passes to the special

historical testimony with which the Baptist introduced Jesus,

and to the special self-witness with which Jesus introduced

himself. Thus the introduction is historical gospel testimony

to Jesus Christ, but a testimony of a foundation-laying, and
therefore of a more comprehensive and more general kind.

We must understand the introduction from this standpoint.

243
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Thence also proceeds its course. Its aim is the special

historical testimony of the Baptist to Jesus. Therefore the

introduction will advance from general to special, from the

more general characterization of Jesus as to his importance,

to the more special statement of his appearance and of his

vocation. Such is the course of this first section.

In agreement with the general literary law of the fourth

gospel, the introduction moves forward in three paragraphs.

Beginning with the three famous sentences, as with a mighty

triple stroke, the united progress of the thoughts in this in-

troduction moves in three sentences: vv. 1-5, 6-13, 14—18.

We have already perceived that we are to seek and to behold,

in the domination of the number three, not an especial, specu-

lative, or religious mystery. It is the psychological law of this

mind, and of its way of thinking and writing ; it is connected

with the circular motion of its thoughts. The discourse

proceeds in circular lines, in a spiral. From the beginning,

with the momentum of progress it seems to swing back to

the beginning. But the apparent return is a progress to a

higher point of view, with a widened horizon, from which the

movement begins once more. Hence the first and the third

stages correspond to each other. And so do the beginnings

of the first and third paragraphs. Yer. 14 returns to ver. 1,

in contrast, and yet with repetition.

I. 1-5.

The Eternal One, equal to God, who is the revelation of

God, the mediator of all existence, was the life and the light

of the world ; but the world did not receive him.

Verse 1.

The evangelist intends to proclaim Jesus Christ in order

to saving belief in Him. The beginning of Ins gospel agrees

with this statement of its aim, found at its close, xx. 31.

Grace and truth have been imparted to us through Jesus

Christ, the Father has been revealed to us through the only-

besotten Son : thus the introduction ends, i. 17, 18. This

purpose shows how we are to understand the beginning of
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this introduction. When the evangelist, in the first verse,

speaks of the Logos, he does not speak of an unknown being,

named Logos, about whom he offers speculative information.

It is Jesus Christ whom he means from the first, and whom
he only designates by that word. He does not, as Baur 1

supposes, go in a mighty leap from the Logos to Christ, but

Christ is at the outset the subject of his account, even where

he speaks of the Logos. In what sense does John here name
Christ the Logos ?

He makes three statements concerning him : eV dp^fj rjv,

nrpbcr top 6ebv rjv, 6ebo- r\v (' He was in the beginning, was

with God, was God '). It is clear that the emphasis rests on

these three predicates,—that is, the contrast lies in them. In

contrast with his appearance in the world, in the society of

men, and in human nature, here we find declared of him,

eternity, association with God, and divinity. He who appeared

in time was eternal; he who appeared among us was with

God ; he who appeared in the flesh was God by nature.

Such are the contrasts in the mind of the fourth evangelist in

the first verse, and it is to them he reverts at the beginning

of the third paragraph, ver. 14.

The subject in both series of statements is the same. An-
other subject, Jesus Christ, does not of a sudden step into the

place of the subject Logos. If the subject be the same, then

it is the same Jesus Christ, whom he afterwards names by

this historical title or by that of only-begotten Son of God,

i. 18, whom he here understands in the designation Logos,

and whom his readers should understand to be meant thereby.

He does not proclaim to them a new personality ; but preaches

to them about their Saviour, whom they know. The peculiar

thing he has to say of him lies in the predicates, not in the

word Logos. He does not teach that Christ is the Logos, but

that the Logos Jesus Christ was eternally with God, and was
God by nature. That is what he lays stress on. Therefore
' Logos' must have been a designation of Christ, familiar to his

readers. Did it come from somewhere else, or from John himself?

If Logos was to them as a matter of course a name of

Christ, and they only knew of Christ by means of Christian

1 Baur, Kritische Untersuchungen uber die kanonischen Evangelien, Tubingen

1847, p. 99.
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preaching, they must have known and had this title also from

that source. Hence the word was to them a Christian term.

Although it may have occurred elsewhere, and have been a

familiar term in non-Christian circles of thought, the question

here is what this word was to the readers of the gospel. For

them it was a designation of Christ. The fourth gospel con-

tains manifold like designations. Jesus is called the life, the

light, the way, and the truth. These are abstract names

which declare his import. The first epistle of John begins

with the designation of Christ as the life ; the gospel, with that

as Logos. Why is this ? If we have seen rightly that the

introduction intends to advance from the most general to the

more special, then the evangelist has chosen the most general

designation of Christ, the one which, formally, was the most

comprehensive ; materially, the least concrete. That is ' Logos.'

If this word, as will appear, designates Jesus Christ as the

revelation of God, this conception, on the one hand, is the

most comprehensive mark of his import ; and, on the other

hand, because it is a merely formal conception, it says least

what we have concretely in him. Hence this conception, in

the further course of the account, gives place to other and

more definite names of Christ.

Aoyoa,

What does 6 \6<yo<r ('the word') mean?

Tor this we must look at the New Testament, and espe-

cially John's, use of language.

'O A0700- means both 'ratio' and 'oratio' ('reason' and
' speech'). In the New Testament, it occurs in the former

sense only in turns like \6>yov SiSovcu, ' rationem reddere,' to

give an account, as in Eom. xiv. 12; or in the sense of respect,

\6<yov iroielcrOai, e^eiv tlvog (' to pay respect to '), if the common
text is right in Acts xx. 2-4; or in the sense of relation or

account, Heb. iv. 13, 7rp6cr bv rjfxlv 6 \6yocr ('with whom we
have to do ') ; or ' ratio ' in the sense of ' causa' (' reason' in

the sense of 'cause'), riuc Xcyw, 'cur?' ('why'), Acts x. 29.

None of these has anything to do with the case before us. In

all these turns \6yoa is not a word expressing a conception,

but the expression for a relation between two. In our pas-
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sage 6 Xoyocr does express a conception, and that meant abso-

lutely, not relatively. 'O Xoyocr does not occur in the New
Testament in the sense of ' reason.' That meaning has only

remained in the use of the adjective Xoyiicocr (' reasonable '),

Eom. xii. 1 and 1 Pet. ii. 2, in so far as XoyiKocr here denotes

the contrast of the spiritual with the outward and material.

It would therefore be arbitrary, in opposition to the New
Testament use of language, to understand 6 Xoyocr in this

verse in the sense of reason, instead of in the constant New
Testament sense of ' oratio ' (' speech').

'O Xoyocr, from Xeyco, ' colligo,' is a ' collectio,' and therefore

either a collection of sounds in a word, or a collection of words

in a discourse. The discourse is then also called ' word ' in a

collective sense, as in the Old Testament the aggregate of the

laws or commandments is called the law or commandment, and

the words of God are called the word. 'O Xoyocr occurs in

the New Testament agreeably to the common usage of the

language in each kind of use, both as single word and as dis-

course or word in the collective sense. It is unnecessary to

give proof passages for this, since the simplest reading, and

every dictionary and concordance, give them.

The word either belongs to the general human, or to the

special religious sphere. Of course we here have to deal only

with the latter. The 'Logos' of which the evangelist speaks

stands in some connection with the salvation which has appeared

in Jesus Christ. In the religious sense, the word may be

meant, both as it goes forth from God,—be it a single word,

be it a greater whole, or be it a preaching in general,—and as

it, when received by men, is again given forth or is appropri-

ated by them. Thus the Xoyocr rov deov ('word of God') is

repeatedly mentioned, either in the sense of a divine com-

mand, Mark vii. 13, and without rov 6eov, Eom. xiii. 9, Gal.

v. 14 ; or in the sense of a promise, Eom. ix. 6 ; or of a divine

statement also without tov deov, John xv. 2 5 ; or—and this is

the common use—it is the word which originally went forth

from God, but now is in course in the world, and is preached

by men : the word of the New Testament proclamation of

salvation. This is called 6 Xoyocr rov deov, although it is a

matter of human preaching ; but 1 Thess. ii. 1 3 shows by the

contrast with Xoyocr avOpoiirwv (' word of men') that this is
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intended in the sense of origin. As this is a necessity in the

case of the New Testament word of salvation, the addition

rov 0eov may be left out, and usually is, so that it is called

absolutely 6 Xoyoa
;

J
or it is more nearly defined, as to con-

tents, as 6 Xoyocr rov evayyeXlov, rrja yapuroa, rr\a aXrjdeiaa

(' the word of the gospel, of grace, of truth'). Such is the

ordinary New Testament usage. 'O Xoyoa is the word of the

proclamation of salvation as it now passes through the world,

but which had its origin in God and proceeded from him into

the world.

Let us now suppose, as the most natural thing, that 6 Xoyoa

in the introduction to John's gospel stands in connection with

this common usage of the language of the New Testament.

The question arises, whether the consideration of the divine

origin or of the human proclamation here predominates,—that

is, whether we are to understand it in the sense of a revela-

tion or of a gospel, as Hofmann wishes us to think. If, how-

ever, as we have seen, the evangelist in this expression has

Christ himself in view, he can hardly so designate him in the

sense of the gospel. Christ, it is true, is the contents of the

gospel, and therefore of the Logos or word which is the gospel,

but he is not this word itself. He is 6 rrepl ov 6 Xoyoa rov

evayyeXlov (' that concerning which the word of the gospel'

treats), but he is not 6 Xoyoa rov evayyeXiov (' the word of

the gospel') itself. As for the revelation, he is that itself, 6

Xoyoa rov 6eov ('the word of God'). We cannot say that the

word which the apostles brought to the world was with God

and was God.2 That can only be said of him whom their

word proclaimed and brought to the world. That is true of

the word which God spoke to the world in Jesus Christ,

—

namely, of Jesus Christ as the personal revelation of God.

We may now turn and compare the further use of this word

in John. For this we have Eev. xix. 13 and 1 John i. 1 to

consider. The writer of the Eevelation beholds a rider go

forth from heaven. Everything about him—the white colour

of his horse, and the many diadems on his head—indicates

victory. His name is 6 Xoyoa rov deov. The question is,

whether the vision intends to present figuratively the word of

1 Weiss, Biblische Thcologie des Neuen Testaments, 2d ed. p. 619.

* Hofmann, Der Schriftbeweis, 2d ed., Nbrdlingen 1857, vol. i. p. 109 f.
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God in the actual sense, as word, be it that of the Old Testa-

ment or that of the New Testament, or whether we are to

understand 'the word of God' personally, and as naming Christ

himself. Beyond doubt, the latter is the case. The calling

the rider 'faithful and true' in ver. 11, reminds us of the

' Amen' in iii. 14. When it says that he will judge and

make war, it looks back to the Messianic prophecy, Isa. xi.

and Vs. lxxii. His eyes, like flames of fire, recall the face

of Christ, i. 14. His vesture is dipped in blood, ver. 13,

because he has trodden the wine-press of the wrath of God,

ver. 1 5 ; Isa. lxiii. 1 ff. The sharp sword goes forth from his

mouth, ver. 15, as from the face of Christ, i. 16, or in the

third message, ii. 12. He rules the heathen with a rod of

iron, as is said of Christ in ii. 27 and xii. 5, in recollection of

Ps. ii. 9 and Isa. xi. 4.

Hence 'the word of God' can only be understood as a

personal designation of Christ himself. Thus also it has

been understood by the exegetes ; by Bleek and Liinemann,

as well as by Ebrard and Hengstenberg. Liinemann, more-

over, calls attention correctly to the difference between the

way in which this name of Christ is introduced, and the

other introductions of designations of Christ in xix. 11, 16.

The designations in both these other passages are shown

clearly to be appellative, while the words Ki/cXrjTaL to ovo/ma

avTov 6 \6yocr rod 6eov (' his name has been called the Word
of God') treat 'the word of God' rather as a fixed proper

name. The reader knows Christ by this name. It is there-

fore no new designation of him, but one familiar in their

circles. This is confirmed also by the perfect passive /cetcki]-

rat, not /caXelrat ('has been,' not 'is' called). The name
' the Word of God' is not given to him at this point, but

belonged to him before. On his return to judgment, he

bears this name, just as he bore it previously: the most

fitting words to supply are, at his first coming into the world.

From this we may now determine in what sense he bears

this name. Three names are distinguished. One is probably

on his forehead (Ewald, Hengstb., Liinem.), on his richly

diademed head.
1 None but Christ himself knows this name.

It is not one of the two following which are known, but an
1 Hofmann, Dei- Schriftbeiveis, 2d ed., Nbrdlingen 1857, vol. i. p. 115.
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unknown name,—that is, the expression of his incomprehen-

sible, unfathomable being (Beng., Hengstb., Ebr., Liin., Hofm.).

In his most peculiar essence he is a secret to all. What he

is, shines forth from him, and we see it, but no one can seize

it and express it in a word. He bears another name, ver. 16,

on his robe, and particularly on his thigh, where the sword is

worn: 'King of kings and Lord of lords.' He has proved

himself such in battle. He has put on and exercised his

royal majesty. This name therefore refers to the victorious

exercise of his power in the history of his kingdom, and looks

towards the end of the great struggle.

Between these two names stands that other name, ver. 13,

' the Word of God,' which Christians know, and by which they

designate him. It follows that this name cannot be identical

with the first, the unknown name. Therefore it is not the expres-

sion of its divine secret, and cannot denote his internal divine

being and relation of essence to the Father :
' the word, in

which the Father has expressed his essence in eternity evi-

dently' (Ebr.). If it did denote this, what would be left for

the first name ? It is utterly arbitrary to think of Philo's

\6yoo~ evStd0€Toa ('the Logos as inwardly thought').
1 Nor

can this name be identical with the third, so that it should

designate Christ in so far as he executes the final judgment

threatened by God, and thus should refer to the exercise of

his power. Baur,
2
for example, speaks of the execution of the

strict penal judgment ' with irresistible might.' Weiss 3
says

nearly the same. On the contrary, this name must stand in the

middle between the unspeakable and incomprehensible essence,

and the final exercise of Christ's power which becomes known
to the whole world. What else can this be than that Christ

is the revelation of God ? He is 6 \6yoa tov 8eou (' the word

of God'), or the unity and sum of all \6yoo tov 0eov (' words

of God').

We are not to think merely, or rather not to think at all,

of the preceding \o<yoi a\7]0tvol tov deov (' true sayings of

God'), ver. 9,
4

for a new vision begins with ver. 11. We

1 Beyschlag, Chrlstologie ties Neuen Testaments, Berlin 1866, p. 133.

2 Baur, Vorlesungen iiber N. T. Theologie, Hamburg 1864, p. 217.

3 Weiss, Bibllsche Theoloyle ties Neuen Testaments, 2d ed., p. 566, note.

* Hofraann, Der Schriftbeweis, 2d ed., Kordlingen 1857, vol. i. p. 115.
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must turn to the words of God in general, which from time to

time have been given to the world. It is true, as Baur says,

that 6 \6yoo- rov deov does not designate him as an inde-

pendent hypostasis, contrasted with God. But it does not

follow from that that he is not a hypostasis. It is the per-

sonally-viewed Jesus Christ who is so named, in order to say

what we have in him, to wit, the revelation of God. The

addition rov Oeov (' of God ') makes no specific difference in

the phrase ; it remains the same as 6 X0700- without rov deov.

He who is the revelation of God is for that reason the revela-

tion absolutely and in general.

The result is, that, in the circles from which the Eevelation

proceeded, and for which it was intended, it was nothing

uncommon to name Christ 6 \6<yo<r rod Oeov in the sense of

the divine revelation, for which also 6 Xoyoo- could be used

absolutely. According to the ruling view of later criticism,

the Eevelation belongs to about the year 69 A.D., and is a

monument of the original Jewish Christianity. Hence this

result holds good for that time and those circles. It is certain,

however, that the home of the Eevelation was in Asia Minor,

and indeed at Ephesus. Therefore this designation of Christ,

in the sense discovered, was not foreign to the Christians of

that church.

The other passage which comes under consideration is

1 John i. 1. It offers such striking coincidences in various

expressions with the beginning of John's gospel, that we in-

voluntarily receive the impression of a conscious and designed

recollection. "We may therefore the more readily expect a

similarity in what both say concerning the Logos. The apostle

names the object of his preaching, beginning four times with

o (' that which ') : o rjv air apyf]o~, o aK^KoafJiev, o ecopatcafiev

rola 6(f)da\fjLo2o~ rjfiwv, b eOeaad/neOa kcu al yelpeo- rjfxcov

ey\rrj\a$rio~av (' that which was from the beginning, which we
have heard, which we have seen with our eyes, which we have

looked upon, and our hands have handled '). The apostle

resumes this beginning, ver. 3, with 6 ecopaKa/xev kcu aKrjKoa-

fiev (' that which we have seen and heard '), so that we must

add to the first sentences the finite verb from ver. 3, dirayjiX-

Xofiev kcu bplv (' declare we unto you '). This beginning he

follows up with a second : 7rept rov \6yov rrjcr ^corja
(
c con-
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cerning the word of life '). This does not belong to what

precedes, since the foregoing has its object already, but

must be connected likewise with tnrayyeWofiev (' declare

we').

His proclamation, therefore, has for its substance what he

has heard, what he has seen with his own eyes, what he has

beheld and his hands have touched ; it treats of the word of

life. It is evident that by these four relatives only Christ

himself is meant and can be designated. Of him alone could

the apostle say that he was from the beginning, and that he

could be heard, seen, beheld, and tasted. It is impossible to

speak so of a doctrine or of a word of preaching, or the like.

We can only speak thus of a person. He designates Jesus,

however, not personally, but as a neuter. He does not say

oa (' who '), but 6 (' what '). That is because he does not

intend simply to name Him, who he is, so that the relative

sentence would be a mere rhetoric paraphrase for his name,

but to characterize him actually, what he is to us. He does

not wish, by the neuter, to denote that which is divine in

Christ, as Bruckner holds. That could not be touched with

the hands. Nor does he take together, in this more general

form of introduction, the premundane being and the historical

appearance of Christ, as Diisterdieck thinks. He speaks of

the person of Jesus Christ himself,
1 and designates it as the

object of his preaching, in the relative sentences, in accordance

with the sensible experience he had had of him.

Changing the form, he designates Him as the object of his

preaching in the second beginning : Trepl tov \6yov rr\a %an}tr.

Of this £&>?; ('life') it is further said, ver. 2, that it has

appeared on earth after having been with the Father. Hence

Christ himself is also meant by this, as he is elsewhere named

?) £(oij, to <j)o0(r (' the life, the light '), and the like, that he

may be characterized in his saving importance for us. In

the second verse, % £&»; (' the life ') is an essential title of

Christ. Does it follow from this, as Diisterdieck thinks, that

6 \6yoa in \6yoa Trja- %a)fjcr cannot designate Christ himself,

but must mean, the word from him or of him who is the

life ? No, that is made impossible by irepi (' concerning ').

The apostle does not intend to designate the doctrine of Christ,

1 Hofinann, Der Schriftbeiveis, 2d ed., Nordlingeu 1857, vol. i. p. 112.
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or the doctrine from Christ, as the object of his preaching, but

Christ himself.

Therefore 6 \6yoa rfjar £0)770- is Christ himself, in so far as

he bears life in himself, and thus is the revelation of life, and

for us is life itself. Christ is not called \6700- here, in so far

as he is the essential self-revelation of the Father, for he here

comes under consideration not in his internal divine relation

to the Father, but in his personal relation to us. Nor can the

word of the apostolic preaching be intended,
1
since the apostle

does not preach concerning

—

irepi—that word. He of whom
this word treats, not it in so far as it treats of him, is here

called X0700-. He is so called not because the apostles

preach him, but because God has spoken him, uttered him to

the world, and has given with him life, which in his person

was eternally with the Father, and in time has been revealed

to us. Thus the same one who is called 6 \6jocr rov 0eov (' the

word of God'), Key. xix. 13, because he is the revelation of

God, is here called 6 \6yoa T?}cr tfarijtr (' the word of life '),

because He is, as such, the revelation of life. Hence he can

also be named absolutely 6 \6yo<r, because he is absolutely

the revelation of God, and therefore of life, light, grace, and

truth.

If, then, we should thus understand 6 X0700- in the be-

ginning of the gospel, this sense and use of the word would

not be peculiar to the gospel, but familiar as well to the

Revelation and to the first epistle of John. And in this case

the question as to whence John drew this expression is at once

answered. The thought is such a simple one, and stands so

entirely within the whole sphere of thought of the Bible, that

it is quite unnecessary and unjustifiable to go and seek upon

foreign ground for the home of the Johannean expression.

TJic Logos in Philo.

It is well known that the home of this word has been

found by some in the Alexandrian religious philosophy of

Philo, who lived from about 25 B.C. to the middle of the first

century after Christ. But in this philosophy, the idea of the

Logos extends its roots far back into the Greek philosophy,

1 Hofmann, Der Schriftlewtis, 2d ed., Nordlingen 1857, vol. i. p. 114.
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and that, as especially brought to recognition by Zeller,
1 rather

into the Stoic than into the Platonic philosophy.

The Logos first occurs in Herakleitus, the Old-Ionic natural

philosopher from Ephesus.2
All things have and give forth a

discourse. We have only to listen to this to come to a know-

ledge of the law which combines the world and the multitude

of its parts into a firm and beautiful unity ; see Ps. xix. and

Horn. i. 19.

In the Socratic schools \6yoa acquires the meaning of

' definition,' that which comprehends the essential points of the

conception of a thing. Plato proceeds from this conception to

the ideas as to the eternal, living, original images of the

things. Aristotle transfers the idea to the things themselves

;

and thus to him the form, the conception (77 Kara top \6yov

ovaia), is that which first lends to the matter its reality. In

the Stoic sphere of thought, however, the Logos plays a part

of standard importance. Its teleological materialism, or mate-

rialistic teleology, distinguishes that which is • material and

passive ' (water and earth) from that which is ' active,' the

independent, and, at the same time, materially thought con-

ception in things, the Logos, which is thought to be 7rvevfia

(
f
spirit ') in the materialistic sense, as fine, fiery air. Since

this Trvevfxa pervades all matter, there result many \6yoi, or

active special ideas, working in the matter ; and since things

grow by degrees from seeds, these \070t are aTrepiAarucol

(' seed-like '). The whole world, however, is itself a great

1 Zeller, Die Philosophic der Griechen, 2d ed. 1368, part iii. division 2,

pp. 203-233, 293-367. Compare also Heinze, Die Lehre vom Logos in der

griechischen Philosophic, 1872, pp. 204-297 ; and the review of Heinze in the

AUgemeine Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirchenzeitung, 1872, ISTr. 57, which shows
that the trace must be followed back as far as Herakleitus.

The literature concerning Philo and the Alexandrian religious philosophy is

extremely large. See Schiirer, Lehrbuch der N. T. Zeitgeschichte, Leipzig

1874, p. 648 f. ; Miiller in Herzog's Real-Encyklopiidie, vol. xi., 1859, art.

' Philo
' ;

and Lipsius in SchenlccVs Bibellexicon, vol. i. pp. 85-99. [For a late

discussion, see La Doctrine du Logos chez Philon dAlexandrie, Torino 1876,

by M. Henri Soulier, a former fellow-student of the writer at Leipzig.—C. R. G.]
2 According to Sextus Empiricus, the opening words of his book mfi puna*

(' concerning nature ') were: X'oyov rtnio~i Votraff au a^uurm y'lyvovrai uvfywrot xai

TphffSiv q a.Kt>vffu.t x.cci a.x,oiffavriir to -rpurov. Sextus Empiricus, Adversus Mathc-
inaticos, vii. 132. [Grote in his Plato, 3d ed., London 1875, vol. i. p. 36,

note h, quotes this passage. He omits as). He refers also to Aristotle, Ehet.

iii. 5. The following notes, Tc and m, are also on this point.—C. E. G.j
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organism, filled with and born of the 7rvevp.a, the air, which

is at the same time the divinity and soul of the world.

Hence we find a more general Xoyoa, comprehending within

itself the single \6yoi, the materially thought, active special

ideas.

Thus unite in the \6yocr of the Stoics, the points of that

which is material and of that which is ideal. That highest

\6yocr becomes the law, the necessity iel^apixevrj), according to

which all things come into being ; and as they thus come into

being logically, they are fitted for their ends. Therefore this

\6yoa is also, in a religious direction, providence (7rp6voca),

the absolute wisdom, in which the various incomplete things

dissolve in the general harmony of the universe. What is

true of the whole is true also of the individual, especially of

man. He bears in himself a \6yo<r analogous to the general

\6yocr of the world ; a materially thought irvevp-a, ' spiritus

divinus,' that is, both air, the breath of fire, and also active

conception or reason. His task, therefore, is to live according

to the Xoyoa,—that is, at the same time, to live according to

nature. This \6yocr is primarily one dwelling in man, the

\6yoa evZiddeToa-, but becomes the \6yoa TrpocpopiKoa, in so

far as it steps forth in the utterances of discourse.

The Stoa spread everywhere in the time of Alexander's

followers. Plato and Aristotle were historical great ones of

the past. The present was ruled by the Epicurean and Stoic

manner of thought. The cosmopolitan character of the Stoa,

the founder and most important teacher of which was himself

no Greek, favoured this dissemination. This was especially

the case in Asia, and even among the Jews. To the degree

in which they spread abroad, the Stoics sought to place them-

selves in nearer relation to the national religions. From the

time of Chrysippus they gathered all possible theological and

mythical materials to confirm their doctrines, and they availed

themselves in this of strange etymologies and of the method

of allegorical exegesis. In this way the Stoa also made a pact

with Judaism, and the Jews entered it in numbers, not merely

in Alexandria, but also on the Syro-Asiatic coast.

The rest of the literature is lost, but Philo has left us many
writings which awaken the thought that John's gospel and

other books of the Kew Testament follow hini in particular.
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Even earlier than Philo, Aristobulus is named as the founder

of the eclectic or syncretistic Alexandrian religious philosophy.

It combined thoughts of the Greek philosophy, especially of

the Stoa, with Old Testament or rabbinical views or expressions.

Thus it sought to produce a philosophy nominally grown on

Israelitic ground, Avhich could take its place by the side of

the Greek philosophy, and which should display both the

superiority of that Jewish philosophy, and, at the same time,

its essential agreement with such points of the Greek philo-

sophy as were true. When that Jewish religious philosophy

adopted for this purpose especially the Stoic views, these

views were essentially modified by it. The Old Testament

standpoint of the transcendence of God assumed the place of

the pantheistic, and indeed materialistic, Stoic doctrine of

immanence. As a consequence of this, that which is material

is stripped off from the conception of the Logos, and it enters

upon a middle position between God and the world. For

since the abstract, attributeless, and absolutely simple God,

pure being, cannot come into immediate contact with the

material world, and yet is the active and forming principle of

it, a mediation is necessary.

This is called, after the Old Testament, ' angel ;' after Plato,

' idea ;' but especially after the Stoic manner, ' Logos.' At an

earlier period, in the 'Wisdom of Solomon,' the conception of

wisdom served for this mediation. Conceived as irvevfia

(' spirit '), and identified with the Old Testament Spirit of God,

it was considered both as a cosmical, ethical, and intellectual

principle, and as related to God by emanation. Philo used

the conception c

Logos,' and that as one already existing, and

the use of which he did not need to justify ; he therefore

found it in the Alexandrian philosophy. We cannot tell now
how far back the conception may have been traceable in that

philosophy.

The Logos, at first a cosmical principle, the former and

preserver of the world, is, as the divine reason, the intelligible

prototype for the sensible world. This prototype compre-

hends in itself many separate pictures, "koyoi, types of sensible

things, as also of the spiritual world, of the arts, sciences, and

virtues. Since the world consists of contrasts, the Logos is

the dividing power, the rofieva. And as the Logos in man
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is both ivBidderoa- and TrpocpoptKocr, so must the prototypal

Logos be considered, although Philo did not use the former

expression of the prototypal Logos, lest he should transfer to

it too much of what was human. This Logos is the bond

of all things, holding them together, mysteriously pervading

them. The elements are its dress, as in the Stoic doctrine.

For the Stoics, however, the Logos is one in essence with

God, and is material ; while for Philo it is separated from God
and from matter, not merely in conception, but even essen-

tially. Philo struggles with the task of placing the divinity

in the world according to the Stoic manner, and yet at the

same time not giving up its transcendence. The point of

departure of his speculation is the Greek foundation. The

source of the Logos is not the Old Testament arocpia (' wisdom'),

or else he would have been content with that, but the Stoic

philosophy mingled with Platonic elements. It is disputed

whether his Logos is to be taken personally or not. Neither

he nor any one else then knew the modern conception of

personality in its strict sense. He presents his Logos, the

middle cause between God and the world, as an intermediate

being. He even names it directly God ' in a looser sense,' h>

Kara-xprja-ei, hevrepocr Oeocr (' second God'). Thus it is a kind

of hypostasis wavering hither and thither between personal

and non-personal existence.

It is beyond question that the following church theologians,

especially with and after Justin, brought the Christian saving

belief into union with this extra-biblical speculation, and thus

received philosophical elements into their sphere of thought.

They esteemed it their duty not only to preach saving belief,

but also to justify the entire new Christian theory of life, this

Christian ' philosophy,' in the eyes of heathen thought. Hence
it was natural for them to reconcile their view with general

philosophic thought, by adopting from the latter, points really

or apparently true. But it was a different thing when, instead

of reconciling Christian truth with the philosophic thought of

the heathen world, the question was to proclaim Jesus, within

the Christian church, as the absolute revelation of God. This

latter is evidently the case in John's gospel.

It is arbitrary to find in the prologue of the gospel the

characteristics of a religious philosophical speculation of the

LUTH. I. R JOHN.
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Alexandrian description.
1 For the very first word aims at the

proclamation of Jesus Christ in the history of salvation, and

it intends to serve the united aim of the gospel, not a theo-

retical, but a practical aim,—namely, to effect and confirm

saving belief. The sphere of thought in which we here move
is utterly different from the one in which that philosophy of

religion moves. Here we stand altogether on the ground of

facts touching the history of salvation ; in that philosophy they

are trying to solve a philosophical problem by way of specula-

tive thought. ' The Logos has in him [Philo] a metaphysical

and physical, but no historical meaning/ 2 Hence these two

spheres never coincide as to contents, but only in single words,

and thus in the word X0700-.

That which is essential to John's Logos has no place and no

meaning in Philo's,—namely, its connection with the history

of salvation in the Old Testament, and its revelation hi the

incarnation.
3

Incarnation is an impossible thought for the

Logos of Philo. It is the general Stoic soul of the world, the

idea of the world, the divine reason which has found its dress

in the elements, and its appearance in the concrete world.

And, on the other hand, that which is essential to Philo's

Logos is foreign to John's sphere of thought,—namely, that

entire Stoic basis, the distinction of the ivSidOeroa and irpo-

(f>opifc6<r, and the contrasting the abstract God with matter,

which contrast demands the mediation of that intermediate

being the Logos. They coincide, therefore, only in the term.

Yet they do not agree in the word if its meaning be con-

sidered, for Philo's Logos is, at least primarily, 'ratio' ('reason'),

and John's 'oratio' ('speech').
4 And thus there is, finally, only

a very external contact left. Should we suppose that Philo

and the heathen Jewish religious philosophy of that day

were needed for this?
5

That period shows us a large number of involuntary coin-

cidences between the Christian truth and the heathen thoughts

and views of the day. And yet we should have no right to

1 Keim, Geschichte Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1867, vol. i. p. 111.

2 Delitzsch, 'Johannes und Philo,' Zeitschrift fur die gesammte luthcrische

Theologie and Kirche, 1863, pp. 219-229.
3 See Delitzsch, ut supra, p. 227.

4 Hoelemann, De evangelii Joannei introitu, Leipzig 1855, p. 50.

6 Against Delitzsch, tit supra.
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put the Christian thought or even expression in a relation

of dependence to the philosophical ideas which had taken

form on heathen soil. The similarities are formal, and shaped

themselves naturally, because ' the time was fulfilled.' Thus

Christian universalism, the thought of humanity and of the

kingdom of God, touches upon the universalism which pro-

ceeded from the Stoic philosophy, and began at that period to

be a common property of the Eoman way of thought. The

latter meets us even in Cicero's De Officiis. It will occur to

no one to trace that Christian universalism back to this Stoic

and Eoman universalism. They coincide involuntarily. The

Stoic and Eoman notion, however, was a mere abstraction, a

formal conception, which only received a concrete living sub-

stance by means of Christianity. The thought in the Scrip-

tures is original, but it meets the heathen ' conception,' and

theology combines the two together.

The agreement between Seneca and Paul in the sphere of

anthropological and ethical ideas has always been observed.

It is well known what conclusions have been sought as an

explanation of this phenomenon. Now it is generally acknow-

ledged that the coincidences are rather apparent than real,

and lie rather in the expression than in the thought. No
one will believe that Paul was dependent upon the thoughts

of Seneca ; and scarcely any one, that Seneca depended on

Paul. The coincidences are involuntarily conditioned on the

course of historical development. They were determined by

God's ordering to offer points of connection for Christian

preaching, so that the empty rhetoric of a Seneca might be

filled with the vigorous reality of Paul. Our case is like this.

There is a formal similarity between the philosophical ideal

and the proclamation of the fact of the history of salvation.

But it is occasioned by the historical situation. There is no

causal connection between the two. Two currents, utterly

diverse in their issue, here come in contact : heathen thought

and biblical preaching. The former proceeds from the cosmos,

which forms throughout the principle of the heathen mental

life in all domains. It seeks in the universe conformity to

law, the higher reason in things, comprehending this in the

Logos, and thus attaining unto God. The latter proceeds

—

and this is a principle for the entire biblical way of thought

—
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from God, and from the fact of his revelation as it enters the

world, and comprehends this in the ' Word.' Thus the two

approach each other, though they start from altogether differ-

ent sources and are controlled by an entirely different interest.

Both unite in church theology.

"We gladly own that that development stood under divine

guidance. It was designed to serve the presentation of

biblical truth. The forms of thought produced in this way
were to serve the Christian doctrinal structure and justifica-

tion, in the presentation of Christian truth, and in its recon-

ciliation with philosophical thought. But we have no right

to transfer that which is true of the later theology of the

church to the original apostolic preaching. The latter fur-

nished to theology the truths and thought, which it then com-

bined with the conceptional forms of mundane thinking.

Whence did John draw the word 'Logos'?

If Philo's Logos and the heathen Jewish religious philo-

sophy be neither necessary nor serviceable to explain John's

Logos, the question arises, Whence did John draw this word,

and what does he mean to say by it ?

'O Xoyocr is certainly not equivalent to 6 Xiyeov, the speaker,

as Storr thought, since 6 Xoyoa must be understood gramma-

tically not in an active, but in a passive sense. As little

does it equal 6 Xeyo/ievoo-, in the sense of eTrayyeWofievocr, the

promised one, as Tittmann thought ; if this was to have been

said, the apostle would have written it so. In contrast with

such a superficializing of the sense, a false depth is offered by

some, as by the disciples of Hegel's school in their day. Thus

Bruno Bauer 1 and Frommann 2 make 'the Word' the expres-

sion of a Trinitarian speculation, and find in it ' the eternal

thought of God from himself,' or the ' alter ego,' ' other self,'

of God. It is, they say, a postulate of the true idea of God,

and when thought together with God in the diverse unity,

first affords the idea of a concrete personal God. In this they

go upon the supposition that ' the gnostical John . . . favoured

free speculation in religious things, and formed his system of

1 Bruno Bauer, Zeltschrlft fiir spekulative Theologie, I. 2, 1836, p. 169.
2 Frorumann, Der Johanneische Lehrbegriff, Leipzig 1839, pp. 133-137.
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belief by reflection upon God's being as such in its abstrac-

tion from the world.'
1 These are arbitrary fancies which

have no historical substance. John's gospel presents to us a

proclamation of the history of salvation. Hence its opening

is to be understood, just as this gospel book in general and

the whole literature of the New Testament desires to be

understood, namely, in connection with the Old Testament

Scriptures and forth from them.

The first words recall the beginning of Genesis so evidently,

that it would be arbitrary not to refer them to it, though we
cannot grant to the relation between the two such an extent

as Hoelemann gives it in his dissertation mentioned above.

The word is the form of the divine revelation. The revela-

tion of God began with the creation, and thus his speaking

began. This is the foundation and presupposition of all

following revelation. As often as God has revealed himself,

so often he has spoken : irokvpLepoxr kcu irokvTpoTTwa ... 6

Oebcr XaXrjaaa . . . iv tolo- irpo^raia-
(

c God, who at sundry

times and in divers manners spake ... by the prophets'), Heb.

i. 1. The notion of the word in the Old Testament is con-

fined to this meaning, and is not hypostasized, or does not

become a hypostasis. It is of no consequence whether

many words are spoken of, or a single word is spoken of,

Ps. cxix.
;
just as we hear now of many laws and now of

one law of Jehovah, Ps. xix., in which the whole variety of

the rest is comprehended.

The ' word' in Ps. xxxiii. is not hypostatic. It is the

word of creation. And even 6 7ravToSvvap,6a cov \6yoar

(' thy all-powerful word'), Wisd. viii. 5 (?), is not, as Meyer
supposes, to be understood hypostatically, any more than the

pijfia deov (' word of God'), Heb. vi. 5, xi. 3. And the

Memrah of the later learned Judaism in the Chaldee para-

phrases of Onkelos and Jonathan"—which, moreover, are

put much later by the newer scholars, even into the third

and fourth century— does not contain a hypostasis, or

1 Frommann, Der Johanneische. Lehrbegriff, Leipzig 1839, p. 136.
2 See Winer, De Onkeloso eiusque paraphra-n Chaldaica, Leipzig 1S20 ;

Anger, De Onkelo Chaldako, Leipzig 1846 ; Hoelemann, De evangelii Joannei

introitu, Leipzig 1855, p. 51 ff. ; Pressel in Herzog's Real-Encyklopadie, 1st

ed., vol. x. p. 613 ff.; and Schurer, Lchrbuchder mutestamentlichen Zeitgeschichle,

Leipzig 1874, p. 475 ff. ; Schurer gives the further literature.
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even a hypostasizing. It is merely a paraphrase for Jehovah

himself, chiefly to keep all anthropomorphism far from him.

Hence it is not the case that the notion of the word had

in the course of speculative thinking condensed itself into a

hypostatic being, the ' Logos,' which then is thought to have

appeared in Jesus Christ. It is only the thought, or rather

the fact, of the revelation of God, ' of the Word,' which they

knew had appeared personally in Jesus Christ, which John

thus caught up by this general designation of Christ as the

word. Christ is the word of God, the revelation of revela-

tions. He is this in a final way. For God has revealed

himself to the world not only through, but even in him. When
it is said of the men of the Old Testament : irpbcr ova 6 Xoyoa

rod 6eov iyevero ('unto whom the word of God came'), x. 35.

it is said of him : bv 6 irari-jp rj<yiaaev fcal aTreajeCkev ela

tov fcoafiov (' whom the Father hath sanctified, and sent into

the world'). In contrast with those to whom the word of

God is come, he is the revelation, the word of God itself, in

his own person. Therefore he is the revelation, the word

absolutely. This, however, he is not merely in a final way.

He is this finally, because he is this essentially. He is the

substance of the entire Old Testament revelation, the sub-

stance of the entire Scriptures : eiceZvai elaiv at p,aprvpovaat

irepl ifiov ('they are they which testify of me'), v. 39. And
it is said of Moses, v. 46 : irepl e/xov itceivoa vypa-^rev (' he

wrote of me'). He is the essential contents of the divine

revelation, and therefore of the human proclamation of it in

every age, New Testament as well as Old Testament. Hence,

in spite of Keim,1 we may still cling to the words of the old

Carpzov :
' scripsisset Johannes ita omnino, si vel nullus

etiam Plato aut Philo nullus unquam aliquid de \6ycp

exposuisset' (' John would have written just so, even if no

Plato and no Philo had ever treated of the Logos').

Thus Christ is called ' the word' absolutely,—that is, an essen-

tial revelation of God in the history of salvation at all times,

and therefore the final revelation in the fulness of time. This

is not said of Christ merely in the opening of the gospel, so

that the alleged Logos doctrine does not occur in the further

1 Keim, Geschiclite Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1S67, vol. i. p. 112. See

Carpzov against Maugey, 1749.
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course of the book, and so that the evangelist's faithfulness to

history shows itself in the fact that he hesitated to put his

own speculations in the mouth of Jesus. On the contrary,

this is a recognition of, and a declaration concerning, Jesus

which pervades the whole gospel and is found on every page

of it. The central thought of the book is that Christ is the

absolute revelation of God,—the final, because the essential,

revelation. Therefore the proclamation of Jesus as the

Logos in this sense is the central purpose of this gospel.

A threefold emphatic declaration is made concerning

Christ the Word,—that is, the personal revelation of salvation,

in view of his succeeding incarnation : ev ccpxu Vv> Trpbcr rov

Oeov rjv, Oeda- fy (' was in the beginning, was with God, was

God'). The evangelist declares facts with the tone of cer-

tainty, brief and decided, and therefore impressive. He opens

no discussions as to the conceivability of them, or as to their

rational reconciliation with certain beliefs or conceptions of

God drawn from other sources. It is a confession which

expresses the belief in short, round sentences of declaration

and assurance. It is not a religious philosophy, developing

thoughts.

'Ev apxv V v is emphasized, not 6 Xoyocr. The words do not

reply to the question : What was in the beginning, whether

perchance the word, or the thought, or the act, as Goethe's

Faust asks ; but : What is true of the word, namely, that it

was at the beginning. This is said with a designed recalling

of Gen. i. 1. This, of course, does not consist with the

fantastic exegesis of the Valentinian gnosticism as to the Eon

apxn, or the singular explanation of the Alexandrian church

fathers, Origen for example, as to the divine o-o<pla ('wisdom')

and the like.

But the exegesis which understands dpxv of eternity (Olsh.)

is opposed by the above analogy and the biblical usage.
1

In the passage Prov. viii. 23, which Meyer quotes: ev apxf}

irpo rov tt]u yrjp irocrjaac ('from the beginning, before the

making of the earth '), the tiling spoken of is not the eternal

1 Compare Hoelemann, Hengstenberg, and Hofmann, Der Schriftbeweis, 2d
ed., Nordlingen 1857, vol. i. p. 164.
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being, but the divine acting. And dp^f] is declared of wisdom,

in so far as she was the first that God created. 'Apyfj betokens

always the beginning of an action or of a being ; in Gen. i. 1,

of all divine action ; here, of all being. This is not meant as if

the emphasis lay on tjv (' was
')

; the word already was, at the

beginning of all being, and therefore did not merely come into

being. *Hv in the first phrase must stand, and must be under-

stood just as unemphasized as in the two other phrases. The

whole weight therefore falls on iv apxd- The Logos was at

the beginning of all being,—that is, he was the first that was,

before anything else was. It does not say that he was eternal

in the exact sense, but only that he preceded all else, in so far as

he was at the beginning, and therefore was the first that was.

This expresses less than dp^rj Trjo- KTiaecoa (' the beginning of

the creation '), Eev. iii. 14. But it contains the presupposition

of the latter. For if he be the first of all, and therefore be

before all else, irpo rov rov Koo-fiov elvai (' before the world

was '), xvii. 5, he can also be the principle of everything else.

The following verses bring this forward. The first words say

of Christ only that He stands at the beginning of all, thus in

time preceding all other being out of God, and that he, there-

fore, is of the original beginning, and premundane.

The next statement designates his relation to God : 7rpocr

rov deov (' with God '). IIpoo- is more than rrapd with the

dative, as xvii. 5, irapa aoi (' with thee ')} Like 1 John i. 2,

rjv irpoa rov irarepa (' was with the Father '), it designates

not merely the intimacy of fellowship (De Wette, Liicke,

Bg.-Crusius, Hengstb.), but the internal union, the living in-

tercourse of fellowship.2 He who entered into communion
with us stood before time in living communion with God.

And thirdly, he was even God by nature : 8ebo~ 'tjv 6 \6yoo-

(' the word was God '). The lack of the article before deocr

shows that it is intended as the predicate. Hence, also, it is

put first with emphasis. He who became man was God ;
rjv

(' was '), in contrast to that which he became, and thus a

designation of his pre-historic position in the form of a histo-

rical statement. It is not merely identical with the pop<prj

1 Luther translates it ' bei,' but that is the accusative 'bei.'

2 See Meyer, Hofmann, Der Schri/tbeweis, 2d ed., Nordlingen 1S57, vol. i. p.

164.
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0eov (' form of God '), Phil. ii. 6, but it names the presupposi-

tion thereof, namely, the Oeorrja- (' divinity '), not in the

sense of identity with God, but of being equal to God. He
is not called simply Oetocr (' divine '), but 6eoa (' God '). We
cannot argue from the lack of the article to subordination, as

Philo's Logos is deba iv Kara^rja-ec (' God in an inexact

sense
') ; the article must be omitted, because Oeocr is pre-

dicate ; and, on the contrary, the Logos distinguished from

God is made equal to God as to deorrjcr. The evangelist does

not proceed to consider how this one who has Oeorrjcr is related

to God, Trpba ov rjv 6 Xoyoa (' with whom the Logos was '),

how this relation can be reconciled with the unity of God,

and the like. He does not intend to give a philosophy of

religion. He wishes to say of Christ, of the Word which has

appeared in time, that he was with God before time, and

even was God by nature.

Verse 2.

The second verse takes up the last point with express

emphasis, to lead to what follows. The very one of whom it

is true that he was by nature God, was originally with God,

in order to be, proceeding from God, the mediator of the

creation. Hence this second verse has not independent im-

portance, but merely serves the statement in the third verse.

For this purpose both the first members of the first verse are

combined. The fact that he originally was with God, is the

foundation for his mediating the revelation of God forth from

God, and that at first in order to the creation.

Verse 3.

All tilings vxrc made by him, expresses the fact, as iyevero

(' became, were made ') shows. This holds good of the entire

creation :
' trdvja universitas rerum factarum ' (' the univer-

sality of things made'), Bengel. Ta iravra is the all as

unity, iravTa is the all as the sum of all single things, there-

fore all without exception. Hence the positive expression is

repeated negatively : %«ptcr avrov kt\ (' without him,' etc.).

This is not in opposition to the doctrine of Cerinthus as to

the demiurge (Ebr.). Against that it would have had to be

emphasized that the highest God had created the world. It is
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said merely in connection with the statement the evangelist

wished to make as to Christ. He is the mediator of all

being without exception. ' All being/ for it says <yi<yovev,

therefore what has been made and now is. Of this ovoe ev,

' ne ununi quideru,'—stronger than ovBiv would be,
—

' not one

thing ' has come into existence, and is now, without his media-

tion. The closing word o <y£yovev has something conclusive

and restful about it. The mediator of salvation is the mediator

of being, and that of all being. Col. i. 16 expresses this

thought also. It was a necessary inductive conclusion of the

Christian certainty of salvation. The universal saving media-

torial position of Christ towards the world demands, as a pre-

supposition, a mediatorial position of Christ towards the world

in general. This knowledge does not flow directly from

Christ's mouth, but it rests on his statements as to himself.

He was with God before the world, xvii. 5, and exercises in

the world the activity of God, v. 17. From this it must

necessarily be true of the creation, that it was f by him.'

Thus the third verse belongs to the first verse as a second

part, and the second verse forms the transition between the

two.

Verse 4.

The fourth verse begins the second thing the evangelist has

to say : the revelation of him who was with God.

This explains why the previous chain-like union of the

separate phrases is forsaken at the beginning of the fourth

verse. Of course that rests on the presupposition that the

common division which connects b <yiy vev with what precedes

is right. There was a contest about this even in the early

church. Irenseus and the Alexandrians connect b <yi<yovev with

what follows, but Chrysostom declares that to be heretical.

The modern exegetes oppose the Alexandrian division with

good reason. For whether we take the words thus :
' what

has come into existence, was in Him life ; ' or thus :
' what

has come into existence in Him, was life,' both are impossible.

In the first place, yeyovev and r/v (' was ') would not corres-

pond to each other ; it must be read either yiyovev and iariv

('is'), or iyevero ('came into existence') and 7}v. It is true

the Sinaitic reads iariv, but that is evidently a correction ; it
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does not match the following r\v. Yet, aside from that, it

would be too strong an expression to declare of the creation of

the world, it ' was life,' instead of it ' had life ' (see Godet), to

say nothing of the fact that the conception of life afterwards

passes over to Christ.

Hofmann 1
has suggested a new division,—namely, to begin

afresh with o ^e^ovev, and at iv clvtco to supply yeyovev in the

sense of eerrcv. By this he escapes the incompatibility of

declaring ^corj (' life ') of what was created, instead of declaring

it of Christ. And he gains apparently the advantage of not

merely attributing life to Christ, but even of designating him

as life. But this is at an impossible price. In the first place,

there is no room for a phrase of such a form in the perfectly

symmetrically constructed circle of these sentences, especially

between the third and fourth verses. And in the next place,

so far as I can see, <yiyovev must be supplied in an impossible

sense. It coidd very well mean : something has come into

existence and now is ; but not : something is, in the sense of

:

it exists, after it came into existence, and thus in contrast

with the coming into existence. Least of all can it be sup-

plied from a previous yiyovev, in that different meaning.

If the fourth and fifth verses form a contrast to the pre-

ceding verses, in that they express the second side of the

whole thought which forms the foundation of the introduc-

tion, we certainly cannot say that the pre-human activity of

the Logos in the world is designated by them. This old and

usual explanation has experienced various applications. Meyer
and Godet understand it of the normal original period of

humanity, when it had its life and light in the Logos still un-

broken and undisturbed. The ordinary way of taking it refers

it to the natural relation of man to God, so that the life is

understood of the preserving activity of the Logos, the ' conser-

vation and the light of the natural knowledge of God in God-
consciousness (De "Wette) and reason (Baumgarten-Crusius),

etc. But the historical form of the declaration :
' was,' opposes

this ; it would have to be ' is.' The evangelist has spoken of

the sphere of creation, and the corresponding contrast is formed,

not by the sphere of natural being and knowing, but by the

1 Hofmanii, Weissayung und Erfullung im Altai und im Neuen Testamente,

Nordlingeu 1344, vol. ii. p. 8.
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sphere of the revelation of the history of salvation. The

intention of the evangelist is not to give a review of history

from the creation of the world to the incarnation of Christ.

The thing before his eye from the first is Christ, the personal

revelation. He has only spoken of his mediatorial position

towards the creation, in order at once to pass over to his

position in the history of salvation, and thus contrast the

second creation with the first. He speaks of Christ, and

therefore of life and light, in reference to the history of salva-

tion, and not in the natural sense. This is not, however,

meant in the sense of the Christian present ; but, since the

Logos is not only the final, but also the essential word, life and

light are true of him in the same sense and to the same

extent. Hence we do not say, with Kostlin 1 and Hofmann,2

that Christ has become the light of men by his coming to the

earth. For it is said that the light was in him, just as well

as the same thing is said of the life. Yet this is still less in

the sense of the \6<yoa cnrepfMariKocr (' seed-like Logos '), as

if we might refer the light perchance to the higher knowledge

of truth in the heathen world, it may be in philosophy. For

if Christ be the word in the sense of the revelation in the

course of the history of salvation, the light can only be taken

in the same sense. In so far as the word—that is, this saving

revelation—was present, in so far were life and light present.

Verse 5.

According to the fifth verse, this light is not a past, but a

present one : $alvet, (' shineth ') in the present. It has won
a continuing presence and activity in the world, but in this

world which stands in opposition against it. As the light is

given with Christ, so does darkness belong to the world.

This opposition of the world to the light has become active

:

rj {tkotlcu avro ov KarekajBev (' and the darkness comprehended

it not '). KaTaXafjuftdveiv is so to seize a thing that we hold

it fast. The context must show in what sense. The con-

ception ' occupare,' overpower (Origen), is linguistically ad-

missible, but does not fit the context. Better say, has not

grasped it, has not appropriated it. The historical tense

1 Kostlin, Der Lehrbegriffdes Evang. . . . Johaimis, Berlin 1843, p. 103, note.
2 Hofmann, Der Schriftbeweis, 2d ed., Nordlingen 1857, vol. i. p. 111.
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shows that a definite historical fact is meant, as a representa-

tive sign of the conduct of the darkness in general. What
other fact could this be than the rejection of Jesus on the

part of Israel ? The disposition of the darkness or of the world

revealed itself in this. Such it has been at heart in every

period, and such it will, upon the whole, constantly remain.

In him was life, and the life was the light of men. It is not

:

in him was the life, so that the stress lies on ' in him ;' the

life, that which we call life, was in him, so that it is only to

be sought and found in him. On the contrary, the stress

and the progress of the discourse lies in the predicatively

intended declarations concerning Christ : life and light. Both

are here attributed to Christ. He is not named so himself,

but these form his substance,—his substance, that is, for those

for whom he is in general the word and the like. And it is

only on this account, because men have this in him, that he

is so called. This is of like character with v. 26, where he

says that life is his substance as it is God's, whence he also

can impart life. Such declarations of Jesus lie at the foun-

dation of this testimony of the evangelist's. And this is to

be taken as comprehensively as the former are intended com-

prehensively.

How are life and light to be understood, and how are they

related to each other ? If, as we have seen, Christ is here

spoken of only in a sense referring to the history of salvation,

then life and light must be understood only in this sense.

We must not take them in the sense of physical or general

moral life and light, as Liicke did, but only in the sense of

salvation. This agrees with the further usage of the language

of Scripture. In the Old Testament usage, God is designated

as the life of his people, or of the pious, Deut. xxx. 20; Ps.

xxxvi. 10 (9) : Tor with thee is the fountain of life: in thy light

shall we see light ;' Prov. iii. 18, viii. 35 f. ; see Hengstenberg.

And in John's constant usage of language, £a>rj (' life ') is used

alternately with, and is taken as equivalent to, £W; aioiviocr

('eternal life '); see iii. 15, 36, v. 24 ff., 39 f., vi. 33, 35, 47, 48,

53 ; 1 John i. 1. It therefore designates life in the essential

sense, the life which alone deserves to be called life, the real

life—that is, the salvation of communion with God. The con-

ception of it is determined by the contrast of death. Death is
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absolute want of power, the negation of the true substan-

tial being. Life is the substantial being, complete in itself,

and hence an indissoluble being, springing from itself. This,

however, is only given in and with communion with God.

This is the life of men.

The light in the same manner is only intended in the sense

which respects salvation, likewise in accordance with Scripture

usage. Darkness is the expression for the wicked and lost

condition of a state of being which is separated from God.

Light is the expression for the opposite condition of salvation.

It indicates not merely intellectual illumination, but has before

all a moral meaning; see Isa. xlix. 6. Thus Christ intends

it when he calls himself the light of the world, viii. 12, and

elsewhere ; or when, in agreement with him, the apostles call

Christians a light, and describe their walk as a walk in the

light, Matt. v. 14 ; Eph. v. 8 ; 1 John i. 7. Hence light almost

coincides with holiness; see 1 John i. 5-7.

The life was tlie light of men. How are life and light

related to each other ? Light is predicated of the life. There-

fore light is a predicate of the life. This corresponds with

our common usage also. We speak of the light of life, and

of the night of death. Hence light designates the determina-

tion of the life. Life betokens the being ; light, the manner of

being : the former, the thing ; the latter, the character of the

thing : the former, the substance ; the latter, the form—this in

the widest sense : the former, the real being of the communion

with God ; the latter, the normal character of the likeness to

God. Hence the conception of the light is not to be limited

to the sphere of knowledge, as Baumgarten-Crusius, and Weiss s

also in his own way, explain it. Nor shall we have to recur

to Philo for an explanation of these conceptions in general,

as Frommann 2
does. Frommann finds here more spiritual

conceptions than the Old Testament offers. But, as Weiss

especially has proved in detail, the whole view is to be traced

to the Scriptures, and that to the Old Testament.

The life, it is said, was at the same time the light, namely,

in so far as the real being of the communion with God, which

is <nven in Christ, is at the same time the rightly constituted

1 Weiss, Der Johanneische Lehrhccjr'iff, Berlin 1862, p. 41 ff.

2 Frommann, Der Johanncische Lehrbegriff, Leipzig 1839, p. 97.
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being of likeness to God, and can transfer into the same. It

now ever proves itself to be such in the world, since it came

to the world in Christ. But the world has rejected it. Thus

the evangelist has designated the contents of his gospel in the

most general way, and placed us at once in the midst of the

great contrasts, whose historical bearing he intends to report

to us. We can even here find and feel that tragical impulse

which pervades his whole gospel. He closes with a wail, in

view of which the joy at the light which was in the world

could not reach its expression.

Verses 6-13.

To this now is added the second circle, vers. 6-13. The

light is come into the world, but the world has not received

it. Yet some have received it in belief. This forms the

contents of the paragraph before us. It is of a somewhat

different kind from the first. In the first, the two stages of

Jesus' being are contrasted with each other ; and at the second

stage we see what the world had in him, and how it rejected

this gift. That paragraph moved in such double-membered

contrasts. Here there are three members : announced and

witnessed to, he has come, vers. 6—8 ; and yet he has been

rejected, vers. 9-11 ; while he brought adoption to those who
receive him in belief, ver. 1 2 f. This second circle contains,

as we see, the substance of the gospel in a still more exact

manner than the first. Hence, in general, in the three sen-

tences of this paragraph the three parts of the whole gospel

mirror themselves. Far less than at vers. 1-5 can it here be

said that a doctrine or the like is given as a foundation for

the real historical gospel. And it is here much more evident

than in the former verses that the discourse turns only upon

the historical Christ, and not upon a previous history of Mm
(against Olshausen and Baur).

When the evangelist said previously, Christ is given to the

world for life and light that it should receive Him, he expressed

thereby the fundamental thought of his whole gospel—namely,

that Christ is the Son of God for belief. It is a matter of

course that the KaraXa^avetv (' receiving '), which the world

has not exercised, is fulfilled in belief. Hence this first most

general testimony to Christ stands in a closer relation to the
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evangelist's final aim, xx. 31. His thoughts also in what
follows move in the contrast of belief and non-belief. Before,

however, he can speak of the twofold actual bearing of unbelief,

vers. 10, 11, and of belief, ver. 12, he must first name the

way in which belief was made possible, and the duty of

belief.

Verses 6, 7.

TJiere came forth a man sent from God, his name John.

He came for a witness, to bear witness of the light, that all

through him might believe. 'Eyevero is not equivalent to rjp,

but the designation of a historical fact—namely, of the historical

appearance of the Baptist ; see Mark i. 4 ; Luke i. 5.
1

It should

therefore not be connected with airearakixevoo- (' sent ') as a

paraphrase, say for dTrearakt]. It is an independent expression

for the fact of the historical appearance of the Baptist. The

Baptist is first designated and introduced most generally by
avdpooTrocr (' man '), and then characterized more closely by the

appositional direaraX^evoa ktX. Thus the discourse, ad-

vancing step by step from the more general to the more

special, ever draws smaller circles. At first, in general, a

historical appearance (iyevero avQpwKod) ; then this charac-

terized as one sent by God, and therefore standing in relation

to the revelation of salvation ; hereupon he is named in his

historical actuality (ovo/xa kt\.) ; this is succeeded in the

seventh verse by the statement of his calling, to serve which

he appeared : on behalf of testimony, and that testimony to

him who was the light ; and, finally, we learn what aim was

pursued by this his testimony—namely, that of belief.

The aim of the discourse concerning the Baptist is the

emphasizing his testimony, which has been given to the world.

In this is comprehended the whole importance of the Baptist,

and towards this his whole importance is directed. And this

testimony, again, is brought into connection with the final aim

of belief. This is to establish both the possibility and the

duty of belief, just as the posture of Christ himself towards

the world aimed at belief. Such is the connection of this

account of the Baptist's testimony. Therefore the Baptist is

not made subordinate in contrast to Christ, as Olshausen

1 [Luke i. 8 would perhaps suit better as a confirmation.—C. E. G.]
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thinks. Xor can we separate vers. G-S from what follows,

as Kostlin does. Xor have they such an independent charac-

ter that they can be viewed as a special circle in themselves,

as I suggested in my little book of 1S52.1 Nor may we, with

Baur, construct the introduction of the testimony so logically

as to recall here the position that knowledge is the first point

in the unity of the subject with the object. Yet there is, of

course, a series of contrasts presented between the two when
the testimony of the Baptist to Christ is brought under con-

sideration. The Baptist, it is true, is sent of God, and there-

fore a prophet. Nevertheless he is still ever a man who has

the aim and the substance of his sending and of his testimony

not in himself, but outside of himself. Hence the person,

because human, is in itself without importance ; its importance

lies only in the testimony it has to give.

Terse 8.

To make this perfectly clear, the eighth verse repeats in a

negative form, and with emphasis, what has just been said

:

He was not the light, hut that he should bear witness of the

light. The emphasis is not on rjv, as Meyer supposes : he

was not the light, but he was to bear witness to the light.

This is opposed by the use of etceivoa (' he, that one '), for

which John, more than any other Xew Testament writer, has

a great liking, but which he always uses with special emphasis.

In John it does not serve, as it does elsewhere, to thrust the

subject or object into the distance, but to bring it forward

with particular stress.
2 This emphasizing the Baptist includes

in itself the silent contrast to Jesus : that one was not the

light, as was often thought among the people, see Luke iii. 15,

but another one was.

In contrast with this comes now the positive statement of

his calling : but he was to testify of the light. "Iva (' in

order that, to ') is often used in John as if independent ; see

ix. 3, xiii. 18, xv. 25. The general conception of determina-

tion supplies itself as a matter of course from what precedes,

without the thing to be supplied being exactly thought and

grammatically construed. Hence we are not to supply r)v

1 Luthardr, De Composliione Evangelii Joannei, Nuremberg 1852, p. 12.

s See Steitz on 'Ext.W, Studien unci Kritiktn, 1859, pp. 497-506.

LUTH. I. S JOHN.
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here as Godet does, since it would then have to be supplied

in a sense different from that in which it has just been used,

where it is a mere copula. Nor are we to supply rjkOev

(' came ') as Meyer does, since the account in its course has

freed itself more from the strict connection with the seventh

verse. The thought of the vocation results from all that

precedes. The Baptist's vocation was to witness to the light.

That absorbs his whole importance. It designates both his

difference from Christ and his relation to him. In Christ, on

the contrary, vocation, testimony, and person combine in one,

and that because his calling was not secondarily attached to

his person as to a human one, but from the first was one

with it, or because his person is divine, because he as to

his person proceeded from God. This expresses, then, both

the distinction between and the relation between Christ and

the Baptist, and thus the peculiarity of the former. If we
recall now the passage x. 35 f., there is nothing else said in

reference to the peculiarity of Christ than that he was the

Son of God.

Verse 9.

The testimony was to serve the procuring of belief upon

this Son of God, and that at first in a preparatory way. This

we learn from the ninth verse, if ip'xpfxevov (' coming ') may be

taken as a future. As a rule, indeed, they understand this

verse differently, though quite variously. Either they connect

ipXP/xevov with avOpwirov (' man '), as Meyer and Godet do, in

agreement with most of the older exegetes, as Luther and

Calvin. Then they emphasize the subject, it may be : He was

the light ; so Luther. But in this case the subject would

have also to be expressed. A subject that must be supplied

cannot have the emphasis. And just as little can to (pwcr to

akrjOivov (' the true light '), since it has the article, be taken

as the predicate, as it would be in that case. Both these hold

good against Godet, who understands to cpoija- (' the light ') as

the subject—namely, the light of which he was to bear witness.

To avoid this mistake, Meyer lays stress on the r)v which is

put in front : the light was in existence. This is said to

prepare tragically for the following 6 KoafMoa avrov ov/c eyveo

(' the world knew him not '). But if the simple thing rjv
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could be so applied, what is the use of the apposition ep-^ojievov

kt\. ? Meyer calls it a stately abundance. But stateliness is

here utterly without a motive,—the paraphrase itself is strange,

and the thought is incorrect. For the light does not en-

lighten every man that comes into the world, but only every

man who lets himself be enlightened. Hence ipxo/ievov must

be connected with rjv kt\. But not as a mere paraphrase

:

there was coming, namely, he came, as Baumgarten-Crusius

has it. The evangelist could have said that more simply.

Nor is it in the relative sense : there was in process of coming

at that time, 'was intending to appear/ Luke i. 24, which

would be a very superfluous exactness.

'Epxpfxevov is to be imderstood as a future, as ep^eaOai is

also elsewhere in the New Testament used in a future sense.
1

The light is thus designated as one that is to come, whose

coming the Baptist accordingly prepared, so that it should be

received in belief. This verse can, however, be understood,

and therefore also connected, in two ways. On the one hand,

namely, it may serve only to lay stress on the importance of

the testimony in question, as a preparatory one, so that it

gains the sense :
' for the real light was still to appear

;

' and

thus must be joined to what precedes. On the other hand, it

may even introduce the contrast to the same in the sense : the

real light, however, was to come personally ; and thus it must

be joined to what follows. The latter is to be preferred,

both on account of the chain-like union of vers. 9 and 10,

and on account of the emphasized characterizing of the light.

' Was to ' is spoken of in the sense of : it was determined

according to God's saving decree.

The light is characterized in a twofold way, as the true

light to akrjdivov, and as designed to enlighten every man

—

that is, to put him in the right condition of light. JJavra

avBpwrrov, every man, stronger than : all men ;
' ne unus

quidem excluditur,'
{ not a single one is excluded,' Bengel.

But here this, of course, is to be supplied : every one who is

lighted at all. For the world is the realm of darkness, so that

there must be an illumination ; but the light which appeared

in Christ has this vocation for all Hence the general human

1 See Liicke, Commentar iiber das EvangeUum des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn
1S10, vol. i. p. 319 ff. Similarly Baumlein, Tholuck, and others.
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reason or the like, which Baumgarten-Crusius suggests, is no

more spoken of here than it is above in the fourth and fifth

verses. The light, therefore, is called the true one, to o\t]6iv6v.
'

'

A\t)Bivo<t is a particularly familiar word to John's gospel, see

iv. 23, 37, vi. 32, vii. 28, xv. 1, xix. 35, and denotes the

reality of the idea. All that is earthly and sensible is a

figurative speech, whose true and full reality is that which is

spiritual.
1 Thus Christ is the light which alone deserves to

be called light, in contrast with all else that bears this name
in an unjustifiable or subordinate manner. For his activity

alone is in the true sense an illuminating—that is, a transfer-

ring into the realm of light and into the nature of light. The

evangelist calls Christ the true light for every man, just as he

called himself the light of the world, viii. 12. Neither here,

therefore, nor in the fourth and fifth verses, where the same

thing is said, is anything contained which the evangelist

taught from his own speculation. It is based entirely on

Jesus' self-witness.

The Baptist's calling was to bear witness of the light. But

this real light itself was to appear. And it did appear. Yet

was it received ?—Such is the progress of the thought.

Verse 10.

It was in the world, and the vjorld was made by him, and

the world knew him not. After the Hebraizing manner 2
of

John's gospel, these three sentences are co-ordinated gram-

matically with each other, instead of having their logical rela-

tion of subordination brought to expression. With the words

iv t<£ Kocryius {' in the world '), the first sentence connects cross-

wise, or chain-like,
3 with the preceding one, and with r\v it

proceeds to that which is new, from the determination to

the reality of existence. While Christ has been spoken of

before in the neuter, the masculine here comes in involuntarily.

For oV avrov (' by him,' not oY avrov, 'on account of him,' as the

Sinaitic manuscript reads) is to be understood as a masculine.

1 See above, p. 57 f.

2 Winer, Grammatlk des neiilestamentUcJten Sjirachidioms, sec. 3, 7th ed.,

Leipzig 1867, p. 27 ff. 8th English edition, by Moulton, Edinburgh 1877.

See also on this above, p. 36 f.

3 See above, p. 46 f.
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The evangelist had previously designated Jesus Christ as

the personal word. Life is Ins substance which he imparts

;

light is the way in which he works, ver. 4. Hence he can

name himself both—life and light. For when he speaks

of light, it is not merely a something about which he teaches,

but Christ himself of whom he bears witness. Hence he

speaks of him as masculine. What follows reports how Christ

as such was received. First, by the tcocrfioo- (

c world '), then

by to, 'iSia (' his own '). O tcoafxocr is repeated three times

with tragical emphasis, the noun instead of the pronoun. This

makes the contrast between what should be and what was, the

more affecting. The same purpose is served by the seemingly

indifferent kclL (' and '). The very indifference of the expres-

sion makes the contrast of the thought the more impressive,

—yes, the more overpowering.1

Verse 11.

That which is said of the world is repeated of his own in

the eleventh verse. The world in her darkness has not known
him. His own, in their resistance, have not received him.

We are not to understand the same thing by 6 /coa/ioa and

to, 'tSia. Ta 'i8t,a indicates a closer relation than can be

the result merely of 8c avrov iyevero. Ta 'iBia means, as

most exegetes think, Israel. But Israel is not called Christ's

property because Wisdom, or the Logos, as they interpret it,

has taken its seat here (De Wette, Llicke), but because Israel

is taken from among the other nations to be the peculiar

people of Jehovah, Ex. xix. 5, Deut. vii. 6, Fs. cxxxv. 4, etc.,

and thus to be the place of the saving revelation and of the

prefiguring and preparatory history of Christ, Eph. ii. 12.

This expression, therefore, is to be explained from this fact of

the history of revelation, and not, for example, from Alex-

andrian conceptions.

Whether, however, we look to the world or to Israel in

particular, the result in either relation is at heart the same.

He was concealed from the former ; the latter remained far off

from him. He was hidden from the former, because it, which

was in darkness, shut itself up therein away from the light.

How and why that was, Jesus explained in the talk with
1 See above, p. 43 f. Compare also Matt, xxiii. 37 : and ye would not.
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Nicodemus, iii. 19 ff. That is the birth of the knowledge

expressed by the evangelist in the passage before us. Those

words of Jesus, however, are spoken partly in view of the

future, and partly on the ground of the behaviour of Israel,

which serves as a picture for the behaviour of men in general.

It is the same here. Hence, Israel's behaviour is at once

added with the change of the expression irapeXafiov ('received'),

which is induced by the peculiar relation of Israel to Christ.

They received Mm not—that is to say, as their Lord, whose

own they were. It is arbitrary to infer from the change of

the expression a difference in guilt, so that the guilt of Israel

would be named as greater (Meyer), for the behaviour of the

world completed itself in Israel. The difference is occasioned

by the difference in the designation of the subject. By both,

by eyi/o) as well as by irapeXaftov, the idea of belief is to be

expressed. For as irapaXa^dvecv is here meant to indicate

the reception of the object into one's own life, so also ^ivoaaKeiv

is meant to indicate that knowledge which at the same time

includes in itself the entrance upon a relation of communion.

Therefore belief was the duty of men, of men in general,

because the world was made by Christ. That only makes

sense if by creation something is put in men which ren-

ders belief on the self-witness of the Son of God possible,

when it comes to men with the demand for belief. That

can be nothing else than the Spirit of God the Creator, which

is in man, and moves him inwardly, besides testifying to him,

when he hears the word from Christ, that this word is truth.

Thus, then, a preparatory stage before the time of Christ is

certainly hinted at. It only makes confusion, however, to set

the subject of the apostolic preaching in direct relation to this.

The Spirit of God the Creator is meant, which declares itself

to men chiefly by the conscience. It is still more confusing

when any one understands that which follows as relating to

this preparatory stage. It is only a consequence of this when
Baur thinks : that as the Logos from the beginning is the

same subject, so, in the case of those who become one with

Him in belief, the same relation of sonship to God has place

before as after. This removes altogether what is special to

Christianity, and to the working of the Spirit of Christ who

became man. The evangelist speaks only of a belief in the
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personal revelation and appearance of Christ, ver. 12, and of

a sonsliip which is conditioned solely by the historical Son of

God.

These, now, are the contents of the third chief clause.

Verses 12, 13.

The evangelist has before this spoken of the world and of

Israel, in so far as both are unbelieving, as a whole ; and now,

when he speaks of the believers, he speaks of single persons.

This lies in the absolute opening oaoi, ver. 12. We have

already seen what right he has to put the case thus. Israel

as a whole, ol 'louSatoi, rejects Him. Only certain exceptions

form the other part. Hence that is the other side of his con-

clusion. There is a number of such as have received (the

simple €\a/3ov emphasizes willingness more than the composite

irapeXafiov) Christ, and thereby become children of God. It

is true the question is at first only of a title to sonship, for it

is now pretty well settled that i^ovata does not mean dignity,

rank, or the like. Yet it does not betoken mere possibility,

or power (De Wette, Lucke), or capability (Hengstenberg,

Bruckner), since it goes beyond this conception in the other

Johannean passages. Baumgarten-Crusius well refers to v. 2 7,

with which also x. 18 and xvii. 2 may be compared. Only

the conception of empowering and of title suits these passages

(see Meyer). The thing in hand is only the title to sonship,

not sonship itself, because the evangelist thought of the period

of Christ's earthly life, and of belief during that. This, how-

ever, did not yet transfer men to the sonship. Sonship had

the Spirit of the new birth as its presupposition, and the im-

parting of this only came after that period of the earthly life

of Christ. From this can be seen how false (Baumgarten-

Crusius) the conclusion is, that the becoming children of

God is made dependent on the will and co-operation of men
themselves. The case is exactly the reverse of what Hilgenfekl

makes it.
1 He puts the being begotten of God before the

reception of historical Christianity. It does not say that

something which they possessed has just come to consciousness

in them.2
It says that they, by means of the historical

1 Hilgenfekl, Die Evangelien, Leipzig 1854, pp. 254, 255.
2 Ibid. p. 254.
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appearance of Christ, and of receiving him in belief, should

become something which they accordingly were not before.

Those who have accepted Christ have received the title to this,

and those who belong to the believers have experienced this

fact, for the birth is a fact that befalls a man. This double

thing, title and experience, is mediated only thus, but thus of

itself; that on the ground of, and as a reward of belief, the

birth from God is imparted to them by the working of his

Spirit, so that, therefore, as many of them as are believers

have experienced it. In this we have already shown how the

closer explanation which follows,
1
rolcr iriaTevovcnv, is related

to oaoi ekaftov (' as many as received '). It is to be taken as

present and not as imperfect.

Accordingly, the right behaviour is \ap,/3dveiv avrov (' to

receive him '), or, as an abiding characteristic : iriareveiv elo~ to

ovofxa avrov (' to believe on his name ')—that is, by the well-

known use of the term ' name/ on his revelation, on him as

the one whom he has shown himself to be. The blessed

reward for this is the being begotten of God. Baumgarten-

Crusius has confused the matter by explaining the divine son-

ship by divine relationship and love. The last does not belong

here, nor does the first in the sense he means. The con-

trast compels us to think first, not of disposition and conver-

sation (De Wette), but of a fact which affects the essence of

the man as such. Hence the thirteenth verse, by the closer

declaration as to the reicva 6eov (' children of God
')

(for the

masculine <u refers to this, and not to mo-revovaiv), purposely

designates the contrast of the natural birth quite concretely,

so that we may also understand e/c 6eov iyevvijOrjo-av (' were

born of God ') as exactly as possible. Liicke sees in those

three designations: e£ at/xdrav, iic 6e\i]p.arocr crap/cocr, i/c OeX-q-

fjLarocr dvhpoo- (' of blood, of the will of the flesh, of the will

of man'), only a varying expression for one and the same

thing, so that he explains the second as Hebraizing, and the

first and third as Graecising. That, however, is ascribing too

much unnecessary tautology to the evangelist. It is not hard

to see how crdpi; (' flesh ') and dv/jp (' man ') differ. Of course

it is not as woman and man, as has been thought (Augustine

and Olshausen). Probably the first designates the man, as

1 See above, p. 33.
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begotten, on the side of his nature ; and the second, on the

side of his personal will. We cannot see why BkXruia (' will
')

in the third sentence should be used in a more noble sense
1

(Baumgarten-Crusius). A't/xara names the material, not simply

the blood as the seat of propagating physical life (Meyer).

The plural shows this. It does not designate the communion
of the sexes (Hoelemann), but, as in the analogous Greek

phrases,
2
designates the material as the sum of the constituent

parts. All three expressions therefore name that which is

natural according to its different relations. God stands in

contrast to all three relations. The birth from God (i/c 6eov,

not merely caro, or even viro 6eov) is of such a kind. Then,

too, the life which is given with this will be different from the

life which begins with the other birth. This birth from God
befalls him who believes. But Christ has proclaimed himself

as the one whom he is, in order to be received in belief. And
such belief now is exercised by certain persons in contrast with

the unbelieving world. The evangelist closes the second circle

of the opening with this thought. It has probably been

clearly enough shown, at the same time, how entirely this, too,

agrees with the fundamental design of the gospel.

Verses 14-18.

Let us recall the essential points. The witness has come
forth from him. He has made himself known as the Light.

He has given the life, and therewith founded a communion of

love. He probably chose re/cva deov
(

f children of God '), and

not viol (' sons '), so as to emphasize the intimacy of the

relation, 1 John iii. 1. The third circle now joins on this

in w. 14-18. For that communion is founded and made
possible by the fact that he has come into actual communion
with us. The evangelist, however, so tells this as to choose

now the strongest and most exact expression for the contrasted

thoughts to which he meant to rise from the starting sen-

tences of the first verse, and which he has already reached in

1 See Grimm's quotation from Eustathius, ad Homer. Iliad, vi. 211 : <pn<rh »l

rape!, uir tou a-xiffi.tx.Toir uXnt rod a'lt&urtt 'i^oyroir. Grimm, Lexicon Gr&co-

Latimim in Libros Kovi Testamenti, Leipzig 1S68, p. 10.
2 Meyer recalls, among others, the words of Euripides : aXXuv rfafur if
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various ways. The "Word which came to us, was God with

God from the beginning. Hence it came forth. It was

witnessed to when it appeared and yet met unbelief, and only

in part, belief. Where, however, it met the latter, it brought

the blessing of divine sonship. Yes, the Word became flesh,

and thus dwelt among us, and imparted to us the fulness of

his divine sonship. This progress of the thoughts shows us

how easy it is for the evangelist to take up the subject, 6

\6yocr, again.

Verse 14.

In /cat 6 "koryocr (' and the Word ') he combines all that he

had said of Him whom at the beginning he calls \6yoa.

Then he adds the sentence with which the motion of his

thoughts comes to a conclusion and to rest. He had spoken

twice already of the reception Christ found. The progress in

this is unmistakable. The essential points of this course of

thought are : unbelief, then unbelief and belief, and finally, the

blessedness of belief. The higher sweep of the language shows

that he has now come to what he wished to reach. Its lyric

movement differs essentially from the majestic epic calmness of

the hymn at the beginning. There the objective as such is

spoken of. Here it has become subjective. Here is the testi-

mony of an event, of a blessed experience.

From what has been said, results first of all that ical (' and
')

is not to be taken as giving a reason (Chrysostom, d al, Godet

too), or inferential (Bleek), or the like. What ver. 14ff. says

is far too independent and weighty to offer a point logically

subordinate. It is the grammatical, the continuing /cat,

which introduces the chief thing : And— to give the chief

thing— the Word, of whom all is true that has already been

said, became flesh. The progress of the discourse lies in crap%

iyevero (' became flesh '), not in 6 \6<yo<r (' the Word ') ; for

this, indeed, is but the repetition of what goes before. The

thing emphasized is, not that the one who became flesh is the

Logos, but that the Logos has become flesh. Baur asks how
what precedes could also be said of the Logos who appeared

in the flesh, since the chief statement on which all this hangs,

namely, that he became flesh, only comes later, in the four-

teenth verse. But he has overlooked the fact that the word
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is meant to designate not merely his personal appearance, but

also the intimacy and directness of the relation to us into

•which he has entered. This is called forth by the subjective

point of view under which Christ's appearance is here placed.

Hence -we shall learn how entirely he has entered into com-

munion with us. This throws out all attempts to press the

word adpi; (' flesh '), so as to draw from it simply a taking of

the bodily form or the like.
1 He was God with God. He

became like us. This is the contrast, spoken first, not of the

essence, but of the form of his being, from one to the other of

which he went over in the act of becoming man. For iyevero

(' became ') is to be understood of this historical act. John

could even have written avOpwiroa iyevero
(

f he became man
') ;

but he did not wish to speak merely of human being, but of

our earthly state of existence, and of the entrance of the Logos

into this. Herein rests the blessedness of the incarnation,

that He became thoroughly one of ourselves. In other places

it is called : iv napici ekrj\v9ev (' he came in the flesh '), 1 John

iv. 2 ; 2 John 7 ; see also icpavepcoQr) iv capic'i
(

f was mani-

fested in the flesh'), 1 Tim. iii. 16. But aap% iyevero

emphasizes more strongly the communion with us into which

he has entered. This is therefore the essential purpose of this

expression, and not the emphasizing of the weakness and

liability to suffering, as many say (Olshausen, Tholuck, Heng-

stenberg). Still less does it mark the opposition to Docetism

(Frommann, De Wette). The becoming flesh stands on the

same grade with the following ' dwelling,' etc. As a matter

of course, this expression presupposes the complete manhood

of Christ, not with the exclusion of the irvevfxa (' spirit '), whose

place the Logos fills, as Apollinaris thought. It is true the

act of becoming flesh is not related, but it is designated

according to its essential contents, and not denied, as Keini

declares.
3 In like manner, the supernatural origin of the life

of Jesus is here neither taught nor denied. Yet it is not the

less presupposed as a matter of course, since it treats of an

1 See Zeller, Theoloqische Jalirbiicher, I. i. pp. 74-101, III. iv. pp. 744-752.

Even Kostlin, Der Lehrbeyriffd.es Evangeliums unci der Briefe Johannls, Berlin

1843, p. 39.

2 Keim, Geschichte Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1867, vol. i. p. 125. Compare

against him, Luthardt, St. John the Author of the Fourth Gospel, T. &T. Clark,

Edinburgh, 1875, p. 204.
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already existing and miraculous person, the Word which was

with God (against Meyer). Godet is right in finding in aap%

iyevero the thought :
' That the divine subject has entered into

the human manner of existence after giving up the divine

manner of being. The personal subject has remained the same,

but it has given up its divine condition to take the human
condition.' But he is wrong, and lacking in dogmatical

thought, when from that point he attacks the doctrine of the

church as to the two natures. Nature and condition are two

different things.

The continuation of the lofty discourse in ecna'ivwaev iv

rjfxlv (' dwelt among us '), matches the design in the choice of

the expression <rapt; iyevero. Now that he has entered into

our likeness, God has dwelt among us in an utterly different

way from before. Here we are to refer to that fact of God's

dwelling in Israel, in the tabernacle of the congregation, and

to the promises joined thereunto of the future dwelling of God
among his people, Ex. xxv. 8, xxix. 45 ; Lev. xxvi. 11 ; Joel

iii. 17 (Hebrew is iv. 17 ; German, iii. 22); Ezek. xxxvii. 27.

But we are not to turn to what is said in a mere secondary

way of the Logos or of Wisdom, Sir. xxiv. 8 ; or to what is

said of the Shekinah in the Targums (Lucke, Baumgarten-

Crusius, De Wette). 'Ev vfiiv, in our midst. It means the

circle in whose midst Jesus dwelt most nearly. It is true he

dwelt among men and in Israel, but it was while tarrying in

the circle which joined itself most closely to him. These

words look back at this historical recollection of the inter-

course with Jesus, as in 1 John i. 1 ; and it is altogether

arbitrary to deprive them of this definite relation, and extend

them to the expression of the general Christian consciousness.
1

God has become flesh ; he who was in the beginning with

God has dwelt among us, and has shown himself to us as the

one who came forth from God. Thus ical ideaadpeda kt\.

('and we beheld,' etc.) belongs with the rest, and is not to be

taken as a parenthesis (so often : even Lucke, De Wette) or

interruption (Godet), but is an essential point of the progress

1 Hilgenfeld, Die Evanrjelien, Leipzig 1854, p. 340 f. ; Keim, Geschichle Jesu

von Nazara, Ztirich 1867, vol. i. p. 157. Compare against these, Luthardt, St.

John the Author of the Fourth Gospel, T. & T. Clark, Edinburgh, 1875, p.

179 f.
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in the connection. Hence it is to be drawn to what follows,

with Baumgarten-Crusius, who thinks that, beginning here,

threefold blessings should be drawn from the personal presence:

in beholding, vers. 14, 15, ideacrdfieOa ; in life-experience,

ver. 16, i\dfio/iev; and in learning, vers. 17, 18, i^r)<yijcraro.

Bather we may say that the whole consists of the three

members, ver. 14, ver. 15, and vers. 16-18: he showed

himself to ns as the one who came forth from God; the

Baptist witnessed to him as such ; and we have experienced

him as such. That edeaad[xe6a is to be taken thus, appears

from the relation of the expression to ii. 11, whence we may
see that in the first place the self-revelations of Jesus are

referred to ; especially those in the a-r/fieioia- (' miracles '), in

which he caused belief to behold his Boga (' glory '), see 1 John

i. 1. He could give his 86%a to be beheld, because he had

become flesh, oap% yevofievoa ; but the &6i;a itself is the S6%a

of the \6yoa to which avrou ('his') refers. Ao%a is the

appearance of the hidden being, and therefore in Jesus Christ

the appearance of the Xoyoa. Aoyocr designates Christ as the

essential and personal revelation of salvation which appeared

in Jesus Christ in human reality. And the Bo^a is the

appearance of this essence of Jesus Christ, to be the bearer of

the essential revelation of salvation. Therefore the evangelist

does not, as Baur says,
1 put Jesus unceremoniously by a direct

bound into the place of the subject the Logos, but the subject is

one and the same. But this subject is not the prehistoric in

contrast with the historic, or the divine essence in contrast with

man, so that the S6%a would be of itself the divine majesty

(Meyer), the glory of Jehovah (Hengstenberg), or the rays of his

perfection (Godet), so that it would amount to to 7r\->]pcofia ttjo-

deoTrjToo- (' the fulness of the Godhead '), Col. ii. 9 ; for, as we
have seen, 6 Xojoa does not mean tins. On the contrary, it

is the glory of Christ as the \6<yo<r—that is, as the essential

and personal revelation of God for salvation. Hence it is not

the revelation of the divine omnipotence and the like, but, as

is said later, of grace and truth. A6%a is to be taken in this

historical sense, and not metaphysically or otherwise. In

this way this saying agrees, too, with xvii. 1, 5, where Christ

1 Baur, Krilischc Unlcrsucliungcn iiber die kanonischcn Evangelkn, Tubingen

1847, p. 99.
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begs for the S6%a with God, and therefore for a Soga which he

then no longer had ; while here a Bo^a is in question which he

constantly had.

This ho%a is defined more closely by 86%av axr fiovoyevovcr

irapa rrarpoa, ifk^prja y/ipvroa teal a\7)0elaar ('glory as of the

only-begotten of the Father, full of grace and truth '). It has

always been acknowledged that coa is not comparative, but

declaratory. It does not read wa rod fiovoyevovo; but without

the article : as is proper, and as fits one who is fiovoyevrjo-

irapa Trarpoa (' only-begotten of the Father '). This is not as

if there might be several only-begotten ones, but simply that

Christ is thus only-begotten. Moreover, he is not here named
so, but is characterized as such. Movo<yevi]<r means the only

son or child, Heb. xi. 17 ; Luke vii. 12, viii. 42, ix. 38. So,

then, Christ is in John called the only Son of God, ' unicus,'

' unigenitus,' John i. 18, iii. 16, 18 ; 1 John iv. 9. God has

many children or sons ; but no other is God's son in the way
that Christ is. Thus it says nothing else than what d vlba

rov 6eov (' the son of God '), with the distinguishing article,

says ; only there lies in the fxovoyevijcr (' only-begotten ') the

expression of intimacy. In what sense is Christ called

fiovoj6V7]a 1 The common church view refers this to the

' generatio seterna ' (' eternal generation '). Meyer also takes

it as the expression of the ' metaphysical relation of existence

forth from the being of the Father, according to winch he was

iv apy?i (
c in the beginning ') with God, and even of divine

nature and personality. But wer ('as') makes the Soga

(' glory ') of the only-begotten like to the Sofa of the Logos,

which the disciples beheld. And this, as we saw, does not

designate the glory of the divine essence as it is in itself, but

refers to Christ in so far as he is the essential and personal

revelation of God (the Word), and therefore fxovoyevrjcr must be

understood of this. And so it names not an nrward relation,

in the divine essence, of the eternal Son to the Father, as it is

in itself, aside from all revelation, but a historical relation.

In the idea of sonship lie the two points of origin and of com-

munion. It is so meant here. Christ stands in the relation

of origin and of communion to God, in the absolute sense, as

no other does. Yet this relation is here meant only as it

exists for the revelation of salvation, and not aside from that.
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Christ, however, is related to the revelation of salvation not

merely as the man Jesus, but always.

Thus, also, we shall understand the sonship, neither, as is

commonly done, of the inward divine process in the Trinity

as it is in itself, nor merely of the becoming man, as Hof-

mann does,
1 but of the relation of communion, founded in

God, between Christ and God for the revelation of salvation,

as it, in the various stages of its being and in the various

forms of its existence, was ever the same. Liicke and others

have joined /xovoyevrja- (' only-begotten ') with irpcororoKocr

('first-born'), Col. i. 15. But while the relation to God de-

termines the idea of fiovoyev^a; the relation to the world

determines that of irpwTOTOKocr. In relation to everything

created, he assumes the place of a first-born. The comparison

of the preceding el/cow rov deov rov aopurov (' the image of

the invisible God') would be nearer, though in another direc-

tion. He is the image of the invisible God, in order to make
him visible—that is, to reveal him.

If the relation to revelation lies in fj-ovoyevrjo-, then ivapa

Trarpoa ('of the Father ') is the more easily united to it. Both,

as most exegetes agree, are to be taken together. To join irapa

7rarp6cr to ho%av, as Hofmann,2
for example, does, would bring

in a foreign thought. When the 86%a
(

f glory ') is named as

one such as is proper to the only-begotten, the point of fitness

and not of gift appears in the Sofa. Hapa, however, joined

to fiovoyevija designates not, as Liicke thinks, the descent, so

that it would be identical with airo or ef, but the sending or

the having come from the Father. This point is joined to

that of the personal being (fxovoyevtja) : of the Only-begotten of

God, who is or is come from the Father. Tins, then, naturally

is true also of his Sofa.

The glory of such a Son of God, who is come from the

Father, has therefore revealed itself in Jesus Christ. That

is, it has shown itself in his appearance that he is the

essential revelation of God, being and coming from God. His

appearance was of such a kind that they could infer this from

it. What must it have been by which this showed itself ?

What else was it than that he showed himself as the Life

1 Hofmann, Der Schri/tbeweis, 2d ed., Nordlingen 1S57, vol. i. p. 110.
2 Ibid. vol. i. p. 120.
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and the Light ? The life in him, which he therefore bore

essentially in himself, was such that they recognised from it

that the communion with God was for him not an acquired,

but an essential one, and so ever existing. And in revealing

himself as the light, he showed that the right condition of

being, into which, therefore, he could transfer others, was

likewise proper to him. From these two things they per-

ceived his divine Sonship, and therefore the corresponding

86£a consisted therein. Accordingly, he is designated as

ir\t]pr]cr yapuroc Ka\ dXrjOeiaa (' full of grace and truth ').

It is enough to mention, without proving it,
1

that •jrXijprja-

is said of Christ (avTov), and that it is in the nominative

absolute, partly because it could hardly be added grammati-

cally, and partly in order to bring out the thought expressed

by it with emphatic independence. Whether %a/ncr teal dXrjdeia

refers to Ex. xxxiv. 6 f. or not (Hengstenberg), is doubtful.

At any rate, something different and something further is said

here than there by grace (pity) and faithfulness, with which

attributes God's glory there presents itself. There, they are

attributes according to which Jehovah reveals himself. Here,

they are the essential good things which are contained in

Christ. The relation of dX^Oeta and %dpi<r is in any case

quite parallel. The first does not express a manner, or way,

or disposition, or the like, and the last the thing ; nor is the

reverse true. Rather both are names of things, of good things,

not as existing for themselves, but as imparting themselves.

Christ is designated as full of grace, in so far as the essential

good of salvation in relation to our need is contained in

him. And he is named as full of truth, in so far as the

essential nature belonging to salvation, the type of the right

being, is given in him, in relation to our opposite way of

being. From this can be seen how the idea of the X"P l<T n ^-s

that of the %wr) (' life '), and that of the akrjOeia that of the

<£wcr
(

f light '), so that in ir\rjprj<T yapvrocr icai akrjdeiacr we
have an exhibition of the h6%a (' glory ') of the Son of God.

Thus ver. 14 contains nothing different from the first

verses, only that it is more subjectively conceived, and put in

closer relation to the direct experience. For in ^a>rj and <f>w<r

the standpoint from which the thing is so named is taken
1 See above, p. 54 f.
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from God. In %apia koX aKrjOeia it is taken from man and

earthly being. It is, however, agreed that ver. 14 states the

contents of the gospel. Therefore we see how the whole

opening keeps itself entirely within the limits of the gospel

proclamation of Jesus Christ the Son of God. That this glory

had appeared in the flesh, and must be looked upon, shows

that it needed belief to see the Son of God in Jesus, but also

that belief could see even in the incarnate one the fulness of

divine glory. QeaaOac betokens a gazing, in which belief

dwells in the senses. And then it is this belief which beholds

what is essential in that which is perceived by the senses.

Only such a vision can be spoken of in 1 John iv. 14, when
the apostle says, that they had seen that the Father had sent

the Son as the Saviour of the world.

Such is the close connection kept between this whole

opening and the fundamental thought of the book. Every-

thing here treats only of the Son of God, who has appeared to

view. And the fulness of grace and truth has been seen and

experienced only in him, as, too, the consciousness of the New
Testament salvation cannot separate itself from him who has

thus appeared. If we consider this, we shall be able to see

how far Baur has wandered from the truth. He declares that,

according to this representation, the sonship of God, which is

the essence of the New Testament salvation, is not founded

in the incarnation, but exists aside from that; and in conse-

quence, that the incarnation is not something essential, but

that it merely raises to a higher degree the relation which

already existed in its full reality. This is so far from the

truth, that the very opposite is correct. The evangelist knows

only in the incarnate one the place and the source of the

New Testament salvation.

Verse 15.

Therefore this salvation has appeared in Jesus Christ, and

the Baptist has witnessed to him as the Son of God, and

hence as the bearer of such salvation. This is contained in

ver. 15, the second sentence of the third circle. Three things

are said in it : that the Baptist witnessed to the one who had

come ; that he witnessed to him as the Son of God ; and that

he witnessed to him as the bearer of such salvation. As to

LUTH. I. T JOHN.
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the first, the difference between it and the first mention of the

Baptist, as of the one who should make belief possible by his

preaching and directing, is perfectly evident.
1 The emphatic

testimony 2
to him who has come forth is here raised to view.

Therefore it reads ovroa rjv, namely : He whom ye saw, who
has come forth in Israel, and the like. And by the bv elirov

(' of whom I spake ') added, which the Sinaitic manuscript is

probably wrong in omitting, the Baptist recalls his earlier

testimony. But we remember that the Baptist said that he

was divinely sent. Therefore, belief on Jesus the Son of God
is divinely called for and divinely founded.

This, namely, is the contents of the testimony in the second

place : o oirlaai fiov ip^o/xevocr efnrpoadev jaov <ye<yovev, on
irpcorocr fiov tjv (' He that cometh after me is preferred before

me : for he was before me '). The Sinaitic manuscript thrusts

a ocr in before epurrpocrdev, giving the sense :
' this was the one

coming after me, which was before me (or : has come before

me), because he,' etc. In that case, we should have to add

something to the ovroa- :
' He whom you have seen, or of

whom I have spoken.' This would make the whole a refer-

ence back to Jesus, to an appearance of his, or to a testi-

mony of the Baptist's to him, and so it would be like ver.

29 f. But this passage is changed just to suit that, and

so the common reading is to be preferred. The explanations

of the sense of the words differ widely, according as they

understand the words to refer to time, or to position and

importance, or to both. Luther understood it exclusively of

time, following Origen, and translated :
' After me will come

the one who was before me : for He was before me.' So say

Meyer, Bruckner, Hengstenberg, and Godet. Lucke, Tholuck,

De Wette, and others understand the second clause to mean
rank, and the third to refer to time. Others, as Chrysostom,

Calvin, and Biiumlein, reverse this, and take the second clause

to mean time, and the third rank. Hofmann, on the other

hand, refers the whole discourse to position.

1 See Baumgarten - Crasius, Theologische Auslegung der Johanneischen

Schri/ten, Jeua 1843, vol. i. p. 30.

2 Hence x'sxpayi ('cried'), 'cum fklucia et gaudio, uti magnum prreconom

decet' ('with the confidence and joy becoming in a great herald'), Bengel ; and

with solemn ceremoniousness ; see above, p. 30.
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Both the first expressions sound like space : he who comes

in behind me has come before me ; but the designation of

space is the biblical expression for thought. Jesus comes

in behind the Baptist, in so far as He appeared after him.

Hence the Baptist seems to be the greater, and Jesus to be

the one dependent on him, standing in the relation of disciple

to him. Thus subordination plainly lies in the ' after.' But

:

He has gotten ahead of me. This is the way the words are

to be taken. It is not :
' He was before me,' for yeyovev

cannot stand for rjv. Nor is it :
' He preceded me,' namely,

as antemundane Logos (Meyer) ; for that would be only

another term for the imperfect rjv, while yeyovev betokens a

fact in its continuing working. Therefore it must be under-

stood, not temporally, but of rank, as most commentators do

take it. In contrast to John, who only baptizes with water,

He has become the one who baptizes with the Holy Ghost.

The fact which the Baptist has in mind is the baptism of

Jesus, with which He has entered into Ms calling, which lifts

Him high above the Baptist. This is supported by ore Trp&rocr

fj.ov rjv :
' a first in comparison with me,' so that irpwroa is

meant comparatively in the sense of irporepocr. By the

majority of scholars this is understood temporally, and there-

fore in the sense of pre-existence, a knowledge of which would

then be here attributed by the evangelist to the Baptist.

To explain it, they would have to recur to the prophetic

illumination of the Baptist. That the evangelist attributed

his own knowledge to the Baptist (Strauss, Weisse, De Wette,

and others), is contradicted by the fixed form of this testimony.

As Godet thinks, the Baptist would not have drawn these

words from Mai. iii. 1, because they contain more than the

Old Testament grade of knowledge, and more than the Jewish

theology of that day. Yet, according to the New Testament

representation, the Baptist has, indeed, the prophetically-

wrought knowledge of the Messiahship of Jesus, though the

secret of his existence was only revealed gradually by the

self-witness of Jesus. We avoid these difficulties of the tem-

poral way of taking it, if we understand this third saying

also of rank. Meyer, Godet, and others object to this, that

then icrrlv must have stood here instead of the imperfect i
t
v.

But the evangelist speaks relatively :
' He has gotten ahead of
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me in his calling, for he was from the first higher than I as to

his person.' This is the difference between the two sen-

tences, that the first speaks of the calling ; the second, of the

person ; the former, of the Messiahship ; the latter, of the divine

Sonship of Jesus. He has (by the baptism) entered on Iris

Messianic calling, and has thus become my master ; for, accord-

ing to his person, he was higher as regards me, because he

was the Son of God in the highest sense.
1 Whence had the

Baptist this knowledge ? It was certainly a prophetic know-

ledge ; and yet it was not for that reason arbitrary, but both

possible to the Baptist and suited to the circumstances. It

grew up for him, according to revelation, not from single

passages of the Old Testament, as we saw, nor from the

Messianic doctrine of the better educated of that day, but

from the position of Jesus towards men, and from the relation

of the Spirit to Jesus. Therefore the Baptist testifies to

Jesus as the Son of God, so that they may believe on him as

such. If, however, He be this, He is of course the bearer of

the divine salvation, which is placed in prospect in the Old

Testament, and which is demanded by human need. He will

bring the fulness of the blessing of the divine salvation and the

right character for salvation.

Vekses 16-18.

This, then, the evangelist, in the third paragraph, vers. 16-18,

brings up emphatically as the testimony of his own experi-

ence, and thereby confirms the testimony of the Baptist.

Hence it is that ver. 1 6 joins on with on (' because '). Be-

cause he is the Son of God, he has also borne the fulness of

the divine blessing in his person. The irXrjpcofia (' fulness ')

is matched by the rjfielo- iravreo- : we all, who have beheld

and experienced him, so inexhaustible was the fulness of the

salvation decreed in him. The following expressions are

chosen from this experience : i\dj3ojxev, absolute, we have re-

ceived ; icai, and indeed. This ical thrust in lays still more

stress on the object. It will not surprise us to see that the

evangelist does not speak first of the divine salvation which

imparts itself
;
yet, nevertheless, this is the thing lying nearest

1 See Hofmaun, Der Schriftbeweis, 2d ed., Nordlingen 1859, vol. ii. 1, jip.

10-12.
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to him. The use of dvri (' instead of) expresses how infinitely

rich the fulness thereof is. We here have described, not

different sorts of %apia (' grace '), as New and Old Testament

graces, opposed to each other by avrl (' against
')

(Chrysostom,

ct al.), but one and the same grace in its succession {avri)—
that is, in its constantly renewed impartation.

1 This is agreed

to by most of the later writers.

Verse 17.

It has especially been remarked that the seventeenth verse

presents the vofioa- (

; law ') in contrast to X"Pi<T> an(^ therefore

it cannot just before be named as such. Should it, however,

be stated more exactly what the fulness of the divine salva-

tion is which appeared in Christ, then it is called, as above,

%apto" aud aKrjdeia (' truth '). The contrast
2 with the vo/xocr

shows how thoroughly the salvation appears to the evangelist

to be given only in the person of Christ, and how wrong they

are who declare His historical appearance not to be essential

in the evangelist's view. For this salvation is by no means

given in the Old Testament vofioa, and much less outside of

Israel. Nevertheless, this does not make Christianity stand

in such contrariety to Judaism as the school of Baur found it

to be in the fourth gospel. The first question is, in order to

understand the contrast, in what words the contrast lies.

Before this, it was said that we have drawn fulness of grace

from the fulness of Christ. ' For,' so it goes on, ' it is grace

and truth that we have received in Christ, while before it was

the law that was given through Moses.' Grace and truth, as

a divine gift through Christ, are contrasted with the law as a

divine demand through Moses. The Bid (' by ') shows us that

the law is meant as a divine demand. On the other hand,

however, we gladly agree with Baumgarten-Crusius, that iyevero

means not merely ' fell to our lot,' but ' became, first appeared.'

Yet the subjective relation, peculiar to the whole third circle,

is not to be forgotten. And if grace and truth have now for

the first come forward to full historical reality,—for this is

1 Bengel, Gnomon, 3d ed., Tubingen 1773, vol. i. p. 375: ' Proximam

quamque gratiam satis quidem magnam gratia subsequens cumulo et plenitudiue

sua quasi obruit.'

2 Asyndetical, see above, p. 43.
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what iyevero, as distinguished from iB66ij ('was given'), is

meant to emphasize,—that does not hinder them from being

able to have a previous history.

What is intended by this contrast ? Liicke is not quite

ricrlit about it.
1 He thinks that the contrast of the law and

gospel from the standpoint of the prologue is here peculiarly

confirmed by the absolute pre-eminence in being of the only-

begotten Son of God over Moses and every one else, while

Paul is accustomed rather to lay stress on the ethical contents

of the contrast. How can Moses and Jesus Christ be put in

contrast with each other, since neither an avOpunroa (' man
')

or the like, as say in ver. 6, is added to the former, nor

6 \6yoo- (' the Word '), as Liicke takes it, or 6 vloa tov Oeov

or the like, is added to the latter ? The contrast lies rather

in the two subjects {vofiocr, 'law/ and %apicr, 'grace,' etc.)

of the sentence, and is plain enough. There, is a demand of

a deed ; here, is the gift of salvation. There, we have a repre-

sentation of the right character for salvation in the demand

;

here, we have, in and with the gift of grace, the realization of

that character imparting itself to us. Hence there is no in-

tention to emphasize the incompleteness of the revelation by

Moses (Liicke), or the partial incorrectness of the pre-Christian

knowledge of God (De Wette). Another form of the revela-

tion is presented. This, however, is not to be taken so sub-

jectively as that we could say with Baumgarten-Crusius,2
that

the first is named as an institution which cuts us off from

God, and the second as that wherein 'both disposition and

mind feel themselves again near the Godhead.' Feelings are

not in point, but objective facts of God. It is true that He
also spoke a word to Israel by Moses, but it contained a

demand for human work, and was, because never wrought out,

a constant witness against man and his character. Now, how-

ever, He has spoken his word to us in Jesus. Therein he has

imparted himself to us in his essence, in so far as he is for us—
that is, in grace and truth. These two cannot be directly

distinguished from each other, because the difference is specific.

1 Liicke, Commcntar ilber das Evangellum des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn 1840,

vol. i. p. 353.
2 Baumgarten-Crusius, Theolorjische Auslecjung dcr Johannelschen Schriften,

Jena 1843, p. 36.
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As long as they are disciples of Moses, they stand under the

law ; when they become disciples of Christ, they have grace

and truth. As long as they are the former, they know simply

of a never filled demand ; in the latter, they receive the fulness

of the free grace of God. There, they have only need ; here,

the fullest satisfaction. And herewith, then, are the two, the

law and the grace, brought at once into union with each other.

We have found the fulness of grace in Christ. For before

that we were under the law, which works need. The satisfac-

tion demanded by it has become historical in Jesus. That is

the negative connection of the Old Testament vojxoa with

New Testament grace. This holds especially against Kost-

lin's misleading representation.
1 With this there exists still

another positive connection, which is spoken of not here, but

elsewhere—namely, that to the degree that Christ is contained

in the Old Testament, to that degree also the New Testament

grace is contained therein.

Verse 18.

The eighteenth verse gives the reason why this appeared

just in Christ. For it is true of no other,
2
that he has stood

in full communion with God. Only Christ the Son of God
came into the world from such communion. Only he, there-

fore, could bring to us the essential contents of God, in so far

as he is for us. Hence, what Liicke presupposes for ver. 17

belongs only to ver. 18. I say: Christ has brought the

essential contents of God in so far as he is for us ; and there-

fore grace and truth. For it seems to be an error, widely

spread as it is, to make ver. 18 treat only of akrfdeia (' truth'),

as Baumgarten-Crusius especially does. For Jesus' word not

only instructs. It imparts its contents ; it transfers into com-

munion with God and Jesus himself, and so with life no less

than light. This, however, attaches to Jesus' word by reason

of the pecvdiarity of his person : 6 /xovoyevrja vibcr 6 wv ela

kt\. (' the only-begotten Son, which is in,' etc.). The Vatican

manuscript reads : (without 6) fiovoyevrjo- debcr 6 &v ela kt\.

C only-begotten God/ etc.). The Sinaitic reads so too, only

1 Kbstlin, Lelirbegriff des Evangelhnns und der Briefe des Johannls, Berlin

1843, p. 135 f.

2 The as3rndeton serves this excluding or contrasted point ; see above, p. 43.
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leaving out 6 wv. The last is entirely impossible ; the first is

a doctrinal change occasioned by ver. 1, against all biblical,

and especially Johannean, use of language. It is a peculiarity

of the only-begotten Son that he has seen the Father, for he

came from the Father. This is now certain to us by his going

back to the Father.
1 In this sense also, 6 <bv ela top koXttov

tov 7rarp6cr (' which is in the bosom of the Father ') is thrust

in between. We cannot take 6 a>v as an imperfect, as I did

before
;

2
it would have to read oa rjv. Yet it is not tenseless,

as most take it. It stands among historical surroundings, and

therefore must probably be meant in the exact sense as a

present. The tenseless way of taking it would rob elo- tov

Kokirov tov TTdTpoa of all its definiteness, and generalize it to

an indefinite sense. For the expression is too select to desig-

nate only Christ's communion with God in general. The

expression betokens not merely personal communion, or table-

communion, as many say (which, besides, would not fit here),

or a resting upon (Lucke, Tholuck, Godet), but the loving

communion of the embrace (Meyer). He who was rrrpba tov

Oeov ('with God') has, after being a stranger upon earth,

gone back to his Father's house, to his Father's heart, to His

bosom. Words of Christ, like xvi. 28, are here repeated

by the evangelist with this expression of feeling. This one,

therefore, i/celvoo-, with emphasis after John's manner, the only-

begotten Son, He has proclaimed to us God, whom He has

beheld : ifyyrjaaTo (' declared '), used of the interpreter of

divine things and revelations, and hence here chosen by the

evangelist with special design (Meyer). See xvii. 6 : efyave-

pcoad aov to 6vop,a toIct avdpoiTrota (' I have manifested thy

name unto the men'). The evangelist, recalling Christ's being

with God, has returned to the beginning.

He had begun three times, always speaking of the historical

person of Jesus Christ in its essential significance. First, his

account was quite general, and in the most general contrasts,

starting with the wail that the world rejected him. Then it

passed over into the more decided historical manner of his

appearance in the world, in Israel, with the result that He
nevertheless gathered a circle of believers about Himself,

1 Hofmann, Der Schriftbeweis, 2d ed., Nbrdlingen 1857, vol. i. p. 120.

8 So did Gess, too, in his Lehre von der Person Christi, Basel 1856, p. 123.
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which then formed the church of God's children. Finally, it

describes in triumphant words the whole intimacy of the

communion with us into which Christ has entered, as well as

the whole blessedness of the experience which his disciples

had of him. Thus it brings to light and proves in his person

the great and the new things which we owe to the salvation

in Christ, distinguished from the preceding stage of revelation.

Thus salvation in Christ is here presented in a foundation-

laying summary. It is not ideas, speculations, metaphysics,

and the like, but the historical salvation. Yet it is history,

not in its outward appearance, but from the side of its essen-

tial contents, its essential significance ; in short, the soul that

lives in the body of the history. This, then, will also be the

manner of the succeeding; historical writing-.

If we have herewith understood this section of the gospel

rightly in essentials, and if we have not been false to the

fundamental thought in the presentation of its execution, it

will not be necessary for us to enlarge further ' on the essen-

tial doctrinal contents of the prologue.' It has expressed

itself directly to us in simple form. It will be no small gain

that thereby many of the questions raised in relation to this

have become superfluous. For example, Baumgarten-Crusius

urges
1

that all depends less on whether the Logos is to be

thought of as personal, than whether the wliole, Logos have

passed over into the man Jesus. That has become for us an

utterly impossible position for a question. Nor can we even

make the question Lucke treats our own.2 To him the task

of the prologue is to make conceivable the oneness of the

premundane, eternal personality, and of the historical per-

sonality—that is, the personal pre-existence of Christ in the

form of the Alexandrian Logos doctrine. Then he asks how
John has solved this task. If we let the Alexandrian Logos

doctrine alone, we can find nothing of such a task which the

evangelist had set for himself. It is true that he expresses

Christ's personal pre-existence on the ground of the self-

witness of Christ. Yet it is not exactly to teach this, but

1 Banmgarten-Crusius, Theologische Auslegung der Johanneischen Schriften,

Jena 1843, p. 39, note.
2 Lucke, Commentar iiber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3J ed., Bonn 1810,

voL i. p. 265 ff.
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only to teach what the history has to do with Christ, namely,

that he is come from God, in the most exact sense. Least of

all has he troubled himself anywhere to make the pre-exist-

ence conceivable. He has declared it, and that is all. See

how little he says of it ! How much longer he dwells on the

incarnate one ! And what a marvel it is that the latter and

not the former makes the real contents of his gospel, and

that he only uses that as an antecedent to the first gospel

proclamation of the incarnate one ! The former, the pre-

existence, he is satisfied with naming. How that is to be

thought,—namely, that Christ stood in communion and con-

versation with God, that he was God with God,—upon this

he enlarges with no word. To attend to this was the task

of theology. In this Baumgarten-Crusius agrees with Liicke,

that John thought of the Logos rather as spiritual power

than as personality. Liicke, however, explains his opinion

more clearly and more comprehensively, but in a way which

seems to me to go straight against the sense of the evangelist

and the expressions of Jesus himself. The same holds good

against the modern reviving and developing of Liicke's

thoughts. For it is a ' quid pro quo ' (' equivalent thing
'),

when Liicke, instead of the being with God, puts :
' Christ

knew himself as the possessor of the eternal revealing-power

of God ;

'

x and then calls this the tracing back Jesus' sayings

to their Old Testament base. According to this, therefore, he

who spoke in viii. 58 would not have been the thing pre-

existing ; it was only the divine power which was in him.

Jesus and the evangelist, however, say the opposite. And
it is the duty of exegesis not to twist the words to the

sense that seems most comprehensible and agreeable to us,

but to leave them as they read and as they speak. If the

exegete cannot agree with it, he must not apply an operation

by which he imputes his sense to them, and then call this a

prudent distinction of the essential contents of the thoughts

from the temporal form of the presentation.
2 Where is the

rule for this distinction ? When Jesus says : irpiv 'Afipaafj,

<yivea9ai, iyco elpi, there can be no talk about another under-

1 Liicke, Commentar ilber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn 1840

vol. i. p. 378.

- Ibid. vol. i. p. 371.
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standing of the words of Jesus, which perhaps the evangelist

lent them, because the words here are too simple, and ' we are

not authorized to suppose that Jesus said essentially some-

thing different from what John reports.'
l

Therefore we must

not twist the words, as if Jesus had said : Indeed, it was

not exactly I that was present before, but the power of God
which is in me ; and in this I feel myself eternal. Nothing

is better settled than this, that in John's gospel Christ

speaks of himself, and the evangelist likewise speaks of him

quite directly, and without reference to any Alexandrian

theology, that he was a person, and was irpbcr rbv 6e6v (' with

God '), and was 6eoa (' God ') before he became man. Now,

indeed, he has become man, so that he knows and feels him-

self to be man. But this is just the peculiarity of this man
Jesus Christ, that he knew himself at the same time to be

God with God ; and further, that he, because he from God
became man, bore in himself, in the man, for the others, the

fulness of God, in so far as He is for men, and therefore the

fulness of the divine salvation.

The account of the witness of the Baptist follows directly

on the opening ; and this, again, passes over unnoticed into

the account of the first appearance of Jesus. Both passages

are connected, as the numbering of the days also shows.

I. 19-11. 11. The Introduction of Jesus to the World.

Twice three days are here brought before us. In the first

three the Baptist's witness is reported, which introduces Jesus

to Israel. In the others we see Jesus introduce himself to

the world, and to the heart of men, first in the narrowest

circle of his disciples, who are to form the foundation of his

divine church in the world.

I. 19-40. The Testimony of the Baptist

This section reaches to ver. 40, and not, as De "Wette,

Lucke, and Baumgarten-Crusius would have it, to ver. 34.

Baur urged rightly that the third testimony in ver. 35 has a

1 Liicke, Commentar uber das Evanyelium des Johannes, 3ded., Bonn 1840,

vol. i. p. 377.
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meaning which goes far beyond the second ; because, as he

expresses it, the Messiah is introduced to the consciousness of

the world, so that he may become an object of belief to it.

Yet, for that very reason, the break is to be made, not at ver.

36, as Baur makes it, or at ver. 37, as Godet makes it, but

only at ver. 40. The fact that the disciples of John followed

Jesus at the testimony of the Baptist, belongs essentially to

that third testimony, and gives it its peculiarity.

But why does the witness of the Baptist begin the gospel

history ? That is the way to put the question, instead of

talking, as Baur does, of an ' emphatic stress laid on the

Baptist.'
1 He is not made more emphatically prominent here

than in Mark (who also begins at once with him), or in the

others. The other question of Baur's, why he should, more-

over, be brought in here with the Logos, has become super-

fluous for us. The introduction of the Baptist has no essen-

tially different aim from that winch it has in the synoptists.

We have found the same design therein from the very opening,

—namely, that it is to be shown how the belief on Jesus as

the Son of God is divinely demanded and founded. As such

a one, and on that behalf, the Baptist testifies to him here.

There is no question at all here of a mediating of the contrast

between light and darkness.
2 The point is the right personal

behaviour to Christ, to the personal "Word, to the Son of God

;

which right behaviour is, on the one hand, demanded by the

testimony of the Baptist ; and, on the other side, made possible

by it. The threefold character of the testimony does not

depend upon the three essential moments which, perhaps,

constitute the idea of the testimony, but upon the necessary

historical progress. Jesus, having already entered into his

calling, is to come, comes, and the first disciples come to him.

The testimony has three stages to suit this.

Baur certainly looked at this aright. The Baptist, in and

for himself, is nothing; his testimony is everything. His

importance consists exclusively in his testimony to Him who
is to come. This appears at once in the first testimony.

1 Baur, Kritische Untersuchungen tiler die kanonischen Evangelien, Tubingen

1847, p. 99.

2 Ibid. p. 101.
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Verses 19-28.

Verse 19.

Such is the answer he gives to the messengers of the San-

hedrim. The whole proceeding shows that we have to do

with a deputation from the Sanhedrim. It is at sight an

official delegation, see ver. 22 ; and with this agrees the fact

that the Jews sent priests and Zevites. The priests probably

belonged to the Sanhedrim, and the Levites were their at-

tendants. A pseudo-John would have spoken of scribes and

elders, after the synoptic fashion. It is impossible to see

why this deputation cannot have been a fact. The son of

Zachariah came forth in Israel with the claim to be a prophet

of God, and with the proclamation of the near fulfilment of

the divine promise given in the Old Testament ; and by a

baptism unto the nearness of the kingdom of heaven, he pre-

pared the gathering the church for it. At this, why should

not the spiritual authority of Israel have seen itself con-

strained to ask Mm for the grounds, contents, and proof of his

appearance and action ? Or is it uncertain because it reads

ol 'IovSaloL (' the Jews '), and thus shows the hesitating, unhis-

torical conception of the author ? But when the Sanhedrim

r;ends to the Baptist, it does so because it has to represent the

people, and because John had come forth with a demand and

proclamation which was meant for Israel as an entire nation.

Thus the Sanhedrim meets him in the name of the people,

and as its representative. Hence, too, even in this first

meeting, the general relation between Jesus and Israel, as it

afterwards came out ever more decidedly, begins to form itself

and mirror itself, though still quite rudimentally and dimly.

For this reason, therefore, it says: ol 'IovSaioi in ver. 19.
1

It must certainly lie in the interest of the evangelist to put

at the head of his gospel history such a testimony of the

Baptist's before such representatives.2 And that is just the

reason he picked this out from the many testimonies given by
the Baptist. To suppose that he made it up, is therefore a

1 See above, p. 115 ff.

2 Baur, Kritische Untersuchungen uber die kanonisclien Evangelien, Tubingen

1847, p. 103.
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highly superfluous thought ; since there is here not simply a

literary but also a historical necessity.

Hv rla el ; (' Who art thou ?
') The question touches the

person of the Baptist ; hence the preceding av. To them,

only the uncommonness of his person seemed to justify the

uncommonness of his deeds. The evangelist gives the em-

phatic answer in ver. 20.

Verse 20.

That is the effect of the double expression, first positive

and then negative, a)fj,o\6<yr)aev /ecu ov/e rjpv^aaro (' he con-

fessed, and denied not '),* and then wfioXoyrja-ev
(

f he con-

fessed ') follows with renewed emphasis. The Baptist's

answer shows that the delegates asked him with regard to his

being the Messiah ; whether they spoke it out decidedly,

which is not likely, or whether they discernibly had it in

mind. That agrees with Luke iii. 15. There it says that

the people took him to be the Christ. Therefore the autho-

rities had the more need for a delegation and inquiry. And
it was thus so much the easier for the question to go

first to that point. It is, however, worthy of remark that

the Jews do not ask him what his divine commission is, or

the like, but who he is. The first thing of all for them is

the person. The Jewish mind characterizes itself therein.

Their first thought is, whether or not they have in him the

Messiah who is to restore the glory of Israel.

Verse 21.

The second thought is, whether or not he be Elias raised

again. The fact that they really mean this, as we see by the

Baptist's denial, shows that the first point for them is, not a

calling corresponding to Elias', and therefore not an Elias in

so far as he had to proclaim such a will of God with regard

to Israel, but Elias as a wonderful personality. Hence the

Baptist denies this question too. He is the Elias of Malachi,

but not Elias in their sense. Now they have nothing left

but the prophet? In the Old Testament there is manifold

1 Sec above, p. 44 f.

2 On these Jewish expectations in general, see Schurer, Lelirbuth der neulesla-

mentlichen Zeitgeschichte, Leipzig 1874, p. 580 f.
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mention of the prophet of God in connection "with the Mes-

sianic time. The well-known prophecy in Deut. xviii. 15 is

commonly recalled. Still other statements of the Old Testa-

ment may be named. In vii. 40 we have again a mention of

the prophet, as distinguished from Christ. There is no Scrip-

ture foundation for thinking of Jeremiah, as many have done
;

see Matt. xvi. 1 4. Hofmann * recalls the messenger of

Jehovah in Mai. iii. 1. But this one is not sufficiently desig-

nated as a prophet for us to dare to suppose a reference to him

in the question in hand. As little can it refer, as Hofmann 2

reminds us, to the ' prophet in whom all the prophetic activity

of the old covenant was to find its close and its fulfilment,'

as he appears especially in the second part of Isaiah. For the

Jewish opinions fastened rather upon single words in the Old

Testament than on greater Scripture conceptions.

The Baptist's denials had become ever shorter and sharper.

Verse 22.

The Jews had exhausted all the wonderful personalities they

could think of, who were to appear as adjuncts of the Mes-

sianic time. But, in ver. 22, he must still be something, and

they must take some answer or other to those who had sent

them.

Terse 23.

Xow the Baptist answers positively, but pointing away

from his person, about which they had asked, to his calling :

' / am a voice? etc., in the well-known words with which the

so-called second part of Isaiah begins its great proclamation

of salvation. In the Hebrew, the words ' in the wilderness

'

belong to what follows. The wilderness which lies between

Babylon and Canaan shall cease to be a hindrance to Jehovah's

carrying the people back. But the return is only a picture of

the real restoration of Israel to be the people and kingdom of

God. The hindrance which lies between this future of Israel

and its present is its sin. Therefore the right preparation is

the putting aside of this division-wall. Thus the ' in the

1 Hofmann, Weissagung und Erfilllung im Alten unci im Neuen Testament,

Nordlingen 1844, vol. ii. p. 68 ; compare, 1841, vol. i. p. 360.
2 Ibid. vol. ii. p. 69.
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wilderness ' frees itself from the preparation of the way, and

joins what precedes. The Baptist appeared in the desert and

made his proclamation to Israel, so as to point by this fulfil-

ment of the letter to the fulfilling of the thing which his call,

that is, his testimony, serves. This testimony is everything
;

his person is nothing. But his testimony is in itself double
;

for it directs itself to men, and it treats of the greater one

after him. In so far as it is directed to men, it demands

belief in the salvation of Israel in general, and in its nearness

in particular, and it prepares belief on the very one who is

coming. Thus it had an essential reference to belief. In so

far as it testified of the greater one, it prepared for his self-

revelation, and so served this revelation, and had therein its

confirmation and authority. This last comes out in the answer

which the Baptist gave the Pharisees to their question about

the authority of his baptism.

Verse 24.

The delegates are named as Pharisees. Even though the

article ol before d7reara\fM6voc (' sent ') is to be struck out,

according to the best manuscripts, it will nevertheless mean
not that only a part of the deputation, but that all the dele-

gates, were Pharisees. The former would be more plainly

expressed, perhaps, by rivea (' some ') or the like. Still less

naturally can it be said that the want of the article indicates

a second delegation (against Baumgarten-Crusius). But : they

were sent by the high council indeed, yet from the midst of the

Pharisees. That is easily conceivable, since they treated of a

question concerning the lawfulness according to the law. The

evangelist, however, does not add this remark as a supplement

to explain the hostility of the question (Liicke, ct al.). It

only serves as a base for the following question. The

Pharisees held strictly to the letter of the law ; and what

the Baptist did was not in agreement with that. Thus is

explained, too, why Pharisees ask for the justification of the

ceremony brought in by the Baptist, for which ceremony the

Latter could not appeal directly to the law ; see Bengel.

Verse 25.

Here, again, it is characteristic that they ask for a justifica-
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tion on the ground of a peculiarity in his person ; that they

will only let the former be based on the latter.

Verse 26.

John, however, refers them again from his person to his

calling, or rather here to his position. His right and his

calling so to act lie in the one who is coming after him. Thus

we see how thoroughly the Baptist will be nothing for him-

self, and only be taken as a preparation for, and foregoing

witness to, Christ. As vers. 7 and 8 designate his significance :

he is merely testimony, and serves as such only for Christ ; and

here he describes himself in the same way. It is true that,

in ver. 26, he does not connect himself in a direct and out-

spoken way in this sense with the one coming after him. But

the very fact that he proclaims Him, in reply to that question

of ver. 2 5, expresses this connection. His characterizing his

baptism as a water baptism, is said with reference to the

spiritual baptism of the Messiah. In this he refers to the

preceding el crv ovk el 6 Xpiarocr (' if thou be not that Christ').

By the water baptism he reminds them of the calling of the

forerunner, and so answers the preceding ov8e (we must read

thus, and not ovre . . . ovre) 'HXiacr ovSe 6 irpocp^Trja (' nor

Elias, neither that prophet') (Meyer). Hence it is not neces-

sary to think of a shortening of the answer, or to find in this

an incidental explanation about the nearness of the Lord ; and

herein see the wonderful peculiarity of our author, that he

does not make question and answer always correspond directly

;

De Wette. The way the Baptist designates his relation to

the Messiah shows pretty clearly the contrast which he de-

scribes in iii. 31 by eVe 7r)<x <yr)cr and e'/c tov ovpavov (' of the

earth,' and 'from heaven'). His action is the more justified

and the more necessary, since the promised one already stands

among them, but unknown to them.1
'Tix&cr, with emphasis

:

you, indeed, people like you, know him not.

Verse 27.

'O orrlao) jxov ipxofxevoa; ov ovk elpl iyco a^ioa Xva \vcroi

1 If Vi after pur™ is, -with B C L and Origen, to be struck out, the discourse

becomes so much the sharper and more emphatic by the asyndeton. See above,

p. 43.

LUTH. I. TJ JOHN.
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avrov tov ijxdvra tov vTroB/j/jLarocr (' The one coming after me,

whose shoe's latchet I am not worthy to unloose ') is, accord-

ing to the above-named manuscripts, to be read with the

omission of avrocr iariv
(

c he it is ') at the beginning, and

of oa- e/jbirpoaOev fxov <ye<yovev (' who was before me ') in the

middle. The last was only transferred from vers. 1 5 and 3 0,

and then avrocr iariv was added to make an independent

sentence out of it. The one coming after him is the higher

one, because he is the Messiah ; see €/M7rpoa6iv pov yiyovev.

The figure chosen expresses the great difference between the

two : I, with emphasis, in contrast with Him, am not worthy

(i'va, according to the weakened use of later Greek, against

Meyer's retention of the pure telic force) to do him the least

service.

Veese 28.

This took place, adds the evangelist, in Bethany beyond

Jordan, where John stayed baptizing. Origen found on the

spot only a Bethabara, and put this in the stead of Bethany

;

but that is arbitrary. They ought long ago to have given up

the reproach, that the evangelist means the Bethany on the

Mount of Olives, and so shows great ignorance of geography

(so Schenkel and Weizsacker still), since he, indeed, expressly

distinguishes the two places.
1 This holds good, likewise,

against Baur's arbitrary assumption, that the evangelist de-

signedly wished to bring the opening of the gospel history

locally in union with the close thereof. Even Keim 2
has

owned the evangelist's knowledge of places. The addition,

which serves to distinguish it from the Bethany near Jerusalem,

has not this distinction as its real aim. It stands in connec-

tion with the quotation from Isaiah ('in the wilderness'), and

with the mention of John's work of baptism. They had to go

thither to him, for there the Baptist stayed. This lies in the

union of rjv with /3<z7rTt£o>y (' was' with * baptizing'), which is

not simply a paraphrase for the finite verb.
3

The Baptist speaks of the Messiah as of one present, and

known to him. Hence the testimony comes after the baptism

1 See above, p. 74 f.

2 Keim, GeschkJite Jesu von Nazara, Zurich. 1S67, vol. i. p. 133.
s See above, p. 32 f.
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of Jesus (see Godet, against Olshausen). For it was only in

the baptism that Jesus became the Messiah, and became known

to the Baptist as the one whom he here intends to represent,

and as he whom he did not know as such before the baptism,

ver. 33. Hence we do not need to assume a contradiction

with Luke iii. 16, as De Wette does. There, all the preach-

ing of the Baptist is gathered in one, and therefore his testi-

mony about Jesus is also presupposed, as well as his history.

Yes ; there, too, his imprisonment is put before the baptism of

Jesus.

Verses 29-34.

But, according to Baur and Keim, the Baptist, in ver. 33,

does not speak at all about the baptism of Jesus ; on the con-

trary, he excludes it.
1 Therefore let us look at the second

testimony, in vers. 29—34. The difference of this testimony

from the other is determined not by the baptism which has

intervened and the disclosure made therewith, but by the

personal presence of Christ, and so by the difference of the

situation. If it be permitted to combine John's account with

that of the synoptists, Jesus must now be thought of as

returning from the temptation.
2

Verse 29.

The Baptist now greets Him with the words directed to his

disciples, and pointing him out (the, 'behold'): The Lamb of

God ! The article designates it as exactly the right one, as the

realization of a type. This phrase is commonly referred to

the figure used in Isa. liii. (De Wette, Lucke, Baumgarten-

Crusius, Meyer, Godet). The curt definiteness of the ex-

pression makes it much easier to think of a historical lamb,

as Lampe does—that is, of the passover lamb (thus Luther,

Bengel, Olshausen, Hofmann, Hengstenberg). The genitive,

tov 0eov (' of God '), suits this best. This genitive may be

taken as the genitive of property : that which belongs to God
1 Baur, Kritlsche Untersuchungen ilher die kanonischen Evangelien, Tiibingen

1847, p. 106 ff. ; and Keim, Geschichte Jesu von Nazara, Ziirich 1867, vol. i. p.

125: against whom we have even Holtzmann, Zeitschrift filr wissenschaftliche

Theologie, 1872, p. 156 f.

2 See Lucke, Commentar iiber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn
1840, vol. i. p. 400.
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(Meyer), or in the sense : given of God (Hofmann). In

either case it does not suit a reference to a mere comparison,
' like a lamb,' such comparison as we find in Isaiah, but it

does suit as the antitype of the passover sacrifice. Then,

however, the genitive is to be understood in the second sense

:

given of God and appointed to salvation. The sense : well-

pleasing to God, suited to God, and the like, would be a

weakening the expression, and would say too little for this

sacrificial lamb. De Wette and Liicke
1 were right in reject-

ing the thought as to the further use of the sacrificial lamb

as not important enough. But then it is said that all outward

occasion for that comparison is wanting ; that the comparison

was only called forth by the fact that Jesus died at a passover

(Liicke, Meyer) ; and that the union of alpuv ttjv a/Mapriav

rov Koafxov (' to take away the sins of the world ') with the

passover would not be allowable (De Wette). To the first, we
might reply that the passover was close at hand ; see ii. 1 3.

And then why should a further external occasion be necessary

in order to designate Jesus as the passover lamb, when we
have that patient lamb of Isaiah ? To the second, it must be

answered that that coincidence of the death of Jesus with the

passover would not have taken place if there had been no

internal relation between the two. If this were the case, why
could it not have been clear to the last of the prophets ? To

the third, we may reply by recalling the difference between

the fulfilment which is for the world and the prophetic repre-

sentation which moves within the limits of Israel. The

Baptist knew that this man was from heaven ; and he likewise

knew that, although the fulfilment of the prophecy of Israel,

he was given not for Israel alone, but for the world, and

therefore was for the latter. If, then, he brings his appear-

ance into relation with sin, he will have to speak of the sin

of the world. Why, however, when he means to designate

him as the fulfilment of the prophecy of Israel, does he

name him directly as the fulfilment of the passover lamb ?

We know what a fundamental importance the deliverance of

the people from Egypt had for the history of Israel, as well as

for its knowledge of salvation, and for the whole prophetic

representation of the future salvation. This fact stands so

1 Liicke, ut supra, vol. i. p. 404.
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alone, that only the day of the new salvation is to be com-

pared with it ; and the latter, again, has such a fitting type in

no fact of Old Testament history as it has in the former. Now
the Baptist knew that the time of the final closing salvation

had dawned, and he knew that Jesus was the one bringing it.

Why should he not, above all, compare this salvation and him

who brought it, with that first typical redemption of Israel ?

There, however, that lamb was the means of sparing the nation.

For its sake the destruction passed over the people. Thus,

now, will Jesus be the means of sparing. If any one will

permit Him to serve him thus, God's judgment will for His

sake pass over him. Everything has now grown broader.

Salvation, as well as judgment, attaches to the world.

This lamb takes on himself the sin of the world. So it

does not say merely (f>epeiv : carry (thus Lucke, Tholuck,

Baumgarten-Crusius, De Wette), but cupeiv : to take upon

oneself, and thus take away. See 1 John iii. 5. In all the

other passages in the gospel it means take away or off, xi. 48,

xv. 2, xvii. 15, xix. 31, 38. If he take the whole sin of the

world on himself, of course he takes it away from those on

whom it really rests. It lies in the nature of the case that he

takes it upon himself as guilt. We are, however, to stop at guilt,

and not substitute punishment ' after a well-known metonymy

'

(De Wette), or to think of sinfulness, since the question here

is not as to the example or as to the spirit of morality and

the like, but as to the atonement of sin, and therefore as to

guilt. The sin is expressed in the singular as a whole, the

entire sin and guilt of the world. In this sense, then, the

Baptist names Jesus, God's lamb. It is a direct divinely-

ordered mediation of salvation, as it is given in Jesus, who,

for the sake of the salvation of men, trod the way of suffering.

We may certainly doubt as to whether or not the Baptist

thought of Christ's death (against Meyer). For the death of

the Messiah was not only quite a foreign thought to the dis-

ciples, but also does not agree with the Baptist's manner of

thinking, as it elsewhere meets us; see Matt. xi. 3. It is

true that it is not enough, as I explained formerly, to think

solely of the flesh of weakness and of capability to suffer ; we
should think of suffering in general. It stood in harmony

with all Old Testament preparatory history, that the final
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bearer of its authority had to suffer. This could be clear aud

known to the Baptist. Christ had trodden this way of suffer-

ing by entering on his calling and rejecting the temptation of

the tempter. Hence, too, the present aXpwv (' taketh '). It

does not indicate the enduring power of the atoning sacrifice

(Hengstenberg), for it is the expression of a fact, and not an

interpretation of something historical. Nor is it merely the

making a future one present (as, for example, Meyer), for Jesus

is now already the lamb of God, and is not only about to be

it. Hence 6 al'pcov
(

f which taketh ') must also be understood

of the present—that is, of the way of suffering upon which

Jesus had already placed himself. It might be concealed

from the Baptist how far his sufferings would go. The history

of his sufferings afterwards brought a corresponding progress

of knowledge. It is natural that the apostolic knowledge was

much clearer than the Baptist's.

It has been asked how the knowledge which the Baptist

expresses here agrees with the later question in Matt. xi. 3.

And for this reason they have (Strauss, Bengel, Keim, and

others, and even De Wette) denied the historical character

of this saying put in the mouth of the Baptist, or they

have looked upon it as a presentiment which arose in the

Baptist, but which disappeared again in the prison (thus, too,

Meyer). The former is arbitrary. The latter does not fit

well with the character of the Baptist's knowledge as a revela-

tion, and is, besides, unnecessary. He put that question to

Him, not because he was at fault as to Jesus' Messiahship,

but just because he believed in it ; he could not understand the

quiet course of Jesus, and the insignificance of his manifesta-

tion. He did not ask for the open battle that might then,

perhaps, have led to the death of Jesus,
1 but for the setting-

up of the kingdom of God in glory. The death of Jesus

would not agree with this, but a temporary increase of

passionate persecution of Jesus would.

The explanation given brings the result, that we do not

need to find in ver. 20 something essentially different from

what is contained in the rest of the Baptist's testimony, as

1 Liicke, Commentar tiler das Evang<Jluru des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn 1810,

vol. i. p. 416.
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most exegetes do. This testimony coincides with the other,

only as its other side. There he says : he of whom I testify,

etc., stands far above me, etc. ; and here he says : and this one

is now ordained of God to be the means of the redemption of

the world by the way of suffering. Thus he can easily pass

from the last thought in ver. 29, to the next thought in

ver. 30.

Verse 30.

This is he of whom I said that he is before me, because he

was already in his person the higher one in comparison with

me. This his testimony of Him rests on divine revelation,

which was imparted to him in connection with the preparation

for his calling. This is emphasized in the next verse.

Verse 31.

Kayco, I too, like all others, did not know him of myself.

There is scarcely any question that ovtc yZeiv avrov (' I did not

know him ') is not to be taken absolutely, but in the relation

which the context gives (against Liicke and Godet). For

whether he knew him outwardly or not, had no significance

for bis testimony, but whether or not he knew him as the

one whom he testified that he was. It is not simply whether

or not he knew him clearly and certainly (Hengstenberg and

others), but whether he knew him in general, namely, as the

one to prepare for, and to preach whom he himself had come

—

that is, as the bringer of the final salvation. Matt. iii. 14
does not stand in contradiction to this declaration. Christ's

coming to the baptism is the very beginning of the act of

baptism, in connection with which that knowledge was given

to the Baptist. Thus, that which came to him as a presenti-

ment when Jesus approached, was divinely confirmed to him

in the baptism itself. It is natural that he should now appeal

to this divine confirmation.

As his whole calling stands in a serving relation to the

revelation of Jesus, so does his work of baptism. Hence he

proceeds : but that he should be made manifest to Israel,

therefore am I come oaptizing with water. Of course his

baptism served first to prepare the people ; but this stands in

connection with the revelation of Christ himself. The aim is
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in itself at once double and single. For he can, in divine

commission, only point the people to Jesus as the Christ,

when he himself has also divine certainty that Jesus is the

Christ. In order that this should take place, Bia rovro rjkOov

iycb ev vBart fiaTrri&v ('therefore am I come baptizing with

water'). Hence at this opportunity of the baptism Jesus

must be divinely made known to him as the Son of God. It

is undeniable that this mutual relation of the baptism and

revelation of Jesus lies in the union of the two by Bia rovro

(' therefore '). That shuts out Baur's and Keim's declaration,

that the fourth evangelist knows nothing of a baptism of

Jesus, and indeed, that from his whole view he could not

possibly know anything of it. On the contrary, the very

circumstantiality with which the Baptist here carries out his

testimony, and the appeal to the revelation which was imparted

to him in the baptism, shows what an importance that occur-

rence had for him, and so for the reporter of it. It is, of course,

not hard to find the differences between this passage and the

synoptic account. John, however, does not mean to relate

the event itself. He reports the testimony of the Baptist, who
only emphasizes the points which gave him the certainty to

which he testifies. That Jesus saw the Spirit come down

upon him, has nothing to do with this. But the Baptist must

mention that he himself saw that descent. Nor does the

heavenly voice do anything here directly. All depended on

the relation of the Spirit of God to this man Jesus, and on the

fact that in this relation beheld by him the sign was fulfilled

which God had given him touching the Messiah who was to

be preached. Thus he received a divine prophetic certainty.

He speaks his testimony, and wishes it to be looked upon as

thus certain. Therefore the different accounts are meant to

be understood and compared from the different designs, and

not held up to each other externally and straightway charged

with contradiction.

Verse 32.

But they thought they must find that the appearance here

was more subjective than in the synoptists (for example, De
Wette). But in Matthew, and Mark too, the account is kept

subjective ; while in Luke, it is true, it had more the shape of
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an objective fact. But is it then, according to our evangelist,

a mere inward appearance without a corresponding objective

reality? The Baptist, in ver. 32, says: I saw the Spirit

descending from heaven like a dove, and it abode (with de-

signed resolution of the participle into the finite verb)

eV avrov, not equivalent to eV avrov, but ' over him]

so that it expresses the dwelling. Does the Baptist here

compare the Spirit with a dove only because he chose this

figure (thus De Wette and Baumgarten-Crusius), or because

he perceived it in this form ? The last, clearly. For he does

not say : he came down or floated like a dove, but he saw him

like a dove. Liicke opposes to this, that if the appearance of

a dove had been objective, it could and must x have been seen

by others also. This, however, rests on an error as to the

whole kind of objectivity to which this fact belonged. Aside

from the fact that we do not know at all whether or not others

were then present, it is true of such events that they are

solely perceived by those for whom they are meant. They do

not therefore cease to be objective. There is a great difference

between this and the ordinary sense-perceptibility. What
takes place within presents itself outwardly to the opened eye.

The Spirit comes down from heaven—that is, an influence

passed from God to Jesus. It was not an influence starting

from Jesus, not a mental excitement of Jesus' or the like, but

an objective impartation of the Spirit of God to Jesus. But

why did God's Spirit in this way show itself to the two, Jesus

and the Baptist; and why was it beheld by them ? The dove

in the Scriptures is the figure of peaceable and pure sim-

plicity ; see Matt. x. 16. So here it serves to characterize

the New Testament manner of the revelation of God in Jesus,

perhaps in distinction from the fiery zeal of an Elijah ; see

Isa. xlii. 2 f.

If we have understood the testimony of the Baptist rightly,

it contains nothing which goes essentially beyond the synoptic

account, or which would be entirely irreconcilable with that

account. The higher Messianic position of Jesus, which we
have found in e/nrpoa0ev /iov <ye<yovev (' he was before me '), is

expressed by the Baptist in the synoptists, both by his refusal

1 Liicke, Commenlar uber das Evangclium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn 1840,

vol. i. p. 424.
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to baptize Jesus, and in his desire to be baptized by Him,

that is, with the Messianic baptism, and in the words of his

declaration : avrbcr vfiacr /3a7rTio~et iv irvevfiarL ayiay koX

irvpi (' He shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost and with

fire '), which characterize the calling of the Messiah. The

higher dignity of His person, which lies in the irpwroa [xov

tjv (' he was before me '), is also there expressed in different

words, yet close relation of thought, when he says, concerning

his relation to Jesus : la^ypoTepocr fxov icrriv, ov ovk elfil

ifcavba- ra viro^pbara ^aardaat (' is mightier than I, whose

shoes I am not worthy to bear '), or ov ovk elpX i<yco afyoa, Xva

\vaa> avrov top t/xdvra rov vTroh^fiaroa (' whose shoe's latchet

I am not worthy to unloose ')}

How related to the Idea of the Logos.

How is this event related to the so-called Logos idea ?

Baur declares that John must have ignored the act of baptism

just because, according to the synoptists, Jesus is only then

supplied with the Spirit; while in John, on the contrary, Jesus

is already in himself as the Logos all that he ought to be, and

the Logos is identical with the irvevfia ayiov (' Holy Spirit ').
2

Accordingly, there is here presented merely an occurrence in

the consciousness, only symbolically. But the symbol is not

so chosen as to show how the fulness of the Spirit dwelt in

Jesus, but how it was imparted. The question we put is not

satisfied thus, aside from the fact that, as we found, the thing

here spoken of is Jesus' baptism. When, however, we consider

what weight Baur puts on this account as a clear sign that the

historical has passed into the unhistorical, we must from that

standpoint be suspicious of the whole process to which Baur

subjects the historical character of our gospel, beginning with

the idea thereof. The same remark applies to the views of

De Wette and Liicke. De Wette lays what Jesus possessed

as the incarnate Logos to the consciousness of oneness with

the Father, or to the divinely filled personality, and traces to

the Spirit the holiness of the motives, feelings, thoughts, and

1 See Hofrnann, D'er Schrlftbeweis, 2d edition, Nordlingen 1859, vol. ii. 1,

p. 12.

2 Baur, Vorksungen iiber j\ eutestamentiiche Theokgie, Leipzig 1864, p. 365 ff.
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decisions of Jesus. This divine impulsion, however, must

obtain from the beginning onward in the divine - human
personality. From this he comes to the result that the single

descent of the Spirit upon Jesus cannot betoken objective

reality, but merely the subjective perception of the Holy

Ghost in Jesus by the Baptist, which perception was attached

to a moment of time. Thus the event becomes only a figure

for the divine Spirit dwelling in Jesus. Lucke puts the case

similarly.
1 The human life of Christ stood from the begin-

ning under the impulsion and leading of the Holy Ghost.

The act of baptism is a particular epoch of this continual

impartation of the Spirit. His consciousness of the remaining

unending fulness of the Spirit, which was essential to his

public office, received thereby the necessary complete human
certainty and clearness. Neander, Tholuck, Ebrard, and

others, also see in this occurrence a stage in the development

of the inward life of Jesus' consciousness. It was, however,

an event which did not come to pass in him, but which came

upon him from without. Therefore it was no excitement,

but an imparting of the Spirit. In this view the event still

has an importance for Jesus. But Meyer denies that, and

sees in it only an appearance of the Spirit dwelling in Jesus,

which had an importance only for the Baptist. This, however,

would not merely, as Meyer owns, stand in contradiction to

the synoptic account, especially in Matthew and Mark, but

also with John's itself. Then, something like a resplendence

would have had to shine forth from Jesus, and not the descent

of the Spirit on him from heaven. John, it is true, tells

nothing of the fact that it all had a meaning for Jesus too, but

is content to show the signification it had for the Baptist.

The reason for this lies in the relation which the event is

here meant to have to the testimony of the Baptist. Indeed,

he does not intend to tell the occurrence itself in the totality

of its points.

If, then, the event be really intended as an impartation of

the Spirit, and be so understood in the apostolic teaching,
2

1 Lucke, Comracntar iiber das Evangdium des Johannes, 3ded., Bonn 1840,

voL i. pp. 440-442.
2 See Acts x. 38 : ixfiri* airov a ho<r <rviC{/.a.ri iyiu (' God anointed Him with,

the Holy Ghost').
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and if the Spirit from the first dwells in Jesus as the principle

of his personal life in communion with God, then the bestowing

of the Spirit here must be thought of as for another sphere

than that of the ethical life.

Kahnis has shown fully that the Holy Ghost in the Old

Testament is not only the principle of life, but also of office.
1

So we can say with him :
' as principle of life, the Holy

Ghost was inborn with Jesus;' as Spirit of office, he is

now imparted to him. That is the anointing with the Holy

Ghost, of which Peter speaks in Acts x. 38. That is the

heavenly laying on of hands, which has its antitype in the

pouring out of the Spirit on the disciples at Pentecost. Since

these were already believers, though not yet complete in their

belief, they did not need to receive the Spirit which works

belief, but the Spirit which fits for service. So here. If the

baptism of Jesus be the richly effectual consecration for his

office,
2 and if the contents of his office be nothing else than

that he testify to and present himself to the world in word

and deed as the one whom he is, then the imparting of the

Spirit is the imparting of the power for this. There must be

a special power spoken of here, because the <xap% (' flesh ') of

Jesus is the means of his self-witness. As there was need of

an operation of the Spirit at the conception, to prepare and

empower the <rdp^ for the reception of God the Son, so there

was need of a second to empower the crdp% to become the

means of the self-presentation of Christ. His human nature

is in the baptism made fit to manifest in miracles and the

like the Soga (' glory
')

peculiar to him as the Son of God.

The difference is the same that takes place in the Christian,

between the child of God which he becomes by the new birth

in baptism and in belief, and the servant of God, which he

becomes by the charismatic endowment and the preparation

for the service of God. The former is the operation of

the Spirit on the personal life ; the latter, on the natural

power.3

1 Kahnis, Die Lehre vom heiligen Geiste, Halle 1847, vol. i. [no more pub-

lished], pp. 31 f., 33, 46.

2 Ibid. p. 46.

3 See Hofmann, Weissagung und Erfullung in A. v. N. Test., Nordlingen

1344, vol. ii. p. 83 f. ; Der Schriflbeweis, 2d ed., Kbrdlingen 1857, vol. i. p.

191, vol. ii. 1 (1859), p. 166. This event is understood in a like way by Gess,
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Verses 35-40 (English Version, 35-39).

The third testimony, in vers. 35-40, is different, not in its

contents, according to its wording, but in its results. "Wc

may thence rightly conclude that the design of the Baptist

here was also different. Therefore, although it has seemingly

alike contents, still its sense will be different from that of the

two preceding testimonies. Later exegetes commonly take

these verses in connection with what follows. This would

make the account begin to introduce us to Jesus Himself

(Baumgarten-Crusius), while the testimony would be considered

entirely equivalent to that previously given. But even Lampe1

speaks of a third testimony in the sense of greater inde-

pendence than is the case with the later commentators, and

carries the section to which it belongs, not to ver. 52 (as De
Wette and Lucke do), but only to 43 (42). That, however,

is too widely extended. What is told in vers. 41-43 (40-42)

belongs closely to what follows. The emphasis rests not on

the journey to Galilee (as Lampe says), but on the gathering

the disciples. The result, which first shows us the peculiarity

of this third testimony, is described up to ver. 40 (39). Tins

peculiarity can be found even in the account itself. There is

no reason to assume that the two disciples to whom, according

to the account, this third testimony is spoken, had not heard

the same thing on the preceding day (against De Wette, Lucke,

and others). But if this were the case, why did the Baptist

repeat it if he had not a particular design ? If he had such

a design, it will have realized itself in the result, and so it was

an indirect call to follow after Jesus. The day before, Jesus

comes to the Baptist as one who belongs to Him, as one

who joins himself to and follows Him. Hence the Baptist

says that He who seemed to be his disciple is his Master

;

and when he says so, he intends nothing but that they shall

know that. On this day, on the contrary, he sees Jesus

walking. De Wette arbitrarily demands that this irepnraTdv

be explained, like ver. 29, epyo^vov irpbcr avrov (' coming

Lehre von dor Person Christi, Basel 1S56, p. 374 ; Godet ; and "Weiss, Der
Johanneische Lehrbegriff in scinm Grundzugtn untersucht, Berlin 1862, p. 208.

1 Lampe, Commentarius Analytico-Exegeticus tarn literalis quam realis Evan-

gelii secundum Joannem, Amsterdam 1724, vol. i. pp. 449-462.
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unto him '). It rather means the opposite. Baumgarten-

Crusius has called attention to the fact that this word is in

our gospel the standing designation for Jesus' life-work, and

that perhaps it is used so even here. That is too much. Still

it is not used without purpose. It betokens the independent

position which Jesus had already assumed. He goes His own
way. Now, when under the circumstances the Baptist gives

a testimony to Jesus before two disciples who are with him,

what else does he do than point them to Jesus, and indirectly

call on them to join themselves to Jesus ? Why was it indirect

—that is, in the form of a mere phrase about Jesus ? The
reason is, that the joining themselves unto Jesus was to be a

free act, and not simply an act of obedience of the disciples

towards their master, whom they were accustomed to obey.

It was likewise to be a result of the personal impression of

Jesus, and not without a manifestation of his own will ; see

ver. 40 (39). Yet, though an indirect one, a demand is

still contained in the Baptist's reference to Jesus. This is the

progress of the third testimony. Baur deserves the credit of

calling attention to it at least, though he did it in another

spirit and without this proof.

Veese 36.

If the progress thus indicated by us be correct, Tholuck's

and Lticke's view, that ver. 3 7 presupposes a long conversation

of the two with the Baptist, is not only unnecessary, but also

inadmissible. The short saying in ver. 3 6 fits best the indirect

demand. But why does the Baptist put his testimony in just

this phrase ? Baumgarten-Crusius thinks that it was the

designation of the Messiah which was most familiar to the

Baptist. Why, then, is it not found again at iii. 2 7 ff. ? If

they should say that it did not fit in that connection, they

will have to say that it was here put close at hand by the

circumstances. It is a recalling of the testimony of the pre-

ceding day. He sums that up in this short phrase. There-

fore that other point, 6 alpcov kt\. (' he that taketh,' etc.), lies

already included in dfivocr rov 0eov (' the Lamb of God ').

Hence the lamb is not merely a figurative expression for

meekness, patience, and the like, as in Isa. liii., but desig-

nates Jesus as the true passover lamb, and therefore as the
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means of the true redemption from the prison. The Baptist

is the herald of the new time, and it is his place to announce

Jesus in this way as the one bringing the new time of redemp-

tion, and therewith as his goal. Thus this served to point his

disciples to Jesus, and to a believing following of Him. This

following, which takes place by belief, found at the same time

an external illustration in the behaviour of the disciples.

Verse 37.

They follow Jesus in silence, waiting for the moment in

which they can address themselves to him.

Verse 38.

Jesus helps them by looking around, and. asking them what

they desired.

Verse 39.

The evangelist has kept the address in its original form :

pafifiei (' vir amplissime,' 2"), then the name for a teacher), and

then interprets it for the reader. "We see that the writer had a

share in it. This first word that he spoke to Jesus is full of

meaning for him. They would like to know where He lodges,

so that they may visit and speak to Him. Now they are in

the open air.

Verse 40 {English Version, end of verse 39).

Jesus tells them to come with him. The evangelist does

not say what they do there. We see, however, from the

whole, that it was decisive. Hence he marks the hour the

tenth hour—that is, in Jewish reckoning, which is to be pre-

supposed throughout,1 four o'clock in the afternoon. That was

the decisive hour of his life, the birth-hour of his discipleship

to Jesus. That is the reason he mentions it. The whole is

now important to him. Obedience to the word, both of the

preparation and of Him who is the fulfilment, the coming to

Jesus, and the received impression of His personality,—this

is what makes the disciples of the Baptist the disciples of

Jesus
;

2 and this, too, is the essence of belief. The evangelist

1 See above, p. 69 f. , against Ebrard.
2 ' Primte origines ecclesiae christians. ' Bengel, Gnomon, on i. 37; 3d ed.,

Tubingen 1773, vol. i. p. 379 a.
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shows us, and that purposely, the whole in the least part, the

general in the particular, the goal in the first point, because

that goal is what is essential. This agrees with the entire

method of his Gospel.

I. 41-11. 11 {English Version, I. 40).

TIic First Self-Rcvclalion of Jesus.—The first self-revelation

of Jesus, like the self-introduction of Jesus into the world, or

into the inner life of the first men whom He by that self-

revelation gathers about himself as the beginning of his

church, attaches itself by internal necessity to the ushering

testimony of the Baptist. Still on the same day (see Meyer),

not on the next day, as I, with De Wette, Baur, and others,

previously assumed, the two disciples go out to seek their

brethren, and make known to them their blessed experience.

These are also, therefore, on the spot, near the Baptist.

Verse 41 {English Version, verse 40).

Andrew was one of the two disciples who joined themselves

to Jesus directly from the Baptist. The other is not named

;

it is the evangelist himself.
1

Vekse 42 {English Version, verse 41).

Andrew is the first to find his brother Peter. Thus they

both sought, but both did not seek Simon (Bengel, Tholuck,

De Wette, Hengstenberg). Each sought his brother. Tbv

'lScov {' his own ') is not merely possessive (see Meyer, against

Lucke), but means his own in distinction from strangers. As
Andrew was the first to find his own brother Simon, so also

John probably foimd his own brother James, only later.

Otherwise Andrew would have been not the first, but the only

one. The evangelist is silent as to his brother, as he is silent

about himself. The traces of the author have always been

seen in this, and rightly.
2 These are the two pairs of brothers

with whom the lists of the apostles always begin, only that

Simon Peter has taken the lead. This precedence of Simon

is announced in what follows.

1 See above, p. 66 f., and my St. John the Author of the Fourth Gospel, Edin-

burgh, T. & T. Clark, 1875, p. 181 ff.

- Against Keim, Geschickte Jesu von Nazara, Ziirich 1867, vol. i. p. 157.
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Baur has mistaken, in a singular way, the meaning of the

gathering here related. His view is, that we have here simply

a summing up of what the synoptic tradition reported about

the call of the apostles,—the difference being, that the fourth

gospel has seized in its ideal meaning what the others relate

historically. But a call of an apostle is a call to testimony

and to preaching. Here, on the contrary, we have to do with

the reception of Jesus in belief. The disciples come into con-

sideration not as apostles, as messengers of Jesus to the world,

but as the first believers, as the beginning of the church.

There is therefore all the difference between the gathering of

the latter and the calling of the former, that there is between

a believer and an apostle. Hence John's account, so far from

excluding the synoptic story, rather demands it. It is easy to

see why John did not tell of the real call of the apostles. He
does not deal with that contrast between the Old and New
Testament church of God which made the soul of Matthew's

presentation, and so he did not need, like Matthew, to put

forward the twelve apostles as the authorities set by Jesus

over the new church. Nor had he the purpose Mark had of

making prominent the messengers and bringers of salvation

for the world ; see hi. 1 4 f. Nor did he, like Luke, have to

call attention to the fact that the message of salvation had

gone forth from the concealment of the temple into the world

(and the world's capital), and to introduce the apostles in con-

nection with this thought. John occupies himself entirely

with belief on Jesus the Son of God. The first disciples

designate its first founding, the first place of its existence, in

the world ; and thence they become the men called to testify

of the Son of God, so as to produce belief in him. There are

therefore two different facts related by the synoptists and by

John. But it is not only a momentary following that is here

pointed out. The story gives the impression, and what follows

confirms it, that the disciples from this time forward remained

with Jesus, if not altogether, at least for a long while. Jesus

probably sent them away when he withdrew into retirement,

and only when he came forth as the prophet of Galilee called

them to him again and chose them for his apostles. In the

passage before us everything moves about the personal belief

upon the Son of God. This is shown by the self-revelations

LUTH. I. X JOHN.
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of Jesus on the one side, and by the confessions on the other

side,—in which confessions we have the declaration of the

impression the personality of Jesus had made.

It is not told what Jesus talked about with those two dis-

ciples. We see, however, what impression he made on them,

and what result their conversation and their being together

had, by the confession of Andrew. They have recognised

Jesus as Christ : evprj/cajxev rov Meaacav (' we have found the

Messias '). Like one who has long sought or hoped, and at

last has found what he sought, Andrew cries out : eupT]Ka/j,ev

(' we have found '). What he has found he sums up in the

one word : rbv Meaaiav (' the Messiah '). The whole full

heart lies in this short word. In this one they have all their

knowledge. That knowledge needed but to unfold itself

gradually to them in its single points and consequences.

Hence we should not like to say, with Baumgarten-Crusius,

that in what follows in vers. 46, 50 (45, 49) we have the

enhancement of the simple belief in the Messiah spoken in ver.

42 (41). What does ver. 46 (45) contain that did not lie in

the confession of the Messiah in ver. 42 (41) ? And when
Nathanael calls Jesus the Son of God and the King of Israel,

he means only to designate Jesus as the Messiah by these words.

The others, as well as he, knew from the Old Testament that

the Messiah was, and was properly called, both of these.

'O vlbcr rod 0eov (' the Son of God ') expresses the pecu-

liarity of this man above all others ; and 6 fiaaiXevcr tov

^Iaparj\ (' the King of Israel ') expresses the peculiarity of

this Israelite before all others. The former phrase says that

this man is from God not merely on this or that side, but as

to his essential being. The latter phrase says, that in him

the history of Israel comes to its glorious fulfilment. At the

same time, the full contents of what he uttered in the phrase

' Son of God,' might be hidden from him, and only discover

themselves to him in the course of the self-revelation and the

believing reception of Jesus, just as the essence and future of

the kingdom were still unknown to him, and could only become

clear in the course of the history of Jesus and of the under-

standing of that history. But what he later received of new
knowledge was never so new as to be added to the first know-

ledge as something different. It was only development and
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self-mediation of the contents of the first fundamental know-

ledge. In fact, it was at bottom nothing new when Thomas

at the close confessed him as his Lord and God. Thus, then,

the story of our gospel begins with the whole and the full

thing.—What made the disciples and their belief, weak as

it was, the right belief, was the circumstance that they did

not take Jesus simply from one particular side that suited

them, but were engaged by his whole personal being, and

accepted him in a central way in belief and knowledge,

although the belief was so scanty, and the knowledge was so

undeveloped, and so unable to understand itself.

How true the last point is, can be seen from Philip's words.

He names Jesus in one breath as the Messiah and as Joseph's

son from Nazareth, without being aware of the contradiction

that lies in this. Anything that contradicted the essential

knowledge was only accidental in relation to it, and could

easily be overcome. Lucke 1
thinks that we can see by this

' that the synoptic history of the childhood was not clearly

known then.' It is true these men will not have known
anything of what happened thirty years ago. What occasion

would Mary and Joseph have had to tell anything about it ?

Moreover, those who knew a little about it were partly dead,

partly, as far as they then still thought of it, compelled to

keep it to themselves, since the thirty years had shown no

result. It had become a forgotten legend. De Wette,

however, is very hasty, when he concludes at once that John

knows nothing of Jesus' birth in Bethlehem.

The facts by which Jesus testifies to himself as the one

whom he is, are, first of all, manifestations of his uncommon
knowledge, to which he joins the prediction of uncommon
power. He calls Andrew's brother by name, and designates

him as Cephas. By his word, he determines Philip to follow

him. He salutes Nathanael as an Israelite indeed, and tells

him how he saw him before. To all this he adds an announce-

ment in relation to the time then opening.

Verse 43 {English version, 42).

In these first words of Jesus, it is more probable that the

1 Lucke, Commentar iiber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn 1840,

vol. i. p. 452.
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evangelist means that the calling by name as well as the giving

the new name is an act of wonderful knowledge ; but the

former does not obtain recognition from exegetes. It wishes

to call attention to the fact that Jesus knew him. When
Andrew led him to Jesus, He at once addressed him, as we
read. It is not to be supposed that the evangelist has merely-

laid stress on what was especially striking in a long conver-

sation.
1

'Eyu/SXei/racr avru> (' and when Jesus beheld him
')

would not fit that. This word, which betokens the firm and

significant direction of the gaze upon any one, is to say that

the glance at Simon at once tells Jesus whom he has before

him. This is not an arbitrary knowing of all things or of

many things. Just as it was part of the Baptist's calling to

look through those who came to be baptized of him to see

whether they were sincere or not, so it was a part of Jesus'

calling to perceive how those who came in contact with him

stood inwardly and historically to the kingdom of God. The

old name that Simon bore at home is purposely named first

with solemn formality, so as to oppose to it the new name
which he was to bear in the church of Jesus. This is the

contrast. The one name he bears now, the other he shall

bear in the future : /cXTjOrjcrr}, in the future. When he gave

that fundamental confession of Christ the Son of God, Matt.

xvi. 16, it is said : av el Tlerpoa (' Thou art Peter,' ver. 18)

;

and from that time he bore that name. This shows us how
Kt](f)d(T (' Cephas ') is intended here. It does not designate

the firmness of his nature (Liicke, De Wette, and Baumgarten-

Crusius), but the position in his calling,—which position in the

kingdom of Christ he will take up for the sake of his confes-

sion of Christ and by means thereof. In that confession the

name began to be a reality : at Pentecost it has become

thoroughly a fact. Thus the announcement in Matt. xvi. 18

agrees with the announcement here. Christ's word in the

former is not the first giving of the name, but a confirmation

of the name based on the circumstance in which it began to

be real.

Verse 44 (English version, 43).

On the following day, as Jesus was about to leave this

1 Liicke, ut supra, vol. i. p. 448.
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place to go to Galilee, his home (the sentences are put along-

side of each other paratactically, instead of being constructed

syntactically
]

), he found Philip. He was thus still in the

same place, near the Baptist, and so still in the right position

of preparation.
2

Jesus himself summons him : Follow me.

Verse 45 {English version, 44).

When the evangelist adds that he was from Bethsaida, the

place of Andrew and Peter, this remark is connected with the

preceding. The fact that he saw these two following Jesus,

helped his decision.

Verse 46 (English version, 45).

On the way Philip meets Nathanael,3 probably on the same

day. Hence Nathanael, who was from Cana, was doubtless

on his way to the Baptist (so also Godet, against Meyer), and

therefore in a like position of preparation. The one who, in

the lists of the apostles elsewhere, is called Bartholomew

(son of Tholmai), is certainly identical with Nathanael (^wru,

Theodore). For he commonly stands with Philip. Philip

announces to Nathanael with ceremonious thoroughness, ac-

cording to his manner, Jesus as the Christ. That he calls

him the son of Joseph of Nazareth is natural, because he does

not know him as anything else. It is arbitrary to conclude

from this as to the view of the evangelist (De Wette). And
not less arbitrary, because utterly unnecessary, is Meyer's

assumption, that the words as to the sonship of Joseph must

rest on things Jesus has imparted to them. Jesus had merely

had no occasion to correct this. It corrected itself in the

gradual development of belief.

Verse 47 (English version, 46).

The hesitation caused by Nazareth is comprehensible. It

is not the smallness and unimportance of Nazareth (Liicke, De
Vette, Bruckner, and others) that raised his doubts ; nor the

suspicious moral name of this place, which Meyer infers

arbitrarily from the contrast to d<ya$6v (' good '). It is simply

1 See above, p. 36 f.

2 As to Philip's prudent manner, see above, p. 87 f.

3 As to Nathanael, see above, p. 86 f.
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that it stands in no connection with the hope of Israel, and,

indeed, does not occur in the whole Old Testament (thus, too,

Godet). How can anything good, in the higher sense, and

much more the Messiah, come from it ? ' Come and see,' reads

Philip's answer,—the hest one for such doubts.
1

Verse 48 {English version, 47).

Jesus recognises his heart as he comes to Him : Behold an

Israelite indeed, in whom is no guile. And he knows his desire

unto the kingdom of God.

Verse 49 (English version, 48).

Before that Bhilip called thee, when thou wast under the Jig-

tree, I saiv thee. Baur's
2
notion as to the difference between

the words spoken to Peter and to Nathanael, does not seem to

me to fit. He says that in the former the Saga (' glory ') of

Jesus manifests itself in a knowledge that is still unexplained.

There can be no particular difference in the fact that Jesus

speaks, there a short phrase, and here a more detailed one.

Eather the former is a historical, and the latter a psychological

knowledge. The historical word in ver. 49 (48) only serves

to confirm the one spoken in ver. 48 (47). It is plain enough

what Jesus means when he salutes the coming Nathanael as

an Israelite in the true sense of the word. If he is this, he is

ready to become a member of the church of Christ, which is

building itself up out of Israel. Jesus confirms his being this

by the relative phrase ; it is meant in confirmation (so Meyer

too). Jesus lays stress on the guilelessness of his being, which

is such that he neither lets himself be bribed by the un-

proved joy of others at the fulfilling of the hope of Israel, nor

lets himself be kept by any considerations from uttering his

doubts. Jesus wishes to emphasize the fact that he, Nathanael,

is bent earnestly and sincerely on the fulfilment of the pro-

phecy as it was given and as it read, and not as it might seem

to be fulfilled to a too hasty wish. Hence it is that He calls

1 Optimum reniedium contra opiniones praconceptas (' The best remedy

against preconceived opinions'), Bengel, Gnomon, 3ded., Tubingen 1773, vol. i.

p. 380 a.

2 Baur, Krilische Untersuchungen iiber die kanonischcn Evangelien, Tubingen

1847, p- 113.
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him an Israelite in the right understanding of the word.

Jesus confirms to him the fact that He recognises him in his

internal preparation for the kingdom of God by the miraculous

external seeing. For he had seen him even before Philip

called him—namely, as (before Philip's call) he was sitting

under the fig-tree, probably before his own house. The virb

rrjv av/crjv denotes the time before the call at which Jesus

says that he saw him; ver. 51 (50) confirms this (thus with

Liicke, Meyer, and others, against Baumgarten-Crusius). It

cannot be a chance miraculous seeing that Jesus appeals to.

It must stand in connection with the psychological knowledge

that Jesus here shows. Liicke is right in emphasizing as the

essential and necessary thing here, the circumstance that He
recognised him internally even from afar. Hence it must be

more than a mere hypothesis (against Meyer) that his delay-

ing or sitting under the fig-tree has some relation to the fact

that he is a true Israelite. And so Jesus, in recognising him

as a true Israelite, recognises him as one who belongs to Him.

Jesus teaches hereby that he knows his own.

Verse 50 (49).

Thus it is that Nathanael recognises him as the Son of

God. Such an unconditioned recognition of the true Israelites

as such would not be proper to Him had he not the uncon-

ditioned authority in Israel, and were not the Israelites them-

selves his own. Hence, also, he is at the same time both the

Son of God, not in the limited sense like those before, but in

an unconditioned way, and the king of Israel. Therefore

it is He in whom the future of Israel is present.
1

It is

not some miracle of supernatural knowledge which is

related by Jesus here, but a self-revelation of the Son of

God.

We are to perceive in two ways that it is given to him to

carry out this calling of the Son in Israel. First, in that he

gathers by his word the church of his own out of Israel ; and

secondly, that the divine power stands at his command for his

work. In these six disciples whom he has gained, he has

gathered about him by his word the beginnings of his

church.

1 See above, p. 322,
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Vekse 51 (50).

For the second point he could refer to the future of his

next great revelations, in which it should appear that the

powers of God stood at his command.

Verse 52 (51).

Verily, verily, I say unto you. Thus he brings in his

answer with emphasis.
1

Hereafter ye sliall see heaven open,

and the angels of God ascending and descending upon the Son of

man. The angels are the personal powers of his Spirit

working in the world, by which God, as the one within the

universe, completes the thoughts of his kingdom. Hence we can

say that Jesus' words in ver. 52 (51) contain an altered repeti-

tion of the imparting of the Spirit told in ver. 32. "Oyp-eo-Oe

tov ovpavov avewyora (' ye shall see heaven open ') and icara-

fiaLveiv €7tl (' to descend upon ') recall unmistakably the

imparting of the Spirit at the baptism. If this be not a

deception, this passage goes to confirm our explanation of

ver. 32. When it speaks here of angels, we see only the

Spirit of God, in the variety of its workings. Angels are

not, as Liicke thought,2 taken here as symbols of the unbroken

revelation of God, in contrast to their conception elsewhere

in the Scriptures as real personal beings. It is no general

figure, as Baumgarten-Crusius declares. They are meant, as

in general, to be the personal powers of the variously working

Spirit of God. It is the same whether we say that Jesus did

his miracles iv Trvevfiart, 0eov (' by the Spirit of God,' Matt.

xii. 28) or by the service of angels; see Luke vii. 8 ; Matt,

xxvi. 53.
3 The ministering spirits are, moreover, in constant

motion to and from God and him. His prayer, as far as it

stands in the ministry of his calling, sends them up praying

to God (see John xi. 42) ; and the Father's hearing of prayer

sends them down from above to his aid. Hence we read

avaftaivovrao- koI KarafialvovTacr (' ascending and descending '),

and avafiaivovraa- stands first.

1 See above, p. 52, and my St. John the Author of the Fourth Gospel, Edin-

burgh, T. and T. Clark, 1875, p. 178 f.

2 Liicke, Commentar iiber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn 1840,

vol. i. p. 459.
3 See Hofmann, Der Schriftbeiveis, 2d ed., Nordlingen 1857, vol. i. pp.

325, 401.
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The Spirit is spoken of here, as we see, not in so far as he

is the foundation and the determining power of personal life

and salvation. The angels have nothing to do with this

according to the Scriptures. It is the Spirit, in so far as he

has the power of activity, and in so far as he works. There

can be no word here as to any other activity than that of his

calling. Therefore Jesus speaks of the manifold power of

the spirit of his calling, which has become his own. In like

manner, we found above that the spirit of ofhce was there

spoken of. It proved there that the impartation of this

spirit showed Jesus to be the Son of God ; and the same

thing holds good for this passage. Hence Jesus does not

ascribe to himself some miraculous power or other ; but he so

designates the power which is his since the baptism, that he

thereby shows himself to be the Son of God. At the same

time, he is the fulfilment of Israel. It has not escaped the

exegetes, that the conception of this passage intends to recall

Gen. xxviii. 12. The continuous saving activity of God
there pictures itself to the father of the twelve tribes of

Israel for his consolation, in that nightly vision of ascending

and descending angels. Such is the living communication

in which God will stand with his chosen people. When,
then, the disciples shall see in actuality in Jesus the likeness

of what Jacob there beheld in vision in relation to himself,

what else does this mean than that the history of Israel

is fulfilled in Jesus ?

But the history of Israel fulfils itself in him in whom
the history of humanity found its determination and fulfil-

ment. For Jesus calls himself in ver. 52 the ' Son of man.'

The common explanation of this self-designation of Jesus,

which is found so constantly in the synoptists, namely, that

it is the Messianic name in a Daniel-like form, or with

reference to Daniel's prophecy, Dan. vii. 13, is not in a

position to tell us why Jesus so names himself just here.

Nor do we find this point touched in the commentaries.

This very weakness would argue against the familiar inter-

pretation. Hofmann 1
has also proved sufficiently the un-

1 Hofmann, Weismgung und Erfidlung im Alten tind Keuen Testament,

Nordlingen 1844, vol. ii. p. 19 ; and Der Schriftbeweis, 2d ed., Nordlingen

1859, vol. ii. 1, p. 78 ff.

/
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tenableness of this explanation ; and they have gradually,

on different sides, owned that he was right.
1

It cannot be

a designation of Christ as the Messiah, on account of the

passage Matt. xvi. 13. Christ names himself with this

phrase, both in view of his likeness to other men, in that he,

namely, is like them a man, and in view of his distinction

from them, in that he calls himself the ' Son of man.' Son

of David designates him as the one in whom the history of

the house of David was to find its goal ; and thus ' Son of

man ' designates him as the goal of the history of humanity,

which history began with the first man. Hence, as the

second, he comes up directly to the side of the former, as

he with whom the history of humanity begins afresh. He
is this, however, only by being,—not exclusively a product

of humanity, but as he who has from God entered into

humanity and its genealogical development. Therefore he is

6 vlbcr rov dv6pco7rov (' the Son of man '), because he is 6 vlbcr

rod 0eov (' the Son of God '). That is what Jesus here

shows us. In him, because he is the Son of God, both the

history of Israel, which bears salvation within it, and the

history of humanity, which is called to salvation, find their

fulfilment. Both lines meet in one point. The disciple,

Nathanael the true Israelite, had recognised him as the Son

of God and king of Israel. Jesus adds, that he is at the same

time therewith 6 vlba rov dv0p(o7rov (' the Son of man '), yet

in such a way that we see how both his importance for

Israel and for humanity are given and based on the fact

that he is 6 vlb<r rov 6eov (' the Son of God '). And so in

this section he reveals himself as such ; and the account has

no other design than to show this. But he does not reveal

himself as such, without at the same time showing that

double relation and meaning. From this we shall be able

to understand the following paragraph, which also belongs to

this circle.

1 Weizsiicker, Jahrbiicher fur deutsche Theologie, 1859, p. 765 f. ; Baur,

Zeitschrift fur wissenschaftliche Theologie, 1860, p. 274 ff. ; Hilgenfeld, ibid.

1863, p. 327 ff. ; Holtzmann, ibid. 1865, pp. 212-237, especially 225-230
;

Kahnis, Die Lutherische Dogmatik historisch - genetisch dargestellt, Leij>zig

1861, vol. i. p. 446 f.
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II. 1-11.

We recall, first of all, the observation which we prefixed

to this circle of the self-introduction of Jesus, namely, that

all self-revelation of him as the Son of God, which is

reported in it, is related directly only to the disciples as the

beginning of the church which was to be gathered. There-

fore we are not yet standing in the sphere of Jesus' public

self-revelation. We must remember this at oviroo rjicet, rj

wpa fiov (' mine hour is not yet come '), and in judging this

incident in general. In the next place, we have seen that

Jesus the Son of God reveals himself as the fulfilment of

Israel, as this fulfilment is given in him the Son of man.

We shall find the same thought in this miracle. In con-

sideration of what precedes, we shall expect to find the

relation of Jesus to the old covenant here portrayed.

Explanations, such as that the Lord's supper is hinted at (De

Wette, Bruno Bauer), or that Jesus is contrasted with the

Baptist (Olshausen, Baur 1

), we may declare to be without

support in the preceding context. In any case, the importance

of the miracle lies in the fact that it is a a-Tj/melov (' sign ').

It certainly cannot be a ground of conviction for the Christian

cause

;

2 but it is not meant to be that. Since its value lies

in the thing portrayed, in the arj^ielov, it presupposes belief.

But it serves belief, just because it shows figuratively what

is given in Jesus. Hence belief of the disciples, that is, a

demand therefor, is named as the effect of this crrnxelov, ii. 11.

Certainly, as Baumgarten-Crusius claims, the spiritual miracle

is the essential thing in the life of Christ ; and the sensible

miracles, as they are slightingly called, are not the essential

thing. But the former appears in the latter ; and thence it

is that the latter, as we saw above, receive their essential

importance as 0-77/xeia (' signs '). We are therefore neither

justified in giving up, nor forced to give up, the external

historical character of this miracle. Baur, on the con-

trary, is right when he demands of the ' believing ' exegetes

1 Baur, KritiscJie Untersuchungen iiber die kanonischen Evangelien, Tubingen

1847, p. 116 ft.

2 Baumgarten-Crusius, Theologische Auskgung der Johannekchen Schriften,

Jena 1843, vol. i. p. 79.
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that they take the history presented here just as it

stands.

Baur expresses it as his conviction, that since this account

finds no point of contact in the synoptists, it is the more

certainly to be comprehended only from the fundamental idea

of the gospel itself. In this he assumes to himself the right

to start from the principle that the three first gospels contain

the complete tradition, and that what passes beyond that

is unhistorical. It is a singular assumption to venture to

make such a presupposition his basis, as he does in Ms whole

work on John. When, however, he adds that the representa-

tion clearly shows that it does not mean to give a historical

account, but that it follows a definite ideal purpose, we have

only to say, that in the first place this is no exclusive con-

tradiction, and that in the second place he has not proved

the second clause of his declaration. He who reads this

account without prejudice must confess that it reads simply

and decidedly as historical, and hence is intended so. It does

not therefore need to be a chance anecdote from Jesus' life.

Baumgarten - Crusius' * notion that, as to importance and

effect, it stands at the lowest point among the miracles of

Jesus which are related in the fourth gospel, is as arbitrary

as it is false. The connection leads us to the very contrary.

This will be confirmed by the closer consideration of the

matter.

Verse 1.

TJie third clay. The evangelist begins this account reckon-

ing from the last mention of time in i. 44 (43), and not, as

Baur will have it,
2 counting back over that, so that the

day directly following i 44 would be meant. He then

argues from that, against the historical possibility. But that

would contradict the evangelist's method of reckoning in what

precedes; see i. 29 and 35. The evangelist counts in all, six

days, at the beginning as well as at the close of the gospel,

xii. 1. The Baptist's testimony to the deputies falls on the

1 Baumgarten-Crusius, Theologische Auslegung der Johanneischen Schri/ten,

Jena 1843, vol. i. p. 81.

* Baur, Kritische Untersuchungen iiber die kanonischen Evangdien, Tubingen

1847, p. 114
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first day, i. 10 ff. ; to those around him, on the second day,

i. 29 ff. ; and to the two disciples, on the third day, i. 35 ff
.

;

on the same day both pairs of brothers join Jesus. On the

fourth day, Philip and Nathanael follow Christ. The third

day from that is to be so reckoned, that the beginning and

end be counted in ; and so it is in all the sixth day. The

distance amounted to about twenty leagues, or three day's-

journeys. Hence that fits with the counting. Jesus goes

first to Nazareth his home. Here he learns that his mother

is at a marriage in the neighbouring Cana. Tr^cr TdXCKaiaa

(' of Galilee ') is added to distinguish it from the other Cana

in the tribe of Asher, in the neighbourhood of Phoenicia.

It is doubtful whether Cana is to be looked for in Kana

el Djelil (' Cana in Galilee '), which lies two leagues north

of Nazareth, as Eobinson, Eitter, Meyer, and others say ; or

whether it is to be sought in the Kefr Kenna, a league off to

the east of this, as Hengstenberg and Godet think. Probably

there were not two at the time of Jesus. The second, perhaps,

arose only after the destruction of the first. In either case,

Cana was not far from Nazareth. The marriage doubtless

took place among friends or relations of the parents of

Jesus. Jesus is again at Cana, later, in iv. 46. Perhaps it

was in the new house of these friends. Nathanael also was

from Cana, xxi. 2.

Verse 2.

And both Jesus was called, and Ms disciples, to the marriage.

'EnXrjdTi (' was called') is not to be taken as a pluperfect. The

disciples of Jesus could not have been invited before. It is

probably to be supposed that Jesus found an invitation wait-

ing, and that they invited his disciples afterwards, out of

politeness.

Verse 3.

A marriage lasted commonly seven days, Gen. xxix. 27;

Judg. xiv. 14 ff.; Tob. ix. 12, x. 1. Was it so in this case?

It was probably several days at least. If it were the last

day, an unexpected increase of the marriage-company could

the more easily cause a want of wine. This verse should

hold to the common reading, /ecu vareprjaavroa- ocvov (' and
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when they wanted wine'), which is also sufficiently sup-

ported by the manuscripts. Mary, it appears, is the first to

notice the want of wine. Tender-hearted, she wishes to save

the bridal hosts from embarrassment. Hence she speaks to

Jesus: olvov ovk 'i'xpvaiv ('they have no wine').
1 In sense,,

though not in expression, this is an appeal, not for leaving the

feast (Bengel), but for help.

Verse 4.

Jesus' answer sounds apparently severe ; but it is not. On
the cross he calls his mother ' woman,' and not mother. Tt

ifiol koI dot ; sfeimo ('What have I to do with thee?'

Compare Matt. viii. 29; Mark i. 24; Luke viii. 28) is

a refusal of fellowship. The words are not unfriendly, but

are estranging. She is to learn not to consider herself, or act

towards him, as his mother.
2 From this refusal we may well

infer that her thoughts went beyond a common help. Did

she think of anything definite at all ? Her son has come

back from the baptism, accompanied by disciples. Long

slumbering hopes and expectations probably awake in her

soul. Mine hour is not yet come. ' The hour' is an expres-

sion characteristic of John.3 On this very account we may
not weaken the phrase, as Meyer does, so that it should

denote the point of time for help, and so that Jesus should

intend to say ' that he is going to help, but not at this

moment.' ' The hour' must here be meant in the same preg-

nant sense which it has in John throughout. Some take it as

the death-hour
;

4
others, as the death-hour, or as the death and

1 The reading in the Sinaitic, «7v«<r bIk trnv, is evidently a correction of the

usual reading (also in B) : otvav ovx. 'ixov<nv, caused by the fact that the subject in

question had not been named before.
2 [This discussion appears scarcely fair towards Jesus and towards his mother.

The words, as is remarked above, are not unfriendly. But they also are not

necessarily ' estranging, ' or calculated to drive the mother away. The tone in

which such words were used determined their intention and effect. We cannot

readily believe that Jesus, in replying to this incitement to his first miracle,

which incitement he answered by his act, took occasion to bid his mother keep

her place. "Were it so, we should have expected him to have appointed John
her son here instead of at the cross.—C. R. G.]

3 See vii. 30, viii. 20, xii. 23, xiii. 1, xvii. 1 ; and above, page 131 f.

4 Schweizer, Das Evangelium Johannes nach seinem innern Werthe und seiner

Bedeutungfiir das Leben Jesu kr'Uisch untersuchi, Leipzig 1841, p. 73.
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glorification hour.
1 Baur thinks it the time of the glorifica-

tion.
2

' The hour ' is always the time determined by God for

the revelation of his being. This, however, goes through death

to glory. Here it is the time of his revelation. The right

hour for his manifestation is not at this marriage and in this

private house. Still he can and does give a picture and type

of the revelation of his glory.

Verse 5.

Mary certainly did not understand her son's words.
3 She

probably feels the estrangement in them. But she is sure of

the disposition of her son. So she hopes, not on account of,

but in spite of, the answer. And Jesus did not let her hope

come to shame.

Verse 6.

'Efcet ('there'), that is, there stood in the room six portable

(iv. 28) water-pots, for the cleansing of hands and vessels

before and after the meal, according to Jewish custom.

Verse 7 ff.

Jesus causes these to be filled, and then orders wine to be

drawn from them and taken to the ' governor of the feast,'

—

o Th)v rpaire^wv iTrifiekrjTrja teal rtjcr a\\7]cr evKoa/itacr (' he who
took care of the tables and the general arrangements'), who
had to command the servants, care for the ordering of the

feast, and to taste the food and drink beforehand. This one

is surprised that such a good wine should still be in reserve,

and in his way reproaches the bridegroom for keeping this

good liquor so long : When men have well drunk, so that they

can no longer distinguish so exactly the goodness of the wine.

He speaks from his common experience.

1 Llicke, Commentar illcr das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn 1840,

vol. i. p. 470, vol. ii. p. 218.

s Baur, Kritische Untersuchungen ilber die Icanonischen Evangelien, Tubingen

1847, p. 117.
3 [She certainly did not understand the words in the sense explained. Had

she, she could not have supposed that he would pay any attention to the words

which he had answered in an intentionally cool and slightly repelling way.

Still less would she have ventured to indicate by her orders to the servants that

she was a confidant of his. Indeed, the order given by her would rather lead

one to infer that Jesus had assured her that he intended to take some action in

the case.—C. R. G.]
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We must let the miracle of the changing of the water

stand as it reads, and not turn it into a hastened natural

process (Olshausen),—a working on the disposition of the

guests, a change in the attributes in distinction from a change

in the substance (Neander), or a marriage-jest of Jesus' (Paulus).

' Sit ut est, aut non sit' (' Let it be as it is, or not at all').

It is incomprehensible, like every miracle ; no more and no

less ; but it is not therefore inconceivable. It is a a-rj/xelov

(' sign'). Therein lies its importance and its internal con-

firmation. It is a revelation of Jesus as the Son of God, in

contrast to what was given in the old covenant. This is con-

firmed by the remark of the evangelist, that the six pots were

placed there according to the law of Jewish purification.

That forms a contrast to what Jesus gives. Instead of the

thing commanded, steps Ins divine gift, the higher life, into

the place of that which is externally purifying. Thus are

Christianity and Judaism related to each other ; thus the New
and the Old Testament church. We may then also certainly

say that Christ, the beginning and contents of the former, and

the Baptist, the conclusion of the latter, are related. He
changed the water into wine, not new-created the latter ; and

thus the two above are so contrasted with each other, not

that the one steps absolutely into the place of the other, but

that the old is to be elevated and glorified into the new. He
who does this is Jesus, who, at first a guest, enters by the gift

into the place of the bridegroom. Baur rightly called atten-

tion to the fact that Jesus shows himself as such, by here

assuming what belonged to the bridegroom. Jesus shows us

in his miracle how he elevates and glorifies the essence

and the church of the old covenant into the new life, by his

becoming the bridegroom. He wished to show this figura-

tively in a miracle, because that fact is itself a miracle. In

so far as the appearance of Jesus the Christ beside the

Baptist began that fact, this story images the relation of the

Baptist, who has as his own merely the water and the typical

cleansing, and of Christ who gives the Spirit and its higher

life. In so far as the glorification of the church is the end

of this fact, at which Christ the bridegroom will bring home

his bride the church, and will prepare the true wedding-joy,

this end is also referred to. The meaning of this miracle must
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be taken thus comprehensively. Baumgarten-Crusius declares

that he will not object if they find in the account a reference

to the changing of Judaism to a higher spirit ; and he refers

for this to the KaOapcafibcr twv 'IovBalcov (' purifying of the

Jews,' ver. 6), and to the connection with the following story,

ver. 14 ff.
1 We would gladly accept that as a confirmation of

the view offered. But this cannot be called an ' allegorizing.' In

the chapters on the language and representation of the gospel,

we have sufficiently seen how this symbolism is deeply and

essentially founded in the whole spirit of the Scriptures,

because it is thus deep in the matter itself. Baumgarten-

Crusius has called attention to the fact that a similar explana-

tion of this story was the ruling one even in the ancient church.

Lampe, too, finds in it ' that pleasant change of affairs which

was to be expected with the coming of the Lord;'
2 although

in the proof he loses himself in trifles. The account must be

explained from this point of view, the portraying the New
Testament x^PL(T grace ') in the stead of the Old Testament

vofioa- ('law').

Tins, too, explains the abundance of the wine given. Six

water-pots, containing two or three metretes apiece} The Attic

metreter, which is probably meant here, is equal to the Jewish

bath, and contained \\ Boman amphorae. Hence the single

pot held about 18 or 20 gallons, and the whole amounted to

from 108 to 120 gallons.
4 The simplicity of the account

forbids us to doubt, with Liicke,
5
that the whole water con-

tained became wine. It says in ver. 9, without limit, to vBwp

olvov <ye<y6W7)/j,evov ('the water that was made wine'), and

leaves us nothing else to think of than that in the writer's

opinion all the water had been changed into wine. Of course

it does not mean that all this wine was to be drunk at once.

1 Baumgarten-Crusius, Theologische Auslegung der Johanneischen Schriften,

Jena 1843, vol. i. p. 82.

2 Lampe, Commentarius Evangelii secundum Joannem, Amsterdam 1724, vol.

i. p. 517.
3 avd, distributively ; see Winer, Grammatik des Neutestamentlichen Sprach-

idioms, 7th ed.
f
Leipzig 1867, p. 372. English edition, translated by Moulton,

A Grammar of the Idiom of the New Testament, Edinburgh 1877.
4 Or from five to six hectolitres.
5 Liicke, Com7nentar iiber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn 1840,

vol. i. p. 471.

LUTH. T. Y JOHN.
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There were probably not so very many guests there.
1 No

one, therefore, has a right to speak of luxury and waste (De

Wette), or of satisfying the passions (Bruno Bauer). Why
should not the newly-married pair have kept over a rich

measure as the gift of their guest, as the blessing of his stay

in their midst, from which they could draw for a long time ?

This is the way it is with Jesus' blessed incarnation and dwell-

ing among us, so that we may take of his fulness, grace for grace,

i. 16. This account is a proof of that sentence. In that

sentence of the evangelist is contained an expression of the

whole blessing which the incarnate one, who has taken up

his abode among us, brought to us. And in this story the

whole blessing is imaged before us.

Herewith this second circle of relations, i. 19—ii. 11,

reaches the same end as the introductory circle. In the

opening circle it is said that Christ has entered into the

world, and has dwelt among men as their fellow, so as to

open here, and now, the riches of the blessings contained in

him, in distinction from the Old Testament law. And the

same thing historically and symbolically forms the contents

of this section. This may be compared with De Wette's

declaration, that a single idea to rule the whole is wanting

here. Nor shall we miss any longer the instructive discourse

which is wanting. As we remarked in the former section,

how the 86i;a ('glory') of Jesus made itself known in this

7r\T]pa>fjLa ty]<t -^dpLiod ('fulness of grace'), and thus became

an object of believing experience ; so, too, this circle must close

with the reference to Jesus' Soga, which revealed itself in this

miracle, and so became an object of belief.

Verse 11.

Thus tins miracle serves to prove that Jesus is the Son of

God. Therein he made visible that salvation which he medi-

ates, only because he is the only-begotten, the one sprung

from heaven. Before him merely the ordinance of the law,

graven on stone, ruled in Israel. The better thing came now
for the first time, ii. 10. But he revealed it at first typically,

not in its essence, because his hour was not yet come—that

1 Liicke, Commentar iiber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn 1840,

vol. i. p. 471.
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is, the time of his full self-revelation before the eyes of men.

Hence this miracle, as a figurative anticipation of that which

is future, is important only for the narrow circle in which

Jesus here moves, most nearly only for the disciples. It is

not said that any one of the other guests remarked it, and

we cannot presuppose that they did. They doubtless knew
it afterwards. This event, at first a part of the gathering and

of the awakening belief in the disciples, though it does not

remain unnoticed by the rest, has in itself something whereby

it leads Jesus over from the first circle of his disciples into

publicity. In this way it leads directly to the next circle of

the public activity of Jesus. Thus we see the separate

members of our book linking into each other like a chain.

The history and the representation progress. To this must

be added the other thought, namely, that the next event, the

cleansing of the temple, forms an evident contrast to the

miracle at the marriage. The relation of Jesus to Judaism

makes an essential point of view for the explanation of this

passage. Thus it joins closely upon what precedes, and at the

same time again belongs essentially to what follows, in that it

opens Jesus' entrance into and stay in Jerusalem and Judea.

The parts and paragraphs of our gospel are thus closely

interwoven.

END OF VOL. I.
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a line than can be extracted from many pages of other writers.'—Archdeacon Hake.

'In respect both of its contents and its tone, Bengel's Gnomon stands alone. Even
among laymen there has arisen a healthy and vigorous desire for scriptural knowledge,
and Bengel has done more than any other man to aid such inquirers. There is perhaps
no book every word of which has been so well weighed, or in which a single technical

term contains so often far-reaching and suggestive views. . . . The theoretical and
practical are as intimately connected as light and heat in the sun's ray.'

—

Life of Perthes.



T. and T. Clark's Publications.

In two vols., demy 8vo, price 21s.,

PARTICULARLY IN GERMANY,

Viewed according to its Fundamental Movement, and in connection with

the Religious, Moral, and Intellectual Life.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF

Dr. J. A. DORNER, Professor of Theology, Berlin.

With a Preface to the Translation by the Author.

' Dr. Dorner is distinguished by massive breadth of thought, ... by scholarly research,

genial appreciation of all forms of culture, and a well-balanced judgment, swayed by a

spirit of fairness to those who differ from him. . . . The work is in every way deserving

of careful examination now, as it is likely to be afterwards valued as one deserving the

highest confidence as a book of reference, on account of its ample research amongst
materials on which competent judgment must rest. . . . We regard with satisfaction the

appearance of such a work. The highest interests are promoted by a treatise at once
scholarly and eminently suggestive, which deals with theology at once scientifically and
historically.'— Contemporary Review.

' This masterly work of Dr. Dorner, so successfully rendered into English by the pre-

sent translators, will more than sustain the reputation he has already achieved by his

exhaustive and, as it seems to us, conclusive History of the Development of Doctrine

respecting the Person of Christ?—Spectator.

In demy Svo, 700 pages, price 12s.,

A CRITICAL AND EXEGETICAL COMMENTARY
ON THE

BOOK OF PSALMS.
WITH A NEW TRANSLATION.

By JAMES G. MURPHY, LL.D., T.C.D.,

AUTHOR OF COMMENTARIES ON THE BOOKS OF GENESIS, EXODUS, ETC.

' This work aims, and not unsuccessfully, at bringing out the sense and elucidating
the principle of each psalm. The notes are plain and to the purpose. It has plenty of

matter, and is not diffuse.'

—

Guardian.
' Dr. Murphy's contribution to the literature of the Psalms is a most welcome addition.

. . . We have no hesitation in predicting for it a cordial reception from all who can appre-
ciate a sound and scholarly exegesis, and who are anxious to discover the full and exact
meaning of the inspired word.'

—

Baptist Magazine.
' A scholarly, careful production. It gives explanations of difficult Hebrew forms and

phrases, traces with skill and insight the connection in each psalm, and brings out the
sense in a version that is clear and idiomatic'

—

Freeman.










